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2ABSTRACT
The Manenguba languages are a group of closely 
related Bantu languages spoken on the north-western edge of 
the Bantu area. The main goals of this, study are to 
reconstruct Proto-Manenguba (PM) from which the present day 
languages have developed and to examine how they are related 
to each other.
In chapter two, the correspondences for consonants, 
vowels and tones are established and oroto-phonemes 
proposed. In chapter three, the sound changes that have 
apparently taken place between PM and the different 
languages are presented and discussed. Several diagrams are 
included to highlight the kinds of splits and mergers that 
have occurred.
Chapter four is devoted to a comparison and partial 
reconstruction of the morphology of the noun class and 
concord system.
In chapter five, PM roots are compared with 
Proto-Bantu (PB) reconstructions in order to examine the 
sound correspondences between the two proto-languages. 
Special attention is given to the apparent double reflexes 
of voiceless PB stops in North West Bantu languages which 
have recently been attributed to a former lenis/non-lenis 
distinction. Apparent non-productive morphophonemic 
alternations in one of the languages (Akaase) are brought to 
light involving reflexes of the above stops, although we are 
not able to provide a satisfactory answer as to their 
origin.
Chapter six is concerned with the classification of 
the Manenguba languages. Previous classifications and some 
rece'nt 1exicostatistica1 classifteat ions are surveyed. We 
then present and discuss our own lextcostatistical 
sub-grouping of the Manenguba languages plus their 
relationship to some adjacent languages. This classification 
is then related to the previous classifications and to 
shared sound and morphological changes established in 
chapters three and four.
The data on which the main part of this study is: 
based is appended comprising some 700 comparative word lists 
from fourteen languages/dialects. Also included where 
possible are PB and proposed PM reconstructions of the 
lexical items.
3To
the peoole who speak the 
Manenguba languages
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION 
I•1 The aim of this study
The Manenguba languages are spoken on and around the 
Manenguba mountain range situated in the south-western part 
of the Republic of Cameroon.
The aim of this study is to compare the different
languages and dialects with a view to reconstructing aspects 
of the phonology, the noun class concord system and
vocabulary of the common proto-language, and to make a
classification of the languages and dialects which expresses 
the relationships between them and their development from 
the proto-language.
1•2 The location
The Manenguba languages are spoken in the area 
between longitudes 4°30* and 5°30* north of the equator and 
latitudes 9°20* and 10“ 10' east of Greenwich (cf. map 1) 
with Mount Manenguba at the centre (cf. map 2). Mt.
Manenguba is the highest peak in the area (2411m), followed 
by Mt. fCupe (2064m) and Mt • Nlonako (1825m). They are all 
part of a chain of volcanic outcrops beginning with a group 
of islands in the Atlantic Ocean, followed by Mt. Cameroon 
near the coast and stretching far inland north-eastwards.
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Map 1: The location of the Manenguba languages within Cameroon {l]
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The whole area lies within the region of tropical rain 
forest and large parts are covered by forest* On the slopes 
of Mt. Manenguba, savannah type vegetation is found. In many 
places the forest has been cleared for subsistence farming 
and large plantations.
There is a rainy season and a dry season with 
rainfall being heaviest from July to September and lowest 
from November to February. The highest annual rainfall has 
been measured in Nyasoso on the western slope of Mt. Kupe 
with 4045mm per year. Nkongsamba has an average annual 
rainfall of 2762mm (Ejedepang-Koge 197 1 M3). The area 
divides into three watershed areas, Mt. Manenguba being at 
the centre. The north-western part drains off into the Manyu 
and Cross rivers, the south-western part into the Mungo 
river and the eastern part into the Nkam and Dibombe rivers 
which, in turn, carry their water Into the Wourl river (cf. 
map 2).
Two major roads traverse the area in a south-north 
direction* the Kumba-Mamfe road in the west and the 
Douala-Bafoussam road in the east. The only west-east 
connection by major road is the Kumba-Loum road. Many other 
minor roads provide motorable access to different villages, 
some of them becoming impassable during the rainy season. 
During German times, a railway was built between Douala and 
Nkongsamba which has been operating since 1911. There is 
also a branch to Kumba on the south-western edge of the 
area.
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1•3 The people
Oral history of the Manenguba people begins with the 
ancestor Ngoe roaming the plains on Mt. Manenguba. There, 
while hunting, he met a young woman called Sumediang whom he 
married. They settled on the western slopes from where their 
offspring later migrated to different parts of the area [21.
There appears to be no recollection of history going 
back further than the ancestral figure to where the people 
originally came from.
The more recent history which has been accompanied 
by tremendous changes begins with the coming of the 
Europeans to the area. In 1886, two years after Cameroon 
became a German colony, the first explorer arrived in the 
southern area reaching Nyasoso [3] just north of Tombel. In 
1893, the first Basel missionary arrived in Nyasoso marking 
the beginning of mission work there.
German administration ended during World War One and 
Cameroon was divided up to be administered by France and 
Britain. The dividing line went right through the middle of 
the Manenguba people following more or less the watershed 
line from north to south. After independence in 1960, this 
division is still reflected in provincial boundaries and the 
predominant use of English and French on the western and 
eastern side respectively.
The people speaking the various Manenguba languages 
belong to the following clans or ethnic groups* Mienge, Mbo, 
Basossi, Bakossi, Elung, Nninong, Mousmenam, Manengouba, 
Bareko, Manehas, Bakaka, Balondo, Babong and Bafun. Nkongho, 
Bafaw, Upper and Lower Belong, Bongkeng and Bakem are
24
sometimes included as part of this group (Ngoula n.d.), but 
we exclude them on linguistic grounds (cf. 6.3.2.3 and 
map 3).
Population figures are estimated at somewhere around
200,000 people. It is, however, difficult to be certain of 
precise figures because the most recent survey made no 
difference between the native population and people from 
other ethnic groups who live in the territory of the people 
speaking the Manenguba languages [43. Ngoula (1980) refers 
to Nloung who estimated that the population including (Joper 
and Lower Balong, Bafaw, Bakem and Bongkeng, was 230,000 in 
1971 153. Adding up the figures given in Franqueville 
(1971*89-90) and the Dl.ctionnaire des villages de la Meme 
(1973*9-10) leads to a similar conclusion.
Traditionally the people have been farming, hunting 
and fishing in the various small rivers. The introduction of 
cash crops such as coffee and cocoa as well as modern 
education has brought many changes to traditional life. Many 
people left their villages and are now working in different 
parts of Cameroon as teachers, pastors, civil servants, 
doctors, etc.
They used to build round houses with low walls and a 
high conical roof which is unique in this area. The women 
carry their loads in baskets on their backs with a band 
suspended over their heads. This is another feature which 
distinguishes them from most of their neighbours, the 
exceptions being the Bangwa and the Mundani to the north who 
use the same method.
The social organization has been based on family and
i
descent groups expressed in such terms as 3bftm a ndab
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Map 3: Ethnonyms and glossonyms
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“family” (lit. 'abdomen of. house'), tfimbe "family41 and the 
different clan names. Village organization was egalitarian 
with the elders, who were also members of the various 
traditional societies being the decision makers, rather than 
hierarchical with a chief at the top as is found in the 
Grassfields area to the north. Although there are chiefs at 
village .level and for larger groupings, these chieftaincies 
do not have the same status and power as those found in the 
Grassfields. It is very likely that the concept of a chief 
was absent before the colonial period [6 1.
The clan was probably conceived of as the largest 
definable unit since each clan has its own name (e.g.
Mwetan, Manehas, Mbwogmut, etc.). There was clearly 
cooperation between clans in pre-colonial times (e.g. trade, 
marriage, etc.) and there is a certain feeling of oneness. 
This may be due to a shared common ancestry claimed by all, 
but there is no evidence that there was any larger political 
organisation embracing several clans. It was largely along 
clan lines that administrative boundaries were established 
during colonial times. Therefore, the modern divisions into 
various administrative units appear to largely [7] reflect 
the traditional divisions into groups of common descent but 
help to reinforce existing divisions IB]. Clearly it is the 
international boundary, which was placed through the middle 
of these related groups at the end of dorld rtar One, which 
had the most far-reaching influence. Not only did it stop 
trade and marriage between traditional partners, it also 
produced a previously non-existent language barrier. On the 
western side, people now speak English and on the eastern
i
side, French (cf. maps 4 and 6). Other cultural influences
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Map 4; Administrative divisions
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can be observed. For example, on the western side it is 
common to be served tea for breakfast whereas on the eastern 
side, to be offered a glass of red wine with a meal is not 
at all unusual. The division is also reflected in the form 
of loanwords in the various Manenguba languages from English 
and French.
The colonial administrative divisions were continued 
after independence and after some modifications are now as 
on map 4 C9]« The Manenguba languages are therefore now 
spoken in three different provinces (cf. maps 1 and 4).
1.4 The languages
1.4.1 General comments
The Manenguba languages belong to the large group of 
Bantu languages spoken over most of Southern Africa 
(cf. map 5). The Bantu languages are in turn classified as 
Bantoid, Benue-Congo and Nigei— Congo with Niger-Kordofanian 
as the highest category in the classification (Greenberg 
1963). Geographically, the Manenguba languages are 
surrounded by other Bantu languages. To the west, south and 
east, languages of Guthrie's (194B, 1953, 1967-71) zone A 
are spoken. To the north-west, north and north-east are 
found languages classified as Ekoid Bantu, Mamfe Bantu 
(Williamson 1971*276) CIO], and Grassfields Bantu, or more 
specifically, Eastern Grassfields or Mbam-Nkam. More details 
of classification are given in chapter 6.
In the area of Mbanga, Loum and Nkongsamba, there 
are now many people who are of Bamileke origin, i.e. who 
speak Eastern Grassfields languages. This influx from the
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Map 5: Manenguba within Niger-Congo and Bantu
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area to the north started early this century when they left 
their heavily populated homeland to come and work on the 
cocoa farms of the autochtonous population. Tney began to 
settle permanently in the early thirties when the economic 
crisis forced the native planters to pay their immigrant 
labourers by giving them part of their plantations (Dugast 
1949b) (cf. map 6).
On the top of Mt. Manenguba, there are some small 
settlements of Fulanis, also called "Bororos", who speak a 
dialect of Fulfulde. They are Moslems and graze their herds 
of cattle and horses on the upper slopes and on the large 
crater plain of Mt. Manenguba, having come to the area in 
the 1950Js (Balz 1984*135).
1.4.2 The Manenguba languages
Turning now to the Manenguba languages more 
specifically, two questions need to be raised. The first is 
whether each different clan speaks a separate language or 
whether they are only dialects of one single language. The 
situation may be described as follows. Clearly not every 
form of speech dealt with in this study is a Separate 
language if mutual intelligibility is taken as the main 
criterion. Several are mutually intelligible and therefore 
can be considered as dialects of one language (e.g. Bakaka 
and Manehas). Others are not mutually intelligible and 
therefore have to be considered separate languages (e.g. 
Bafaw and Bakossi). The intelligibility relationship is not, 
however, always clearcut but is rather a matter of degree. 
This makes it difficult to draw the dividing lines as 
absolute language boundaries. The lexicostatistical study in
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Map 6; General linguistic map
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chapter 6 will provide at least a partial answer to this 
question. The above issue also raises the question of when 
to use the term ‘'dialect*' or "language" when referring to 
any of the forms of speech under consideration. We have 
chosen to use the term language throughout this study, 
except when specifically discussing the distinction between 
the two, thus using the term in the sense of "form of 
speech" without prejudging the question of where to draw 
dialect and language boundaries.
The second question to be raised is, which languages 
are to be included in or excluded from the Manenguba 
languages? One purpose of this study is to provide an answer 
to this question. The languages used in this study are 
indicated on map 7. The languages defined lexico- 
statistically as the Manenguba languages in 6.3 are 
surrounded by a solid line on the map.
1.4.3 Ethnonyms and glossonyms
The area of nomenclature both for ethnic entities 
(ethnonyms) and for referring to the various languages 
(glossonyms) is very complex due to a variety of factors. In 
the different languages there are usually ethnonyms but 
there is not always a glossonym. In some cases, instead of a 
single word, there is a descriptive phrase used as a 
glossonym, e.g. eho mbo? 'speech of the village' or ehSb'S 
bel5n 'speech of the Balondo oeople'. In many cases, there 
are Europeanized versions of the ethnonyms and glossonyms 
which are either distortions of the real pronunciation going 
back to when they were first written down in German, English 
or French, or they may reflect the form given by
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Map 7: Languages/dialects used In this study
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neighbouring groups. Some authors use the glossonyms with 
the noun class prefix, others for some reason omit them 
(cf. 1.4.3.I). Jacquot and Richardson (1956) used a detailed 
phonetic transcription which is found in modified form in 
later authors. A list of names bringing together as many of 
the variations as possible is given below.
I.4.3.1 List of ethnonvms and glossonyms
The list below is a summary of the nomenclature found in the 
literature as far as the languages used in this study are 
concerned. First, the name by which the group or language is 
commonly known in English or French is given. The rest of 
the information is organized as follows*
1) glossonym (as recorded from native speakers)
2) ethnonym (as recorded from native speakers)
3) abbreviation used in this study
4) linguistic classification
5) alternative names and spellings found in the 
literature
If I) or 2) is absent, this indicates that I do not have the 
relevant information.
Babong 1) Ihobe mbog 3) 3B0 4) Bantu A.15a/f 5) Babog,
Kaka-Babong.
Q pitm L 1) left)9 2) baft)9 (sg. mf o9) 3) LEF
4) Bantu A.15a 5) Bafo, Bafg, Bafa, Fq , Fo , Nho.
Bafun 1 ) mbw^se Qhuy 2) my^mila9, bafun 3) BFU
4) Bantu A.14 or A.15f? 5) Miamilo, Bongkeng,
Pendia.
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Bak,pka 1) cfr5 mkaa7 2) mkaa? 3) MKA 4) Bantu A.15f
5) Kaa, Kaka.
Bakem 3) BKM 4) Bantu A.43a.
Bakossi 1) akl5'5se 2) bekS'ose (sg. f^ko'ose) 3) AKO
> 4) Bantu A.15b 5) Bakosi, Akose, Akoosa, Nkasi,
Nkosi* Kjgsi, Kossi, Kosse, Koose, Bafaramanl. 
Balondo 1) eh’ob'e belon 2) be Ion (sg. rill on) 3) BLN
4) Bantu A. 15 a/g 5) Balondo (but not Lundu or 
(Ba-)Londo (Kuperus 1982) which is Bantu A. 11a).
Balong 3) BLO 4) Bantu A. 13 5) Balung, Balug,
S. Balong, Balog, Balog, Balong Bayi, Bai, Long, 
Loung?, Melong?, Bllong?.
Baneka 1) mwaneka 3) MWK 4) Bantu A.15g 5) Mboo,
MQaneka, Muaneka.
Bareko 1) ehSw mbS? 2) mba? 3) MBA 4) Bantu A.15g
5) Mbo, Mbo, Sareko-Baneka, Mlnahe.
Bas.o.ss.1 1) nswas a, ggan 3) NSW 4) Bantu A. 15c
5) Basosi, Bassossi, Sosi, Nswosa, Nswoss, Nswose, 
Swose.
Bongkeng 3) BNK 4) Bantu A.14 5) Bonken, Bonkeng,
Bonkenge, Bogkeg, Bogkeg, Bogkeg, Bongkeng-Pendia. 
Elung 1) akoose 2) elOg 3) ELU 4) Bantu A.15d
5) Elong, El3g, EIa Q, Long, (but not Balong,
cf. above).
Kanyang 3) KNY 4) "Mamfe Bantu", Bantu A. 5) Banyang,
Banyangi, Banjangi, Nyang.
Kitehut 3) KIT 4) "Mamfe Bantu", Bantu A. 5) Kitwli,
Twii, Kitchoue, North Balong, Bakoni.
1) mwahed1, mwahes, mwahey? 3) MHE 4) Bantu 
A.l5f 5) Mwahed, Mwahet, Mwahet, Mvae.
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ManenqQUba 3) MNG 4) Bantu A•15 5) Manenguba, Mwanenguba.
MbQ 1) nl^W mb65 3) MBN 4) Bantu A . 15g 5) Mbo, Mbo
of Dschang.
Mbflt 1) rUtt mbCKj 3) MBM 4) Bantu A. 15.
Mba > 1) ah5 mb6?, eh5 mbo 3) MBE 4) Bantu A.15g
5) Mboo, MbD, Sambo, Mbo of Mbouroukou.
Ml enge 1) mySoqa* ehw6 ggan 2) mySgge 3) MYE 4) Bantu
A,l5g 5) Mien'ge, Miengge, Miyangen, Mangen, Ngen, 
Ngen, Mbo, Lower Mbo, MbD, Mbo Ml-or, Bua.
Mouamenam 1) akDDse 2) mwamenam 3) MlrtM ) Bantu A.15f/b
5) Mwamenam, Muamenam, Akoosa.
Ngemengoe 3) NGE 4) Bantu A.15 5) Ngemingu, Mwangem,
Bangem•
Ngwe 3) NGW 4) Eastern Grassfields, Mbatn-Nkam
5) Bangwa.
Nkongho 1) ltkOQ-D 2) gkdqd 3) LEK 4) Bantu A (“Mamfe
Bantu*') 5) Nkongwa, Nkongoa, Mbo, Upper Mbo, Mbo,
Kongoa, Mbo-Kongoa, Klnkwa, Nkinkwa, Nkwa, Mangen 
Konkwa•
1) akoose 2) nncnog 3) NNE 4) Bantu A.15e
5) Ninong, NnenCT.
1.4.3,2 Tpe term “Manenguba"
Although there is considerable variation of names at 
the lower level, there is generally no argument about what a 
particular group or language should be called. However, as 
soon as one is looking for a term to refer to several groups 
together or to the group as a whole, no agreement can be 
found as to what term should be used. Terms such as Mbo 
(Etame 1981), Mbvo (Ebu n.d.), Mi-or, Min-or, Mine-eh (Njang
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1972), Mwanengoe (Ejedepang 1971) have been proposed but 
none has found universal popular acceptance. Part of the 
explanation seems to lie in that
"no 1 tribal1 consciousness among the Bamileke or Mbo 
' could be said to have existed before colonial 
occupation... It should be remembered that 
Bamileke, Mbo, ..., Bantoid, North-rtest Bantu are 
all names and concepts introduced by European 
linguists or administrators. It was the colonial 
and modern situation which in most cases made 
Cameroonian cultural groups aware of themselves." 
(Eyongetah and Brain 1974*8).
Several proposals have been made to date but they 
have usually been met with indifference or rejected. This is 
not totally surprising especially when an attempt is made to 
use the name of one sub-group to cover several sub-groups or 
the Manenguba group as a whole.
One problem encountered against this background was 
what name to adopt for the purpose of.this study.
"Mine-eh", and related terms, which are based on the 
expression "I say" have been rejected by Ebu (n.d.) and have 
not found acceptance even amongst the closely related groups 
Baneka, Bakaka, Manehas, etc.
"Mwanengoe", which literally means the ‘son1 or 
•offspring of Ngoe1 has been rejected on the grounds that 
Ngoe, according to some tradition, is the founder of only 
one part and not of the group as whole. As Ebu (n.d.*3) 
states, "The Mbo people consider him as their son or at best 
their brother since he emigrated from them."
The term "Mbo" was first used by Guthrie (1953) in
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the expression “Mbo Cluster" to refer to the Manenguba 
languages as a whole* The earliest reference to the term 
"Mbo” [tl] appears to be the one in Manenquba-Expedition 
(1905) where it is used to refer to the people north-east of 
Nninong.,Tessmann (1932a) extended its use southwards to 
include the populations to the east of the Kupe-Manenguba 
mountain range right down beyond Loum. Both Tessmann and 
Guthrie extended the use of the term for one sub-group to 
several sub-groups and the group as a whole. It is this 
extended application that is objectionable to people from a 
different sub-group (cf. Ejedepang-Koge 1971*313). In the 
most recent publication on what we term the Manenguba group, 
Balz (1984*1) uses the term "Bakossi" for the group as a 
whole, which clearly will not be acceptable to the people in 
the north and east.
Etame (1981) argues for the use of the term ■"Mbo" 
and Ebu (n.d.) for the cognate term "Mbvo" on the basis that 
they are terms found in all the sub-groups with meanings 
such as 'home1, ’village*, 'country', etc. (cf. (A182-5) in 
appendix 1). This is obviously an attempt at looking for a 
shared feature which is unique to these languages and marks 
them off from all other languages which did not have this 
item. The main problem with this proposal is that this term 
is not exclusive to the Manenguba group but is found in many 
other surrounding languages. Equivalent words are used in 
Douala* mboa Jchez soi, maison, famille' (Helrnl inger 
1972*277), 'homestead, home* (Ittmann 1976*325)* in Ewondo* 
mv6g 'chez soi, village* (Abega n.d.)t and in Bakoko* mboh 
C- mbog R.H.] 'maison, famille, groupe, lineage, clan, 
tribu, ethnie* (Buhan 1979*402). In fact, these cognate
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terms go back to Proto-Bantu for which the common root has 
been reconstructed as *-bog& 'village' (Guthrie 
1967-71.111*63) C123.
Another problem with any word of this type is the 
fact that the forms vary from language to language which 
calls for a choice of one over another "spelling" as 
expressed by the difference between Mbo, Mbvo, Mbwog, etc.
Because of the difficulties associated with all the 
above terms, we have chosen the term "Manenguba" as a cover 
term for the group as a whole.
The term "Manenguba" was first used by Johnston 
(1919 and 1922) to refer to approximately the same 
languages. It is tak,en from the mountain which is at the 
geographical centre of the whole group and being a 
geographical term, it Is therefore more neutral than the 
ones discussed so far. Cook (1969) set out some general 
principles for choosing names for sub-groups of languages* 
"When possible it seems best to choose names which 
refer to some obvious and permanent geographical 
feature. In this respect, the names of rivers, 
seas, deserts, etc., are preferable to purely 
political names ... or names of towns, because they 
are less likely to change."
The term "Manenguba" therefore, fits into the set of 
linguistic terminology which includes terms such as 
Niger-Congo, Benue-Congo, Sanaga, Mbam-Nkam, Grassfields, 
etc.
One potential objection to the geographical term 
"Manenguba" would be that it is homophonous with the name of 
a clan living on the southern slopes of Mt. Manenguba. The
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relationship of the two homophonous names is best explained 
by assuming that the name for the mountain is derived from 
the people living on its slopes rather than the other way 
round [13].
Throughout this study, the term "Manenguba^ will be 
used to refer to the languages spoken in the geographical 
area at the centre o.f which lies Mt. Manenguba. By this 
choice, we do not assume that this will be the last word on 
this subject.
1*4.4 The s q l o I q I ingu i st 1 c situation
There is considerable complexity with regard to the 
number of languages used in different contexts. In the home 
and between speakers of the same clan, the mother tongue is 
used as it is between different groups or clans as long as 
intelligibility permits. For example, Nninong, Elung, 
Mouame.nam and Sakossi readily use their own language to 
communicate with each other. Similarly, the Manehas, Bakaka, 
Balondo and Babong would not switch to another language. On 
the other hand, a person from Nguti does not understand 
someone from Nkongsamba and so has to switch to French or 
English.
German was introduced in the early colonial days as 
a means of communication but this came to a halt when 
Germany lost her colony in 1916. Today, only very few old 
men are living who can still speak it.
Duala, a related Bantu language spoken at the coast, 
was Introduced as the language of education and for church 
use by some protestant missions and enjoyed widespread use 
as a lingua franca both in the South-^est and Littoral
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Provinces. After Independence In I960, Duala was abandoned 
for use In schools in favour of English and French. Duala 
has therefore gradually lost ground in this area with the 
young generation no longer learning it. It is to varying 
degrees still being used in the church services of the 
Presbyterian Church and the Eglise Evangelique for hymns and 
the liturgy, but it appears to be more so in the latter 
church than in the former. It is being replaced in the 
churches by various combinations of the local language plus 
English, French or Pidgin English.,
Pidgin English is spoken in the whole area. Kisop 
(1963) mentions that 75/6 of the population speak it. Feral 
(1978*352) points out that there are two distinct kinds, one 
spoken by the anglophones, one by the francophones. Pidgin 
English was introduced as a lingua franca during the German 
colonial period, not as a chosen policy but rather 
spontaneously in spite of the fact that the authorities of 
that time' wanted to see everyone use the German language 
(Stumpf 1979*37).
Today, children are educated in English or French, 
resulting in an increasing number of people who speak one or 
both of these languages with varying degrees of competence.
In several border areas, people are bilingual in 
their own and the neighbouring language. In Nguti, where 
there is. considerable intermarriage with Banyang women, 
virtually everybody speaks both Myarjge and Kenyang. In a 
village called Bayang, south of Kekem, it was found that the 
Mbo minority was totally bilingual with Fe?fe?, an Eastern 
Grassfields language. We have heard reports that people in 
Santchou speak two languages but we have not been able to
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ascertain the truth of this. Brain (1967*4) states that the 
Nkinkwa, here called Nkongho, ^linguistically related to the 
Mbo, but ... intermarrying with the Bangwa ... all speak nwe 
from an early age”. In the Nkongho village of Mbetta, this 
was denied and so Brain's comment may refer to villages 
further north.
In urban centres such as Nkongsamba, Tombel, etc., a 
variety of other languages are spoken in informal contexts. 
However, in more formal contexts, (government offices, 
banks, hospitals, etc.) either French or English is used, or 
where the person lacks competence in either of these. Pidgin 
English. The choice of language always depends on who is 
.addressed, who else is present, whether the topic spoken 
about is private or official, whether other listeners are to 
be included or excluded from the topic of conversation, etc.
I.5 Previous linguistic work
The first published written record of material on 
the Manenguba languages dates back to 1828. This pre-dates 
the arrival of European explorers in the Kupe-Manenguba 
region by about sixty years. There are three published works 
from the pre-colonia1 period which are discussed below. Each 
is a collection of vocabularies collected from freed slaves 
living in Sierra Leone (Kilham 1828 and Koelle 1854) or 
collected "in the West Indies, Fernando Po, Cameroons (and 
occasionally elsewhere on the West African coast)" (Clarke 
1848).
Kilham*s Specimens of African languages (1828) is a 
collection o f .vocabularies from 30 different languages, each
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vocabulary containing up to 79 words. The purpose of the 
book was to serve as a guide for children' in Sierra Leone in 
learning to write their own language as well as English. 
Unfortunately, no details about the informant(s) are given 
making identification of their origin difficult. However, 
the list labelled J!No. 23 Moko" [14] was identified by Hair 
(1966*216) as part of Bantu A.10. It seems most closely 
related to the languages from the south-east of the 
Manenguba area. On the basis of the word dis 'eye' MHE, MKA, 
BLN and BBO seem to be the most likely candidates. Kilham's 
list is reproduced as appendix 3.
Clarke's Specimens_of_dlalects (1848) was the next 
collection of words to be published containing samples from 
the Manenguba languages. It contains vocabularies from 
several hundred languages, but not all collected by him. 
Because the lists are so short, containing only either the 
numerals 'one' to 'ten1 or ten nouns, identification is not 
easy. Clarke lists languages with names such as Moko [143, 
'Mwa.njo, *Ndiang, Abunggen [15], Bakumkum, Lorn lorn, Kosse, 
Kikke, Maneboki and Barihoh, and Hair (1966*216) identifies 
lists with these names as Bantu A.10. The; ones which appear 
to have a close resemblance to the Manenguba languages have 
been reproduced as appendix 4. 'Mwanjo, and Barihoh resemble 
the modern place names Manjo and Barehock, and Kosse the 
glossonym Akaose.
Koelie's Polvolotta Afrjpana (1854) is the best 
known early collection of vocabularies. It went beyond 
Kilham and Clarke in several respects. Each of his lists 
contains nearly 300 words or phrases. He employed a method 
of transcription which allowed him to include many phonetic
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details* In addition to listing the words, Koelle attempted 
to classify the languages on the basis of linguistic 
features and geographical distribution* He also included 
valuable biographical information about the freed slaves, 
their places of origin and how they originally became slaves 
(cf• appendix 6).
Koelle collected three word lists from speakers of 
Manenguba languages labelled NgoteQ, MeloQ or Melommesiie 
and Nhaalemooe. They were correctly identified as belonging 
to the group of Manenguba languages by Johnston (1919*630, 
1922*9) [161* Tessmann (1932a*185) and Guthrie (1964*60)
E173 agreed with Johnston's identification but were using 
the term "Mbo" or "Mbo-Cluster"* Tessmann came closest to a 
precise identification referring to them as "Southern-Mbo". 
Koelle included them under the "Mokoo" [14] languages, a 
term which has not been used in the literature since.
On the basis of Koelle's geographical description
(cf* appendix 6) both Ngotcg and Melong [183 come from the 
Manehas area but a linguistic comparison of these word lists 
(reproduced in appendix 5) with the lists in appendix 1
makes MHE, MKA and BLN possible candidates.
The geographical description places Nhaalemooe [19] 
clearly into Mouamenam. Linguistically, it is closest to AKO 
and NNE with which it forms a closely-knit unit (cf. (MWM) 
in chart 6.16).
Our conclusion is that Koelle's first two lists 
(NgottQ and Melog) come from what we viefine in chapter 6 as 
the Eastern cluster, probably MHE, and the third 
(Nhaalemooe), from our Western cluster, most 'likely MWM.
The following authors who have been mainly concerned
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with language classificatlon have included the Manenguba 
languages in their work* Johnston (1919 and 19 22), Talbot 
(1926), Tessmann (1932) and Meyer (1942) as well as Doke 
(1945), Guthrie (1948, 1953) , Jacquot and Richardson 
(1956), Richardson (1957) and Bryan (1959) (cf. chapter 
6.2) .
Descriptive work began with Basedow (Dorsch 
1910/11*241) and was continued by Dorsch who completed his 
Grammatlk der Nkosi-Sprache in 1900/01 , published as Dorsch 
(1910/11). Dorsch also produced a vocabulary Aksose-German 
(Dorsch 1911-1913) and a vocabulary German-Aka ose (Dorsch 
1915). The first contains about 1,500 entries including 
illustrative sentences, the second has about 2,800 entries 
without example sentences.
Ittmann .made numerous contrib.itions in the area of 
linguistics and of the social and cultural anthropology of 
several peoples in this part of Cameroon, including Bakossi. 
Many of his publications have transcriptions of texts and 
songs, etc., and notes on the vocabulary and grammar showing 
his keen interest in the languages. Of interest to the 
student of the Manenguba languages are, for example, his 
collections of Bakossi riddles (Ittmann 1930) and proverbs 
(Ittmann 1936). His collection of games (Ittmann 1961) also 
contains ten pages of comments on the vocabulary contained 
in the transcribed text.
The Benue Congo Comparative Wordlist (Williamson and 
Shimizu 1968 and Williamson 1973) contains a partial word 
list of Mbo of Nguti (= MYE) .
Ejedepang-Koge (1971*317) “put down a few aspects of 
[the Bakossi! language" with a wish to "throw a challenge to
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linguists to study the language.11 In his 23 page sketch 
(316-339), he looks at language classification, the 
relationship to Proto-Bantu, and presents a sketch of the 
grammatical structure, morphology and tone, etc. Njang 
(1972) published a "Key to the Mienge language" as a guide 
to the alphabet.
Both these last two contributions are significant in 
that they were the first to have been produced by native 
speakers rather than by outsiders. Unfortunately, vowel 
length and tone distinctions are not marked which makes it 
difficult to determine the exact pronunciation of the words 
and sentences.
Angenot et al. (1973) is best described as a 
contribution to a certain type of generative semantics using 
data from Akoose to illustrate the rules.
Wamunshiya (1973) is a study based on a variety of 
Akoose close to Nninong. It presents the phonology and 
morphophonology in an early generative phonology framework. 
The author uses very abstract underlying forms. The 
underlying forms of the noun class concord prefixes and the 
vowel system, for example, are virtually identical with 
Proto-Bantu (PB) reconstructions. Had he worked from his 
language data only without knowledge of PB, his underlying 
forms and the underlying vowel system would, no doubt, have 
looked less like PB.
Our own work on the Manenguba languages began in 
1974 with a preliminary survey of the western area. This was 
followed by a detailed study of Akoose while resident in 
Ndom and Nyasoso until 1978. dork on Mwaneka (Mboo) began in 
1980 with a speaker from Nkongsamba. The material for this
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study (presented in appendix I and chapter 4) was collected 
in 1,982/83 on field trips throughout the Manenguba area 
while resident in Ekanang-Mbouroukou* (The names of the 
various informants are given in footnote [20] to this 
chapter and their places of origin beside map 7.)
Our previous work on Akpose (AKO) and Mwaneka (MWK) 
may be summarized under three headings* descriptive, 
lexicographical and practical works.
1. Descriptive works on Akpose are papers on the phonology 
(Hedinger and Hedinger 1977), ;the noun classes (Hedinger 
1980), the pronouns (1981), locatives (1983a), the verb 
morphology (1983b) and reported speech (1984).
2. Lexicographical work has resulted in a preliminary draft 
of an Akoose-English dictionary (Hedinger and Hedinger 
1983), and an English-Akppse word list (Hedinger and 
Hedinger 1982).
3. Practical items intended for the speakers of Akpose are 
(Hedinger, Hedinger and Metuge (1977a)), a guide to reading 
and writing Akppse, and (1977b), a collection of traditional 
stories with English translation. Hedinger and Hedinger 
(1980) is an introduction to the alphabet of several Mbo 
varieties and Hedinger et al. (1981) is a brief summary of 
aspects of Mwaneka grammar.
As will have been noticed, almost all the 
descriptive and practical work has focussed on Akoose with 
the few exceptions mentioned above. This situation has been 
slightly rectified by Nzanga (1980) and Atioge (1983). Both 
are theses written at Yaounde University [21J. The first is 
based on Mbo of Mbouroukou (cf. MBE), the second on Mbo of 
Santchou (cf. MBN). Thomas and Behaghel (1980*34) indicate
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that M. Dieu is engaged in research on "A.1 5f mwahet 
(- mvae)11 but so far no results of this have come to our 
attent ion.
For many years, linguists have been explicit about 
the fact that the north-western area of Bantu is less well 
known than the rest of the Bantu area, In 1923, Bourquin 
limited the scope of his work in the following words J,mit 
Ausnahme der Nordwestecke und der Mitte des Kongostaates 
list] fast jeder grossere Teil des Bantugebietes irgendwie 
vertreten" (1923*3), (With the exception of the 
north-western area and the Congo state, nearly every larger 
part of the Bantu area is represented in some way. My 
translation R.H.)
Bastin (1978*132) remarks that (,les langues du 
nord-ouest sont encore mal connuesJ1. Such sentiments are 
frequently echoed in recent works. Dalby, commenting on 
Guthrie^ comparative work on Bantu, points out that the 
languages of the north-west are insufficiently represented 
in his work (Dalby 1975*488). This undei— representation is 
surprising since it has long been recognized that there is 
considerable diversity between the languages in the 
north-west•
In 1977, this situation led to a call for action by 
the following resolution*
"...compte tenu, egalement, de 1*importance capitale 
des langues de la zone A pour la reconstruction du 
proto-bantouI les participants au Colloque du CNRS
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sur ^EXPANSION BANTOUE, r$unis £ Viviers (France) 
du 4 au 16 avril 1977 ... soulignent l'urgence 
d*entreprendre une etude approfondie des langues de 
la zone A et souhaltent qu*un libre echange d'idees 
* et de donnees s 4etablisse entre les organismes 
sclent1fiques concernes." (Hyman and Voorhoeve 
1980* 27)
As for the Manenguba languages which belong to this 
linguistic area, there is not only a lack of synchronic 
descriptions but also a lack of knowledge of the precise 
nature of the relationships between these languages. The 
relationship of these languages to the adjacent ones also 
needs further clarification.
This study is intended to make a contribution to the 
knowledge of the Manenguba languages. The first aim is to 
recons-truct the phonology, aspects of the noun class 
morphology and part of the lexicon of the proto-language 
from which the present day languages are derived. To achieve 
this aim, the comparative method will be applied to fourteen 
languages.
The second aim is to define what constitutes the 
Manenguba languages as well as producing a classification 
which shows both the relationships internal to the Manenguba 
group of languages as well as their relationship to some 
adjacent languages. The method employed for this is the 
lexicostatistical method, supplemented by taking into 
consideration changes in the phonology and morphology.
For data collection, three questionnaires were used. 
The first contained Swadesh's first and second hundred basic 
vocabulary items, to be used for the 1exicostatistlcal
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analysis* The second was a word list of 770 items specially 
compiled for this study to form the basis for the 
comparative reconstruction of Proto-Manenguba phonology and 
vocabulary. The third was a questionnaire containing 
material -needed to elicit the information on the noun class 
concord system.
Chapter two presents the sound correspondences as 
found in cognate items of the fourteen languages underlined 
on map 7. On the basis of the sound correpondences, the 
consonants, vowels and tones of Proto-Manenguba (PM) are 
reconstructed. This chapter may be viewed as a projection 
backwards in time based on the languages spoken today.
Chapter three focusses on the sound changes that 
must have occurred between the reconstructed PM sounds and 
the individual languages.
Chapter four contains the material on the noun class 
concord system. An attempt is made at reconstructing some of 
its morphology. There, the relationship between noun prefix 
shape and stem intial sound is also discussed.
In chapter five, Proto-Manenguba is compared with 
Proto-Bantu (PB). Special attention is given to the alleged 
"double reflexes-" of PB stops in PM which have been 
reinterpreted by some writers as reflecting an earlier 
lenis/non-lenis distinction. Lexical items of Akaose 
apparently related by a non-productive morphophonemic 
relationship are examined in this context as well. These 
relationships had previously gone unnoticed and no 
satisfactory explanation has yet been found.
Chapter six is concerned primarily with language 
classification. First, classifications of different authors
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are presented and discussed. In 6.3, we focus on 
classifications arrived at by the lexicostatistical method. 
The results arrived at by previous authors help to place the 
Manenguba languages in the larger context of the zone A 
languages. The results of our study provide largely an 
internal classification of the Manenguba languages. In the 
remaining sections, shared sound and morphological changes 
and lexical isoglosses are examined in order to evaluate the 
classification arrived at lexicostatistically.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE
M l  The North and Centre-South Provinces have recently 
been divided into three and two new provinces respectively.
I have not yet seen an official map with these new 
administrative divisions and so have given this now 
partially outdated map.
[2] There is another tradition according to which Ngoe is 
a descendant of Mbo (Balz 1984556) (Mbo is also the name of 
the descendants in the north and north-east). According to 
this tradition, Ngoe would be the father of some but not all 
the descendants as claimed in the other tradition. Balz 
thinks that "its truth seems more to be in the early 
co-existence of a Mbo-group and a Nqoe-group than in Mbo 
having the priority and being the "father" of Ngoe." (Balz 
1984557)
[3] The first spellings of this name appear to be Nyansoso 
(Zintgraff 18955map) and N'yanssosso C1895530).
[4] Balz, whose study covers the same group (he uses the 
term "Bakossi" for the group as a whole) estimates that they 
•"number not more than 100.000 and not less than 80.000 
people." (1984*23)
[53 Ngoula actually has the date 1917, which must be a 
mistake.
[63 Ejedepang (1971586-88) thinks that chiefs go back to 
the pre-colonial period, being called "keng" (87). However, 
there is evidence which would call this into question. There 
are the words k^n or kJtQ and r)hpn and variants used to refer 
to a chief. If chieftaincy were an old institution, then it 
would be strange that two different terms were used, kaq/ktq 
is most certainly derived from the English word 'king* and 
probably introduced via Pidgin English early during the 
German period, (cf. 1.4.4) or possibly even before that time 
through contact with the coastal Duala people. Nh'nn also 
means 'rich rnah' and a member of the powerful iLbiin society 
and so it is not unreasonable that this term acquired the 
meaning of 'chief'. In the north of the area, the influence 
of the Grassfields term for chief fan which is cognate with 
rjihbn should not be ruled out. Early published vocabularies 
also appear to speak against a pre-colonial institution. 
Koelle (1854:27) has the following entries under 'King'5 
ngi uunmood [lit 5 old man, R.H.3, moo.ang 1 iom-paa (i.e. chief, 
old man) [lit* big, i.e. important man, R.H.3, and tet £ £ 
(i.e. father). Koelle's three informants used neither of the 
modern terms nor did they respond with the same term which 
one would expect if there were a term for chief. Dorsch 
(1911-13) does not have the term kilt) and on ly lists 
'Reicher, Reichtuin' [= rich man, riches, R.H.3 under qhan 
(42). Dorsch (1915) gives 'Hauptling' [ -  chief, R.H.3 as sag
£ gk3Q [= father of village, R.H.3 and gqwona cfiaad [- owner
of village, R.H.3. And Ittmann (1936) has only one proverb 
about chiefs with the words k£n and ngamna [= governor or 
government, R.H.3 as alternatives. Perhaps it is also
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significant that Ejedepang does not have a section on 
chieftaincy under his "Institutions of Bakossi41 but 
discusses it under the heading of "The European Rule".
C7] Cf. maps 3 and 4. Note especially the relationship of 
the broken line to the administrative boundaries.
[8] Ndi (1980*1) expresses the sentiment that breaking up 
the Mbo people into small administrative units by the 
colonial powers was the cause of disintegration, 
"desequilibre", .and a minority complex leading to a lack of 
initiative, etc. However, it should be noted that what the 
Germans on their first visits to the area found was 
considerable fragmentation as seen from the following 
expedition reports.
"Ebensowenig ... bildet (die) Bevolkerung (des 
Manenguba-Gebirges) ein politisch in sich 
geschlossenes Staatswesen. Vielmehr besteht eine 
Menge unabhangiger, durch gleiche Interessen 
keineswegs verbundene Starnme. ... eine solche 
Zersplitterung." Manenguba-Expedition (1905*502). 
[Neither does the population of the Manenguba 
mountain range constitute a politically united 
state-like unit. Rather, there is a mu 1ti pif cl tv o 
independent tribes, which are not even linked 
through common interests. ... such a f ragmen tat. 1 on 
(my translation, R.H.)]
"Bemerkenswert ist hier ferner die Zersplitterung 
der Bevolkerung in viele kleine, voneinander 
unabhangigen Dorfschaftsn ..." Mbo-Expedition 
(1906*775). [Notable here in addition is the 
fraqmentat ion of the population into many sma11. 
mutua llv f nd e p e n dent village entities ...(my 
translation, R.H.)]
[93 Recently, the administrative boundaries east of 
Santchou have been modified. However, I have not yet seen 
these adjustments in print.
[10] Mamfe Bantu is said to be a geographical 
classification without any claim to precise linguistic 
re lati onshi ps.
[11] The term "Mbo" most probably has its origin in 
expressions for family quarters inside a village, such as 
Mbojel am, MboabT and MboagkT frequently found in the 
north-east and which gave rise to village names like 
Mbokambo, Mboango and Mboassoum (Map of Cameroon. Mamfe). It 
is conceivable that the first explorers were struck by the 
frequent occurrence of Mbo in these nemes and might, 
therefore, have started to refer to the people of that area 
as "Mbo".
C12] There are two further problems connected with the 
term "Mbo". First, what is the relationship with the alleged 
common ancestor Mbo? Two, we have recorded the term with 
three different tone patterns* mbo?, mbo and mboo. To date, 
we have not been able to define the reasons for the 
di fferences.
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C13] Etymologically, the term "Manenguba" is derived from
mwan e gguba, lit. 'child/son oT Nguba* meaning the 
•offspring of Nguba*. The Manenguba clan lives on the slopes 
of the mountain facing the side where the Germans built the 
railway* It is conceivable that the mountain received the 
name from the people who lived on its side during that 
period.
[14] The term "Moko" or "Mokoo" is used by Kilham (1828) 
and Clarke (1848) for individual languages. Koelle (1854) 
used it as a cover term for several languages. It was 
apparently used in Sierra Leone to refer to people speaking 
those languages (Koelle 1854*11) and Curtin and Vansina 
(1964*208) refer to it as "the generic term for people from 
Cameroon". I have not come across this term in more modern 
times except as the name for a village and a river south of 
Mundemba near the coast in an area where Cross River 
languages are spoken (Map of Cameroon. Ruea-Douala). 
According to Hair (1966*211, 215), the term is attested in 
the West Indies in 1767 for referring to a language of the 
Ibibio-Efik group (a Cross River language), Moco, which may 
be the Portuguese spelling for Moko, appears south of Oron 
in Nigeria on a map (in Bouchaud 1952) drawn by DeL'Isle who 
lived between 1675 and 1726 (1952*210).
[15] Abunggen is perhaps Bonkeng prefixed by the locative 
marker a-.
[16] Johnston identified Ngoteg with Baggagte, Melog with 
Balug and Nhaalemooc with Bakosi (1919*630, 112* 
1922*150-151), the first two identifications being 
incorrect. Baqgagte, as was pointed out to Johnston by 
Bernhard Struck (Johnston 1922*172) is a Grassfields Bantu 
language. Struck stated that Ngoteg is "the dialect of a 
small tribe called 'Mane NgoteQ1", but Johnston did not 
appear to have accepted Struck's comment.
[17] Guthrie (1964*60) suggested that Melog may be 
identified with Elung (A.15d) but recognized that he did not 
have enough information available to identify it with any 
certainty. Curtin and Vansina (1964*202) identify Melog with 
Bongkeng which is strange since Koelle reported that."Melog 
is situated west of Bogkeg" (Koelle 1854*13,
cf. appendix 6),
[18] Ngotcg must be from Manehas. There is today a village 
called Manengoteng containing the same root. Other 
neighbouring places mentioned by Koelle's informant are 
•Nkoaad (= Bakwat ?), Ekagaate (- Ekangte ?) and Mansoog
(- Manjo ?), all place names in Manehas. According to the 
statement of Koelle's informant, Melog lies between Nkaa 
(most likely Bakaka) and Bogkeg. This is where Manehas is 
found today.
[19] Nhaalemooc is said to be spoken in the Ndjumpag 
district which lies between Nkooat and Moaanehat. Njoumbeng 
(= Ndjumpag ?) is the modern name of a Mouamenam village, 
Bakwat (= Nkooat ?) of a Bakaka village to the south-east. 
Moaanehat must refer to Manehas which lies to the south of
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the Mouamenam area. Koelie's two informants travelled to the 
coast via Koaase/Nkoaase/Nkaose, which must refer to 
Bakossi, the western neighbours of Mouamenam.
[201 The following people very kindly cooperated in the 
collection of the material used in this study.
AKO Godfred Elong Metuge Roggy
BBO Songue David, Etoube Samuel, Ngondo Ewane Emmanuel,
Matike FSnelon Silas, Ekobo Ndima Manfred, Komo
Ekwelle Paul
BFU Njoume Komle Samuel (Conseiller Municipal), Enongu£
Guillaume 
BKM Essongo Marcel Florian
BLN Bilie Francois, Ekouelle Madjike Maurice (chef 
super i eur)
BLO Ndando Ewane Fabien (chef superieur), Essembe Ndike 
David
BNK Ngoh Lebe Robert, Sonne Jean, Mpacko Lebe Valentin 
ELU Ngulle Nkolime Emmanuel
LEF Prince Ndoki Esoka Mukete
LEK Foka Andrew Fontem, Fontem Nicholas
MBA Ndoki Mbangue Christine, Motto Esse.be Jacqueline
MBE Nnoko Ehobouel Thomas, Penda Abel, Ebene Eso Francois,
Ndjalla Ewane Duhamel, Nnoko Mbondian Issac, Ngoh 
Njalla Caroline 
MBM Langa Laurent and the village chief plus other men, 
Chef Maya, Ngange Nzale Rigobert, Mfondong Raymond, 
Amongue Eugene
MBN Assoute Mila (chef superieur), Nsamin Jean, Essampe 
Ewane, Nkop Seraphin, Assoug Denis, Mila Polycarp, 
Sakam Gerard 
MHE Ebang Charles (chef), Elale Ekonle Eugene
MfCA Ebongue Ekobe (chef superieur)
MNG Ekoume Etienne
MWK Ekandjoum Joseph
MWM Ngtiebe Francois
MYE Rev. Samuel Nyatua Njang
NGE Joseph E. Njume
NNE Chief Lucas Nzuonkwelle, Ebongekane Wang
NSW Max Akpo Anang
[213 Alobwede d'Epie (1982) is another recent study by a 
speaker of Akaase but I have not been able to read'it. 
However, I am told that it does not focus strictly speaking 
on the linguistic side of Akaa.se but rather on language in 
traditional medecine.
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CHAPTER TWO
REC.QNSTRtlCXICM OF PROTO-MANFN01IBA 
2•1 Introduction
In this chapter, my reconstruction of the 
consonants« vowels and tones of Proto-Manenguba will be 
presented. These reconstructions form the basis for the 
reconstructed PM roots in appendix 1. The focus in this 
chapter is on the present day sounds from which we can 
project back into the past to establish what the original PM 
sounds probably must have been. In chapter 3, the reverse 
perspective will be in focus* taking the reconstructed 
sounds as the starting point, we will look at the sound 
changes that have taken place between PM and the present day 
languages.
The following method was used in the reconstruction* 
First, the data was collected in the field with the aid of a 
word list containing about 770 words. A near phonemic 
transcription was used. With the exception of AKO and MWK, 
no thorough phonemic analysis was made. Then, for each 
gloss, the words given by the speakers of the different 
languages were collated, as presented in appendix 1. This 
provided sets of cognate items from which recurrent sound 
correspondences could be abstracted. The sets of sound 
correspondences were then examined to determine which 
proto-phoneme they probably represent, and each
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correspondence set given a label In the form of a starred 
symbol. Care was taken to ensure that similar correspondence 
sets were not set up as representing different 
proto-phonemes if they are clearly in complementary 
distribution.
In this section, the consonant sound correspondences 
as well as the reconstructed sounds wi11 be presented. The 
reconstructions are primarily based on noun and verb roots, 
a large number of which have the structure CVC. Other 
structures are C W ,  CV and CVCV, CVCV being limited to nouns 
only [13. A distinction is made between the root initial 
consonant (labelled C U  and the second consonant (labelled 
C2) for the following reason. In morpheme final position, 
there is no voicing contrast and no nasal/prenasalised stop 
contrast. It is clear from a comparison with Proto-Bantu 
that such contrasts existed but disappeared before PM where
C2 is morpheme finally (/__+ ). Such contrasts in C2
position are still found in noun roots which have retained a 
final vowel, i.e. which have the structure CVCV. The range 
of sounds occurring in C2 is generally more restricted 
compared with Cl.
In each chart below, the top row .labelled PM 
represents the phonemes reconstructed for Proto-Manenguba. 
Below each starred proto-phoneme are listed the set of 
sounds corresponding from language to language and on which 
the reconstruction at the too is based. In a number of 
cases, the proto-phoneme is identical with the reflex in
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most or all of the languages# However, in others, what 
should be set up as the oroto-phoneme for the set of 
correspondences is not so clear. These will be discussed 
where necessary.
2.2. 1  pos.it 1 on
Chart 2.1* 1
PM *P *t ★k *s *fy
MRM P t k s f/s (iy/sw /s )
MBN p t k s/s f (sw/s)
MYE P t k 5 h (s w/ s y /s )
MBE P t k s/s h s/sw/sy
ELU p t k S h hy/hw
NNE p t k S h hy
AKO P t k S h hy
MHE P t k s h y
MWK P t k s h s/s y
MK A P t k s h y
BLN P t k S h y
RBO P t k s h / f / v y
LEF p t k s/s f fy
LEK p t k 5 f sw
The s/s set has been reconstructed as *s because the 
main reflex is an alveolar s. A few of the lanquages also 
have the palato-alveolar s in some roots. The phonemic 
status of s is not clear* it may be allophonic* either due 
to the environment or in free variation with s as one 
example in MRE appears to indicate. The uncertainty here
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might be explained if one takes into consideration the 
corresponding PB reconstruction which is the palatal stop *c 
[2]. The development from a palatal stop to s was probably 
via intermediate steps including a palatal or 
palato-alveolar affricatp and fricative. It appears not 
unreasonable to think that in P.M *s might still have been 
palato-alveolar or that Is] and' Cs3 were in free variation 
in all or some contexts. At this point, it is not possible 
to come to a more definite conclusion. Perhaps only a 
thorough phonemic analysis of each language could shed more 
light on this point.
The set with mainly h is reconstructed as *f because 
the sound change f > h is phonetically more plausible than h 
> f. Also, there is a correspondence of this PM *f with PB 
*p which suggests that there was a labial sound in the 
ancestor language which developed into h via f. The BBO 
sounds h/f/v are further dealt with in 3.2.2.
The *fy sequence consisting of f plus the glide y is 
included here because of the variety of reflexes which have 
come from this sequence. The sounds or sound sequences in 
MBM, M3N and MYE are put in brackets to indicate that we 
have only one or two examples each. This sequence of C + G 
(glide) is an example of the fact that the morpheme 
structure given above is somewhat more complex. A glide y or 
w may be present in the position C_^ _V. For more details* 
see 2,4.
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Qb.ar.t-.2j2J.-Volaad_at oos
PM *b *d *j *j *j *g
/ril+  /“sn+_ /__ /',n+
MBM b d z z y 9
MRN ' b d j / z z y / z g
MYE b/bB d j z j 9
MRE b d j z/z/d j / z : g
ELU b d j z j g
NNE b d j z j /C . g
AKO b d j z c g :
MHE b d j z j g
MWK b d j z j g
MKA b d j j j i
BLN b d j j j g
BBO b d j z j g
LEF b d j / y z /J y / j g
LEK b/p d z /z z z/s g/k
The reconstruction of *b, *d and *g aopears to be 
clear except that LEK has a b in some correspondence sets 
and p in others where all the other languages have b, and 
similarly with g and k. So far, we have no explanation for 
this. The possibility that there was an earlier distinction 
which has disappeared in all other languages should not be 
ruled out, especially in the light of the discussion in 5.2 
- 5.3, Since we exclude LEK from our definition of 
■Manenguba, what we find in LEK does not affect the PM 
reconstructions. The *g set only occurs following the class 
9 and 10 nasal prefix [3] but contrasts in that context with 
*b, *d and *j. The limited occurrence of *■g in Cl is due to
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an earlier rule *g > *k which applied in all environments 
except following the class 9/10 prefix (cf. 5.3.3).
There are three correspondence sets, each 
reconstructed a s * j  in PM. The three sets are in 
complementary distribution. The first set is found following 
the class 3 and 4 nasal prefix nH, the second set following 
the class 9 and 10 nasal prefix >i-, and the third set 
elsewhere.
Qhant. .ZJ-ll^Ila5.al.5^-.lajiaraIs-aad-±w
PM *n *ny *1 *w
MBM m n ny 1/d (w)
MSN m n ny 1/d g/w
MYE m n ny 1 w
MBE m n y 1 w
ELU m n ny 1 w
NNE m n ny/y 1 w
AKO m n ny/y 1 w
MHE m n ny/y 1 w
MWK m n V 1 w
m k a‘ m n ny/y 1 w
BLN m n ny/y 1 w
BBO m n ny (y) w
LEF m n ny 1/d w
LEK m n ny 1/d 9
The evidence for the nasals is straightforward 
except in the case of the palatal set C4 3 where there is 
variation in the sets of correspondences with no regular 
oattern determining the presence of palatal nasal ny versus
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palatal glide y. A reconstruction of these as *ny, however, 
does not seem unreasonable.
The lateral set presents a problem. MBM, MRN, LEF 
and LEK have in some cases 1 and in others d. At the moment 
it is not possible to come to a conclusion as to whether the 
presence of d in this set is due to a conditioned split and 
merger of *1 with d, or whether two separate proto-phonemes 
are responsible for the presence of 1 and d. If two phonemes 
were set up, it would not be possible in many cases to 
determine which of the two phonemes is present in a given 
proto-root because of the frequent absence of a cognate in 
all the four languages. For the moment, therefore, the two 
sets are reconstructed as one proto-phoneme with the 
realization that it may eventually be necessary to set up 
two proto-phonemes.
In the set reconstructed as *w, the majority of the 
languages have w. Only LEK and MBN (and occasionally MYE) 
have a g. Comparison with PB suggests that *w has come from 
a voiceless velar stop (cf. 5.3.1) which raises the question 
of what the phonetic value of *w was, especially in the 
light of the presence of g in some present day languages.
The fact that ^tioge (1983*98,99) has both /gon/ and /won/ 
for 'to plant' in his version of MBM shows that it is 
possible that both [g] and [w] might have coexisted in PM.
There is no *y as Cl at the PM stage to parallel the 
*w. The latter derived from a velar stop whereas there has 
been no parallel development from a stop to a *y (cf.
5.3,1).
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2.2.2 Consonants In 02 position
Consonants found morpheme finally in CVC-roots
(/; +) are displayed in charts 2.4 and 2.5. Consonants in
C2 position in CVCV-roots are relatively rare and are 
discussed at the end of this section.
Q hart-.Zjuli-.£tois-and-l at.final.s-.ln-nifliipfagm.e-£lQa 1-pasJ.LldQ
PM *b *d *j *g *1
MBM b» d 1 d* k/g1 n/1
MBN b* 1/d' yg 1 /y5/0 5/g» 1
MYE 0/5 7 5/0 7 n
MBE 0/5 5/0/1 5/0 7 1
ELU 0/*Vb' 5/d*/0 k/5 5/k 1/0
NNE b» /*> d '/9 g* V g ' 1
AKO b* d» d* g« 1
MHE b» d'/l/5 d 1 /y 5/g g*/5 1
MMC w 1 y7 7 1
MKA b» d'» y5/s g V 5 1
BLN b* d* y5/d»/s g * /5 1
BBO b* t/d t1 /s k/g y
LEF 0/5 5/0/1 9 7 5/0
LEK ? 7 7 k *0/0
Due to the nature of the elicitation process, the 
consonants in chart 2.4 represent the pre-pause realizations 
of the respective phonemes with the exception of s in MHE, 
MKA-, BLN and BBO, which is the sound found when followed by 
a vowel. Stops, in most cases, are unreleased (b*, d', etc.) 
and devoiced before pause but they are voiced when followed 
by a vowel and there is close transition when followed by a
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consonant. Intervocalically, d Is frequently realized as a 
flapped [?3. Glottal stop often drops out when followed by a 
vowel. However, more work would need to be done to determine 
when the glottal stop is not deleted.
PM *b is reconstructed for the set where there is 
predominantly an unreleased Cb♦3. Tn ELU, some words have 0, 
others have [?] and still others [b*3. It seems to be 
typical for ELU to have dropped final consonants in some 
words but not (yet?) in others (cf. also the nasals below).
As for *d, the correspondences are all alveolar 
sounds with the exception of the glottal stop. The C13 
versus [d] in BBO is allophonic (free variation) since there 
is no voicing opposition between root final stops. The 
presence of 1 versus d has no explanation so far, nor is it 
possible to separate the one set into two different sets 
representing two different PM sounds.
The set reconstructed as *j contains both alveolar 
and velar sounds plus a palatal glide and glottal stop, and 
so a palatal stop seems the best choice as the proto-phoneme 
from which all the present day sounds are derivable.
*j occurs following any vowel.
The /s/ in MHE, MKA, BLN and BBO represents the 
morpheme final variant when occurring intervocalically and 
is found in these four languages only. The /s/ is a separate 
phoneme both in the present day languages as well as at PM 
level. The question this raises is whether *s should be 
posited as an alternant to *j in morpheme final position in 
PM. My answer would be negative since no trace of such an 
alternation is found in the other languages. The question
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then Is how this alternation arose In MHE, etc. This point 
will be discussed in 3.2.1,
The reconstruct ions of *g and *1 do not present any 
problems.
Cb.ar_L_2J_5_L_-Iias.al-S._ln_m.Qiipheme. jflnal _pos i ti on
PM *m *n *ny *0
MBM m n (0) 0 0
MBN m n 0 0
MYE m/0 n/0 g/n 0
MBE m n (0) 0 0
ELU 0/m 0/n 0/0 0/g
NNE m n (0) 0 0
AKO m n n 0
MHE m n *0 0
MWK m n *0 0
MKA m n *0 0
BLN m n *0 0
BBO m n *0 0
LEF
LEK
m
0/n
n
0
n 0
0
On the whole, nasals do not present any problems. 
Zero in brackets after n indicates that the nasal has been 
dropped in the numerals 'three' to 'five*.
A palatal nasal is reconstructed even though no 
palatal nasal is found in this position in the present day 
languages (but cf. Cl nasals). As a set of correspondences, 
it clearly contrasts with the *n-set and the *g-set and 
there does not appear to be any distributional restriction.
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Since both alveolar and velar nasals occur in this set 
paralleling the palatal oral stop* the reconstruction of a 
palatal nasal is the most reasonable solution. Colons in MHE 
etc. indicate compensatory Lengthening of the vowel 
preceding the lost palatal nasal.
ELU is interesting because it has dropped some of 
the nasals at each point of articulation. There appears to 
be a connection between the loss of nasal and a preceding 
open vowel. For more details* see 3.2.3.
Certain roots (non-verbal) are in some languages 
CVCV, i.e. C2 is followed by a vowel rather than occurring 
in final position. On the basis of such morphemes, it is 
possible to reconstruct some additional consonants for C2 
position* voiceless stops and prenasalised voiced stops* 
There also appears to be *s and *f, but these may be due to 
reduplication of the root. Voiceless stop correspondences 
are the same as in Cl position. Prenasalised stoos, on the 
other hand, do not otherwise exist [51. The problem for 
reconstruction of sounds in non-final C2 position is that 
there are relatively few such roots due to the loss of 
earlier final V's and correspondence sets are often 
incomplete. Therefore, instead of giving a chart of sound 
correspondences, a list of references to individual cognate 
sets in appendix 1 is given here which may be referred to*
*p (451?, A426?) *t CA150, A159, A319) *k (A64, A217,
A512) *s (AR4 ?, A 393?) *f (476?) *mb (A42, A I 57)
*nd (496, A 198) *nj (4171?) *gg (A15, A121).
There is no medial *j set and evidence for *p, *s, *f, *ny, 
and *n ) is minimal or problematic.
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2.2.3 The PM consonants
The consonants reconstructed above may be arranged 
as in the following chart*
Chart 2 ,6.*. _PM consonant phonemes
labial alveolar palatal velar
voiceless stops *P ★t ★ k
voiced stops ★b ★d *1 *g
continuants ★ f *1 ★ s ★w
nasals *m ★n ★ ny ★ rj
prenasalised stops ★mb ★nd (★n .i) *QCf
There are four points of articulation* labial, 
alveolar, palatal and velar. Consonants at the different 
points of articulation can be further classified as 
voiceless and voiced stops, continuants, nasals and 
prenasalised stops. There are only three voiceless stops in 
the set compared with four voiced stops. The absence of a 
voiceless palatal stop makes the system non-symmetrical.
This is surprising since for PB a symmetrical system with a 
voiceless palatal stop C61 has been reconstructed. The PB *c 
has become PM *s, but why PB *j has not changed in oarallel 
fashion is not apparent.
There are two voiceless continuants *f and *s. a 
voiced lateral *1 and a labio-velar glide *w. There is a 
nasal at each point of articulation and either three or four 
prenasalised stops. The evidence for the palatal 
prenasalised stop is rather slim, the reason for the 
brackets around it in the chart.
There are several restrictions in the distribution
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of these reconstructed consonants, which can be best seen by 
taking into consideration the different positions in the 
word roots. In chart 2.7, the PM consonants are shown 
according to their occurrence in the first or second 
consonant positions in word roots.
Q hanL_Z ^-ll_P-M .cnos-onan.t-ph.anem.aa _ ln _ d if f  e re n t,p ip s,i  t  io n s , 
C I^ p .a a l i ia n  Z2zgQ s.lt t.aa.l, x o a t —f l a a l l y
*p *t *k
*b *d * j *g *b *d * j *g
*f *1 *5 *w *1
*m *n *ny *m *n *ny *g
(*d ) *t *k
*b *d *g
(*f) *1 (*s)
*m *n (*ny) (*g)
*mb *nd (*nj) *gg
In C2 position before a root final vowel, the 
largest range of consonants occurs. It is only in this 
position that the prenasalised stops are found. However, it 
should be noted that the number of examples for many of 
these consonants is extremely small due to the loss of the 
final V in many roots r73•
In root final position, on the other hand, the 
smallest range of consonants is found. This is due to the 
fact that the voiceless stops have merged with the voiced 
stops and. the prenasalised stops have merged with the nasals 
prior to PM in this context (cf. 5.3.2). This must now be
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considered a morpheme structure constraint to which all 
roots which do not have a final vowel have to conform. In Cl 
position, the voicing distinction for stops is fully 
retained. Of the continuants, *w occurs in Cl position only 
whereas *1 occurs in both Cl and C2 position. Whether *f and 
*s should be included as C2 is not certain. The velar nasal 
does not occur in Ct position. Not apparent from both charts 
2.6 and 2.7 is the fact that the occurrence of *g in C! 
position is restricted to the position after the nasal 
prefix in nouns of classes 9 and 10 as pointed out above 
(cf. 2.2.1). It does not occur morpheme initially in any 
other context.
It was.stated above that prenasalised stops only 
occur in C2 position root medially. However, some nouns of 
classes 9 and 10 have a nasal prefix oreceding the initial 
voiced stop, e.g. n-d^b 'house* (cf. 4.5). The existing 
combinations are the following* *n-b, *n-d, *n-j and *n-g. 
The nasals are in the present day languages phonetically 
non-sy1labic. These sequences could equally well be regarded 
as a series of prenasalised stops in Cl position with a zero 
prefix rather than considering them as two elements with a 
morpheme boundary between them. This would parallel the 
nouns in these classes beginning with voiceless stops which 
have a zero prefix* e.g. "fl-kTib 'hen*. This is a common 
synchronic analysis for related languages (e.g. Bot Ba Njock 
(1970) and Dimmendaal (1976) which are quoted in Janssens 
(1982*12-13) and Renaud (1976)). Under this analysis, the 
prenasalised stops would then also occur in Cl position. As 
a consequence, the proto-phoneme *g would only occur in C2 
position. However, the distribution of prenasalised stops in
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Cl position would be strictly limited to nouns of classes 9 
and 10. I will not adopt this analysis here in order to 
facilitate the comparative study. For further discussion, 
see 4.5.
2.3 The vowels
Short and long vowels are reconstructed for PM. The 
long vowels are mainly found in roots of type CVV. Short 
vowel correspondences which allow for reconstruction with 
any certainty are found mainly in (VI position of) roots 
with the structure CVCV, CVC and CV. First, the sound 
correspondences for short vowels are presented and then 
those for the long vowels. V2 of CVCV roots have in many 
cases been lost (cf. 3.3.4 and 6.4.2) or have undergone a 
variety of changes since PM, such as assimilation to the 
quality of VI, raising, lowering, etc., making the 
reconstruction of their quality impossible. Also, the 
reconstruction of vowels in affixes presents considerable 
difficulties (cf. 4.4.2ff for class prefixes) and affixes 
are therefore not taken into consideration here.
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2.3.1 ShQr.t-ggifla.ls
C h a r t  2.iuSJL_ShQrt,lrQ a t-g C L w a ls .^ a Q d ^ *a  
PM *1 *e *c *a *a *a *a
/ *j / ★ny /+C__+ /
MBM a/i a e/a/i E i a/ee a
MBN e/i c/a/e c/a/a £ £ a(a)/££ a
MYE i a/i a/D £ £ £/a a/o
MBE i/e e/a e/a/e £ e £ / a a/o
ELU e / E e / e / E £/e/e £ £ £/a a/o
NNE E/a e/i /£ e/i/ a/£ £ £ £/e a
AKO i /a/e e/i /e/E e/e/i/a £ e £ 3
MHE i e/e E/a/e £ a E/a a/a
MWK i (i ) e E/e £ a a a
MKA i e £ 3 a a a
BLN i e € a a a a
BBO i e C a a a a
LEF i e/a/i a £ £ a a
LEK i a/e £ e a a
On the basis of some of the languages (e.g. BBO)
s relatively easy to group the di fferent vowel sets and
reconstruct the proto-vowels, tflhere two or more vowels are 
present in a correspondence set separated by a slash, this 
indicates different re.flexes of the same PM sound. The 
conditioning factors for these are dealt with in chapter 3, 
Four clearly distinct sets of vowels are reconstructed 
as ★a. The first set occurs before *J, the second set 
before *ny, the third set in CM roots and the fourth set 
elsewhere. The underlined a represents a low front vowel.
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_Short back vowals
PM *3
/__*g
*3
/__*rj
*3
/ _
*o *u
MBM 3 3 3 O/U/WD u/o
MBN 3 3 3 o/d/u u/e/d/e
MYE 3 3 wo w d /o A i u/o/i
MBE 3 3 0/3 o/d/e/u u/o/u/i
EL a 3 3 d/w o /w e o/d/G/u u/o/a/o
n n e 3 O 3/a/w t o/d/e/wo/a/ c u/e/e/w3/a/ 3
AKO 0 O 3/3/w£ o/d/wo/y3 u/o/i
MHE 3 3 3 o/d/e u
MWK 3 3 3 o/u u/I
MKA 3 3 3 o u
BLN 0 3 3 o u
BBO 3 3 3 o u
LEF 3 3 3/W£ o u/I
LEK 3 3 3 u/o d/o/i
There are three sets of correspondences 
reconstructed as *3, the first set occurring before *g, the
second before *0 and the third set elsewhere.
In several languages, a glide (mostly w but also y)
is found in the correspondences of back vowels. The
conditions under which these were introduced are discussed 
in 3.3.2.5ff. The introduction of these glides essentially 
made the syllable structure more complex, changing CV... to 
COY , o. (cf. also 2.4).
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2*3.2 Long.. vowels
£,LQQfl^£nQDt,.,Y.QVfBi5-and *a a
PM *ii *ee *ce ★aa
MBM ' i i i / i i i i / i e e/e/ee
MBN i i ya ye/ye a e /e e/e
MYE i i ya ye/ea a-e /s
MBE i i / i e/ee e/ye e/e
ELU t i / i i i / i i / i i a
NNE i i i i i i aa
AKO i i i i i i aa
MHE i i ee ee /e/ye aa/ga
MWK i i ee e e aa
MKA i i ee ee aa
BLN i i ee e c aa
BBO i i ee ee aa
LEF i i £
LEK i i / i i i / i ye/ee ya/a
The long vowels are relatively easy to reconstruct 
because some of the languages seem to have kept, with few 
exceptions, the original vowel quality. In MBN, etc., some 
long VV1s have become glide plus short vowel, thus 
restructuring the syllable pattern from CVV to COV, In the 
case of front vowels (and LEK < *aa), the glide is yt in the 
case of back vowels, it is w. As can be seen from the 
correspondence sets, some languages have a short vowel where 
the reconstruction is long.
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Chart 2.11 S.
PM *0D *oo *UU
MBM rf<zf u/uu/d(d)/ii uu
MBN we uu/we uu/we
MYE wo d/w d we/wa uu/u
MBE 9 a d uu/Tj
ELU we / a u u/wi/uu
NNE 0 0 uu uu
AKO DD uu uu
MHE 0 0 oo/uu/uu uu
M K 0 0 oo/o u/u
MKA DO oo uu
RLN D D oo uu
RBO D D oo uu
LEF w c we u
LEK WD d/ugu
In LEK* a velar stop is found In some reflexes of 
long *VV the origin of which is not clear.
2.3.3
In spite of the great variety of vowels in these 
languages (cf. Richardson 1957*8)* a simple seven vowel 
system emerges when working comparatively.
yo.w.a l-pMaatagLs.
Sfa.ar.fr. ..v-QWfi,ls L an a-Y Q 34& ls
*i *u *Ii *uu
*e *o *ee *oo
*£ *D *££ *DD
*a *sa
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Two sets of vowels, short and long, need to be 
recognized. In each set, there are three front vowels, three 
back vowels and one low central vowel. This Is exactly 
parallel to what different authors have reconstructed for 
Proto-Bantu (Meinhof 1910*20ff, Guthrie 1967-71.1*46, 61 and 
Meeussen 1967*82). We know from wider range comparison that 
in many cases, the long vowels of PM are the result of a 
disyllabic root in which C2 has been lost, for example, PB 
*-bedd corresponds to PM *-bee 'colanut* showing that at 
some point in the past there was a C2 Ccf. 5.3.2). Other 
long vowels probably were long in the common proto-language 
(cf. PB *-taano and PM *~taan *five*). Still other long 
vowels are the result of compensatory lengthening in 
CVC-roots where the C2 was dropped, e.g. PM *-ffny >
MHE -h'ff * pus *.
There are very few roots where it might be possible 
or necessary to reconstruct two unlike short V*s rather than 
one long V* CV1V2 Ccf. CA277) *sfie 'fish').
2.4 aild£5-ba£j£££B_C_and_v
There are roots in which a *w or a *y glide can be 
reconstructed for PM between Cl and VI, e.g. *-bwa »dog», 
but never between C2 and V2.
These glides also occur in some of the noun class 
prefixes with the structure consonant plus glide* CG-, 
Prefixes with this structure occur exclusively before 
V-initial roots, e.g. *dy'fc-§m 'pregnancy* (cf. 5.6), In some 
cases, such prefixes were later reanalysed as part of the
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root to which another prefix was added, cf. (A70) PM *mwv-S? 
> MHE e^-mw^S 'finger1.
makes the structure of PM morphemes more complex. Instead of 
the syllable onset consisting of a simple C, it may be 
complex consisting of C plus G, thus giving patterns like* 
COVC, CGVV, CGVCV and CGV.
acquired a glide where previously there was none (cf. 2.3.1,
2.3.2 and 3.3.2.5ff), and some glides have undergone various 
changes (cf. (35) - (38) in 3.2.2).
2.5 Tone
relatively straightforward. Phonetically, there are level 
and contour tones or tone glides. There is downdrift, which 
means that when a H follows a L, the H is always lower than 
a H which precedes the L. The L tones are also gradually 
lowered. This means that phonetically there is a large 
number of different pitches. However, if only adjacent tones 
are considered, then there are very few options. Following 
a L, there can only be the same or a higher pitch (cf.
(la)). Following a H, there are three possibilities* the 
same pitch, a slightly lower pitch and a low pitch (cf.
The reconstruction of these glides consequently
Since PM, certain roots In several languages have
The reconstruction of tones is, fortunately,
( 1 b )  ) .
(1 ) b
This means that phonologically there are only H and L tones 
which f o l l o w  each other. The "mid1' tone is explained in two
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ways. In some of the languages, a lowering of H after H 
before pause is clearly an intonational feature. Within an 
utterance, it is not found. This may be expressed as (2).
(2) H —  > *H /H pause
A H becomes downstepped high (*H) after H and before pause* 
The lowered final H in example (A13) in MBE and MKA is due 
to this intonational lowering.
The second explanation of the "mid” tone is that it 
is due to the loss of L between two H tones.
There is probably a connection between the downdrift rule 
mentioned above and this phenomenon termed J,downstepH. 
Downstep usually results where two or more morphemes fuse 
thereby reducing the number of tone bearing syllabic 
elements. This is a synchronic process, but downstep has 
also been lexicalized in some items such as (A289).
common ones being /■*/ and /"'/. The first is interpreted as a 
combination of H + L, the second as L + H. There are two 
much rarer contour tones / " * /  and //“V .  The first is a 
combination of L + H + L and has been observed as 
alternating with the simpler contours given above on the 
word for "cotton tree” (cf. CA310) AFCO). The second is a 
combination of H + *H (high plus downsteooed high). One 
example of this contour is found in the ethnonym and 
glossonyrn for * Bakossi1 (cf. t.4.3.1).
discussed above, it is not surprising that there was the 
occasional mishearing and therefore mistransciption of tone.
(3)
There are falling and rising contour tones, the
Against the background of the tonal phenomena
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Tone was transcribed using a limited number of accent marks 
to reflect the tonal system. This is necessarily a near 
phonemic transcription rather than a precise phonetic one.
In chart 2.13 the sets of tone correspondences plus 
tone reconstruct ions are given.
Qiiant_2*_1 i I Tone x orrespondences
PM *H *H H *L *L L *L H *L H *L H *H L *H L
MBM ^ ^ -'/" " " ^  * / '  ' ^
MBN ^ ^ ' ~/v ' “ ^ "
MYE - . - - " " " V "  - ^ '
MBE *" " ^ " ' " ~/v "/" ' ^ ^ "
U  ^^ S* X N —■ \ X /X X,
NNE ^ ^ "  N N s " '  A - ’x
\ K 0  ' ' '  ' ' ' ~ '
MHE -  -  ^ „ / x  - x
MWK " ' ' ' “ " " ^/" " x
MKA ' "
BLN " " " " N x ~ V "  " " A/" " '
BBO " " " "  x " ” / "  v " ^ * / '  "  "
LEF " ' ' " " " - V "  ' "
LEK " " - " " " ''/" V "  " " A/" ** "
Correspondence sets with one level or contour tone represent 
monosyllabic roots, sets with two tones represent disyllabic 
roots. When a set of cognate roots consists of both niono- 
and disyllabic roots (e.g.(A362 )), then the tone 
correspondences are partly from one and partly from the 
other related set.
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On long vowels, written as two single vowels (W),
L and H tones have always been written doubly, e.g. a£. No 
claim is implied by this convention that this vowel carries 
two like tones. Usually it is interpreted as just one tone 
but it may come historically from two separate but like 
tones. Contour tones on a long vowel are written as two 
separate tones, e.g. aa.
There are three sets reconstructed as *L H and two 
as *H L. The rising glides in some of the languages 
occasionally have simplified to a L and the falling glides 
to a H tone. This is indicated by the presence of a contour 
tone and a level tone separated by a slash.
There are two distinct sets with rising tone glides 
on monosyllables. The first set reconstructed as *L H which 
has a rising tone throughout is found predominantly on words 
analysable into prefix plus V-initial root* C(G)-V(C) e.g. 
mw-an < mw^-an 'child1. The best interpretation of this is 
to consider the L as belonging to the prefix and the H as 
part of the root both for historical and distributional 
reasons. In PR, noun prefixes had low tone (Meeussen 
1967*97) (cf. chart 5,13). This appears to be confirmed by 
the fact that all nouns with a CG- prefix plus V-initial 
root never have a H as first tone in the overall tonal 
structure.
There are several nouns of the same type CCG-VC) 
with which the second rather than the first set of *L H 
tones is associated (A160, A379, A397 and A415), There are 
also CVV roots with either the first or the second *L H set. 
So far, we have no explanation to account for the difference
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between the two sets, both of which we have reconstructed 
as *t H,
To conclude, PM clearly had *H and *L tones which 
combined on morphemes in various patterns. Downdrift and 
downstep' were probably also present in PM.
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER TWO
[1] Other structures are VC and V for nouns as well as 
more complex ones which are due. to compounding and 
reduplicat ion.
121 There is no certainty as to the manner and place of 
articulation of PB *c and *j. Meeussen (1967*83) said that 
*c could equally well be represented as *s and *j *z or 
*y. Reflexes range from dental to velar and glottal 
articulation and include stops, fricatives and affricates 
(Guthrie 1967-71.1*51,62,76,77). The reflexes of PB *c 
differ considerably from those of *j, with s being the most 
common reflex of *c. It is only *j which has a palatal stop 
among its reflexes.
It would go beyond the scope of this study to 
resolve this issue. However, it appears possible that *c and 
*j were palatal stops or palato-alveolar affricates from 
which all the other sounds have developed.
[3] For details of the noun class system, see chapter 4.
For classes 9 and 10, see 4.5, 5.3.4 and 5.3.5.
C43 For typographical reasons, we use ny to represent
IPA ja.
[5] Except, of course, if the sequence of class 9/10 nasal 
prefix plus root-initial stop is reanalysed as a 
prenasalised stop (see below and 4.5).
C6J Cf. footnote 2 above.
[7] One or two examples of *mp -^ nd *nt are also found but
there are too few examples to warrant their inclusion.
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CHAPTER THREE
:_EM_5QUNQ5
3.1 Introduction
Between Proto-Manenguba and the present day 
languages, a considerable number of sound changes have taken 
place, both in consonants and in vowels. Tone has changed 
relatively little. The purpose of this chapter is to spell 
out the changes as well as to present the resulting 
consonant and vowel systems as compared with the 
proto-sy st em.
For both consonants and vowels, we will use a set of 
distinctive features to characterize the proto-sounds and 
the sound changes that must have occurred, as well as the 
environments in which the changes took place.
Some of the sound changes have clearly taken place 
in a specific phonetic context and are due to that context. 
Others cannot be attributed to context and have to be 
considered as changes which have taken place independently 
of the context. Abbreviations after the rules indicate in 
which language(s) a particular rule has taken place. Some 
changes are shared by two or more present day languages and 
may therefore indicate a closer genetic relationship between 
them. This topic will be taken up in chapter 6.
The number and kind of features have been chosen in 
order to specify both the PM sounds as well as their
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development into the sounds of the present day languages. It 
is clear that for the PM sounds alone, or for the sounds of 
the individual languages alone, the number of features could 
be reduced. The aim here is not to work with the smallest 
number possible, but rather to be able to account for all 
the sounds and sound changes.
Most of the features used are introduced by 
including them in the feature charts for consonants (chart
3.1) and vowels (chart 3.17), but some less important ones 
in the text only.
With most of the rules, ordering does not appear to 
be necessary. However, there are some cases where the order 
of their application is important. Or, in other words, one 
sound change must have taken place before another since the 
reverse order would have produced a different result. Such 
cases will be discussed where appropriate.
The inclusion of LEF and LEK which we exclude from 
our definition of PM is in one sense inconsistent. However, 
we have done so because the relevant information is 
available to us and also because it appears that PM and the 
ancestor language of LEF and LEK were identical in most 
respects .
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3 .2  CflHs.QD.a.n.t ciiangLas^b ia .E M _ a n d _ L tis ..,p .n fi.s ,a o t^ c la y .
The consonant changes which have taken place between 
PM and today's languages are already Implicit in charts 
2.1-5. The starred sound placed at the top of a 
correspondence set is the reconstructed hypothetical sound 
from which the sounds below it for each language have 
developed. In this section, we will consider the consonant 
changes. A distinctive feature chart of the reconstructed PM 
consonants is given first.
Qhai^ L-J^JJ:_£aalure_£.ha.Lt-.fQi:„Lba_EM-„ cnns.oaaQts.
p t k b d j g f l  s w  
consonantal + + + + + + + + + + -
syllabic - - - - - -  - - -  - -
sonorant
anterior + + _ + + + +? -
high + + _ _  -7 +
back +
coronal - + -
labial
voice - - -  + + + + - + - +
continuant - - -  - -  - -  4- + + +
nasal
lateral
round +
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CharlL->im..Ll-t:eat.ur,e, .chaLt^QE^M-aQQaoaaQls- (continued) 
m n nyrj mb nd nj gg y w ip
cons (onant al) + + + + + + + + - -  +
sy 11 (able) +
son (or ant) + + + + - -  - -  + + +
ant(erior) + + +
h i  (gh)  — — + + — — + + + + —
back - + - + -
cor(onal) - + + + + _ +
lab(ial)
voi(ce) + + + + + + + + + + +
cont(inuant) _
nas(al) *■ + + + - +
lat(eral)
r(oun)d _
The feature [labial] is necessary to classify [b] 
and [w] as well as [kw] and [kp] as a natural class since 
C b 1 and [kw] have become Cw] and C kp 3 respectively, f+high] 
is equivalent to [4height] and [-high] equals C2height) in 
the vowels (cf. 3.3.1). The feature [coronal] is used to 
specify both alveolar and palatal consonants (cf. Schane 
1973*37, Schachter and Fromkin 1968*9 and Stewart 1976b*96). 
This has the advantage that the two sound changes *j > d and 
*j > g can be specified as C[+hi +cor] > [-hi] and C[+hi 
+cor] > [-cor] respectively (cf. (11) and (18) below). If 
palatals were specified as [-cor], the change *j > d would 
need to be specified as involving many more feature changes 
than the change *j > g. The first would have to be given as
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CE+hi -back -cor -ant] > [-hi +cor +ant ] whereas the second 
would be CC+hi -back] > E+back].
Another reason for specifying palatals as C+cor] is 
that it makes it possible to specify /k, g, g, w/ and /h/ as 
[-ant -cor], i.e. as a natural class. That this is a natural 
class is shown by the fact that nasals become [g] (i.e. 
t-ant -cor]) before this class of sounds. The feature 
[anterior] appears to be redundant but it is needed to 
specify the assimilation of nasals to velars and h as 
discussed above. If [anti were dropped, the feature Clab] 
would have to be substituted for it. However, since in the 
above class of sounds w is C+lab] and the rest [-lab], a 
disjunctive specification would be the result. It therefore 
seems better to retain the feature [ant].
The uncertainty of the phonetic value of *s and *w 
in PM is expressed by question marks besides the feature 
specification. *w is repeated in the second part of chart
3.1 for the following reason. The first *w represents the 
sound reconstructed in root initial position which has a 
different origin from the second *w (cf. (11) in 5.3.1 and 
(68) - (69) in 5.6). The second *w, as well as the *y, 
represents the glides in the oosition C (+)V0 (cf. 2.4).
The prenasalised stops are specified as [+-nas] 
which indicates that the segment is complex (Sommerstein 
1977*104), it being first [+nas], then C-nas]. There are 
clearly other theoretical approaches to such complex 
segments such as introducing a feature [prenasalised]. 
However, it is not our aim here to discuss the merits or 
demerits of these different theoretical stances.
The last segment is a syllabic m. This has not been
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one of the segments introduced in chapter 2 where the focus 
is on root morphemes, but it is required to account for 
various tone bearing prefixes (cf* for example, 4,4.5).
In the discussion of the sound changes, frequent 
reference will be made to morpheme boundaries, both morpheme 
initial and morpheme final. The classification of consonants 
as Cl and C2 is based on their position in roots with Cl 
being equivalent to C after morpheme initial boundary
(/+__) and C2, in the majority of cases, being equivalent
to C before morpheme final boundary (/__+), It appears to
be easiest to state some of the phonological processes with 
reference to morpheme structure rather than in purely 
phonological terms. However, there is probably a connection
between morpheme_final position (/___ +) and pre-pause
position (/__+0 ) since unsuffixed forms of verbs and noun
roots ending in a C frequently occur pre-pause, i.e. 
morphological and phonological contexts .colncide.
3.2*1 ^QUQd^£haQfl£5^lQ3ial3i:lnq-.S.LQR5
The voiceless stops *o, *t and *k in Cl position,
i.e. morpheme initially (/+__) have not undergone any sound
change in any of the languages.
In C2 position, the voiceless stoDS have merged with 
their voiced counterparts where V2 has been lost since PM 
(c f. 3.3.4 below).
(1) *p, *t, *k > b, d, g /__+
In terms of features, this Is CC-cont -nas -voi3 > [+voiJ
til. This morpheme final merger is best explained in terms 
of a morpheme structure condition which disallows voiceless 
stops in morpheme final position. This constraint must have
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been introduced before the PM stage as it is found in other 
NW Bantu languages, in Ekoid, etc. (cf. 6.4.1) and the 
reason for its introduction must be sought there. It is also 
expected to provide an innovation which might be important 
in the classification of the NW Bantu languages in relation 
to the languages which are related, such as the Ekoid and 
Grassfields Bantu languages, but not traditionally 
considered Bantu.
The intervocalic position (V V) cannot provide the
answer since it is precisely there that the voicing 
distinction is maintained.
An explanation which takes the position within the 
syllable into account also has its difficulties. It could be 
said that the voicing distinction is maintained in syllable 
initial position but was lost in syllable final position.
(2) a) .CV.CV. 
b) .CVC.
The loss of final V in (2a) causes 02 to change from 
syllable initial to syllable final position (2b). Voicing 
contrasts are only present in syllable initial but not in 
syllable final position. It is conceivable that in syllable 
final position, especially pre-pause, voicing could have 
been lost. However, it is not the voiced stops that have 
become inherently voiceless but rather the voiceless stops 
which have become voiced. A further fact, which leads away 
rather than towards a solution, is that CVC roots frequently 
occur before another vowel (CVC+V..,) synchrontca1ly and in 
PM, the V being either a suffix or the initial V of the 
following word. This is phonologica1ly comoarable to the 
structure in (2a) where there was a voicing distinction
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before V. However, here the merger of voiceless with voiced 
stops took place before V which is separated by a morpheme
or word boundary (/__+V). The above discussion also applies
to the parallel merger of prenasalised stops with nasals 
(cf. 3.2#3)» We do not know what the ultimate explanation 
is. However, it is conceivable that the lenis/non-lenis 
distinction discussed in chapter 5 might have something to 
do with it. We will not be able to pursue this point any 
further.
In general, the voiced stops have undergone few 
changes in Cl position with the exception of the palatal 
stop *j which indicates that palatals are the most unstable 
stops.
(3) *b, *g > p, k /n(c 1 . 9/10)+_ LEK
There are several examples of devoicing of *b and *g but not
of *d in LEK following the nasal prefix of classes 9 and 10.
It Is not clear why devoicing should have taken place in
this environment.
(4) *b > bfi /n(cl. 9/10)+__ MYE
In MYE, in the same environment, *b has become aspirated, 
the aspiration being voiced* CC-cont -nas +lab +voi) >
C+aspiration I [21. We have noted this sound also in the 
Western dialect of AKO. Aspirated bh is also recorded by 
Wamunshiya (1973) for a northern dialect of AKO.
It should be pointed out that the phonetic 
realization of /b/ in most other contexts is imploded Cb3, 
but there is no phonemic contrast with the non-imploded [b]
[3] .
8 9
The most common change of *j in Cl position is (5).
(5) *J >____ z /n (c 1. 9/10)+_ MBM, MBN, MYE, (M BE), ELU,
NNE, AKO, (MHE.), BBO, (LEF), LEK.
Brackets around language names indicate that there are some 
exceptions to the rule, the details of which we have not 
been able to work out. (5) may be formalized as Ct-cont -nas
+cor +hi +voi] > [-hi +cont] /C[+nas +cor -hi]+__. This is,
in one sense, an assimilation rule in that the stop becomes 
like the nasal in respect to point of articulation. *j might 
already have been affricated in PM, which is not unnatural
for [+cor +hil stops. For it then to have become
(completely) [+cont] can be regarded as a weakening of the 
affricate to a fricative.
(5) *j > y /[-nas 3+_ MBM, MBN, (LEF)
(6) can be formalized as CC-cont -nas +cor +hi +voi3 >
[+cont +son]. This appears to have taken place in non-nasal 
environments.
(7) > c /[-nas 3 +_ (NNE), AKO
(7) is implied in chart 2.2 as a historical sound change 
taking place in non-nasal environments. However, since Cj] 
and Cc] do not contrast in AKO (compare A118 with A672), it 
is better to consider the relationship between *j and c in
(7) to be *j > j olus the alloohonic rule /j/ — > Cel in 
the environment given [4],
(8) *j > z /+  (MBN, MBE, LEF, LEK)
(8) which is C[-cont -nas +cor +hi +voi3 > r+cont] aooears 
to have occurred in several words in different .languages.
9 0
However, it is not clear whether Cz3 is a phoneme in those 
languages or whether (8) should rather be *j > j plus an 
allophonic rule /j/ — > Czl in the appropriate environment.
In morpheme final C2 position (/ +) *b, *d and *g
often have as reflexes b, d, and g. *j on the other hand, 
does not have /j/ as a reflex and therefore has undergone 
change in every case.
(9) *b > w /__+ MWK
C[-cont -nas +lab +voi 3 > [+cont + son +rd +hi3 mbroheme 
finally in MWK without exception (cf. the discussion of (13) 
be low)•
(10) *d > 1 /__+ (MBN, MBE, MHE) MWK and (LEF)
C[-cont -nas +cor -hi +voi J > C+cont + son +lat3 in every 
case in MWK but only in some cases in the other four 
languages. It is not clear why some but not all *d*s have 
undergone this change. Other reflexes are d, ? and 0. Two 
possible explanations suggest themselves and would need 
further investigation. One, there was more than one 
proto-sound, and they have merged irregularly (cf. 5.3.2) 
and two, rule (10) only applied to some instances of *d and 
not to others for as yet unknown reasons.
(11) *j > d /___+ MBM, AKO, (MHE, BLN), RRO
C[-cont -nas +cor +hi +voi 3 > C-hi3 morpheme finally in the 
above languages. This represents a simplification of the 
articulation of the palatal sound and resulted in a merger 
of *j with /d/. In MHE and BLN, the output of (11) varies
with the output of the following rule.
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(12) *j > y / _ +  (MBN, MHE,) MWK, MKA, (BLN)
CC-cont -nas + cor +hi +voi] > t+cont +son3 morpheme finally 
primarily in MWK where it applied without exception. The 
relationship between (11), (12) and (14) in MHE, MKA, BLN 
and RBO will be further elaborated after (14). First, a 
comment on MWK is in order. In MWK, (9), (10) and (12) have 
aoplied without exception which distinguishes MWK from the 
other languages. What is common to the three rules is (13).
(13) C[-cont -nasi > (••■son]
[+son] is by implication also C+cont] which could be 
expressed by a redundancy rule. In the case of the labial 
(cf. (9)), C > C+rd +hi] was also involved, and in the case 
of the alveolar (cf. (10)), C > [+latJ.
This is one of the few cases where a more general 
rule applying to several segments could be said to have 
applied. The question here needs to be raised whether the 
velar stop *g was also affected by this rule. (In MWK, *g >
7 /__+.) The question can only be affirmed if the glottal
stop is defined as C+son]. An alternative analysis of the 
reflex of MWK *g is to consider that the aoplication of rule
(13) C[-cont -nas]- > [+sonl led to the complete loss of the 
*g and the presence of  ^ has its origin in (21) which 
applied prior to (13).
(14) *j > s / +V MHE, MKA, BLN, BBO
CC-cont -nas +cor +hi +voi] > [+cont -hi -voi] when the root 
final sound occurs intervocalically. This sound change 
requires several comments. First, (14) is not a very natural 
sound change. Intervocal1ca1ly, it would be expected that
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sounds become or remain voiced, but not that they devoice.
We would also expect the change to have occurred in stages 
something like j > z > z > s.
There is, however, another aspect which needs to be 
taken into account and which hopefully will point to an 
eventual solution. It is the relationship between (14), (11) 
and (12) that needs some more close examination. The output 
of (11) and (12) appears to be in free variation in MHE and 
BLN. Whereas there is a morphophonemic relationship between 
d when from (11) and y when from (12) on the one hand and s 
when from (14) on the other* the same morpheme when followed 
by a vowel has s, and d or y when pre-pause . The question to 
be answered is how this morphophonemic. relationship 
developed. One hypothesis is as follows.
(15) /V_(+)V * *c > c > s > s
1★j > j > d/y s
(16) /V_+0 : *c > j > d/y > d/y
*J > j > d/y > d/y
In intervocalic position (15), voiceless palatal PMC?) stops 
became Csl parallel to the Cl position. The voiced palatal 
stop became alveolar or a palatal glide (d/y) in all 
environments. In pre-pause position (16), the *c became 
voiced due to the morpheme structure constraint mentioned 
earlier, and then merged with d/y. The result was that 
morphemes with the original voiceless stop (*c) contained an
alternation s /V (+)V and d/y /V + 0. This alternation was
then introduced by analogy into the morphemes with an 
original voiced stop (*j).
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This hypothesis has several weaknesses. We do not
have a *c reconstructed for PM in C2 position. This would
necessitate placing such a scenario before PM implying an 
alternation with *s in P.M. However, there appears to be no 
evidence,for such an alternation in PM [53. Also, since the 
morpheme structure constraint which disallows a voicing 
distinction in morpheme final position Is assumed to have 
been in operation already In PM, *c and *J would have had to 
have merqed by then, thereby blocking the development of the 
alternation observed. The second hypothesis is the simpler 
one.
(17) /V +V * *j > (c? >) s
/V__+0 * > d/y
In (17), it is already assumed that there Is no *c/*J 
distinction in morpheme final position in PM. The 
morphophonemic alternation arises due to the separate 
development of *j in intervocalic versus pre-pause 
environment. On the surface, this aopears to be the simpler 
hypothesis but there are also some problems. There is no 
explanation why *j should have become a voiceless sound 
intervoca1ica1ly. This is even more surprising against the 
background of the morpheme structure constraint which 
disallows voiceless sounds in morpheme final position. What 
might speak in favour of this hypothesis is the fact that 
there is already a phoneme *s. It is conceivable that as the 
palatal stop weakened intervoca1ically to fricative fzl or 
IzI, it might have then merged with /s/ which was well 
established as a ohoneme.
At the moment we are unable to choose between the 
two hypothe s es.
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(18) *j > g / _ +  MBN. ELU, NNE
COcont -nas +cor +hl +voi] > t-corl morpheme finally. This
rule merged the palatal stops with the velar stops.
One could ask why it is that the palatal stops were
eliminated. It is clear from the feature matrix that
palatals are more marked than other stops, being both C+hi 3 
and [+cor3, and so the shift "backwards" (cf. (18)) or 
"forwards" (cf. (11 )) is a simplification in its complexity. 
That *j is palatal and a stop rather than an alveo-palatal 
affricate is of course an assumption but in the light of 
(U) and (180 not an unreasonable one.
All oral stops in final pre-pause position (/__+0)
are in most of the languages unreleased. This Is .clearly an 
allophonic rule in those languages.
(19) b, d, g — > b', d», g« /__+0
To express (19), an extra feature (unreleasedl appears to be 
necessary. CC-cont -nas +voi3 *— > [+unreleased 3. However, 
there are also the "unreleased" glides y? and w?. pre-pause, 
these glides end in a glottal closure. They are complex 
segments phonetically In that they consist of a sequence of 
two segments but might be called "post-glottalized". On the 
basis of these post-glottalized glides, it might be better 
to consider the unreleased stops, which occur in the same 
position, as post-glottallzed as well.
(19a) C[-nas -let?] — > C+postglottl
This has the advantage of providing an explanation for the 
next sound change.
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(20) *b, *d, (*j), *g > ? / _ + 0  MYE, MBE, (NNE,
MHE,) LEF, LEK
CC-cont -nas +voi] > [-lab -cor -hi -voi) pre-pause. Rather 
than proceeding by this one step approach, it is more likely 
that the'process passed via the intermediate step of 
post-glottalized stops (cf. (19) and (2!)).
(21) b, d, g — > b?, d?, g? /__+0
The neutralization of the place features due to the presence
of a glottal closure would appear to be a natural hext step.
(22) b?, d?, g? — > 9 /_+0
CC-cont -nas +postglott] >. trlab -cor -hi)
In several of the languages, there is a 0 reflex of 
PM stops morpheme finally.
(23) *b, *d, *j, *g > 0 /__+ (MYE, MBE, ELU, MWK,
LEF, LEK)
There is no proto-stop which has 0 as the sole reflex. In
most cases, 0 alternates with glottal stop. This is best
interpreted as due to an allophonic rule which may delete
root final glottal stop, especially intervocalica lly .
(24) 9 — > 0 /.. .
The status of the glottal stop as a phoneme in some 
languages is well established, but it also has to be 
recognized that it is unstable in the sense that it is 
easily deleted.
There is another sound change which needs a comment.
(25) *kw > kp / MYE
CC-cont -cor +hi -voi] CC+cont +son +lab +voiJ > CC-cont 
-cor +hi +lab -voi].
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In MYE, a sequence of consonant plus glide (CG) has 
occasionally become one labio-velar C. For an illustrative 
example, see (A281).
3.2.2 Sound changes involving continuants
It has been pointed out in 2.2.1 that it is not
clear whether *s was C+cor + hi3 or [+cor -hi] or both at the
PM stage. If it is assumed that it was [+cor -hi], then (26) 
took place in some undetermined environments.
(26) *s > s /+__ :(MBN, MBE, LEF)
Ct+cont +cor -hi -voi] > [+hiJ
(27) *f > h / MYE, MBE, ELU, NNE, AKO, MHE, MWK, MKA,
BLN, BBO 
CT+cont +lab -voi] > [-lab]
(27) is a very important consonant change and coincides with 
the lexicostatistica1 grouping of the Manenguba languages 
after MRM - MBN has split off (cf, chart 6.16 and map 8).
Only in BBO are /f/ (and [v], an sllophone of /f/ after
nasals) still found in clearly definable contexts. It 
appears that /f/ was retained after a prefix ending in a 
stop.
(28) *eb-f... (> e?-f 9..?) > i-f... cl.8 (cf.4.4.9)
*e-f... > 1-h... cl.7 (cf.4.4.8)
Cf. also (60) below.
(29) *f > s /__VE+front] MBM
In MBM, CE+cont +ant -cor -voi] > [-ant +cor +hi3 before 
front vowels.
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(30) h > 0 /  y MHE, MKA, BLN, BBO
In the four languages indicated, after *f > h (cf, (27)), 
the h has been dropped before the palatal glide.
(31) *'fy > sy/sy/s/s /(MBM, MBN, MYE, MBE, MWK, LEK) 
The changes in (31) may have arisen in two different ways* 
with or without passing via IhyJ. In the first case, *f 
underwent the change in (27) and then the resulting Chi 
underwent the change (32).
(32) h > s /_y
C[+cont -ant -cor -hi -voi3 > f+cor +hi3 / C[+cor +hi3
Another explanation is to consider that there was no 
intermediate h as in (33)*
(33) *f > s /__y (cf. (29) above)
To account for all the reflexes in (31) the following 
additional rules are necessary.
(34) s > s /_y
C[+cont +cor +hi -voiJ > I-hi 3__/____ C[+son +cor +hi3
(35) y > /s , /s____
CC+son +cor +hi3 > 0 /C[+cont +cor -voi3__
When these rules did or did not aoply is not yet clear. In
MBM, MBN and LEK, (33) rather than (32) must have applied 
since (33) presupposes (27) which did not apply in those 
languages. In MYE, MBE and MWK, (27) and (32) probably 
appli ed.
In /C„__V, various cases of the application of (36),
(37) and (38) have been observed in some languages without 
clear regularity.
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(36) *y > w /C__V
C[+son +hi +cor] > [-cor +rd]
(37) *w > y /C__V
C[+son + hi -cor +rd] > [+cor -rd]
(38) *y > w /C__V
C[+son +hi +cor] > t+rdl
(39) *1 > y / BBO
C[+son +cor +lat] > [-lat +hi ]
In BBO every *1 has changed to y. Morpheme finally, y in
turn frequently assimilated completely to the preceding 
vowel.
(40) y > Vx /Vx  (where Vx are identical)
(41) *1 > d /+__ (MBM, MBN, LEF, LEK)
There are cases where *1 has d as reflex (cf. (41 )). It is 
not clear, however, whether the two reflexes 1 and d are due 
to the environment or whether they require the 
reconstruction of an earlier distinction (cf. 2.2.1).
(42) *1 > n /__+ (MBM), MYE
C[+son +cor +lat] > [+nas -lat] morpheme finally in MYE.
In MBM, (42) has affected only some *11s .
(43) *1 > 0 /__+ (ELU, LEF, LEK)
The deletion of *1 in three languages is recorded in a few 
case s.
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The *w has almost exclusively a w reflex but there 
are also some g and gw reflexes. In the light of the fact 
that *w appears to derive from an earlier voiceless velar 
stop, possibly from a lenis one (cf. 5.3.1), it is not 
impossible that *w had the value Cg3 at the PM level, tw] 
could have been derived from it by (44) as follows*
(44) C[+cont +hi -cor +voil > C+son +rd] .
A velar stop [g3 would have been derived by (45).
(45) C[+cont +hi -cor +voi! > f-contl. [gw] could be due 
to (44) and (45). It is, of course, possible that *w had a 
range of realizations before it became solely [w).
Cf. Atioge (1983*98, 99) who lists the verb *to plant1 as 
both gon and won.
A phenomenon frequently encountered in connection with vowel 
changes (cf. 3.3.2.5ff and 3.3.5) is w-insertion (46) and 
y-insertion (47).
(46) 0 > w /C_V
(47) 0 > y /C_V
3.2.3 Sound-Chanaes.._.invoiving. n.asals
Morpheme medial prenasalised stops have become nasal 
in roots which dropped the final root vowel.
(48) *mb, nd, gg > m, n, rg /(V V+ >) V +
This .is clearly due to a constraint similar to the one which 
disallows voiceless stops in morpheme final position. This 
constraint disallows morpheme final prenasalised stops and 
therefore caused the merger of prenasalised stops with the 
nasals.
The nasals have generally remained stable with the 
exceotion of the palatal *ny. First, the bilabial nasal*
1 0 0
C 49) *m > n / ■+ LEK
Cf+nas +ant -cor] > [+cor]
This sound change has no parallel in any of the languages, 
nor in the non-nasal consonants.
(50) *m > 0 / _ +  (MYE, ELU, LEK)
The loss of final *m appears to be random. No systematic 
condition has been found except in ELU where there appears 
to be a correlation between vowel height and the loss of 
nasals, but not without exceptions* after the lower vowels, 
nasals tended to drop but stayed after the high vowels.
(51 ) *n > 0 /__+ (MBM, MYE, MBE, ELU, NNE, BBO), LEK
The loss of final *n seems random except in LEK where all 
final *n1s have disappeared. MBM, MYE and NNE apparently 
have dropped *n in the numerals (cf. (A3) - (A5)).
(52) *ny > y / + _  MBE, (NNE, AKO, MHE) MWK,
(MKA, BLN, BBO)
C[+nas +cor +hil > [-nas +cont]
(52) appears to have affected some but not all lexical 
items. Whether this change will eventually affect all these 
nasals as in MBE and MWK remains to be seen.
(53) *ny > n /___+ (MYE), AKO, LEF
CC+nas +cor +hil > C —Hi 1
(53) is phonetically the same rule as (!!) which affected 
the oral stops. (53) and (11), however, differ in that they 
did not aoply in all the languages in parallel fashion
except in AKO where both nasal and oral stops became [-hi] 
(cf. charts 2.4 and 2.5).
(54) *ny > rj__/_+ MBN, MYE, (ELU), NNE
Ct+nas +cor +hi 3 > [-cor 3
(54) almost exactly parallels rule (IB) which applied in the 
stops. MYE palatal oral stops, if they have undergone (18),
were later reduced to 0 via (20) and (23) (cf. chart 2.4).
(55) *ny > :0 /__+ MHE, MWK, MKA, BLN, BBO
This loss of the nasal plus compensatory lengthening may 
have proceeded as in (55a) or (55b).
(55a) Vny > Vy > VV
(55b) Vny > Vny >Vy > VV > VV
(56) *ny > 0__ /_+ MBM, (MBE, ELU)
Deletion without compensatory lengthening is found in MBM as 
well as in isolated cases in MBE and ELU.
(57) > 0 /__+ (ELU)
It appears that the velar nasal is the most stable, it being 
retained in all the languages except ELU where (57) has
taken place in some lexical items. Compare also the 2nd sg.
possessive stem for MYE and ELU in chart 4.2.
The bilabial nasal prefixes (cf. 4.4.3 and 4.4.5) 
have assimilated to the point of articulation of the 
following consonant in all languages except MKA, BLN and
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The first part of the rule indicates that before velars and 
/h/ (< *f) , qi has become g, the velars being [+hi 1 and /h/ 
C-hi3. The second part of the rule takes care of the other 
cases. An alternative analysis would be to consider the 
historical change to be as (59),
(59) *m > n / Ci i —
0[ + sy 11. +nas +ant -cor 3 > Ocorl / C
The assimilation to the following C would then have to be a 
synchronic rule similar to (58).
3.2.4 Cnri5.QD.ari t . s.y.rioois-r&s.u IXIqq.. jriom-Lri-aQUQd-Qhanaas.
Through the consonant sound changes presented in the 
last section, consonant systems with considerable 
differences emerged in the different languages. Seven of 
these are given below for illustrative purposes. The
consonants in root medial position (+CV 7+) have been
excluded. For convenience, chart 2.7 is reoeated in part as 
chart 3.2.
C h a r i - QQD5.oaacLt-
CX-p.asJLtJ.Qn Criposrilom-nQri-f trially.
*p *t *k
*b *d * j *9 *b *d *g
*f ★1 *5 *W *1
*m *n *ny .*m *n *ny *n
:.4. 1 The,.,AKO consonant system
ing done more work on AKO, the deriva tion of
is onant sy stem i s presented firs t.
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t PM and AKO
PM *p *b
AKO p 
PM *w
AKO w
' / 
I /
V
*t *d
d CcJ z
0 *m *n *ny
*k *g *f *1 * s
k
*0
h i s  
_  /•+ VC+
-  /+CV +
—  /+C V
In chart 3.3 and in the comparable charts below, 
consonants have been arranged in such a way as to facilitate 
the drawing of lines between PM and the sounds of the 
present day languages.
The changes in root initial position are indicated 
by a solid line, the changes in root final position by a
broken line, changes in the position /C V by a broken line
with dots.
PM *j split into /d/, /j/, Ec] and CzJ (for Cz], cf. 
(5) as well as 2.2.3 and 4.5). *<d and *j merged with /d/ in 
final position as did *n and *ny. *ny split into /ny/ and 
/y/ initially. *f has become /h/. Some /y/*s and /w/*s In 
AKO come from 0. These splits and mergers led to the 
following system with no palatal sounds in root final 
position.
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— Ilia -  aaas.Qnani.-ax.sI.am
p t [cl k
b d j g b d
s h
z ’
1 y w 1
m n ny m n
In AKO, a glottal stop exists as a marginal phoneme 
in class prefixes (cf* 4*4*9 and 4.4.11) and in verbal 
suffixes (Hedinger 1983b*11). It is in complementary 
distribution with other stops but there is no obvious one to 
which it should be assigned as an allophone. Historically, 
it is derived from a labial stop in the prefixes and from a 
velar stop in at least one verb suffix*
The palatal and velar nasals are also in 
complementary distribution due to (53). However, it is not 
clear which of the two should be considered an allophone of 
the other.
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3.2.4,2 The MWK .consonant svstam
Chert 3.5* Consonant t Land_'M K
PM *p *b *w *m *t *d *1 *n *j
\
\
Nil
MWK p b w m 
PM *
\
\
\
\
M  \
d 1 n j z y 0
\
\
\
MWK k g ?
*g *f
The consonant changes, splits and mergers in chart 3.5 led 
to the system presented in chart 3.6.
z
1 y w 1 y w
m n ny m n g
This system is unique in that the morpheme final 
stops have become laterals and glides, or glottal stop in 
the case of *g. The same has been noted in MBA, MWK*s 
northern neighbour (cf. map 7). / § /  appears to have 
independent status as a phoneme besides /s/.
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3.2.4.3 The RRQ consonant r system
PM *p *
BBO p
BBO w
b *t * d  *
I
/
i /
/
*s *
N
b d j z s
\
\
PM *w *1 *m *n *y *ny
\
i I 1 I A1 1 1 / i • /i fx' ! /1 11 1 /  iN/
\ I
\; I
\ !
m n y ny 0 q
*0
.aaci-BSQ
*g *f
Due to the above changes, BBO has the following consonant 
system•
P t
b d 
f s 
[v] z
m n
. system
b d 
s
9
y
ny
w y
m n
BBO is interesting because it has no laterals 
(cf. rule (39)). It is also the only language which has 
retained /f/ in some environments while in other 
environments *f > h introducing a phoneme /h/. / f /  and /h/ 
are now contrastive because the environment where /f/ was 
retained has disappeared. Cf. singular/plural pairs of words 
with initial *f such as in (60).
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(60) f-hed *bone (cl* 7)*, f - f S d  •bones (cl. 8>*
The /s/ in 02 position is a morphophonemic alternant of /y/ 
when followed by a V-initial morpheme.
3.2.4.4 The MKA consonant system
Chart 3.9: ( J2M_an.d_.MKA
PM *p *b *m *t *d *n *j *s *y *ny
I
I 
I
I 
I
MKA p b m d n
PM *k *g *f *1 *w
\
s y ny
\
\
\
MKA k g 0 rj h 0 1 w
9
g 
o
MKA is conservative with respect to the palatal stop 
following the class 9 and 10 nasal, i.e. it did not change 
to tzJ as in other languages.
The only palatal reflex of *j morpheme finally is 
/y/, with /s/ as a morphophonemic alternant pre-vocalically,
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3,2*4*5 The-MBE <
PM *p *t *k
MBE
*b *d ★ 1 *j
*s
MBE h
*ny 0 *g*w *m *n
Chart 3.12* The MRF ,
p t k
b d j g
s s h
z z
1 y w 1
m n ny m n
In MBE* morpheme final stops have become glottal or 
0 and palatal nasals have disappeared. [sJ and {?] are 
perhaps allophones of /s/ and /j/ respectively, but it is 
not impossible that /s/ is now a phoneme in its own right.
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3.2*4*6 The MYE ronsnnant system
ijsra
PM *p *t *k *kw *b *d *
MYE p t
MYE h
kp b Cbfi] 0
f *s *w 0
K \ /I ■Y 1A A 1/ N
 s w y 1
K
*m
\
m 0 n 0 ny
p t 
b d 
CbfU
s
z
1
m n
y
ny
w
kp
gb
MYE has the most reduced set of C2 consonants with 
only three nasals and glottal stop. Due to the loss of final 
stops, there is now a contrast between the two vowels /a/ 
and /o/.
There is one relic of lost final stops in the 
locative expression a* ... ..t e 'LOC..«.inside 1 as illustrated 
in (61) (tones have been omitted).
(61) nda9 (< *-dab) *house' ^ndapj *in the house1
nzo9 (< *-jag) 'farm* anzok..a 'In the farm*
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The locative expression, as exemplified In (61), Is the only 
place where a reflex of the different proto-consonants has 
been observed. In an abstract synchronic analysis, one would 
posit an underlying labial stop for ^ o u s e 1, a velar stop 
for ••farm', etc., and delete these stops in every context 
except the one in (61). Here, I consider the locative 
morpheme £_a to have three different variants, each being 
associated with certain nouns which would require listing in 
the lexicon.
MYE has clearly developed labiovelar stops from /kw/ 
(and /gw/) (cf. (A104), (AI07), etc., and Njang 1972 where 
more examples can be found). How much this has been due to 
the influence from the neighbouring Kenyang language is not 
certain. It does appear significant that there has been 
considerable intermarriage with Kenyang speaking women.
3.2.4.7 The MBN consonant system
Char, t. 3 Qaaaonaiit, £±Laaaaa^ba ad-JiBN
PM *p *t *k *b *d *1 *j *q 0 *w
i k / I A
| 1 /
| 1 Y 1 /
1 ! / \ 1 /
I V 1^ /
p t k b 1 0 7Q w
* *m *n *ny
N  1
\i
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The MBN
p t k
b d j g b d g
f s s
z z
1 y w 1 y 9
m n ny m n 0
MBN has retained /f/. The /y/ in root initial position has 
come from *j„ The /s/ is probably a separate phoneme but IzI 
may be an allophone of /j/. More work would need to be done 
to determine the precise phonemic status of these sounds.
3.3 Vowel changes between ...PM ar)d the .present dav
3.3.I Introduction
Between PM and the different lanciuages, many vowel 
changes have taken place. The ones clearly attested will be 
presented below. Other changes have taken place in some of 
the languages but these have been ignored if only one or two 
examples were found in the data. The status of such changes 
can only be resolved by further research. A thorough 
phonemic analysis has only been done for AKO and MINK. It
cannot, therefore, be ruled out that one or other of the
vowel changes presented as historical changes may turn out 
on further investigation to be an allophonic rule in one or 
other of the languages.
It will be seen below that in NNE, for example, a 
large number of vowel changes have taken place whereas in
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MKA, the proto-vowel system Is retained virtually unchanged* 
MBM and LEK take up a medium position with relatively few 
changes*.For some languages such as MBM and MRN, there are 
probably more changes than the ones indicated, but because 
these languages often did not share cognate items with the 
rest of the languages under study, it was impossible to 
investigate the vowel changes in such items.
In chart 3.1 7 below, the vowels of PM and the 
present day languages involved in the vowel changes are 
given with their distinctive feature specifications.
Chart .7, L.Es-atur s_ chart - ton- t h e - l a
i e E u d e a o o o u  
sy 11 Cable) + + + + + + + + + + +
cons (onantal) - - - - - - - - - - -
h(e)Kght) 4 3 2 4 3 2 1  1 2 3 4
back +
fr(ont) + + + o o - - - - -  -
r(oun)d + + +
long - - - - - - - - - - - -
Instead of using the SPE features thigh]. Clow] and 
[back] of Chomsky and Halle (196B) which allow for only 
three vowel heights and no central vowels, I have chosen the 
multi-valued feature theight) ranging from 1 for the lowest 
to 4 for the highest vowel (Sommerstein 1977). That four 
heights are necessary is clear from the presence of the low 
back vowel to] in several languages.
The feature ffront) is used for the following 
reason* in the SPE framework, the change *a > o cannot be
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easily characterized. With *a being [-•‘back -rd], the change 
would have to be specified as *a becoming C+roundl. If *a 
were specified as [-back -rd], then the change would be *a > 
[+back] in velar environment. The first solution does not 
express the fact that the vowel is backed- The second 
solution creates a problem in that It rules out the 
possibility of /a/ being phonetically fronted in certain 
environments as is clearly the case. The above problems are 
avoided by the use of the two features [front! and [back!. 
This also allows the [a! to be specified as [-front -back 
-round] which expresses the fact that it is less marked than 
the other vowels.
Another advantage of using the feature [front] is 
that CuJ and I gf ] when specified as C-backl but leaving 
[front! unspecified, may range phonetically from a central 
to a front vowel, which is occasionally the case.
The disadvantage of having two features for the 
horizontal dimension is that it introduces more redundancy.
3.3.2 Changes of short .vowels
In charts 2.8 and 2.9, the vowel correspondences and 
the reconstructed vowels for the first vowel of the root are 
tabulated. Implicit there are the vowel changes from PM to 
MBM, etc. In this section, the changes of short vowels will 
be presented with the environments in which they have taken 
place. It will be noted that some of the changes were 
clearly motivated by the environment, mainly the following 
one, but occasionally also by the preceding one. In many 
other changes, no influence by the environment on the sound 
change can be detected.
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<62) *1 > e / _ !  AKO
VC+fr 4hl ] > C 3hl 3 /_CC+lat3
(62) says that front vowels of C4hi3 were lowered to [3hi3 
in the environment of following laterals in AKO, (62) is 
related to (63), (64) and (66) in that they all lower front 
vowels: The different environments, however, make it 
impossible to collapse these rules.
(63) *i > e (a)/_Jb NNE
(b )/ CC+corJ ELU, NNE
VC+fr 4hi 3 > C 2hi 3
(63) took place in NNE preceding a bilabial Stop and in ELU 
and NNE before coronal consonants.
(64) *i > q <a)/_ ELU
(b)/ Ct-cor +hi +back3 AKO, MBE
(c ) / _.Cr + lab] MBM, MBN
(d)/_CC+nas3 NNE
VC + fr 4hi 3 > C-fr 2hi3
(64) may be characterized as lowering of *i to r2hi 3 olus
centralizing. In ELU, this took place in all environments
except in alveolar and palatal environment where 
centralizing did not always take place (cf. (63b) above).
The vowel change in (64) also took place before 
velars (64b), before labials (64c) and nasals (64d). In NNE 
before coronal nasals, both (63) and (64) are attested. This 
ambiguous relationship may be resolved if it could be 
established that centralizing in NNE in this environment is 
a 1lophonic.
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3.3.2.2
(65) *e > t / _CC+cor +hi 3 MYE, NNE, AKO
V O f r  3hi3 > [4hi3
Before palatal consonants, *e has been raised to C4hi3. The 
palatal consonants in turn changed to non-palatal sounds 
(cf. (11) - (18) and (53) - (55)).
(66.) *e > e (a)/_l (MBE), ELU, NNE, AKO, MHE
(b)/_m MBN, (MHE)
V O f r  3hl 1 > C2hi ]
Language abbreviations in brackets indicate that there are 
roots in those languages in which the change did not take 
place.
(67) *e > e (a)/_C01abJ MYE
(b ) / m LEF, MBN
(c) / 1 (MBE)
(d) / CC+cor + hi3 ELU
(e) / CC-cor +hi +back] AKO
V[+fr 3hiJ > C-fr 2hi3
Both (66b) and (67b) are attested in MBN. (67d) is contrary
to what might be expected, i.e. lowering preceding palatals. 
It should be noted, however, that the palatal consonants in 
ELU later became velars (cf. (18) and (54)).
(68) *£ > i / C O c o r  +hi3 MBM, NNE, AKO
VO f r  2hiJ > [4hi3
(68) is related to (65) raising front vowels to C4hi3, and 
the two rules could be collapsed into one for NNE and AKO.
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(69) *x > e <a)/__CC+antJ ELU, NNE, AKO
(b)/ Cf+cor +hl) MBE, MHE
VC + fr. 2hi3 > C3h11
(69) differs from (68) in that vowels which are C2hi3 are 
raised to C3hl3 and [4hi3 respectively.
(70) *£ > o /  Ct-cor +hi +back] MBN,MYE
VC+fr 2hl3 > t+back +rd1
In velar environment, the front vowel has become C+back 
+rd]. This change suggests that velar consonants may also be 
characterized as [+back1.
£71) * t > a (a ) / m M BM
(b ) / „m, 1 (MBN)
(c)/__ MYE (but cf. (70))
(d)/_CC+ant] ELU
(e) / COlab], / CC-cor +hi +back],
/— l, /__+ MBE
(f)/__CC-cor +hi +back] NNE, AKO, MHE 
VT+fr 2hi] > C-fr]
3.3.2.4 y.Q^ e.1,.c.haag.as.-af-EM-*a
(72) *a > d  /  g MYE, MBE, ELU
Vt-fr -back Ihil > C+backl / CC-nas -cor +hi +backl
Where *g has been dropped after (72) applied, /d / is now
phonemi c .
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(73) *a » t < a ) / _COcor +hlJ MBM, MBN, MYE, ELU
NNE, AKO, LEE
(b )/___. j MBE, MHE, MWK, LEK
(c )/ Q MBM
(d)/ + MBN, MYE, MBE, ELU, NNE, AKO,
©
MHE
V O f r  -back Ihi) > [+fr 2hil
The vowel change in (73) applied before all palatals in 
(73a) but only before the oral palatal stop in (73b). In 
MBM, the velar nasal.was later lost and the vowel 
lengthened. This may be represented as *ag > te. In 
several languages, the change occurred morpheme finally (cf. 
(73d)).
(74) *a > a / _ +  MBM, MBN, MYE, MBE, ELU, NNE
VC-.fr -back 1 hi 3 > C2hi3
(74) may be viewed as a combination of (73) plus (71). In 
the languages where (74) alternates with (73d) the 
centralizing rule (71) could then be considered optional.
(75) *a > e / ny MBE, LEK
V O f r  -back Ihi] > O f r  3hi3
(75) should be compared with (73b) which shows that in MBE 
and LEK *a has been raised further in nasal environment than 
in non-nasal environment. It should also be noted that in 
MHE and MWK, *a was raised only in non-nasal environment.
(76) *a > i / ny MBM
VO f r  -back 1 hi 3 > C+fr 4hi3 / COnas +cor +hi 3
Raising of a vowel from Uhi 3 to E4hil has only been
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observed in MBM, The palatal nasal in turn was deleted,
3. 3,2,5 Vowel chanp.es of PM *3
(77) * d > o /_Q NNE, AKO
V[+back 2hi3 > C 3hi3 /_C[+nas -cor +hi +back)
(77) provides a clear isogloss for NNE and AKO,
(78) *d > d /_b, d MBE
V[ +back 2hi 3 > 11 hi 3
The lowering of *o in MBE to tlhil has been observed before
some but not every /b/. A question remains whether Col is
now phonemic in MBE.
(79) > wo / C[-cor +hi +backJ MYE
V[+back 2hi3 > Cf+son -nas +hi +back3 Vtlhi)
The output of (79) may be interpreted in several different 
ways. Theoretically, there are at least four different 
possibilities* two] might be viewed as a vowel diphthong, a 
sequence of two vowels, a vowel plus labialization of the 
preceding consonant and glide plus vowel. We interpret it as 
the last because this fits best into the pattern already in 
existence in PM* *CGV.,., or more precisely *CwV... and 
*CyV.„. (cf. 2.4). (79) is therefore to be taken as a 
combination of vowel lowering (cf. (78)) and w-insertion 
(cf. (46)).
(80) > d (a)/_CC*lab) NNE
(b ) /__+ MBE, AKO
VOback 2hi3 > [-back -rd)
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(81) *0 > we /___ + MBN* MYE, ELU, NNE
(81) may be viewed as (80) plus (46) w-insertion, As 
w-insertion is associated exclusively with back vowels, it 
may be attributed to the rounding of those vowels. It is 
significant that it appears in, for example, (81) and (82) 
where the vowel itself became unrounded, but also where the
vowel was lowered (cf, (86) and (94)).
(82) > w£ / j ELU, NNE, AKO, LEF
VC+back 2hil > C[+son -nas +hi +backl V[+fr -rd]
In (82), in addition to vowel fronting and unrounding, 
w-insertion has taken place.
(83) *o > u (a)/ C[-cor +hi +back] MBM, MBN, MYE,
ELU, MWK
(b)/_C[+ant ], /__+ LEK
V[+back 3hi] > [4hi)
(83a) does not appear to have taken place in each item. The
situation is somewhat confused since (92a) and (92d) is the
exact reverse of (83a), This problem may find a possible
answer when taking into consideration the fact that, for
example, in AKO there is no /o/ - /u/ contrast in pre-velar 
environment. If the same is the case in other languages as 
well, then the above problem can be accounted for. If *u and 
*o have merged in that position and the resulting phoneme 
now has a wide allophonlc range Including [u3 to [o], then 
the discrepancy between (83a) and (92a and b) may be 
resolved.
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(84) *o > d / cr-eor +hi +back3 MBE, NNE
V[+back 3hi 3 > [2hil
(85) *o > a / g NNE
VT+back 3hi 3 > [-back Ihi -rd]
Cf. (85) with rule (95).
(85) and (84) are similar in that both are lowering rules.
(85) in NNE applied to some but not all items where it might 
apply. An alternative would be to consider (85) to be (84)
plus (85a) d > a / g NNE. However, it should be noted
that PM has not undergone (85a) (cf. (77)).
(86) *o > w d (a)/. C[+ant3 MYE
(b )/ d MBM
(c )/ g NNE
(d )/b g AKO
V[+back 3hi] > Ct+son -nas -cor +hl3 V[2hi3 
(86d) should be compared with (87).
(87) *o > yrj /CC+cor -hi3 g AKO
V[+back 3hi3 > CT+son -nas +cor +hi3 V[2hi3
In AKO, y-insertion (47) o.ccurred after alveolar consonants.
This rule aoplied also in the environment of/*C[+cor +hi 3,__
after they have become (-hi). An alternative to y-insertion 
here would be to consider that w-insertion first took place 
(cf. (86d)) followed by w > y (cf. (37)) in the environment 
of (87).
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(88) *o > 6  / CC-back3 MBN, MBE, ELU, NNE, MHE
V[+back 3hi3 > [-back]
The 6 sound which is due to (88) is found relatively 
frequently. It is not certain yet whether (88) is in some 
cases an allophonic rule.
(89) *o > a (a)/__1 NNE, AKO, MHE
(b)/ C[ +nas +ant], / _ 1  MBE
(c ) / g NNE
V[+back 3hi] > [-back 2hi1
(89c) should be compared with (84) and (86c). In NNE, three 
different changes appear to have taken place in the same 
environment. (89) may be considered as (84) plus a 
centralizing rule (cf. (80)). (86) equals (84) plus 
w-insertion. Perhaps other environmental factors were 
responsible for the different developments of PM *o to NNE 
vowels.
(90) *o > e /__+ NNE
V[+back 3hil > [ ffront 2hi -rd]
(90) is attested in about three cases. It is curious'why 
lowering and fronting plus unrounding should have taken 
place before a morpheme boundary. It may be because £ is 
less marked than o.
(91) *o > u /C[+cor -hi] , /C[+cor +hi] m ELU
V[+back 3hil > [+fr 4hi]
This rule is attested in ELU and represents fronting plus 
raising without unrounding.
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(92) *u  > o (a)/ CE-cor +hi +back] ELU, AKO
(b)/ Cr + labJ (ELU)
(c )/k 1 ELU
(d)/__ g MBM, MYE
(e )/__ Q MBE
V[+back 4hi] > C3hi]
The difficulty of reconciling (83a) with (92a) has already 
been discussed under (83).
(93) *u > d (a )/ n ELU
(b)/__ g NNE
VE+back 4hi] > E2hi3
(94) *u > wo /CE-cor +hi +back] CE+cor -hi 3 NNE
(94) is (93) plus w-insertion (cf. (46)).
(95) *u > a / o NNE
VE+back 4hi3 > E-back Ihi -rd]
Cf. (95) with a similar rule in (85),
(96) *u > u /Cf+cor -hi ]___CE+cor -hi] MBE
VE+back 4hi] > E+fr]
In MBE, the high back vowel has become a rounded front vowel 
between two alveolar consonants.
(97) *u > 6 (a)/ CE+lab] LEK
(b)/_m MBN
VE+back 4hxJ > (-back 3hi]
1 23
(97) shows that the high back vowel was lowered to C3hi) and 
centralized in labial environment*
(98) *u > a (a)/ CC+labJ MBN
(b )/b, d 1 ELU
(c)/ d 1 NNE
(d )/ j ELU
VOback 4hi] > [-back 2hi -rd]
The environment in (97b) overlaps with that in (98a) which 
may indicate that lowering was to C3hi] in some cases and to 
C2hi] in others, perhaps due to other environmental factors.
(99) *u > i / C [+cor +hi] MYE, MBE, AKO, MHE, MNK,
LEF, LEK
VC+back 4hi] > t+fr -rd]
(100) *u > e / Cf+cor +hi] MBN, NNE
VC+back 4hi] > [+fr 3hi -rd]
(99) and (100) indicate that vowel fronting and unrounding, 
and in (100) also lowering to (3hi] took place before 
palatal stops. The latter in turn underwent changes as well 
(cf. 3.2.1).
(101 ) *u > t /j,t_n NNE
V[+back 4hi] > (+fr 2hi -rd]
Rule (101), which involves four feature changes is unique to 
NNE, This rule might conceivably be broken down into several 
sub-rules representing intermediate steps. However, none of 
the existing rules appear to represent intermediate steps in 
NNE (cf. also (98c)).
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In the above section, we focussed on the vowel 
changes in relation to the individual proto-phonemes. We now 
turn our attention to the way in which these changes 
modified the original vowel system to the present day 
systems. There are striking differences between the 
languages as to how they have been affected by vowel 
changes. MWK, MKA. BLN and BBO have retained the original 
vowel system virtually unchanged and MHE has undergone only 
a few vowel changes. These are the languages of the Eastern 
cluster as defined lexicostatistically in 6.3.2.3. The 
languages where the largest number of vowel changes have 
occurred are MBE, ELU, NNE and AKO. These languages except 
MBE (cf. 6.4.4) make up the Western cluster.
The majority of vowel changes represent a split plus 
a merger with an existing phoneme leaving the overall system 
unchanged. Some of the vowel changes, however, resulted in 
new phonemes. AKO, for example, now has an additional /a/ 
phoneme. MYE has an additional /o/ and /a/ phoneme. As 
previously indicated, it is not yet possible to say with 
certainty whether the central and front rounded vowels are 
in every case contrastive or allophonic.
In charts 3.18 and 3.19, the vowels i, e, c, a, o, o 
and u represent at the same time the PM vowels and the 
vowels of the respective present day languages. The arrows 
indicate the vowel changes. A w or y beside an arrow 
indicates that w or y-insertion has also taken place.
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Char„t^3«.L9».. Mattel ,changes betwean PM and MBM. MRNT Ptr.
EM— >— MEN
a
o
w
V
E M _ _ > _ M IE
t«- u
>N
EM— >— ELLI
■> D
E M _ > — MEE
EM > MEE
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i  <----------------- u
EM > MHE
i <--------- u
£,
a
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EM > LEE
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£
O
EM > LEK
i«—— ------
a
o
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3.3*4 The second root vowel
In the previous sections (3.3.2 and 3.3.3) we were 
concerned with the changes of VI of the root. Although it is 
not possible to reconstruct the quality of V2 for PM, it is 
clear that some roots had a final vowel and that such vowels 
have been dropped since PM. This may be represented as 
(102).
(102) *V > 0 /CVC_+
(102) should probably be seen as a process which began 
before PM and gradually affeqted the vocabulary. In some 
Manenguba languages, the process appears to have been 
slower, as can be seen from chart 6.19 and it is probably 
not complete yet.
3.3.5 Changes of long vowels
There are less roots with long vowels than with
short vowels. Therefore, the proposed developments of long
vowels from PM to the present day languages is less certain.
Roots with long vowels are almost exclusively of the 
type *CVV, but there are a few of the type *CVVC, among 
which are several numerals. The P M ‘roots of type *CVV 
appear to have arisen from earlier *CVC and *CVCV types 
(cf. example pairs in 5.3.2). Some PM * C W  roots anoear to 
have developed from earlier *CVC roots via loss of C2 and 
lengthening of the V. Other *CVV roots could have developed 
from earlier *-CVCV in either or both of the following ways.
(103) a) *CVCV > PM *C V V
b) *CVCV > *CVC > PM *CVV
(103a) represents loss of C2 plus assimilation of V2 to VI. 
(103b) represents loss of V2, then loss of C2 plus 
lengthening of VI.
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The changes of long vowels from PM have taken place 
with few exceptions without reference to environmental 
factors. In several languages, long vowels have become short 
in addition to the changes below.
(104) *VV > V 
V[+long] > [-long]
MBE and ELU especially display a strong tendency for (104), 
but there seems to be no rule to predict its application.
Conversely in AKO, NNE and EUJ, the lengthening of 
some vowels since PM is also attested.
(105) *V > VV
The conditions under which this took place have not been 
worked out.
3 . 3 . 5 . 1  Yawe l...c .b .anae .^ .g f_E M -. A L i„ a r id „ * a a
The high front vowel *ii appears to have been the
most stable vowel having not changed except in length.
(106) *ee > ii / MBM, ELU, NNE, AKO, LEK
V [+fr 3hi +long3 > [4ht]
(106) resembles (65) but the two rules differ in their range 
of application.
(107) *ee > ye / MBM, MYE
V[+fr 3hi +longJ > Cf+son +cor +hi -nasi V[-back -fr 2hi
-long]
(107) and similar rules below represent the change of long
vocalic segments to a sequence of glide plus short vowel
(cf. (79)).
(108) *££ > ii / MBM, ELU, NNE, AKO
V[+fr 2hi +long] > C4hil
In MBM and ELU, rule (104) also applied in some items. Rul
(108) resembles (64).
(109) *££ > yo / MBN, MYE
VC+fr 2hi +long] > CC+son +cor +hi -nas] VC-back -fr 
-long]
(109) is similar to (107).
(110) *££ > 99 / MYE
VC+fr 2hi +longl > C-fr]
It should be noted that in MYE both (109) and (110) are
found.
(111) *£t > e / MBE, MHE
VC+fr 2hi +long] > C3hi -long]
(111) represents raising and shortening (cf. (104)) of the 
vowels and resembles (69). In other items of the same
languages, (112) has taken place.
(112) *££ > ye / MBE, MHE
VC+fr 2hi +long] > CC+son + cor +hi -nas] V[3hi -long]
(112) may be considered as (111) d I u s  y-insertton. In LEK,
some items have undergone (113).
(113) *£ £ > y£ / LEK
VC+fr 2hi +long] > CC+son +cor +hi -nas) VC-long]
(113) may be viewed as a combination of (104) plus
y-insert ion.
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3.3.5.3 &ttaJLcliaattftS-a£Ji>ML&aa
(114) *aa > ££ / MBM, (MBE), LEF
V[-fr -back Ihi +long] > C+fr 2hi 3
(114) took place in MBM, and (114) plus the shortening rule
(104) in MBE and LEF. (114) resembles (73).
(115) *aa > ee / MBM
VC-fr -back Ihi +long3 > C+fr 3hi3
(115) occurred in some items of MBM. Compare (115) with
(75).
(116) *aa > ae / MBN, MYE
VC-fr -back Ihi +longl > [2hi3
(116) with the occasional shortening rule (104) is found in 
MBN and MYE. (116) is similar to (74).
(117) *aa > ya / LEK
VC-fr -back Ihi +long] > CC+son +cor +hi -nasi VC-long]
In LEK, y-insertion plus vowel shortening is common.
3.3.5.4 ifoa&l.c.h.arvas5 .at £M_*X9
(118) *00 > wo o / MYE
V[+back 2hi +long] > CC+son -cor +hi -nas] V
In MYE, w-insertion without vowel shortening is found in
some items. In other items of MYE and in LEK, (118) olus 
shortening is found as in (119).
(119) *oo > wo / MYE, LEK
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(120) *03 > 44 / MRM
VC+back 2hi +rd +long] > C-back 3hi3
3 - 3 • 5.5 Ya&e.l..c.h.aaftfta._Q.f-P.M-,*qq
(121) *oo > uu / MBM, MBN, ELU, NNE, AKO, MHE
VC+back 3hi +long3 > [4hi]
(121) is found in several languages. In ELU, virtually all 
instances are also shortened. (121) resembles (83).
(122) *oo > uu /CC+corJ  MHE
VC+back 3hi +rd +long3 > C+fr 4hi3
If uu is not phonemic in MHE, then (122) would have to be 
split into (121) plus an allophonic fronting rule. Compare 
also (122) and (91 ).
(123) *oo > ii / MBM
V[+back 3hi +rd +long] > C+fr 4hi -rdl
Some vowels in MBM have undergone (122). It is conceivable
that *oo first became ee which then underwent rule (106).
(124) *oo > 4 / MBM, MBE, LEK
V[+back 3ni +rd +long] > C-back -long]
(125) *oo > we / LEF
VC+back 3hi +rd +long] > CC+son -cor +hi -nasi V[+fr -rd 
-long]
(126) *oo > we / MBN, MYE
VC+back 3hi +rd +long] > CC+son -cor +ht -nasi VC-back 2hi 
-rd -longJ
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(127) *oo > ugu / LEK
Raising and g-insertion took place in several LEK items. 
Words with the ending VgV with identical vowels are, in 
fact, very common in LEK. It is, however, not clear how or 
why these endings should have arisen.
3.3.5.6 Vowel changes of PM *uu
(128) *uu > we / MBN
Some items in MBN underwent (128) which is similar to (126).
(129) *uu > u /CC+corJ  MBE
V[+back 4hi +rd +long] > r+fr -long]
If u in MBE would be found to be allophonic, (129) would 
have to be rewritten as an allophonic rule. Compare (129) 
with the similar rule (96).
(130) *uu > wi / ELU
V[+back 4hi +rd +long] > CC+son -cor +hi -nas] VC+fr -rd 
-long 1
On the basis of the above changes of long PM vowels, 
the following generalization can be made* w-insertion is 
associated with changes of C+backl vowels and y-insertion
with changes of C-back] vowels.
3.3.6 LaQa_vnwel_5.ys..tafH5i_aiid vowe L_c.h.anges
The vowel changes presented above are summarized in 
charts 3.20 and 3.21. Vowel shortening has not usually been 
indicated. As many of the changes of long vowels applied 
without restriction, there are now in certain lanouages no
direct reflexes of certain vowels. For example, in ELU, NNE
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and AKO, *ii, *ee and *££ have all become li, and *00 and 
*uu have merged as uu, etc, (cf, charts 2.10 and 2.11).
EM > M.m
mi
00
aa
e m _ > _ mbn
ii uu
ee 00
£ £
aa
EM— >-^ME 
ii uu
£M_„>_Nie£
ii u<— uu
ee
aa
00
£ £ 0
ee 4r
£ £
aa
00
3 0
EM— >— ELU
w uu
A- t
i i 
/s
uu
00
3 3
ee
£ £
DO
3 3
aa
1 34
U Q ^ L Q n q MZQttfiJLa..iae.tw.ftftQ,£^aDd-.felliE>.^.&t£J.
EM > MHE
i i uu
© 0 
A*
£ £
OO
0 0
EM >__
i 1 uu
ee
E£
OO
0 0
aa aa
PM > LEF EM— >— LEK
ii
ee <-
£ £ <- w/
uu
OO
0 0
ii
A
ee gf <----
y £ wo
cc
ya
UU
OO
0 0
aa aa
3 * 4 Iqels-s
1anpuages j
i and the t_day
In general, tone has remained unchanged since PM.
*H and *L on monosyllabic morphemes and *H H, *L L, *L H and
*H L on disyllabic roots have identical reflexes in today's
languages.
The evidence for *L H and *H L on monosyllabic roots
is as follows. According to the correspondence sets in chart
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2,13, (131) took place systematically in severa1. roots, but 
not at all in others*
(131) *L H > L / MBM, MBN, MYE, ELU, NNE, AKO, MHE, BBO
The same change appears sporadically in other roots, as
in (132).
(132) *L H > L / (MBM, MBN, MYE, MBE, AKO, MHE, BLN,
BBO, LEF)
As has been pointed out in 2*5, the systematic application 
versus non-application of (131) has so far no explanation.
(133) and (134) are also found sporadically.
(133) *L H > H / MKA, LEK
(134) *H L > H / MBM, MBN, MBE, MWK, BLN, BBO, LEF, LEK
(131) to (134) may be viewed as tone simplification rules
reducing the complex tones on single syllables to simple 
level tones. (131) appears to have led to a restructuring of 
the tonal pattern of the roots involved. This may also be 
the case for (132) to (134). On the other hand, it is 
possible that (132) to (134) have an explanation in a 
synchronic rule which simplifies complex tones in certain 
environments, e.g. utterance finally. Since the lexical 
items were given without context, this could well be the 
case. In order to come to any firm conclusion, more work 
would need to be carried out on the tonal analysis of these 
languages.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THREE
[11 For typographical reasons, the features in square 
brackets are arranged horizontally rather than vertically 
which is the usual practice. There is clearly no theoretical 
reason against this,
[21 Njang (1972) uses the convention bv to represent this 
sound, probably because there is some bilabial friction.
[3] Stewart (1973*38) suggests that "the common Bantu 
voiced stops were realised as implosives in Proto-Bantu." In 
several Bantu languages of Cameroon including Duala (Ittmann 
1939*25), Cb3 appears to occur.before high vowels and 
following the nasal prefix of classes 9 and 10, and tbl 
elsewhere.
[41 Wamunshiya (1973*43) sets up underlying /z/ for AKO 
from which he derives [cl (1973*51) except after the nasal 
prefix of classes 9 and 10 where /z/ remains. His abstract 
analysis is clearly counter to the historical facts. Whether 
he was influenced by Meeussen who suggested that for PB one 
could equally well use z instead of j (1967*83) is not 
clear.
[51 On the other hand, it is conceivable that there was 
such an alternation with *s in PM, and that the *s merged 
with the other alternant (*j) in those languages where it is 
not found today thereby removing all traces of a former *s.
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CHAPTER FOUR
:__THE NQtlN: .CLASS AND CONCORD SYSTEM
4.1
The Manenguba languages have a system of noun class 
concord typical of Bantu languages. Some aspects of the noun 
class system have a bearing on the classification of the 
languages under consideration and others raise issues for 
the reconstruction of morpheme initial consonants. We will 
present the data of the noun class morphology and give 
tentative reconstructions of the noun and concord prefixes. 
For some prefixes, the reconstruction presents few problems. 
For others, reconstruction is virtually impossible due to 
what appears to be analogical development and irregular 
sound change. First, the system will be briefly 
char acteri zed.
In Bantu languages, there are usually about a dozen 
or more "noun classes". A "class" is characterized by a 
certain noun prefix which in turn requires the appropriate 
"concord" prefixes on such word classes as the verb, 
numeral, demonstrative, possessive, relative pronoun, 
associative (genitive) marker, etc.
(1 ) ab-e b'-sn b£-b2 ba-dytSg
those children two they-are-eating 
In (t), an example taken from AKO, the noun has the prefix 
b'- (class 2) which necessitates the presence of the
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prefixes ab- and b1»- on the demonstrative, numeral and verb. 
The class of the noun thus determines the choice of the 
prefixes on words within the same noun phrase, within the 
verb phrase of the same clause or sentence, as well as of 
coreferential pronouns and verb prefixes in following 
sentences.
A class is defined by a) the set of concord prefixes 
required by the noun, b) the form of the noun prefix, and
c) the association of one class with another as a 
singular/plural pair (Kadima 1969*83, Hedinger 1980*2). Noun 
stems are usually associated with two classes in the case of 
countable nouns, one indicating the singular, the other the 
plural. Abstract and mass nouns are typically only found in 
one class [11.
It was Bleek who in 1851 first introduced the 
numbering system commonly used today to- label Bantu noun 
classes (Kadima 1969*1-4). Only some minor modifications and 
additions have been made since then. Identification of noun 
classes in any given language as class 1, 2, etc., is based 
on whether the class and concord prefixes are cognate with 
PR reconstructions. Cf. chart 5.13 for the similarity of PM 
with PB noun prefixes.
For classes 1 to 10, usually the odd numbered 
classes are the singular of the even numbered classes which 
are the plural. For the Manenguba languages, this may be 
schematized as in chart 4.1,
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The majority of nouns in class 7 (singular) pair with 
class 8 (plural). Others pair with class 6 (plural).
Class 14 nouns also take class 6 plurals. There are very few 
nouns which can be ascribed to class 19 (singular) and class 
13 (plural).
The pairings indicated by solid lines reflect the PB 
situation (Meeussen 1967*100) with the exception of 7/6 
which is said to have come from 15/6 (Doneux 1967*22) (23. 
Dotted lines indicate that there are some nouns which pair 
as 3/2 (cf. (A 104), (A 112), CA 113)) and 14/4. In several 
Manenguba languages, the class 14 concord has been replaced 
by the class 5 concord as can be seen by comparing chart 
4.15 with chart 4.9. This had the effect of virtually 
merging gender 14/6 with 5/6, the difference now only being 
apparent from the noun prefixes.
Class 1 contains some nouns with zero noun prefix 
usually labelled as class la but with a regular plural of 
class 2.
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Classes 3 and 4 appear to have neutralized to a 
large extent due to the loss of the distinguishing glide 
(mw-/my- > m-).
Singular/p.lural pairings are sometimes referred to 
as genders, e.g. gender 1/2, 3/4, etc. Similarly, nouns 
belonging to only one class are referred to as single class 
genders, e.g. gender 6. A class may serve as one of the pair 
in a two class gender and also as a one class gender. E.g. 
class 6 is plural of class 5 in gender 5/6 and denotes 
liquids, etc., in gender 6. :
The genders are to a limited extent defined 
semantically. Nouns with a human referent are often found in 
gender 1/2 and many animals in gender 9/10. Liquids are 
found in gender 6 and some paired body parts in gender 7/6. 
Some verb roots take the class 1/2 prefixes to denote a 
person doing the action implied by the verb*
(2) w TjO ■♦kill* rj-wOd ♦killer’
Verbs taking the class 14 prefix denote the idea of the verb 
as an abstract concept*
(3) bit ’know’ e^-bil ’knowledge’
The infinitive is a nominal category in tne sense 
that the class 5 prefix is attached to the verb root which
then determines the choice of the concord prefix.
(4) a-pem a ’de a-peme ... ’Carrying, he ...'
5-carry 5-rel.pron. he-carried
The locative marker (which resembles the class 5 
prefix but has a high tone) may be prefixed to nouns of any 
class. Concording elements then take the concord prefix 
required by the locative (i.e. class 5) rather than the 
inherent class of the noun.
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(5) '‘n-d^b §-boo 'the house is good*
9-house 9-is-good
a-^n-dab a-boo 'In the house it is good'
LOC-9-house 5-is-good 
A full treatment of locatives and infinitives is beyond the 
scope of this study. For more details on locatives, see 
Hedinger (1983a).
Although noun stems typically belong to only one 
gender, there are some stems which occur in more than one 
gender. This is usually associated with a modification of 
the sense of a word.
(6) e-dTb, e?- 'river(s)' (7/8) 
me-dTb 'water' (6)
Occasionally, speakers are not certain or disagree 
as to what the plural should be. For some nouns, class 6 may 
be used as a plural for class 3, 9 or 19 instead of the more 
typical plural class (4, 10 and 13 respectively).
There are a few cases where a noun has changed 
gender (cf. (A70 )).
(7) m y - l l  (3/4) > TNE a ?-inw 11, me-mwH (14/6)
In (7), the prefix plus root aopears to have been reanalysed 
as the new root to which the prefix is added.
In the following sections, we will first focus on 
the word classes which take the noun class and concord 
prefixes. The prefixes of the different classes will be 
discussed in turn.
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4.2 and_concord pref i xes
The elements carrying concord prefixes divide into 
two categories on the basis of whether they are governed by 
or govern the concord.
Nouns, including locative nouns and infinitives, 
control the concord of associated elements.
The noun stems with their prefixes are listed in 
appendix 1 and wherever possible their gender is indicated 
with the reconstruction. The noun prefixes are also included 
in summary form in charts 4.5 to 4.17 as columns 1C and IV.
The locative prefix is found as (A511) in 
appendix I.
The numeral ^ e n 1 is clearly nominal. It has a 
singular/plural prefix pair of gender 5/6 and controls the 
prefix of associated numerals (cf. (A10) and (Ai!) In 
appendi x 1 ).
The elements controlled by the nouns, locatives, 
etc., mentioned in 4.2.1 are as follows* possessive 
pronouns, relative pronouns, demonstratives, the reflexive 
pronouns, subject/object pronouns, the numerals 'one' to 
'five', verb prefixes, associative (genitive) markers and 
qualifiers. Excluded are the 1st and 2nd person forms of the 
reflexive pronoun, of the subject/object pronoun and of the 
verb prefix. The choice of first and second person forms is 
determined by the speaker/hearer situation.
Relative pronouns, certain demonstratives, the 
associative markers and qualifiers [3] were not included in 
the lists to be elicited and therefore are not included 
here. For a survey of such elements in Akease, see Hedinger 
(1980).
What is common to all the governed elements is the 
fact that a particular stern occurs with a prefix from every 
class, the choice of which is determined by the governing 
noun.
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4.3* I Eq, ss.&jsaiy.a-&caQautia
The possessive pronoun stems ere given in chart 4.2. 
The concord prefixes of these pronouns are found in column 7 
of charts 4.5 to 4.17.
Chart _4.2<__PQ_ss_assive_oronoun stems
1 sg 2sg 3sg 1 pi 2pl 3pl
PM *“em *-"5q *-lb *-acl *-anyl *-abo
MBM - Sm/-am “ O O -(j/t -cist/-isT -£nyt/7nyt -ab/ibo
MBN -cm/- em -5q -l/wt -es 1 -enyt -abd
MYE -v-a — 0 -i/-u -a si v v- a m -abo
MBE -am “DO -I -Ls t ( n c)
•V
- eye -abe/-aa
ELU -8 -5 -I -e? - cnye/dnyl - cbd/-6bti
NNE -im/em - O Q -0 -cd/cse - cnye -a?
AKO -em “OO -i -cd - cn -ab
MHE ~ cm “ O Q -lb -cyV-cd 1 - aa -ab
MWK -em -5q -fw/uw -cy -aa -aw
MKA -em - d o -ib/-ub -ay -aa -ab
BLN -em/-om -OQ -7 b -ay/-ad -aa -ab
BBO -em -oo -eb -ad -a£ -ab
LEF my a -we -me —s e -ny e -bo
LEK - d / ~ u -00 - cn -£? ny c/mw c bw5/bw o
The variants with front versus back vowels in, for
example, 3sg for MBM, MiNK amd MKA are conditioned by the
env ironment, the rounded 1back vowel occurring in the
labio-velar environment of the class 1 prefix (cf« column 7, 
chart 4.5).
At the head of each column the proposed PM 
reconstructions are given. The reconstructions took into
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account only the data from the first ten languages. LEF and 
LEK have been excluded for the following reasons. There are 
several forms in LEF and LEK which are clearly not cognate 
with the forms in the other languages. In our definition of 
PM (cf. 6.3.2.3) LEF and LEK are excluded. Since we are 
interested in this study primarily in PM, it is not 
inappropriate to leave these two languages aside.
The reconstruction of final vowels is very uncertain 
due to apparently irregular sound changes.
The singular forms are *~VC In structure, the plural 
forms *-VCV. Some languages have dropped the final C in the 
singular and some the final V in the plural. MHE to BBO also 
dropped the final palatal nasal (cf. 3.2.3).
There is clearly a formal link between the plural 
forms of the possessive stems, the plural person prefixes in 
chart 4.4 and the personal pronouns (A487 - A4B9). The
plural possessive pronoun stems are probably best explained 
by assuming that they were derived by suffixing of 
independent pronouns.
The reconstruction of the consonant in 1 pi presents 
a problem. We have posited a *c although we have not posited 
■*c for PM (cf. chart 2.6). On the basis of the reflexes, we 
could expect either *5 or *j. Since PB *c has given rise 
to PM *s in morpheme (and syllable) initial position 
(cf. 5.3.1) and to *j in morpheme (and syllable) final 
position (cf, 5.3.2), *c seems to be the most adequate 
reconstruction. Cf. also the discussion of the palatal stops 
in 3.2.1 C43.
There are two sets of lexical items which are best 
discussed in connection with Che possessive pronouns. Items
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(AI 7 > * (A18), (A20) and (A2l ) are reconstructed as*
(8) 'his father* *s5g *your father*
*nyag 'his mother* *ny3g 'your mother'
There appears to be a formal C-oq) and semantic (2nd person) 
relation between the kinship terms in (8) and the 2nd person 
singular possessive stems *-dq. The *-00 may have been a 2sg 
suffix with a more general distribution. This is further 
supported by the form of the AKO 2sg reflexive pronoun mog 
'yourself'.
In AKO the lexical items in (9) are found.
(9) wetd 'my friend* b i t d  'my friends'
we£n 'your friend' bctn 'your friends'
waab 'his friend* baab 'his friends'
There is clearly a formal and semantic relationship between 
the "endings-" in (9). and the plural possessive stems. It 
appears that a class I (sg) and class 2 (pi) noun prefix is 
used with the three possessive stems to make up these items. 
The. w-prefix in the singular is significant because it is 
non-nasal (cf. chart 4.5, column IV where there is always a 
nasal in class I prefixes). This raises the question whether 
there is any connection between this w- and the 
Proto-Benue-Congo *0- prefix for this class (De Wolf 
1971*53). There may also be a connection between this w and 
the w in the possessive prefix (column 7, chart 4.5).
According to Meeussen, it has not yet been possible 
to reconstruct the possessives for PB because "the attested 
forms are so varied" (1967*107). This suggests that there 
has been considerable restructuring in this area since PB.
The syntactic position of the possessive pronouns is 
before the noun.
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4.3.2
In chart 4.3 the stems of the reflexive pronoun, the 
third person pronouns and three different demonstratives are 
listed. The gaps in the chart are due to^  lack of data.
Chant i i-aod-dsmaQsJLLallxaa
reflexive 3rd ps this that that
pronoun pronoun (f ar) (near
PM * -cn -3 *■-In *-lntf
MBM
MBN (men) Ci e n f nit
MYE en/en 5/e
MBE d n/en c/e e n/ en i/e
ELU e 5/e cn/ en int t
NNE
AKO en a e n tnlt e
MHE cn In Intt l
MWK cn 5 fn T
MKA cn f n/ftn lnii/unuh l/e/u
BLN cn D in mil 1
BBO cn tn/6n m n / u n u u f/d
LEF (m en) 5 en/n/ne ine/ini i e
LEK og&o 5
The reflexive pronoun in the first column is 
reconstructed as *-en. It is usually glossed as •himself1, 
•herself', 'themselves1 C5J, etc. It should be pointed out 
that it is never used predicatively as in "he cut hi mse1f". 
but only attributive ly as in "ha hlmse1f cut down the tree". 
It is a constituent of the noun ohrase and a kind of
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emphatic pronoun co-referential with the head of the noun 
phrase which it always follows.
The pronoun stem for third person C61 taking the 
concord prefix of any class is reconstructed as *-5.
There are three demonstrative stems. They occur in 
post-nominal position with one set of prefixes and in 
pre-nominal position with another related set (cf. column 5 
in charts 4.5ff). The variants with high back vowels are 
conditioned by the phonetic shape of the concord prefix.
The numerals 'one1 to 'five' and the question word 
•how many1 take concord prefixes (column 4 in charts 4.5ff) 
as required by the class of the head noun which they follow. 
The stems of the numerals with their reconstructions are 
found in appendix 1 as items (A!) to (A5) and the question 
word as (A50I) .
In AKO and MWK, numeral 'one1 can be used with 
plural nouns in which case the meaning Is 'some1 (Hedinger 
1980*21, Hedinger et al. 1981*27).
(10) AKO* mod rjhog (cl, 1) 'one person4
bad beh5g (cl. 2) 'some people*
bad bebt (cl. 2) ‘two people*
irte do not know how widespread or restricted this use is both 
inside and outside the Manenguba languages.
With the numeral 'one', the tone of the concord 
prefixes is low, with the numerals 'two' to 'five' and the 
question word 'how many', the prefix tone is always high, 
regardless to which noun class the prefix belongs (Cf. (10) 
above). This is different from the usual oattern of tone on
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concord prefixes in Bantu languges* classes 1 and 9 usually 
have a low tone on the prefix and high tone for other 
classes (Meeussen 1.967*97). The question raised is whether 
the tone on the numeral prefix should be considered to 
belong to the concord prefix or to the numeral stem. The 
simplest solution, the one we have adopted here, is to 
consider the prefix toneless and the numeral stems with an 
initial low floating tone for 'one1 *'-iv5g, and a high 
floating tone for 'two' *'"-ba, etc. Historically, the change 
to the Manenguba situation is probably due to an analogical 
change.
4.3.4 Verbs
Every verb form in a sentence has either a concord 
prefix (determined by the governing subject noun), an 
infinitive prefix (as required by certain grammatical 
contexts) or a person [7] prefix (chosen by speaker/hearer 
relations in particular discourse contexts or the pragmatic 
context of the speech situation). There is partial overlap 
between the concord prefixes and the oerson prefixes as 
explained in 4.4.1.
A verb here is defined as any stem which may take 
person/concord prefixes as well as affixes for tense, aspect 
and negation and function as a verb phrase in a clause. 
Therefore, more roots belong to the category of verb stems 
than would be the case if purely semantic criteria were 
applied. Besides stems referring to actions and processes 
(cf. items (A524ff>), stems referring to states, 
abstractions and qualities including colour terms (cf. items 
(A425ff)) belong to the category of verbs.
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4.4
In this section, the person prefixes as well as the 
noun and concord prefixes will be presented and discussed. 
Chart 4.4 contains the person prefixes, charts 4.5 to 4.17 
the noun and concord prefixes.
4.4.1 The t
V.ZLZ.—
1 sg 2sg 3s g 1 Pi 2p 1 3pl
PM *n!- *We~? *a~ *sl- *nyf- *be-/'
MBM
MBN n- e- a- S 1- nyt- bfj-
MYE n- o- a- S 1 - nf- o-
MBE n- o- Va- st- yt- B a-
ELU n- o- N»a- s©~ nyft- B d-
NNE
AKO N.n- S > N \e-/we- a- s ©**• nyl- be-
MHE n- s,o- a- s§- nyT- Ba-
Mrt’K N.O- ■s,a- se- nye- ' b V
MKA
BLN n- ■N.o- •S.a- S L~ ny t- Bo-
BBO m- V.o-
Na- s t - nyt“ bl-
LEF nnaan £C- aa- slT- nyt Baa-
LEK n- 3- a- s£- nyd- Bc-
The person prefixes belong to the same position 
class as the verbal concord prefixes (given as column 6 in 
charts 4.5ff), There is partial overlap between person and
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concord prefixes (cf. 3sg and 3pl with column 6 in charts
4.5 and 4.6). This may best be displayed as in (M).
(11) person
3sg. = 1
3p 1 = 2
! 3 
* 4 
e tc .
c lass
;There are two ways of looking at (11). First, it 
might be said that there is overlap in that the class I and 
2 concord prefixes are homophonous with the 3rd person 
singular and plural person prefixes. Second, one might 
consider person distinctions to be relevant only for classes 
1 and 2 (the person classes) and the other classes to have 
only 3rd person forms. The second view appears to best 
express the fact that humans speak and therefore need 1st 
and 2nd person forms to refer to speaker and hearer whereas 
non-human entities (primarily in classes 3, 4, etc.) are 
"spoken about" and referred to by the use of third person 
forms.
Looking at the overlap between person prefixes 
(chart 4,4) and the class prefixes (charts 4.5 and 6) more 
specifically, it is only between 3sg and class 1 that there 
is identity (excluding LEF and LEK for the reasons 
previously given). In 3pl/class 2, however, there appear to 
exist more than one form in some of the languages. AKO, for 
example, has only one forms be-, whereas MttIK has two* b*a- 
and 6-. This discrepancy between languages is probably due 
to analogical developments* the o- prefix is most likely due
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to a copying of the noun prefix onto the verb. Variations in 
the 3pl person prefix must be due to still other factors 
such as the influence of the person pronoun (A489).
It is not clear what the reconstruction of the 2sg 
prefix should be. Also, the vowel in 1p 1 and 2pl is not 
cert-ain. In 3pl, the presence of both front and back vowels 
might have an explanation in an analogical development as 
suggested above.
The plural person prefixes are apparently related to 
the plural possessive stems in 4.3.1 and the person pronouns 
(A487 - A489). They may ultimately all be derived from free 
forms, i.e. pronouns.
In the following pages, charts with the noun and 
concord prefixes will be presented. Each chart contains the 
prefixes for one class. The labels at the head of each 
column indicate the following*
C prefixes occurring before consonant initial stems
V prefixes occurring before vowel initial stems
1 noun prefixes
2 reflexive pronoun prefix
3 pronoun prefix
4 numeral prefix
5 demonstrative pronoun prefixes
6 verb prefix [81
7 possessive pronoun prefix [93
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Two forms in a column separated by a slash indicate 
contextual or free variants. In column 2, the forms for MBN, 
LEF and LEK are the full form of the reflexive pronoun and 
identical for all classes. We have put an asterisk (*) 
instead of repeating the form in every successive chart.
In column 5, we give two forms. Both do occur, the 
longer form apparently when the demonstrative precedes the 
noun, the shorter form when it follows the noun. This area 
has not been fully explored and so no definite statement can 
be made. At the bottom of column 5 (LEK), the full forms 
given by the informant are included because several stem 
forms appear to be involved.
The form of LEF in column 7 aopears to be the 
associative marker [10] rather than the prefix comparable to 
the ones in the other languages.
Hyphens after the prefixes indicating bound 
morphemes have been omitted for reasons of space. There are 
several gaps in the charts for different reasons. In some 
cases, the informant was unable to complete work on a list. 
In the case of 5V, it was in some cases difficult to obtain 
both the pre- and the post-nominal form. Nouns with prefixes 
under IV are relatively rare, which led to some gaps in that 
column.
There is considerable similarity between columns 
within the same class and occasionally between classes. 
Similarities between classes are due to similar proto-forms. 
Similarities between columns of the same class may be due to 
several factors. In some cases, it must be due to the 
concord being identical with the noun prefix. In others.
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taking PB reconstructions into account, the noun prefix must 
have replaced the concord, particularly in classes I, 3, 4 
and 6.
Dissimilarities of form, especially between 1C and 
IV, are due to divergent development from one original form. 
The divergent development appears to be associated with the 
difference in position before consonant versus vowel initial 
stems (cf. 5.3.5).
4.4.3 Class one
Chart., 4.5« Noun .and concord pre fixes of plaqs....!
1C IV 2 V 3 V 4C 5V 6C 7V
PM *tn *'n *an ★a *aw
MBM h my/mw/m il aw
MBN h mw/my/m men m m n a aw/ag
MYE n my/m m m
s.
0 a aw
MRE
N.
n my/mw mw m 0 n an a a w
ELU 'sn mw/m m w m 0 n an a aw
NNE -sn mw/m aw
AKO Nn mw mw IT) s0
N. n an § aw
MHE "sn mw mw u en
N,a cw
MWK n mw mw m n a n ■S,a aw
MKA m mw mw m en a ew
BLN m mw mw m ""N0 e n
*s,
a £W
BBO m mw mw 11 in s.a 1 w
LEF N.n mw/m m en m m 3 an a ifi
LEK
s,
n mw/m Qgso m ny in * ny ft e gb/b/bw ?
15 5
Noun prefix (1C) and numeral prefix (4C) are reconstructed 
as syllabic and *rp- respectively for PM (for the tone on
the numeral prefix, cf. 4.3.3). These have become homorganic 
nasals in all languages except MKA, BLN and BBO. The t Q3 
reflects the glottal environment of the h-initial numeral 
'one1. The rp in MBM, MBN, LEF and LEK is labiodental 
preceding /f/.
It appears that the forms in columns 1 to 4 are 
ultimately derivable from the form reconstructed by Meeussen 
(1967*97) for the class 1 noun prefix '*mo- via loss of 
syllabicity (before V in 1, 2 and 3) or loss of vowel 
(before C in 1 and 4). Tone has, however, remained (but 
cf. 4.3.3). The y in MBM, MYE and MBE is due to rule (37) in 
chapter 3.
The first form in 5V probably derived from the 
second via loss of the vowel but not loss of tone, which is 
still realized in certain contexts as a downstep. Whether 
the vowel in 5 and 7 is correctly reconstructed is not 
certain.
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4.4,4 Cl a 55 two
&*_MQLLQ and concord prefixes of class_2
\ C IV 2V 3V 4C 5V 6C 7V
PM *b§ *b' *b' *b *be *b *be *ab
MBM b£/be b/eb b 0
MBN o/a b/abw * e b b ab
MYE o b/ob b b o a ob
MBE o b/ob b S V*o b bb o bb
ELU o b/ob b b o b bb o ob(ab ) ?
NNE be/b^ b/beb ab
AKO be b/beb b B be ab be ab
MHE be b b Be be ib
MWK d b/ob b b o b o ab
MKA be/bc b b bb b bb bb
BLN be b b 6 be b be Ib/e.b
BBO bi b b be b bt lb
LEF ba b ★ b Ba b ba ba ba
LEK b t/b'b b * bw bS bci, beb' bb bw
Class 2 prefixes present a problem* the presence of o-
MYE, MBE , ELU and MlAlK is not easily accounted for. The
recons truct ion of the noun prefix for both PB and PBC
*ba- (Meeussen l 967, De No 1f 1971 )• And it aopears tha
PM we need a reconstruction like *be-, the front vowel being 
either e or c.
A phonetic explanation of the o- would be that the 
front vowel became rounded and backed in the labial
environment and b was lost* *be > o-.
An alternative explanation would be to assume that 
the PM prefix still had a low vowel* *ba—. In different
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dialects* the raising of the low vowel *a then took; two 
different routes in labial environment* *a > e
/C[+lab3  or *a > o /C[+labJ , The labial later dropped
before o. A third alternative, which is theoretically 
possible, is that another gender, which had a (C)o- prefix 
as plural, merged with gender 1/2. The presence of the' o- in 
some plurals of the 1/2 gender would then have replaced the 
be- prefixes in some languages whereas be- extended to all 
the nouns with previous o- in the other languages. The noun 
class envisaged as a possible source is PB cl. 13 *to- 
(Meeussen 1.967*97) which is the only plural class with an o 
vowel. Also notable is the absence in rManenguba languages of 
a gender 12/13 reconstructed for PB (1967*102).
The objection to the first two hypotheses is that 
there are no such sound changes observed in comparable 
environments. The third hypotnesis looks very attractive. An 
answer would, however, have to be found to the following
questions. How many nouns were in gender 12/13 which
allegedly merged with gender 1/2? Is there evidence of such 
roots in today's gender 1/2? How likely is it that a prefix 
of a small number of roots replaces the prefix of the 
majority? Perhaps the major obstacle is how the singular 
prefix *ka- would have provided the basis for a merger with 
class 1 which has PM *m-/iDwv-. it aopears that a merger of
12/13 with 5/6 would be easier to explain for reasons
elaborated in 4.4.6.
The question is at the moment best left open until 
conclusive evidence tips the balance in favour of one or the 
other hypothesis.
There is no question that the o- orefix is secondary
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to the be- prefix. In item (A!05) 'woman1, some languages 
have simply a b- prefix but in others, the pre-consonantal 
be- or o- is added to the b- prefix. This addition clearly 
is of more recent origin than the b- prefix which must have 
been reanalysed as Cl of the root.
The vowel in different concord prefixes in MYE, MBE, 
ELU and MWK must have been replaced by o by analogy with the 
noun prefix. In MWK this has not (yet?) reached 7V.
The significance of the a in MBM and MYE in 6C is 
'.not clear.
QharJL_lJu 2 i . _ I i o L L D _ a o d _ c a o c o r x L c l ass 3
1 C 1 V 2 V 3 V 4C 5V 6C 7V
PM *m *mw" ★mw'* *m *mi *m *1am *^mw
MBM ■S.n mw/m m mm
MBN n * m m m h mm
MYE Xn m m XU n mm
MBE h mw mw m XQ m mm
>-n mm
ELU Xn mw m m XU m mm
sn mm
NNE Xn mw fnmw
AKO Xn mw m m XU m mm
s'n mm (w)
MHE h mw mw Q m
-v*n cm (w)
MWK Xn mw mw m XU m n mm
MKA r f t / n mw mw n) m m cm (w)
BLN m mw mw m X0 m n cm (w)
RBQ in mw mw ft m ifi t  m (w)
LEF h * m
Xm m mu n fn
LEK Xn * m ■n ma,mee n m
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Chart,AjLai-MQLtQ.aad,ai[ic£u^l^PLLflXl.Kaa--Qf-iil ass_4
IC IV 2V 3V 4C 5V 6C 7V
PM *ni *my" *m' *m *mI *m *am *1im
MBM ■vn m fnm
MBN •sn ★ m m m n Jfim
MYE -■»n m m fri n tfim
MBE n mw m m m mm n ifim
ELU ■vn my m m m m mm n mm
NNE -Nn my ffim
AKO n m m m m fnm n rnm
MHE ■sn my m ft m f\ 'Em
MWK n my mw m rn m n rfim
MKA m/n my m m m ?ft “Em
BLN m my m m m m HP*n Tm (w)
BBO m/n my m m m ifi fm
LEF m i * my/m rn i m/mi ml mf
LEK me ★ m rn ma , me£ n m
Leaving out LEF and LEK, the PM noun prefix (1C) for classes 
3 and 4 is *m- and the numeral prefix (4C) is *ip-. Parallel 
to class 1, these have assimilated in point of articulation 
to the following C, except in the case of MKA, BLN and PRO. 
The m's in all the languages in 4C in chart 4.R are due to 
the fact that numeral ‘two*, which has a bilabial C 
initially, was used to elicit these prefixes. Before vowels, 
class 3 has *mw's- and class 4 has *my"- (cf. IV) in a small 
number of V-initial stems. Two items in gender 3/4, (A4R)
and (A236), have the word initial sequence m-pw ,,/rft-py ... 
This may have come about by analogy* a root initial -Cw.. 
sequence becomes -Cy.. in the plural by analogy with the w/y
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distinction of the prefix. This must go back to the time 
when the w/y distinction was still present in the prefixes.
In 2V, the class 3 prefix must have spread to 
class 4 in MBE and MWK.
6C is similar to IC but has a high tone.
In 7V, a w is occasionally present in class 3, a 
feature which appears to be disappearing. MHE, MKA, etc., 
have a vowel where the others have a syllabic nasal before m 
in both class 3 and 4. This raises the question whether a 
vowel or a nasal should be reconstructed. It appears that it 
would be more natural for a vowel to become a syllabic nasal 
in nasal environment than the reverse. On the other hand, 
the nasal could have been introduced here by analogy with 
the noun prefix which is also a syllabic nasal before C. It 
probably is best to posit an *a which became c in MHE, MKA 
and BLN, t  in BBO and fn in the other languages. The *a vowel 
which we have also posited for 7V in other classes, is 
perhaps equivalent to Meeussen's "link vowel" *-a-, of his 
"possess!ves" (1967*107). It should be noted that this vowel 
has a low tone in classes 1 and 9 but high in all the other 
classes.
For PB, the noun prefixes have been reconstructed as 
*mo- 'class 3' and *me- 'class 4*. In PM, these are only 
distinguished in pre-vocalic position (cf. IV) but have 
neutralized to *m- in pre-consonanta1 position (cf. 1C). It 
should be noted that in both LEK and LEF the distinction is 
maintained in that only in the singular class 3 has the 
original C V - prefix reduced to N-.
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QhajdL.lj-£i«tioLiQ^aod-concord prefixes of class, 5
IC IV 2 V 3V • 4C 5 V 6C 7V
PM *a *dy' *dy' ★dy ★a *d *ad ★ a *ady
MBM a d/du/dy 0 ey
MBN a d/ju/j * d Va d a ad/al
MYE sa dw/dy/d j j a a ty
MBE \a dy/d d d •sa ad **a ad(y)
ELU a d/dy d d a d ad -w'*a ad
NNE -sa dy/d ad
AKO ■sa dy /d d d § d ad a ad
MHE "s£ dy/d/j d VE d £/a t d
MWK -Va dy/d dy dy a d ad a ady
MKA >.£ dy/d dy £? d t? td( y)
BLN £ dy /d d d £ ^ d e? EdCy)
BBO i dy/d dy 1 d 1 Tdy[ 1 1 ]
LEF 1 e/11 dy/d * y/d df d di dT di
LEK 1 £ du/d * 1 le dTn , dTi le 1
In class 5, the vowels present a difficulty. On the face of 
it, to reconstruct *a in 10 and 4 to 7 seems to be the best 
course of action. This analysis faces a difficulty when the 
noun prefixes in 1C and IV are considered together. LEF and 
LEK prefixes most probably have a single source. The 
question then is* do 1C and IV have a single source in the 
other languages? Meeussen has *i- or *di~ for PR 
(t967J97-99). De Wolf has *le- for PBC.
If we consider that the two sets of prefixes have
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the same source, possibly *dl-f then an explanation as 
in (12) will be necessary.
(12) a) *di-CV.... b) *di-7..,.
*;T—CV....
PM *a-CV . ... i PM *dy"-V...|
In (12b), the prefix vowel becomes non-syllabic. In (12a), 
the following processes are involved. Loss of initial *d and 
lowering of the vowel from a high to a low vowel in PM. To 
account for the present day e and i in some of the 
languages, the low vowel *a would then need to be raised 
again, perhaps parallel with the low vowels in other 
classes. The crucial question appears to be why the high 
vowel became low in the first olace. Of interest is the fact 
that Ewondo (A.72a) (Abega n.d.) and Bulu (A.74a) (Bates 
1926*5) also have a- as a class 5 prefix. This suqgests 
either a parallel development or that Ewondo and Rulu are so
closely related that they shared this innovation.
An alternative to the phonetic development suggested 
above is to consider a possible merger of PB gender 12/13 
(*ka-/*to~) with gender 5/6 as hinted at in 4.4.4. The a- 
prefix could have PB *ka- as source and the o- prefixes in 
class 6 (cf. chart 4.10) could have PR *to~ as source. The 
a- (< *ka-) would have replaced the original class 5 vowel 
in preconsonanta1 environment snd similarly for o- (< *to-) 
in class 6. The situation as far as o- is concerned is 
different from a-. Whereas *a- aopears to have replaced the 
*di/i- prefix in all languages, o- only replaced the *me- 
prefixes in some languages. In other languages, it would 
have to be the reverse, i.e. that the me- prefix replaced 
•all the o- prefixes.
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This merger approach to the a-/o- prefixes is very 
attractive but its validity hinges on the question whether 
the evidence for it can be found in, for example, the 
presence of nouns of a former 12/13 gender in gender 5/6.
The vowel in 7V, largely identical with IC, probably 
has a different origin as suggested in 4.4.5. The similarity 
between this vowel, the noun prefix and the other prefixes 
is probably best explained in terms of parallel phonetic 
development.
4.4.7 ClaS£-S±X
Char t 4^LQ^_NQU-n^aDd-jCQ.nc.Q.rd_pi:a.f,.i,,xe glassy
1C 1 V 2V 3 V 4C 5 V 6C 7V
PM ★me ★m(y)' ★m ★m ★me ★m ★am ★mb ★am
MBM n m mm
MBM h/d m * m m n mm
MYE o m m in o o bm
MBE o m m m o m bin o om
ELU V0 m m m ✓o m om o 6m
NNE me/me m/my mm
AKO me m m m me m mm me mm
MHE m c/me m m m me cm
MUK
"s.o m/my mw m 6 m om b om
MKA m c/me/m^ m m fn m me ✓cm
BLN mf/me/mc m/my m m me m me cm
BBO m i m m me m mi tm
LEF m a m ★ m ma m ma mb ma
LEK rn t/me/n m * m ifi ma ,m e £ n m
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As In class 2, MYE, MBE, ELU and MWK have an o instead of 
forms more similar to the reconstructed forms* The 
discussion regarding possible phonetic developments of 
★be- > o- in 4.4.4 could equally apply to ★me- > o- and 
are therefore not repeated here. Cf. also 4.4.6 for an 
explanation in terms of a noun class merger.
LEF has retained the PB prefix *ma- (Meeussen 
1967*97). We have reconstructed it as PM ★me- which in turn 
requires a lowering and a raising rule to account for the 
vowel quality in, for example, MKA and BRO. In MBM and MBN, 
the prefix has reduced to a homorganic nasal as in classes 
1, 3 and 4. This gives an isogloss separating these two 
languages from the remaining languages of the Manenguba 
languages.
5V and 7V probably should be reconstructed as ★am-, 
the different present day forms being accounted for by 
phonetic and analogical changes.
After having discussed several classes where nasals 
are predominant in the prefixes, the following comment is in 
order. For PB, only the noun prefixes are reconstructed with 
a nasal in classes !, 3, 4 and 6. The concord prefixes are 
given as *jo-, ★go-, *ge and ★ga respectively. The 
widespread presence of bilabial nasals in PM is best 
explained in terms of a spread of the nasal of the prefix 
into the concord probably before PM.
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4*4.8 Class seven
Cb.arl_4:^llj.^M.Q.un-aQd_c.Qiic.Qrd_pnaflKe-s_of_c 1 a .qs__7
1C 17 27 37 4C 57 6C 77
PM *e *jy' * r *e *aj *e *3j
MBM e/a y/j 0 ey
MBN e y * y § y e ey
MYE
s,
e j j jw
x
e e i y
MBE e j j j
x,
e j e j
**e e j
ELU *x.e j j j
■xe e J e e j
NNE N*e j/ky ej
AKO "se c/cy c c g c e c e ec
MHE c/e/e J/jy j
•x£ J £/e t  j
MWK e j j j e j e j e ej
MKA '■s£ j j £ j £ t j
BLN £/e j j j e j e ej
BBO i (+h> j j f j
-*■l t j
LEF c/wu y * y I y ye £ t
LEK C/1 £ j * z 0 zfn,zff e z
The class 7 prefix for PB is *ke- (Meeussen 1Q67J97). The 
voiced palatal *j which needs to be reconstructed for PM 
could thus derive from the voiceless velar stop via voicing 
and fronting in front vowel environment. The pre-consonantal 
form *e- would then be explained by a C-deletion rule and 
the present day prefixes by a lowering or raising rule.
The vowel in 77 (and 57) is never a low vowel and 
so, to reconstruct *aj- is somewhat speculative. However, 
there seems to be a good reason for reconstructing *a in 
other classes where in several cases a raising rule is
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needed as well. Here, the raising of *a to e, e and i, could 
have several explanations. In MKA and BBO, for example, a 
raising rule is already needed. In MBE, ELU and MWK, the /a/ 
could have changed to /e/ by analogy with the noun prefix 
parallel to what happened in class 6. Then, there is also 
the following palatal stop which is an environment where low 
vowels have been fronted and raised (cf. 3.3.2.4).
4•4 •9 Class eight
Q h a n t-£ t- .l2 .8—.Nau.n, .a a d „a a Q c .a o i.-p xa £ lx£ ^ ._ a £ -C  la.ss.JB
1C IV 2V 3V 4C 13 V 6C 7V
PM *eb *by' *b" *b *eb *b *ab *eb *ab
MBM by eby
MBN a ★
MYE "ha by b b a a ab
MBE a by/bw/b 6 B a b' ab a ab
ELU 0 b b b m b mb n mb
NNE a? by /b a^b
AKO e9 by/b b b e •*? b ab e ^ a b [ 1 2 ]
MHE E ? by b e? b e / E tb
MWK a by B B a b a ab
MKA e? by b £ b t? tb
BLN 1? by b 6 e? b e? eb
BBO f(+f)/ib by b T? b 1? tb
LEF bi by /bi ★ by/b bt b bi b l bt
LEK (py/b) * b b<§ b a,bee be b (w)
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Class 8 is interesting because 1C (and possibly 4C and 6C) 
have to be reconstructed as VC rather than the typical CV 
for PM (excluding LEF and LEK). In light of PB and column IV 
which suggest an original CV prefix, we need to ask how this 
came about. The simplest explanation appears to be 
metathesis* the order of consonant and vowel has been 
reversed (be- > eb-). Another hypothesis to consider is the 
possibility that there was a so-called ore-prefix in 
addition to the prefixes (e.g. e-be-). The VC sequence would 
then be due to the loss of the second vowel of the VCV- 
sequence. However, there does not otherwise seem to be any 
evidence for pre-prefixes which would speak for the second 
hypothes is.
I have posited *e as the vowel in 1C, 4C and 6C 
(cf. PB *bi-). The lowering of the vowel to /a/ in several 
languages is curious. It may have been due to the presence 
of the glottal stop and/or by analogy with the V in 7V. The 
*b has become ? (and 0) with the exception of BBO where in 
some contexts the b is retained. ELU is unique in two 
respects* the noun prefix is z q t o (cf. 1C) and for unknown 
reasons, nasals are present in the set of' concord prefixes. 
In BBO, the class R prefix has given rise to an f/h 
alternation root initially (cf. (27) in 3.2.2 and 3.2.4.3).
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4 . 4 . 1 0  C l a s s e s  a in E -.a n d -.l2 x i
Chart A . 1 3l_ Noun.and_concord. .prefixes In c.la.ss_9
1C IV 2 V 3V 4C 5 V 6C 7V
PM * "n/"0 *ny x * T ★j *0 *^n *en *e *ej
MBM n/0 ny 0 ey
MBN n/0 ny * y 0 en •se ey
MYE n/0 ny j jw 0 e iy
MBE n/0 ny j j 0 n en e ej
ELIJ : n/0 ny j j 0 n en
'S.
e e j
NNE n/0 ny e j
AKO n/0 ny c c 0" "n en Ne ec
MHE n/0 ny j 0' en £ c.i
MWK n/0 y j j 0 n en 'Ne £ j
MKA n/0 ny j 0 en £ £ j
BLN n /0 ny j j 0 j?
"NB fi J
BBO n/0 ny j 0 in I ij
LEF n/0 ny *■ y 0" en ( i  ) e £
LEK n/0 ny * z 0 nyTn,nylf N.e 7
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1C IV 2V 3V 4C 5 V 6C 7V
PM *"n/'O *ny' * r *j *e *j *ej *e *e j
MBM n/0 ny ey
MBN n/0 ny * y e ey e ey
MYE n/0 ny j jw e e ty
MBE n/0 ny j j e j ej e e j
ELU n/0 ny j j
s'e i ej e e j
NNE n/0 ny * Sy
AKO n/0 ny c c e c ec e ec
MHE n/0 ny j £ j e / t £ j
MWK n/0 y j j e j ej
***e e j
MKA n/0 ny j c i £ tj
BLN n/0 ny j j e j e ej
BBO n/0 ny j
■s-l j 1 t j
LEF n/0 ny ★ y
s'£ y ye 1 £
LEK n/0 ny * z 0(by?) nyl n, ny ft e Z
Columns 1C and IV (the noun prefixes), 2V (the reflexive 
pronoun prefix) and 3V (the pronoun prefix) are identical 
for classes 9 and 10 [133. 6C (the verb prefix) and 7V (the 
possessive prefix) are segmentally identical in the two 
classes but differ as to tone* In class 9, there is a low 
tone, in class 10 a high tone. The demonstrative prefix (5V) 
has an alveolar nasal and low tone in class 9 but a palatal 
stop and high tone in class 10. The reconstruction of a low 
floating tone in the noun prefixes (1C) and demonstrative 
prefix (5V of class 9) is necessary because its presence is 
manifested in a downstep when it is immediately preceded and 
followed by a high tone. For the low tone of the noun prefix
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(IV), cf. 2.5. The presence of the low floating tone in 5V 
(class 9) suggests that there was an earlier vowel which was 
lost in post nominal position, leading to the two separate 
forms in 5V.
In 7V, we have reconstructed the vowel as *e.
Perhaps at an earlier stage, it was *a as in the other 
classes with changes as described for class 7.
The range of consonants following class 9 and 10 
prefixes is very restricted compared with other classes. For 
a discussion of this topic, see 4.5 below.
Q har.t-4t.j-5,i^[iaUD-and,c.aac.Q iid-ar:a.flx^^af—c.la ^-.1 4
1C IV 2V 3V 4C 5 V 6C 7 V
PM *bw^ *b *b
MBM a bw/b (by)
MBN a by/b d a d a ad
MYE -sa by/b b b *Na a ab
MBE Va bw/b d d a ad a a d (y )
ELU 0 bw/b b b N,0 b mb h mb
NNE a/a? bw/b a?b
AKO e? bw/b b b e? b ab e? ab
MHE e/V? bw/b d £ d e £d
MWK a bw/b dy dy a a ady
MKA £?/£ bw/b dy £? d £? ed(y)
BLN £?/£ bw/b d d £? d e? td(y)
BBO VI bw/b bw t< + f ) b f? f b(w)
LEF w'D/wo bw/b bw/b wl) bu bfj w(j
LEK b £ b/z b be ba,bee be b (w)
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There are very few nouns which have the prefixes in IV.
These prefixes are clearly related to PB *bo-. For the 
prefixes in 1C, it is difficult to suggest a reconstruction. 
The original *bo- prefix may have had a similar development 
to the class 8 prefix, i.e. metathesis of CV- to VC-. The 
present day prefixes are now identical with the class 8 
prefixes. This is probably due to analogical levelling with 
class 8 because of the formal similarity between the two. 
classes. It should, however, be noted that class 8 is the 
plural of class 7, and class 14 a singular class with class 
6 plurals.
MYE, ELU, AKO and BBO, as well as LEF and LEK, have 
retained the inherited class 14 concords as is indicated by 
the presence of forms with b. The other languages appear to 
have merged the nouns from class 14 with the nouns in 
class 5. This is indicated by the fact that they now take 
concord from that class (cf. the presence of concord
prefixes with d). This merger is not totally unusual since
both class 14 and class 5 have class 6 as plural class. 
However, it appears that the noun prefixes are kept distinct 
at least in some of the languages. As indicated in 4.4.9, 
the nasal in the ELU forms seems out of place in class 8 and
14 but it appears that these two classes had a similar
development even though one is plural and the other 
s i ngular,
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4.4.12 Classes nineteen and thirteen
A£lL- I -Q f ,_c 1 a s s 1 9
1C IV 2V 3V 4C 5 V 6C
PM *hy'
MBM sw/sy
MBM 5 W
MYE sw/sy/s
MBE s (d) d a d 3d a
ELU hw/hy
NNE hy
AKO hy b b e? b ab e 7
MHE y £
MWK s dy dy a a
MKA y
BLN y d d e?
RRO y
LEF f y
LEK S W /S V ? 1 din,dli
ey
ab
ad
a9bw 
ab 
(td) 
ady 
td (y )
bw
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Chart 4.17s Noun and concord preflxa*; of r l a ^  13 
1C IV 2V 3V 4C 5 V 6C 7V
PM
MBM 1 d
MBN 1 a 3 ad/Sl
MYE
MBE 1 (m) o m om 6 om
ELU 1
NNE 1 ad
AKO 1 d d -v'a d ad a ad
MHE 1 ( t d )
MWK 1 dy dy a -✓*a ady
MKA 1 td(y )
BLN
BBO y
LEF du?
LEK 1 ba,bee 1
Gender 19/13 contains only about half a dozen nouns, all of 
them being V-initial stems which is the reason why there are 
no prefixes under 1C. The answer to the question why there 
are no C-initial stems in this gender may lie in the 
different development of the prefixes before the two 
different stem types Ccf. 5.3.5). The prefixes before 
C-initial stems probably lost the C (CV- > V-). Such nouns 
then might have merged with another gender leaving no trace 
at all.
It was extremely difficult to elicit material on the 
concord system of these two classes, which is reflected in 
the sparseness of material in the charts. From what has been
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recorded, it appears that class 19 (singular) nouns in MYE, 
NNE and AKO have the same concord as class 14, whereas MBE, 
MHE, MWK, MKA and BLN have class 5 concord. The class 13 
(plural) nouns have the same concord as class 5 (singular) 
with the exception of MBE which has class 6 concord. It 
would be too hazardous to guess what the original concord 
was for these classes. The noun prefixes on the other hand 
can clearly be related to the PB reconstructions *pit- 
'class 19* and *to- 'class 13' (Meeussen 1967*97).
4.4. 13 Traces of .other .classes
There are traces of two more PB classes found. In 
(A409), the h- "prefix-11 apparently comes from a PB class 16 
prefix *pa- (Gr£goire 1975*115). In locative adverbs, AKO 
h- and w- appear to come from PB *pa (cl. 16) and *ku- 
(cl. 17) respectively (Hedinger !983a*19).
Classes 9 and 10 nouns have some peculiarities not 
found in other classes. In 4.4.10 the prefixes were 
reconstructed as *'n-, and *ny"- where the first two
occur before C-initial stems and the last before V-initial 
stems. To be more precise, the co-occurrence of prefix with 
stem initial C or V is as in chart 4.IB.
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_of class 9/1 0 pref 1 xes .wi th root 
Initial consonant _or_vowel
classes 9,10 /★"‘n-__ * *b *d *j *g
classes 9,10 /*"0-__.* *p *t *s *k (*1)
classes 9,10 /*ny^- * V
classes 1 ,3,4 /*iri-__ * *b *d *j *p *t *k *f *s *1 *w
Chart 4.18 indicates that only voiced stops may follow the 
class 9/10 nasal prefix, whereas any consonant C143 may 
follow the nasal prefix of classes 1, 3 and 4. Only 
voiceless C Js may have the 0-prefix. Also notable is the 
absence in class 9/10 of stems with initial *f, *w and *1. 
(There is just one item, (A367), with an initial 1 in gender 
9/10.) There are no nasal-initial stems in classes 9 and 10, 
but these are rare in any class. There is a question whether 
the *ny- should be considered as a prefix (e.g. ny"-an 
fingernail1) or rather as part of the stem (e.g. 0-nyan), 
both synchronically and diachronically. Synchronically, one 
reason for separating the /ny/ from the stem is the fact 
that palatal nasals occur predominantly in class 9 and 10 
nouns word initially which suggests it is a prefix. Another 
reason is that nouns in all other classes have a prefix, so 
it is natural to expect a prefix here as well. The argument 
from tone (see end of 2.5) also supports splitting of the 
ny''-. On the other hand, it would be equally defensible that 
the ny should be considered part of the stem because 
segmentation is only suggested by analogy with nouns of 
other classes, not because the putative prefix commutes with 
another prefix.
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In PB reconstructions, we find a similar tension. 
Meeussen reconstructs the class 9/10 prefix as *n- or *ny- 
and the stem for ’animal1 as *-nyama in one place (1967*97, 
101) and *~<ny)amel or *-(j)Sma in another (1969*4.1). 
Guthrie (1967-71) has *ny- as prefix and *-yama/*-nyama 
•animal '.
One reason for considering ny- as prefix, at least 
historically, is the fact that it is always associated with 
an initial low tone, which suggests a prefix origin of the 
tone. By separating off ny- as prefix, we are left with a 
V-initial stem. It cannot, however, be ruled out that in 
some cases an ny'*- prefix merged with a ny-initial stem.
The nasal-stop sequences in chart 4.18 pose a 
similar problem for segmentation. Diachronica1ly, they are 
clearly separable Into prefix plus 01 of the stem. However, 
synchronically a case can be made for an analysis in which 
these sequences are interpreted as one C, i.e. as 
prenasalised stops mb, rid, rfj and gg. There are several 
reasons for this analysis. Phonetically, these sequences 
differ from the similar sequences in classes I, 3 and 4 
where the nasal is syllabic and carries a low tone. Here, 
the nasals are not syllabic but a low tone can be perceived 
T.L.Cook has reported a similar situation in Mbonge (A.lie) 
“The nasals ... do not sound syllabic. However, 
they do seem to have their own tone, at least 
sometimes. Probably, they should not be considered 
syllabic, and the tone, where different from the 
following vowel, should be treated as a floating tone 
which comes before” (Williamson 1973*xvi).
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And Hyman (1.972*60), when referring to 0-prefixes in his 
study of Fe^fe? (Eastern Grassfields Bantu) speaks of the 
impression of "a low tone breath".
I have not observed any additions of new lexical 
items to gender 9/10 by prefixing a nasal, which suggests 
that the NC clusters are not separable. The addition of 
loanwords with initial voiceless stop requiring a 0-prefix 
on the other hand is very common.
It should also be noted that the [g], C z J and CbFU
in some languages only occur in reflexes of these
prenasalised stops in Cl position.
What is significant is the fact that there are 
always only four such NC clusters found in classes 9 and 10. 
This is actually so widespread in Bantu and related 
languages that it has to be considered a very old feature. 
Many linguists analyse these four prenasalised consonants as 
a set parallel to the oral and nasal stops (cf. 2.2.3).
By adopting such an analysis for each of the
Manenguba languages, we would be led to reconstruct a set of
*NC consonants for PM in Cl position (cf. chart 4.19 and 
chart 2.7).
NC analysis
*p *t *k
*b *d *j
*f *1 *s
*m *n *ny
*mb *nd *n j *og
N-XLaaaJLys.ls
*p t
■*b *d * j
*f
*m
*1
*n
*s
*ny
*k
*g
*rw
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In the Nb analysis, there is an extra set of four phonemes. 
The voiced stops of the N-C analysis are divided between the 
prenasalised stops and the voiced stop series of the Nb 
analysis, except *g which is only found in the tfb series.
The presence of zero rather than a nasal prefix 
before voiceless stops is probably best explained via 
devoicing and loss of an earlier nasal* vn-p... > ^n-p...
> x0-p.•. . A low tone is still present in the form of a 
floating tone. This low tone may be analysed in either of 
two ways. Either the low tone is considered as the class 
prefix* e.g. >'-ktfb or v0-k(Jb 'chicken', or it could now be 
considered as totally integrated into the prefix-less stem 
form* e.g. "'“ktjb. Similar options are available for tfb 
initial nouns* Nn-dab versus "‘-ndab or "ndab 'house*. We 
have chosen to segment the class 9/I0 prefixes as given in 
chart 4.18 in order to facilitate comoarison with PB forms. 
This does not mean that in a purely synchronic description a 
different analysis might not be chosen.
The above discussion has shown that between the 
proto-1anguage (PB?) in which classes 9 and 10 clearly had a 
nasal prefix, and the present day languages, a restructuring 
has taken place. The problem faced in a study like this is 
at what point in history to place the restructuring process. 
Should restructured intermediate stages be reconstructed, or 
should the earliest state without the restructuring be 
carried right through to the present? This question is, of 
course, part of the abstractness debate and will not be 
pursued further here.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR
[13 Mass nouns and liquids do occur in a plural class or 
with numerals. In such cases, reference is to different 
types of the entity in question.
[23 Not attested in Manenguba languages are 11/10 and 
12/13, cf. Meeussen (1967*100).
[3 3 We have termed "qualifiers" a small number of words 
with adjectival meanings. Adjectival ideas are usually 
expressed by verbal forms taking concord and tense affixes, 
or by nominal forms not being controlled by the class of the 
head noun. What makes the qualifiers different is that they 
take no tense markers but take concord prefixes according to 
the class of the head noun.
[43 AKO has two 1p1 verb :pre f i xe s * de- 1 I pi (inclusive)' 
and s©- *lpl (exclusive)' (Hedinger I9R1*288-9). It is not 
clear whether these are historically derived from the same 
original,form or from two separate proto-items.
[53 I do not have data for the 1st and 2nd person except 
in AKO where they are as follows*
mmen 'Isg1, moq '2sg', mws-en ' 3sg = class M ,
seben Mpl', nyiben • 2pl 1 , b v-en * 3p 1 = class 2 1.
[63 For 1st and 2nd person pronouns, see (A484, A485, A487 
and A488). For more details on pronouns in AKO, see Hedinger 
(1981 ).
[73 An exception to this is the (2nd person) singular 
imperative which has no prefix.
[83 For AKO and probably for other languages as well, the 
situation as far as the verb prefixes is concerned is more 
complex. The prefixes given in the charts are those in 
pre-root position. AKO has another set occurring when the 
root is preceded by tense and negative markers. Cf. Hedinger 
(1980*1-2 and 21)
[93 In AKO (and some or all the other languages?) the 
possessive pronoun prefix is also used as the concord prefix 
of the relative pronoun not covered in this study. It is not 
inconceivable that the possessive pronouns ultimately derive 
from a relative pronoun olus a person pronoun.
[103 The associative (genitive) marker is also part of the 
noun class concord system. However, we have not included it 
in this study because of the fact that these markers are in 
many cases reduced to a tone only.
[113 In BB0, the vowels recorded in prefixes ranged from 
[&3 to [e3 and Ci3. However, the informants repeatedly 
insisted that the vowel is [13.
[123 The following example provides evidence that the noun 
prefix form is "intruding” into the concord. We recently
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recorded AKO iLZbab e ’-wande instead of the more usual libab 
e^-wande 'our wives/fiancees’ (cf. ab- in 7V and e?- in 1C).
[13] There is only one noun in gender 9/10 which has a 
sg/pl distinction in the noun itself* mbwe/mby! 'doq/dogs1. 
PB is *-boa. It is conceivable that a sg/pl distinction was 
introduced into this root by analogy with gender 3/4.
Cf. the discussion of a similar case in 4.4.5.
[143 Nasal intial noun stems are extremely rare. Perhaps 
this supports Stewart who said that he knew "of no evidence 
from anywhere in the entire Volta-Congo area that the 
proto-language had nasal consonant phonemes" (1976a*15).
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CHAPTER FIVE
u-AMQ-ESQIQ=EAilIU
5. I Introduction
In chapter 2, we reconstructed the consonants
vowels and tones for Proto-Manenguba. This allowed us to 
propose proto-forms for PM morphemes as given in appendix 1 
(and chapter 4), The question may now be asked about PMfs 
resemblance to Proto-Bantu, especially as far as the 
phonology is concerned. The main purpose of this chapter is 
to compare the consonants, vowels and tones of PM with PB 
and draw certain conclusions from this comparison. The most 
interesting area of comparison is that of the consonants, 
especially as they relate to the PB stops (5.3). In 5.2, we 
will give a general introduction to the problem which is 
found in north-west Bantu languages and solutions out 
forward by different authors* double reflexes of PB stops 
versus two originally distinct stop series. In 5.4, we will 
consider pairs of lexical items in AKO which appear to 
reflect a former morphophonemic relationship involving the 
pairs of stops focussed on in 5.3. Certain observations 
about tone are discussed in 5.5. In the remaining sections 
(5.6 and 5.7), the vowels and tones of PM and PB will be 
di scussed.
In treatments of Bantu languages in relation to PB, 
it is usually the case that PR is looked upon as the
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ancestor language from which the particular language or 
group of languages in question (as for example PM) is 
derived. This may be diagrammed as in (!).
(I ) PB
PM
This concept of the relation between PB and PM 
appears quite adequate as far as vowels and tones are 
concerned. However, when considering the consonants of PM, a 
diagram like the following appears to be more adequate to 
depict the relationship between NW-Bantu languages and PB. 
(2) Pre-PB
PM PB
In other words, PM consonants cannot be predicted on the 
basis of PB (as usually conceived of) alone. Only from 
reconstructions for something like Pre-PB based on the Bantu 
languages of the north-west and PB will it be possible to 
predict the consonants of the languages in the north-west 
and of PB. It has been recognized for some time that the 
languages in the north-western part of the Bantu area are 
considerably different from the rest of the Bantu languages 
and it has become clear that earlier work had been heavily 
weighted in favour of central or eastern Bantu (Dslby 
1975:488).
Guthrie (1967-71.11*27) thought the relationship of 
the Bantu languages to be in outline as follows (capital 
letters refer to his zones Cl 3, cf. msp 5).
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(3) P 8
A B C  H ' K L R  D M S  E F G N P  
The now generally accepted lexicostatistical 
classifications of Bantu languages by Henrici (1973) and 
Heine (1973) (cf. also Bastin et al. (1979 and 1983)) 
indicate on the other hand that the Bantu languages in the 
north-west were the first to have split off. This may, in 
simplified fashion, be represented as follows (based on 
Heine (1973) and Henrici (1973)) [2]. Dalby (1975*496), in 
fact, made the suggestion that Guthrie's PB represents a 
stage after the zone A languages became separate.
(4)
Against such a background it is not surprising to 
see renewed interest in the languages of Cameroon and their 
relationship to the rest of the Bantu languages (cf. 1.6). 
It is hoped that this chapter will make a contribution to 
this area of investigation.
5.2 "Qouble reflexes" of PR In
/
A C B H D - S
Taking his own reconstructions of PB as the starting 
point, Guthrie (1967-71.II *30ff) showed that languages from 
his zone A frequently have two reflexes for the voiceless
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stop consonants *p, *t and *k, and in one case also for the 
palatal *c. This may be illustrated with the following 
examples *
i NW Bantu
PB *p *t *c *k
Duala (A.24). a ) P t s k
b) w 1 s 0
Kombe (A.33b) a) P t s k
b) b 1 9 0
Ban en (A.44) a ) f t 0
b) h 1 0
Cognate items reconstructed with, for examole, *p by 
Guthrie have either p or w in Duala, p or b in Kombe and f 
or h in Banco. Similarly for the other stops as presented 
in chart 5.1.
Theoretically, there are different possible 
explanations. Presented in the above form, a split of the 
original phoneme into two appears to be the obvious 
solution. One would naturally look for a conditioning factor 
in the environment responsible for the sol it of the 
proto-phoneme. This was Guthrie’s solution.
5.2.1
Guthrie (I 96.7-71 .1 *58, 11 *30f f) considered a vowel 
length distinction in the environment of the consonants 
concerned to be the conditioning factor. He found that in 
some correspondence series there is a correlation between 
the occurrence of the two kinds of reflexes and long or
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short vowels. The a)-sets In chart 5.I occurred before and 
after long vowels and the b)-sets before (and after?) short 
vowels.
However, because of the apparent loss of the 
long/short distinction in many Bantu languages, including 
the ones which have the "double reflex", Guthrie 
reconstructed a long vowel where the reflexes in the a)-set 
occurred even when there was no long vowel present in the 
correspondence series due to lack of data from languages 
which have a long/short distinction (Guthrie 1967-71.1*58). 
There does not appear to be any objection to this if the 
vowel quantity was responsible for this pjtative split.
One possible objection to Guthrie's solution, 
however, is the question whether a split of the kind 
envisaged, e.g. *p > p versus *p > w, could have taken place 
in a long versus short vowel environment? Is it phonetically
plausible that a short vowel should cause stop consonants to
weaken? Do long vowels favour the retention of stops?
The validity of Guthrie's hypothesis depends also on 
the status of vowel length in PB. In this connection, the 
following statement by Meeussen may be quoted in full*
"Almost all the reconstructions with long vowels 
presented here [i.e. in Meeussen's article, R.H.] 
are verbs, and many of them are secondary, which 
suggests that long vowels in Proto-Bantu were not a 
completely independent phenomenon. Bu.t without 
further data it is impossible to decide whether
this is indicative of a contrast in the process of
being lost or whether it reflects an incipient 
development" (1979*6-7).
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It appears that this state of affairs considerably weakens 
Guthrie,s position.
As will be seen in 5.4, certain roots have 
alternants with both reflexes which would require the 
reconstruction of two roots for the same item, one with a 
long vowel and the other with a short vowel (cf. for 
example, (Al ) * l,p“5g/*x-fog 'one1). These appear to suggest 
that the cause of .this apparent split has to be sought 
elsewhere.
Guthrie's hypothesis, however, does have the merit 
that it points to a certain correlation between vowel length 
and these sets of consonants. This correlation, if it is 
regular, certainly calls for an explanation.
5.2.2 The lenis/non-lenis solution
Another approach to the "double reflex" problem has 
been taken by Leynseele and Stewart (1980) and Gerhardt 
(1983). Their approach may be termed the "lenis/non-lenis" 
solution. Under this approach, it is assumed that the two 
sets of reflexes go back to a lenis/non-lenis distinction in 
the proto-language.
It has been found necessary to reconstruct such a 
lenis/non-lenis distinction to account for the derivation of 
the synchronic systems of several Nigar-Congo languages. 
Stewart concluded in 1973 as follows*
"It appears ... that proto-Vglta-Bantu (the latest 
common ancestor of the Bantu languages, the 
Volta-Comoe [3] languages and the Potou Lagoon [4]
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languages) had four sets of stoos* unvoiced 
nonlenls ('aspirated')* unvoiced lenis 
('unaspirated'), voiced nonlenis ('explosive') and 
voiced lenis ('implosive')" (1973:42).
He appears to have recognized at least the following stops.
(Stewart 1973:34-36) 
nonlenis *p *t *k
lenis *'p *'t *'k
nonlenis *d
lenis **d
Interestingly, in 1973, Stewart did not yet think 
that PB had a lenis/non-lenis distinction, but rather that 
the lenis/non-lenis distinction "was neutralized in the 
process of change from proto-Volta-Bantu to proto-Bantu" 
(1973:37). More precisely, he considered that there was 
"a merger of the nonlenis stops with the lenis stops" 
(1973:39) resulting in PB lenis stops.
However, in an article published in 1980, this 
position was clearly revised. Based on Tunen (- Banen,
A.44), which has the "double reflexes" mentioned above, 
Leynseele and Stewart (1980:428) reconstruct a fortis/lenis 
distinction for PB. The following chart shows the 
reconstructed stops and the corresponding reflexes in Tuncn.
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L_aafiLc.fi. fla s a a ... Jjd-X udjlq
(Leynseele and Stewart 1980)
ReXlfi.2S^ s_in_XurLLQ
fort is *P *t *k f t k
lenis *'p *»t *' k h 1 3
fort is *b *d b 1
lenis *'b * 'd f n
It should be noted that in this approach the "double 
reflexes" are no longer double reflexes but rather a direct 
reflection of an earlier fortis/lenis contrast. Also, the 
distinction is not limited to the voiceless consonants as 
appears to be the case in Guthrie's discussion but extends 
to the voiced consonants as well. The absence of voiced 
velar stops is perhaps due to the limitation to only one 
language.
In a so far unpublished paper presented at the 
Conference on African Linguistics in Leiden in 1983 (at 
which I was not present), Gerhardt gave a reconstruction of 
"Pre-Bantu" stops apparently based on Tunen (A.44), Punu 
(H.43) and Mbe ("Nigerian Bantu"). His reconstructed roots 
are made up of the following stop consonants which include 
voiced velar stops. (Note the change in symbolization of 
lenis stops from Stewart's *'p, *'t, etc. to Gerhardt's *ph, 
*th, etc., which should not be confused with aspirated 
stops.)
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Chart_5.4*
(Gerhardt I 983) 
fort is *p *t *k 
lenis *ph *th *kh 
fort is *b *d *g 
lenis *bh *dh *gh
It is not clear from the paper what time depth is 
intended by the term "Pre-Bantu". However, these sets of 
stops are in effect comparable to Stewart's sets proposed 
for Proto-Volta-Bantu.
Elugbe and A11.1 iamson (1976 * 348-351), focussing 
primarily on the nasals, reconstruct a fortis/lenis 
distinction for nasals in Proto-Benue-Kwa (PBK). (PBK is 
introduced to combine the Benue-Congo and Kwa groups and is 
"equivalent in scope to Stewart's 'Volta-Bantu'" 
(1976*348)). The nasals reconstructed for PBK are m, mh, n, 
nh, Q, and they have the following distribution*
Chart 5.5* Nasals ln_Pr.Qto-Benue-Kwa
(Elugbe and Williamson 1976)
C 1_pos i 11 on C2 position
fort is *m *n *g
lenis *mh *nh *mh *nh
A fortis/lenis distinction in nasals has been 
reported for Cross River languages (Bendor-Samuel and Spreda 
1969) and Kwa languages (Elugbe 1980). I am not aware that a 
distinction in Bantu nasals which could be traced back to a 
fortis/lenis distinction has been discussed in the
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literature. Material on the fortis/lenis distinction in PBK 
nasals is included here in order to provide a basis for 
raising.certain questions on the PR nasals in 5.3.2 below.
In all the reconstructions of stops referred to 
above, no consideration seems to have been given to the 
question of the reconstruction of palatal stops. In each 
case, reconstructions are limited to labial, alveolar and 
velar stops. However, since palatal stops [5] have been 
reconstructed for PB, and Kombe (A.33b) has a "double 
reflex" of the Voiceless palatal stop (cf. chart 5.1), the 
question naturally arises as to the time depth for which 
palatal stops have to be reconstructed (i.e. Pre-Bantu or 
PBK, etc.) and whether the fortis/lenis distinction is also 
relevant at the palatal point of articulation.
Palatals in the different (proto-)languages 
considered by Stewart (1973) appear to be derived from 
velars, which makes it unnecessary to reconstruct palatals. 
Elugbe (1980*41), on the other hand, reconstructed at least 
the following palatals *c, *ch and *j for Proto-Edoid (Kwa 
group). In this connection it is interesting to note that 
Meinhof (1910) used underlined velars and alveolars to 
represent reconstrue ted palatals. Whether there was any 
linguistic basis to this convention or a purely arbitrary 
choice due to the lack of appropriate symbols would need 
further study.
In conclusion, it appears that the lenis/non-lenis 
or fortis/lenis hypothesis to the "double reflexes" is to be 
preferred over Guthrie's vowel length hypothesis for at 
least the following reason* Since a fortis/lenis distinction 
can be reconstructed for a stage older than Proto-Bantu on
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the basis of groups or sub-groups other than Bantu, it is 
not unexpected that there should be traces in either 
Proto-Bantu or even present day Bantu languages.
5.3 RM^and PB caci5.Qnan.ta
In 5.I it was expressed that normally, when studying
a Bantu language in relation to Proto-Bantu, PB is taken as
primary and the Bantu language in question considered as 
derived from it. In this section, our own reconstructions of 
Proto-Manenguba (PM) roots and the PB reconstructions by 
Guthrie (I 967-71. 111-IV) [63 and Meeussen (1967, 196 9) will 
be used in order to establish the sound correspondences 
between the two. On the basis of these correspondences, 
reconstructions of consonants going further back in time 
than PB will be proposed.
Below, several examples for each different PM - PB 
correspondence are given with the PM roots on the left and 
the PB roots on the right. The numbers preceding each 
example have the following significance* Tor PM, the numbers 
refer to the sets of cognate roots and reconstructions given 
in appendix 1. The numbers preceding PB examples refer to 
Guthrie's "Comparative Series1' in his Volumes III and IV. An 
(M) in brackets indicates that the PB root is taken from 
Meeussen (1969) or, in a few cases, from (1967). The 
additional numbers after each set of examoles are references 
to further examples of that correspondence found in 
appendi x 1.
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5.3.1 EM^-£S»auxfis.aarKlaa£ias-.iD-£JUiaasii.laQ
First, we will focus on the root initial consonants 
(5.) *p *p correspondence^;
(A82) *ptg'“ 9/10 Sidney' (1549) *-plg3
(A233) *pee 9/10 'viper1 (1513) *-pede 9/10
(A629) *-p£b 'fan' (1489) *-p££p-
(A1, A48, A77, A139, A179, A221, A268, A411, A545, A594,
A638, A700, A702)
(A73) *tolN 9 'chest' (1322) *-toda 9/10
(A481) *-t5n 5/6 'spot' (1785) *-t5na (1786) *-t*5nl
(A556) *-tod 'pick up' (1773) *-t55d-
(A5, A6, A 16, A49, A96, A313, A345, A350, A364, A473, A508, 
A568, A596, A599, A663, A671, A709)
(7) *s - correspondences
(A34) *-son 3 'flesh* (416) *-coni 3/4
(A36) ★-slj" 3/4 'vein' (349) *-cica 3/4
(A657) *-sij 'frighten' (348) *-cic-
(A7, A18, A39, A43., A52, A56, A87, A154, A178, A277, A342, 
A406, A514, A523, A567, A602, A632, A650, A668, A531)
(8) *k *k correspondences
(A60) *klrf 9 'neck' (1086) *-klggo
(A214) *kem 9/10 'monkey' (1058) *-kemS
(A 124, A 166, A226, A237, A257, A259, A263, A280, A290, A330 
A387, A393, A434, A583, A640, A691)
(9) *f - *p correspondences
(A25) 1/2 'twin' (1407) *-paca
(A327) *-f6n 3/4 'handle* (1521) *-penf 3/4
(A535) *-fern 'breathe' (1463) *-peem-
(A1, A37, A143, A204, A327, A394, A398, A425, A464. A475,
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A498, A505, A539, A595, A606, A664)
(10) *1 - *t correspondences
(A78) 3/4 'heart1 (1738) *-tema
(A201 ) *-laa 5/6 'stone' (1642) *-tads 5/6
(A639) *-lti 'forge' (1861) *-ttid-
(A3. A38. A57. A162. A181. A314. A335. A367. A379. A455
A539, A566, A570, A591 , A604,
(11) *k.„cqr.rq,5p onde.nc.fi,s
(A560) *-wDm 'scratch1 
(A572) *-wa 'die1 
(A644) *-w'6n 'sow'
(A641)
(A 1 0) *-oms' 5/6 'ten'
(A299) *-61 6 'oil'
(A348) *-on 19/13 'firewood'
(A31 , A 105, A161, A260, A334)
(18) A*b - *b correspondences 
(A9) fr-bOg"1 5 'nine1 
(A72 ) *-b(j j 9/10 'back'
(A95) *-boQ 5/6 'knee'
(etc.)
(14) *d - *d correspondences 
(A 177) *-dab 9 'earth'
(A282) *-doG 9 'pepper'
(A575) *-dul 'puli'
(A 185, A282, A382, A423, A461
A621, A634)
(1134) *~k'5mb- 'scrape' 
(1249)
(1217) *-k6n-
(1208) *-k6mi 5/6 
(1278) *-kdt'a
(1218) *-k6ni
(M) *-bOkS ?
( 223) *-buca 9 (139) *-blca 
(170) ^“bongD 5/6
( 6 3 9 )  *-daba 'soil, wor1d '
(718) *-d6ggo 10 
(749) *-dut- 
A525, A587, A61 7, A674)
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(A30) *-jom 1/2 'husband,male1 (697) ★-dome
(A55) *-j£m 7/8 'tongue1 (572) *-d£mi'
(A551 ) *-jOm 'smell, stink' (742) *-dOmb-
(A45, A59, A200, A207, A317, A369, A381, A451, A480, A482,
A655, A669, A701)
(940) *-j ed a
(962) *-J6ke 14 (2159)*-yoke 
(M) *- j em b1-
(2009) *-yemb- 
A4R3, A609, A672)
(M) *-jana 
(M) *-jTc3 5 
(2030) *-yfc3 5/6 
(M, 952) ★-j'oka 9 (2112)*-ny.. 
(A32, A41, A47, A101, A123, A138, A182, A205, A213, A255,
A355, A371 , A372, A377, A385, A409)
(18) *k ~ *q correspondences
(A35) *-kii 6 'blood' (824) *-gfda 6
(A94) *-koo 7/6 'leg' (884) *-g6d6 3/4
(A392) *-kul 'be sick' (M) *-gud-
(A33, A108, A 115, A147, A165, A175, A202, A269, A273, etc.)
(19) *g.._-_*g__cgrre spondences
(A 119) *-gag 9 'native doctor' (M,786 ) *~aagga 1/2, 9/10 
(A143/4) **-gon 9/10 'moon,month' (M,855/6) *-^Dnd£/5 9 
(A223) *-goo 9/10 'pig' (887) *-godo
(etc.)
A5 33, A551, A590, A598, A647,
(A199) *-jee 9/10 'path,road' 
(A256) *-joo 14 'honey'
(A604) *-jem 'sing'
(A45, A 118, A210, A375, A419, 
(17) 0 * 1 correspondences
(A26) *-an 1/2 'child'
(A50) *-1 j 5/6 'eye'
(A231) *ny s-1> 9/10 'snake'
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(787) *-gagga 14
(20) *0 ~ *q corrfi .qpnndpnrpt;
(A328) **~6q 7/8 'hoe1 ,(901) *-goQgo
(A372) *-am 5/6 'event,affair1 (771) *-gamb3 
(A 121) *-agga 14/4 'medicine1 
(-)
(21 ) *m - *m correspondences 
(A521) 'left side*
(A527) *-mwa 'drink'
(A528) 'swallow'
(A661, A685 )
(A4) *"-ntin 'four*
(A92) *-nam 5/6 'thigh'
(A258?, A490)
(23) *ny - *nv correspondences
(A20) *nyag 9 '(his) mother' (1389) *-nyaggo 1 a/2 
*nyag-V 1 a/2 '(his) mother'
(1316) *-m5ca 
(1 332)
(1294) *-m£d-
(1353) *-ni 
(1339) *~n3m3 7/8
The PM - PB correspondences (5) to (23) above may be 
displayed as follows*
(5) *p = *p (6)*t
(9) *f = *p (10)*1
(13)*b = *b 17747*77 
I
|(1 5 )* J
*t
*t
*d
I
* u
.lru C lu 20s .lt Io n  
(7)*s = *c (8)*k = *k
(16)*j = *j
(17) 0 = *j
( 11)*w = *k 
(12) 0 = *k
(18)*k = *g 
( 1 9) Arg =  * g
(20) 0 = *g
(21)*m = *m (22)*n - *n (23)*ny = *ny
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According to the hypothesis in 5.2.I each PB root in
(5), (6) and (8) would have to have a long vowel (VV). 
Conversely, the-third example in (9) above should have a 
short V.
In the light of 5.2.2, it appears that the 
correspondences (5), (6) and (8) (cf. chart 5.6) as 
contrasting with the correspondences (9), (10) and (1l ) — (I 2 ) 
are best reconstructed as non-lenis and lenis proto-sounds 
respectively. The correspondence sets (11) and (12) are in 
complementary distribution, with (11) occurring almost 
exclusively in verbs and (12) only in nouns C7], They are, 
therefore, probably the reflexes of the same proto-phoneme.
The distinction "noun" versus "verb" is made here on 
the basis of the fact that it is only the initial consonant 
of nouns but never of verbs that has been lost in PM (cf.
(12), (17) and (20)). The loss of Cl must be attributed, in 
part, to the fact that the noun prefixes (singular or 
plural) are never separated from the stem, i.e. are strongly 
tied to it. In verbs, on the other hand, a large range of 
affixes may precede the stem, including tense and negative 
markers, or there is no prefix at all as in the case of the 
2nd ps sg imperative. To put it more formally, one might say 
that the root initial boundary of nouns is weaker than that 
of verbs.
Whether (14) and (15) should be viewed as reflexes 
of one or of two phonemes in the proto-1anguaje is not clear 
from the evidence on hand. It almost appears as if (14) only 
occurs following the class 9/10 nasal prefix or preceding 
high vowels and (15) elsewhere. But there are exceptions to
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this as can be seen from the illustrative material given in
(14) and (15) above (note especially the verbs).
Another difficulty with (15) is to find a plausible 
explanation for the apparent change from an alveolar to a 
palatal in the "elsewhere41 environment. Placing (15) into 
the palatal column, i.e. assuming the original sound to have 
been palatal, would have created another difficulty* why 
would the palatal have become *d in P3 in (15) but not in 
(16)? It would therefore seem safer to keep (14) and (15) 
distinct at least until the exceptions can be explained.
(16) and (17) are clearly distinct and taken to be 
reflexes of non-lenis and lenis proto-phonemes respectively.
(19) is in complementary distribution with both (18) 
and (20), with (19) being limited to the position following 
the class 9/10 nasal prefix. (18) and (20) are clearly 
contrastive in that both occur in the same noun classes.
(18) and (19) are grouped together as separate reflexes of 
the same non-lenis proto-phoneme. It should be noted that 
example <A 119) in (19) and (A121) in (20) involve the same 
proto-root. The presence of this root in both (19) and (20) 
may be explained in terms of our discussion in 5.4, or a 
merger of non-lenis and lenis *g after the class 9/10 nasal 
prefi x.
Nasals in Cl position are relatively rare.
After the preceding discussion, correspondences in 
chart 5.6 may now be rewritten as lenis and non-lenis stops 
and nasals.
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t 5,i,7*—R o =?—PR c 1sl.Jjcl.CJL p.os \ t ton
non-lenis *P *t *c *k
leni s ★»p *■ t * * k
non-leni s *b *d
lenis * »d *« j * 'g
nasals *m *n *ny
The convention "Pre-PB" is used to indicate that 
these reconstructions are based on correspondences between 
PM and PB and are therefore meant to go further back 
than PB.
Whether *c should be in the lenis or non-lenis row 
is not possible to determine. If it is assumed that the 
lenis sounds are more likely to become continuants, then the 
palatal would have to be in tne lenis row. There is of 
course also a possibility that there was a lenis/non-lenis 
contrast for voiceless palatal stops, the difference having 
disappeared before Pre-PB.
The voiced stops require several comments. There is 
no lenis/non-lenis c.ontrast for the labials and so there is 
the choice of placing the *b in either of the two rows. On 
the evidence in charts 5.3 and 5.4, one would have to assume 
that the distinction between *b and **b neutralized in both 
PM and PB.
The most difficult issue here is whether (15) should 
be considered the reflex of *'d.
There is an apparent 0 - *d correspondence in (ABO) 
which, if the PM and PB items are truly cognate, would be 
another example of the lenis *'d.
Besides the above correspondences, there are the
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following examples of somewhat less usual correspondences 
which call for an explanation.
(24) *oy_r_2 
(A549) *-nyen 'see*
(A654) *-nyeg-.. 'learn* 
(A692) *-nyan-V 'dry in sun'
(25) *w - *i correspondences 
(A550) *-wog 'hear*
(A65l) *-w5g 'wash*
(A658) *-w$5 'laugh'
(A694) *-wal 'warm oneself' 
(cf. also A660)
(26)
(A597) *-nyag 'fry'
(I 969) *-ytn-
(1994) *-yeg- (M) *-jeg-
(1924) *-yanek (M) *-janek
(2152) *-yog- 
(2107) ★-yog- (M) ★-jog 
(948) *-j 3d-
(2136) *-y5t-
( 1 009 ) *ka 00”
In (24) and (25), the PB reconstructions have either an 
initial *y or *j . It appears that the two are to some extent 
equivalent and therefore we consider these to be PB *j 183.
The correspondence sets (24) to (26) most likely do 
not represent any new proto-phonemes but may be regarded as 
reflexes of existing sounds in chart 5.7. (24) and (25) are 
probably reflexes of the lenis palatal *'j which became 0 in 
nouns in PM but became a palatal sonorant before becoming 
f+hi +back) before back vowels (cf. (25)), and nasal 
elsewhere (cf. (24)). The nasal in 02 may have also played a 
role in the .development of *'j > PM *ny. however, the second 
example in (24) has no nasal as C2. Therefore, another 
reason for ★'j to have become nasal may be attributed to the 
fact that *ny was an already existing palatal sonorant with
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which the weakening palatal *'j could merge [9].
The correspondence in (26) for which we have only 
one example may be a special case of (11) above, i.e. a 
lenis velar *'k > w. The w (= C(+son +hi +back -nasi)
then became [-back] (/ V(-back]?) and [+nas], with the
final nasal also exercising an influence.
5.3.2 PM__-_PB_correspondences. in C2 position
In second consonant position, the following 
correspondences are found.
(27) *b -
(A139) *-piib-' 7 'wind1 (1606) *-poop5
(A154) *-seb 7/R “dry season* (342) *-cepo
(A594) *-p&b 1 to fan* 
(etc.)
(1489) *-occp-
(28) *b - *b_correspondences
(A 177) *-d5b 9 'earth* (639) *-d:5b6 'soil, world*
(A568) *-tOb 'pierce 
(A587) *-dib 'close*
(1814) *-t6b- (1860) *-tfiub-
(60 1) *-dib- 'shut*
(etc.)
(29) *d - *t correspondences
(A2I3) *(ny")-ad 9 'buffalo' (M) *-jate
(A434) *-kod 'be satiated* (1276) *-kfit-
(A382) *-dod 9 'dream* (673/4) *-dooto
(30)
(A 168) *-bol 9 'seed* (211) *-boto 9/10
(A299) *-ul 6 'oil' ( 1 278) *-k£rta
(A575) *-dOl 'pull* (7 4 9 ) *-dOt-
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(A32, A160, A355, A379, A422/3, A609)
(A52) *-"s5d 5/6 11 ear * (368) *-c5di
(A218) ★-bod 9/10 'goat* (185) *-b6dt
(A685) ★-mad 'finish-* (1281) ★-mad-
(A31 , A45, A57, A87, A175, A260, A279, A341, A539, A556* 
A664)
(32) * 1 ™
(A73) ★tol"" 9 'chest* (1822) *-tcdo
(A237) ★kGl" 9/10 'tortoise* (1259) *-kt3do
(ps249) ★-gudf (890) *-gadu(A384) ★-gdl 9 'strength'
(A 1 24, A392, ?A640)
(A74) * - b u  5/6 'breast' (71) ★-bctd! 5/6
(A419) ★-jaa 9 'hunger* (917) ★-jada
(A602) * - s H  'grate' (350) *-cld- 'grind'
(A35, A47* A65, A94, A130, A147, A199, A200, A201, A202,
A223* A233, A257, A262, A269, A298, A305, A315, A377, A449*
A460, A464, A482, A516, A528, A639, A655, A658, A674, A675,
A684, A693, A698, A705)
(34) ★ \ -  * c  .correspondences 
(A25) ★-faj" 1/2 'twin* 
(A50) ★-Ij 5/6 'eye*
(A657) ★-si'j 'frighten' 
(etc*)
(35) *q. t *k correspondences 
(A650) ★-sug 'wash'
(A599) ★-tag 'boil*
( - )
( 1 407) ★-pac a 
(M) ★-jfco 5 
(348) ★-cic-
(435) ★-cOk 
(1778) *-t ak-
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(314) *-ctk'£ 3
(695) *~d5k-
(650) *~dak-
(36) 0 - *k j 
(A 178) *-s t t  3 'sand*
(A533) *-j6o * vomit *
(A701) *-Jd 'rain*
(A221, A226, A255, A256, A545)
(37) *9 - *g corrfispondfinnB?;
(A82) *ptg" 9/10 'kidney*
(A182) *-bog 9/10 'village*
(A705) *-bog 'break*
(etc.)
(A55) *-jtm 7/8 'tongue'
(A92) *-nam 5/6 'thigh*
(A566) *—16m 'shoot-*
(etc.
(39) *m -
*-kBm 7/8 'barren woman* (894) *-gomba
(1549) *-pigB 
(192) *-boga 9/10 
(227) *-bGg- 'break,
(572) *-demi 11/10 
(1339) *-n^na 7/8 
(M) *-tum- 'throw,
*-j6m 'beg' 
*-jem 'sing*
(A 1 08 
(A590 
(A604 
(etc.
(40) *n„~_^*n...correspondences 
(A101) *-ln 5/6 'name'
(A115) *-kcn 1/2 'stranger* 
(A644) *-won 'plant*
(e tc.
(41) *n - *nd correspondences 
(A143) *-g3n 9 'moon*
(A425) *-fln 'black*
(A669) *~jan 'buy'
(etc.
(653) *-d5mb- 'ask 
(M) *-je mb-
(M) *- jtna 5
(805) *-g£nl 1/2 
(1217) *-kon-
(855/6) *-gBnd£/B 
(1555) *-pt nd- * 
(490) *-dand”
snap»
shoot'
for*
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(42) *ay_x_*QY-_
(A398) *-ftny 5 'pus1 
(A66I) A-mlny 'squeeze* 
(A702) A-pany 'shine*
(1556) *-plnya (1547) *-ptna
(1313) a— mjny- *mjni-
?(M) A-ptny- (1479) A-p^ni-
A-pcn 'flash (as lightning)*
(43) *ay_jz-.*CLjl
(A75) *-bany 9/10 'rib* (56) *-banj'e/c
(A164) a—bany 9/10 'bamboo* (54+) *-banja (57) A—banje/t
'midrib of palm frond'
( - )
(44) Ag - *pg correspondences
The consonant correspondences presented in (27) to (44) 
above are arranged as to place and manner of articulation in 
the following chart*
C.har.t.-5^.8.i....E.fei.^£8-,iiQrrjs.sp.Qadelncfts .in  C.2.,.aaal£lQXj
(27)*b = *p (2 9)*d = At (34)*j = ac (35)+g = *k
[ (322_*L_=__*£J
(33) 0 = Ad
(38)*m = +m (40)An = An (42)+ny = Any
(39)+m = Amb (41)*n = And (43)Any - Anj (44)Ag = Agg
(A56) a -s o q" 5/6 'tooth* (ps131) A-cugga 
(386) A-cBgga 'point
(A60) A-klg^ 9 'neck* 
(A591) A—lag ''read* 
(etc •)
(1086) A-ktggB 
(1672) A-tagg-
(30)Al =s
(28)Ab = Ab [731 )Ad = Adi
(36) 0 = Ak
(37)Ag = kg
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For the correspondence (35), there are only two 
examples. There are no good examples for the palatal nasal 
correspondence (42). In two of the example pairs the 
presence of two roots, one with Any, the other with an *n 
plus *i sequence suggests that these palatal nasals might 
have developed from a root final *n plus an *i suffix. For 
the first example Guthrie (1967-71.IV*63) suggests that *n 
is original and *n > *ny under the influence of the 
preceding *i. However, as palatals are more marked, it could 
also have been the reverse.
The correspondences (31), (32) and (33) present a 
problem in that it is difficult to envisage that there were 
three contrasting proto-phonemes here and not at the other 
points of articulation CIO]. To reduce the three to two 
proto-phonemes by establishing the different contexts in 
which a split occurred has the following difficulty. The 
nouns in (31) have a high vowel as V2 whereas in both (32) 
and (33), the nouns have non-high vowels as V2. There 
appears, therefore, to be complementary distribution which 
allows (31) to be grouped with either (32) or (33). However, 
there is one exception in each case which weakens the case 
for this complementary distribution. The strongest argument 
against it and in favour of three different proto-phonemes 
are the verbs. The reconstructions of verb roots in both PM 
and PB have no V2, which in nouns provides the putative 
conditioning environment [113. A dotted line is drawn around 
(31) and (32) to indicate that (32) potentially grouos with
(31) rather than with (33). However, the evidence at hand is
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not conclusive and so the question has to be left open.
There are many examples for the nasals in C2 
position except Tor the palatals as already indicated. At 
each point of articulation there are two sets of 
correspondences* a set of plain nasals and a set with 
prenasalised stops in PB. The velar position has only one 
nasal set [12]. Guthrie treats the prenasalised stops (mb, 
etc.) as a simple C in his morpheme structures which makes 
them directly comparable to single consonants.
One may now ask where these two different sets of 
nasals come from. In other words, what should be
reconstructed as the original difference between the two
nasal sets? The easiest solution would be to reconstruct the 
same difference as for PB, e.g. *m versus *mb, etc. However, 
this would simply leave the question unanswered. Different 
possible origins for the prenasalised stops can be 
envi saged.
One, they may come from a sequence of nasal plus 
stop with an intervening vowel, the vowel having dropped 
out. This may be schematized as follows* CVnVb > CVnb >
CVmb, i.e. vowel loss plus assimilation of the nasal to the
following stop in point of articulation could be one
possible scenario.
Williamson, when discussing Proto South Central
Nigei— Congo (PSCNC) stems, proposes the following
''controversial hypothesis ... that ... stems were 
often as long as three or four syllables, and that
in particular stems which show -C-NC- [- -CVNCV
R.H.J in I jo and Bantu originate from a proto­
language which had -C-C-N- [= -OVCVNV R.H.],
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**An alternative suggestion by Stewart ... was 
that the original form of such stems was -C-CV 
[= -CVCV R.H.3. Nasal metathesis was then produced, 
in both PI IProto-Ijo) and Bantu, by metathesis and 
segmentalization of nasality, resulting in -C-NCV 
O  -CVNCV R.H.3." (1979*90-9 1)
Another proposal, which I have not seen mentioned in 
the literature, is one which fits into the lenis/non-lenis 
hypothesis. It is conceivable that the nasal-nasal 
correspondences are reflexes of lenis nasals and the 
nasal-prenasalised stop correspondences of non-lenis nasals. 
The non-lenis nasals would then have developed to 
prenasalised stops in some cases and merged with the lenis 
stops in others. A merger of the two nasal sets seems to be 
easier to explain under the lenis/non-lenis hypothesis than 
under the one which would need to drop the voiceless stop 
element in a prenasalised stop without leaving a trace in 
any environments. On the other hand, for a prenasalised stop 
to develop from a non-lenis nasal, especially where the 
contrast with lenis nasals has to be maintained, appears to 
be reasonable Cl 33.
Although adopting for the sake of argument the 
lenis/non-lenis approach to the nasals, the possibility that 
prenasalised stops came about via different routes can, of 
course, not be ruled out. It is hoped that comparative work 
of wider scope will eventually resolve this issue Cl 43.
The consonant system in C2 position emerging from 
the foregoing discussion is as presented in chart 5.9.
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non-lenis *p *t
lenis *'t
non-lenis *b *d
? *cJ2
lenis *Jd
non-lenis *m *n
lenis ' * *m *•n
i in C2 pos f t ion 
*c *k
*»k
* g
*ny 
*  * ny
For *p, *b, *c, *g and *g, it cannot be determined 
whether they should be considered lenis or non-lenis, 
although, if *p is paralleled with *p in Cl, it would 
possibly have to be considered as non-lenis since it does 
not have *f as a reflex in PM which derives from lenis **p.
*d2 has been put on the chart to indicate that there 
are three sets of correspondences for voiced alveolar stops 
which cannot be further collapsed. Perhaps the number of 
alveolars could be reduced if one of the three reconstructed 
sounds could be shown to be palatal rather than alveolar. At 
this point there is nothing which would indicate this [101.
It should be noted that the nasal rows have been 
reversed compared with the order in chart 5.8. The row with
(39), (41), etc., correspond to the non-lenis set in chart
5.9.
Charts 5.7 and 5.9 may now be combined into chart
5.10.
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Chart..5.10* Pre-PB-Consonants
non-lenis *p *t *c *k
lenis **p *'t *'k
non-lenis *b *d *j *g
lenis *'d *'j *'g
? *d2
non-lenis *m *n *ny *g
lenis *'m *'n *'ny
This comes very close to Gerhardt's reconstruction 
of Pre-Bantu non-nasal stops (cf. chart 5.4 above). The 
additions here are the palatals [151. The lenis *'b, 
however, is lacking in our reconstruction, or alternatively, 
if *b is placed into the lenis column as *'b, then non-lenis 
*b is lacking.
If the palatal nasals are left apart, then the 
reconstructed nasals are comparable to Elugbe and 
Williamson's nasals reconstructed for Proto-Benue-Kwa 
(cf. chart 5.5 above). However, it should be noted that in 
their PBK there is a fortis/lenis distinction in Cl position 
and no such opposition in C2 whereas in our Pre-PB proposals 
the reverse is the case.
Clearly, the above results are tentative and much 
more work would need to be done on other sub-groups of zone 
A and beyond in order to come to firmer conclusions.
5.3.3
The sound correspondences and reconstructions for 
Pre-PS imply the following sound changes between Pre-PB and 
PB.
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Pre-PB
PB
Pre-PB
PB
d *d d2 c
l/V
'g m n. 4m  'n ny *ny rj
mb fn nd n nj ny gg
The most outstanding feature in chart 5.1) is the
merger of the lenis and non-lenis stops. (The solid lines
indicate Cl changes, the broken lines C2 changes.)
The hypothetical sound changes between Pre-PB and PM
may be represented as in chart 5.12.
Pre-PB
PM
Pre-PB
PM
P *P
\ 1 \ t 1
\ 1 \ 1 I
\ 11 \1 1
\ 11 l \ / ' l
\
1
1
p f 0 t d
i
0
>-PB and PM
■d/d2 c j 1
k
\
■g m 'm 
K 
l \
1 \
> \ i
I >\
K
!\
\
\
0 (mb) m (nd) n
\
n ’n ny *ny g
>1
\
|\
I \
I \
ny (gg) g
The developments to PM are more complex. Voiceless 
stops in C2 position merged with the voiced stops except **t 
which became *1. The voiceless lenis stops in Cl have not 
merged with the non-lenis ones as in PB but have become
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continuants or 0 in certain noun roots. However, there is 
evidence that the voiceless lenis stops have merged with the 
non-lenis ones following the class 9/10 prefix (cf, (A572) 
**k > w and (A387) **k > k as well as (A388) **k > 0)
(cf. also 5.3.4). The split of *g and merger with *k is 
apparently widely attested and includes Ekoid, Kenyang,
Bantu zones A, B, C as well as language H.16 (Voeltz 
1980*487) [163. Lenis and non-lenis nasals merged in PM 
except where followed by a root final vowel.
Earlier in this section, we have seen that *f, *1 
and *w may be best accounted for by positing an earlier 
lenis set of oral stops. Interestingly, in nouns of classes 
9 and 10, no reflexes of lenis **p, *'t and *'k are 
apparently found, i.e. PM roots of classes 9/10 do not 
contain *f, *1 or *w. How is this to be explained? At first 
sight, one might think that this would give support to the 
traditional reconstruction of one series of stops olus a 
phonemic split (cf. 5.2.1) which in the environment of class 
9 and 10 prefixes did not take place. However, both the 
non-lenis and lenis palatal correspondence sets (16) and
(17) include class 9/10 nouns. It therefore aopears that 
there was such a distinction which in class 9/10 now has 
only a trace in the distinction between j-initial and 
V-initial stems. Assuming that a lenis/non-lenis distinction 
was once present in C's following the class 9 and 10 prefix, 
a merger of lenis with non-lenis stops in that environment 
would then account for the absence of separate reflexes of 
the lenis stops.
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5.3.5 Moun_uL&£Lx- 3£a.niaata-aQd-tlia-U,Q^5-.Ql-.lIs.QiaI^Cl
Noun prefixes as presented in 4.4 are of basically 
two types in PM, a syllabic and a non-syllabic type. One 
type has a syllabic element (either a vowel or a syllabic 
nasal) and occurs before C-initial steins and the other type 
consists of a consonant or consonant plus glide (C(.G)-) and 
occurs before V-initial stems. The exception to this is the 
non-syllabic noun prefix *"n-/x0- of classes 9 and 10 [173• 
For PB., only one type has been reconstructed, almost 
all of a CV- type (cf. chart 5.13).
\ and PB noun class prefixes
Class PM* /__V PM: /__C PB (Meeu
1 *mw *r?i- *mo-
2 *bv- *be- *ba-
3 *mw x- *mo-
4 *mys- *rn- *me-/mi-
5 *dy *a- *f-/d f-
6 *m"- *me- *ma-
7 * jy"- *e- *ke-
8 *by"- *eb- *bf-
9/10 *nyN- 0- *n-/(ny-)
13 *1N- — *to-
14 *bws>- *eb-? *bo-
19 *fy v- — *pi-
The PB prefi xes cl early represent a i
conservative stage than the PM forms. In pre-consonanta1 
position, the prefixes of classes I, 3 and 4 have lost the 
vowel resulting in a syllabic nasal in PM. In the same
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position, the prefixes for class 5 and 7 have lost their 
consonant f1R3. In 8 and probably in 14, metathesis has 
taken place (cf. 4.4.9 and 4.4.11). There are no nouns with 
C-initial stems in classes 13 and 19.
In pre-vocalic position, the earlier vowel has 
become a glide or has been lost (cf. classes 2, 6 and 13).
What is it that gave rise to two separate sets of 
prefixes? It is clearly the loss versus retention of the 
stem initial consonant. Why did some stem initial consonants 
drop out and others remain in apparently1 identical 
environment? Our thesis is that it was the lenis stops that 
dropped out first, which then led to the desyllabification 
of the prefixes (cf. (45)).
(45) CV-‘CV...
loss of lenis *C
CV-V... v
vowel becomes glide
CG-V... *
(loss of glide)
(C-V... ) *
As pointed out above, before stems which have 
retained the initial C, the PM prefixes for classes 5 and 7 
appear to have lost the consonant. This immediately raises 
the question whether those consonants were lenis **d and *»k 
respectively. The same question may be asked with regard to 
the prefixes of classes 13 and 19. The PM - PB 
correspondences (cf. (10) and (9) re spectivel/) suggest that 
the C in these prefixes was lenis.
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5 .4  I h f i -  X .o.al^/riQ Q z.IaaLs-clL5.L lacLt ta n  ...in  _ la x . lc .a l- r .a la t  In  n s
5*4*1 Introduct fon
The first item in appendix I, the numeral 'one1, has 
two PM forms* ★ "ptig 'one- Cel. 9)' and' *''-f5g 'one (other 
classes)*. The two forms are clearly related both formally 
and semantically, the difference consisting of *p versus *f. 
Such a relationship, if productive, would be termed 
morphophonemic and normally be given one underlying form 
from which the two surface forms are d.erived by a 
phonological rule. However, in the above pair the relation 
is not productive but no doubt was at an earlier stage.
In the data used in this study (as presented in
appendix I), the example just given is the only clear one
[|9] and so it is not possible to pursue the implications of 
apparent morphophonemic relationships for the lenis/ 
non-lenis issue any further with this set of data.
Fortunately, having previously collected over 3,000 
words in Akoose (AKO) (Hedinger and Hedinger 1983), it was 
possible to draw up a list of what appear to be clearly 
related items both in form and meaning.
Below, the evidence is presented giving the paired 
items in two columns, one column containing the words with 
the reflex of one proto-sound, the other the words with the 
reflex of the other proto-sound. The semantic relationship 
is usually very clear but in some cases there is some doubt 
as to whether the two items should be considered a related 
pair. Occasionally, instead of a pair, there is a cluster of 
several related Items (cf. (46b)).
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uin5.4.2 Rja.£lg.xe.s-Q t  - laols-*
AKQ lexical relations
First, the evidence from AKO involving reflexes of 
the lenis/non-lenis distinction is given.
(46) p ( < *p)
a) p5g 9 'one1
b) plnde as6a 9/10
'black plum1 
kQb e pinde 9/10 
"black fowl"
c) pcd e mbag 9/10
•twin fruit*
d) peme 9 'wind*
e) pag 'scatter*
f
g
h
i
(47
a
b
c
d
e
a-pOd 5/6 'peelings' 
peb 'to fan, blow* 
pfnen 'to pinch’ 
plfned 'bring for'
tag 'suffer* 
taged 'give trouble*
h (< *f < * »p )
-h”5g 'one1 (other classes) 
-hln -*be black' 
e?-htn 14 'blackness' 
e-hlnde 7 'blackness* 
e-hint~cn 7 'darkness' 
ahindte kern la/2 "black
monkey"
r^-hcd 1/2 'twin*
a-htd 5/6 'twin (plantain)'
h6m 'to blow'
hagted ate 'scatter, spread
out1
hOd 'remove* 
he be 'to blow' 
hfnlen 'to squeeze' 
hifned 'bring for'
1 (< *'t) 
lag 'suffer*
laged 'deal oadly with'
tdmned 'meet(unexpectedly)' 16m 'bumo into, meet' 
tOm 'to beat* ldmttn 'cause pain, hit'
tog 'play trumpet,whistle' e-log 7/8 'trumpet* 
a-tln 5/6 ‘butt of gun' a-lln 5/6 'trunk/bottom
of tree'
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(48) k (< *k)
a) kened 'transplant,graft '
iVkenned 3 'graft, 
animal pregnancy'
b ) kom 'to whet'
c) kat en 'cling to*hold fast'
d) kaad 'line a pot with
1 eaves '
e) kandaam 'unexpectedly
(ideophone)'
f) koon (<kog+en) 'to put
together, collect'
g) ktimbe 9 'pride'
ktimcn 'boast of,drum with'
h) kom *tired'
g-kome 3 'rest*
wen 'to plant* 
wented 'to plant*
wome 'make smooth' 
walen ‘'carry in arms' 
waad 'wrap around, put on 
clothing' 
wan 'to come suddenly, 
unexpec tedly1 
wog 'to join'
wdmcn 'bent back with, pride* 
e-w6m£ 7 'respect, honour' 
e-womwom 7 'laziness*
In (46) - (48), there does not seem to be any 
regular pattern* nouns and verbs occur in either column 
providing no simple derivational pattern such as nouns 
deriving from verbs.
While investigating the relationships between pairs 
of words such as those presented above, it was found that 
such relationships are not limited just to the lenis/ 
non-lenis set. They extend to voiceless and voiced 
consonants as well. The remaining material is found in the 
next section.
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AKQ..lexlc.al relations
In addition to the pairs involving reflexes of the 
voiceless stops above, reflexes of the voiced stops are 
found in related pairs (cf.
(49) o (< *p)
a) pale 'tell the truth'
b ) pen 1 to pi a it'
c) pag 'chase with stick
or broom1
d) peg 'bore holes in beans
(by insect)' 
m-p'&g 3 'insect*
e) pid 'cause to pass'
f) e-p5g 7 'early'
g) pulten 'urge, rush to
meet need to defecate'
(50) t (< *t)
tambe 9/10 'cap, big hat' 
(51 ) s (< *c )
a) saa ( <sag+e) 'buy some­
thing together'
b ) sop » save life'
c) syeg 'abuse someone*
d) sfnag 9 'wart'
e ) sop 'save life'
f) subed 'soak in water*
(49) to (58).
mbale 10 'truth' 
mbende 9/10 'plait' 
mbag 9/10 'stick used to
harvest by;throwing' 
mbag 9 'insect (sucks 
blood)'
bid 'pass through hole' 
bwoge 'be early* 
bfil 'enter head first, 
escape, run away*
ndam ekale 9 '.juju hat' 
z/£_X<_*jl
nzaagge 9 'collection,
contr ibut ion' 
nz5g 9 'talisman' 
nzy oq 10 'abuse * 
nzin 9 'thorn on leg of
cock or palm tree' 
cog 'survive* 
cub 'soak, put water for 
<=;oaki ng '
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(52
a
b
(53
a
b
c
d
(54
a
b
c
(55
a
b
c
(56 
a 
b
c
d
e
h ( < * f < * ' p ) b (< *„b),
hon 'scrape, scratch* mbon 9/10 'indirect insult'
hone 'bruise' 
hinted 'recover gradually mb3l 9 'treatment'
from sickness1 (1— > n/ t)
± S < ~ * d ±
lfme 'to bury' ndlm 3 'dead person*
lim 'to dig'
log 'build (house,basket)' ndog 9 'vine used for house
building*
l3n 'to repair' ndln 9/10 'needle*
nd'Snde 9/10 'needle' 
elobb 7 'mud' nd33b 9 'floor, earth'
w__X< * 1 k) a ( < *q)
wfjde 'to relax' ggdde 'place to relax*
wumtn 'bent back with pride' ogiim 9/10 'champion'
Ogwcl 'friendly joking*wc1 'to joke'
d_l<„*dl
ndlke 'storey,deck,shelf* cage 'climb, go up* 
ndtim 9/10 'shade, canopy' cCtm 'weave, thatch* 
nduii 10 'bitter leaf'
kab 'divide, share' 
keg 'be angry, wild*
kSq 'shave'
kobned 'accept, reply' 
ken 9 'time (when)' 
kab 'to trade *
cyo *bi tter'
£UX<_*£1
ggabtl 10 'sharing* 
ggaglcn 'something
frighten ing' 
gg^g 9 'shaving, haircut* 
ggobned 'acceptance' 
ggen 9 'times' 
ggab 'money, property'
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(57) k _(<_*k) q (< k g )
kw£l 'cut' ggwEle 9/10 'cuts in which
to rub medicine*
(58)  *a _ x < _ *g i £LX<-JLLal
*-gag 9 'native doctor' *-aoga 14 'medicine*
(58) is a pair of PM rather than exclusively AKO roots. The 
AKO pairs of items in (46) to (57) are linked by reflexes of 
the following pairs of Pre-PB stops.
£tiar.t„5.jt..ljll.. Ra £. 1 exe a-.o£. Rear EEL. fihaaa ms _p.ai.EL5—Ld„ AEQ_ lexical
r.elati ons
p s  t C k
/ ( 46 / I  47 / /  ( 48
49 )'p (50 >'t (51 (57 V* k
V I 52 \ ( 53 \  V 54
(55 f 58
'd *J '* g
There is in general no doubt about the validity of 
these lexical relationships. However, there are no 
synchronically operating morphophonemic rules involving 
these consonant pairs. Therefore, these relationships must 
point to morphophonemic alternations in the past. The 
questions to which answers have to be sought are as follows. 
What were the environments in which these alternations 
arose? What precisely were the conditioning factors? At what 
point in relative time (before or after PM) did they arise?
Regarding the individual lexical items, one would
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ideally want to establish which one in a pair of phonemes 
was the original sound and which one was derived by rule and 
in what context. At the moment, we have no answers to these 
questi ons.
There is, however, one generalization that can be 
made in regard to the AKO material above* nouns in classes 9 
and 10 are found exclusively with reflexes of non-lenis 
consonants in initial position. It follows from this that in 
nouns with a class 9 and 10 prefix, whatever its shape may 
originally have been, lenis sounds must have merged with 
non-lenis sounds (cf. 5.3.4).
We have found that AKO has fossilized morphophonemic 
relationships. No clue has been found as to which of each 
pair represents the underlying and which the derived form, 
nor is there any indication as to what could be the 
conditioning environment. Since all the relationships 
apparently involve (Pre-PB) phonemes rather than allophones, 
a split plus merger rather than a simple split of original 
phonemes must be envisaged.
Clearly, more research needs to be done in this area 
and hopefully work on other languages of zone A would bring 
us closer to a solution. Such a task is complicated by 
several factors* formally similar but not identical items 
have to be compared. In addition, the semantic relationships 
holding between the two forms are not always apparent, 
especially to a non-native speaker. Because these 
relationships are non-productive, a rather large body of 
vocabulary has to be available to the researcher.
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5 .5  Soma-abs. ar.y.a tiaas^alaQLLfc.. taaa-ct l.afir.apap o L as-lp
related lexical .Items
In the pairs of related words in (46) to (58), the 
first stem tone is usually identical in both stems. In some 
cases, however, where one item has a high tone, the other 
has a low tone and vice versa. This discreoancy calls for an 
explanation. We would expect that at a certain stage in the 
past, the related morphemes have had one single form without 
tonal alternation. Since they exist now, these tonal 
alternations must have a cause. There are at least three 
possible explanations.
One, the tonal alternations are purely accidental. 
This explanation should not be considered until all others 
fa iled.
Two, the tonal alternations are due to the tonal 
influence of adjacent morphemes. Because we do not know what 
the putative morphological environment was, it is at present 
not possible to come to any conclusion regarding this 
explanat ion.
Three, another line of investigation would be to 
consider the influence consonants may have had on the tones. 
It is well known that some consonant types have a lowering 
influence on the tones. There is also a clear relationship 
between consonant types and tono-genesis. Because of this 
correlation between consonant types and tone, the following 
preliminary investigation was undertaken.
From word pairs in (46) - (48), it appeared that 
there are more low tones with one type of consonant than 
with the other, pointing in the direction of a relationship
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between consonant type and tone. However, since the sample 
was very small and therefore inconclusive, a count of tones 
in relation to root initial consonants in a sample of about 
one thousand AKO words was made which gave the following 
results.
Chan.t-5,t. 15 Ja^apd JL^iQQ£S-.ttLt b~ AKQ
cnas.m aa£s
A 1^ I P t k h 1 w
high tone 44 79 1 ‘33 73 74 47
percent 33% 55%| 38% 55% 62% 53%
low tone 88 64 216 .59 46 41
percent 66% 45% 62% 45% 38% 47%
total 132 143 349 132 120 88 964
Chart 5 .15 indicates that following t. h, 1 and
high tones are more frequent than low tones. Following p and 
k, low tones predominate. (Low tones also predominate 
following voiced stops, the figures for which are not 
included in chart 5.15.) An interoretion in terms of a link 
between consonants and tone poses several problems. To find 
predominantly L tones after p and k is just the opposite of 
what is expected. Voiceless and presumably non-lenis sounds 
tend to raise tones. To find predominantly high tones after 
h, 1 and w also does not fit into what is expected. Voiced 
and presumably lenis sounds tend to lower tone. At the 
moment, therefore, no plausible explanation can be given.
To end this section, the following note may be 
added. When examining Guthrie8s Index R (1967-71.11*146-156) 
over ten related pairs of starred forms can be found with
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the same meaning but with a H versus L discrepancy. 
Interestingly, a V-length distinction is also present, but 
there does not appear to be a systematic pattern of, for 
example, long V being associated with a specific tone.
To conclude, an attempt to find an unambiguous 
correlation between tone and other phenomena such as 
consonant types has not led to any significant result but it 
is clear that more work should be done in this area. It is 
hoped that some of the questions raised may be eventually 
answered.
5 - 6 RM_ancL RB .z a we ls -a o d -^L H d a a
After the digression in 5.4 and 5.5 where we 
focussed on one language (AKO), we now return to our 
comparison of PM and PB.
Correspondences between VI vowels of PM and PB are, 
with few exceptions, straightforward.
(59) *i— -— *i— ^n:£S,aa!ld£Q£Le£
(A36) 'vein1 (349) *-cic6
CA101 ) *-fn "name* (2068) *-yina, (M) *-jtna
(60)  z__*a jiQrxs^pnnde.nciaa
(A214) *kem 'monkey' (1058) *-kema
(A327) *-fen 'handle* (1521) *-pent
( 6 1 )  z __*£. aQmasjaaodencas.
(A 1 15) *-k£n 'stranger* (805) *-genf
(A 1 78) *-s!*e 'sand' (314) *-c£ke
(62) — z— *a ciio:aa&aD£ifiLacj3.a
(A201) *-1 aa 'stone' (1542) *-tad £
(A669) *-jan 'to cook* (490) *-*dand-
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(63) ___ z_*a__cQ.nias.PQ.ndenc.e.s
(A341 ) **-k5d"' 'rope1 (839) *-g5dl •string1
(A329) *-g^m 'drum' (844) *-g^ma
(64) *q  — *Q .
(A34) *-son •flesh1 (416) *-cdn£
(A37) *-om 'thing' (2164) *-yoma , (M)*-(;])6ma
(A299) *-{j1 »oi 1' (1278) *-kdta
(A551) *-jGm 'smell, stink' (742) *-dOm-
Examples in (59) to (65) show that the V2 of an earlier 
stage, as seen in the PB reconstructions, did not have any 
lowering or raising influence on VI [20],
is not possible to reconstruct the quality of that vowel for 
virtually every root. From the PB roots and PM tones, it is 
clear that a second vowel must have been present in noun 
stems. Many of these vowels have been lost before and others 
since PM (cf. also 3.3.4 and end of 6.4.2). This may be 
described as a general trend which has been taking place 
over a long period of time. There appears to be no specific 
cause for this loss but it could possibly have to do with 
stress on the stem initial syllable. However, since tone is 
the main suprasegmental phenomenon which has distinctive 
function, stress is not often discussed and therefore the 
relationship of tone and stress is not well understood.
There are five sets of correspondences between PM 
vowel glides and PB vowels of [4htl, C3hil and [2hil
For V2 vowels, no correspondences exist because it
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(cf. (66) to (70)). These appear In three morphological 
contexts *
1) noun roots* C a...,
2) verb roots* C (a) and
3) noun class prefixes* C - (in PM they are
allomorphs occurring before V-initial roots).
( 6 6 )  * y — - ___ * 1 ___ c.Qr.r.as.p.Qadanaas.
*dy^- 'class 5' *dT-
*by"- 'class 8' *bf-
*fy’N- 'class 19' *pi”
(67) *y_-_*£___correspondences
(A525) *-dya 'eat* (550) *-de-
(A474) *-fya 'to be hot* (1502) *-pe-
*my>‘- 'class 4* *me-
*jy"- 'class 7* *ke-
(A530) *-nya 'defecate' (M) *-ne-
(69) *w_x_* q___correspondences
(A227) *-bw6 * dog' (174) *-bo3
(A281 ) *-kwa'" 'salt1 (2176) *-gog
(A262) *-gwaa 'partridge* (865) *-goade
(A625) *-kwa 'fall4 (863) *-go-
★mw"*- 'class 1 and 3* *mo-
*bw"'- 'class 14* *bd-
(70) _r_*u__ .correspondence,s
(A572) *-wa 'die* (1249) *-kfi
The vowel *a in the above PM verbs is probably a relic of 
Meeussen's "final, element", the reflexes of which occur in 
many Bantu languages in several verb tenses (Meeussen
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1967*110)* It appears to have been retained In PM verb roots 
with *CV- shape because the original root vowel has become 
non-syllabic* *CV-a > PM *CGa-. This *a apparently does 
not occur in verbs with a different CV pattern.
It can be argued that the verbs of the shape CGa-
should be analysed as CG + -a (e.g. fy^ + a) where -a is a
dummy suffix which gives support to the tone. This analysis 
is further supported when comparing (A595) *-fyaq 'to burn' 
with (A474) *-fya 'to be hot', the first of which may be 
segmented as fy^-ag. The -ag, which is not a productive 
suffix. Is possibly cognate with Meeussen's "expansion"
-ang- C1967*89).
The choice of a digraph for the palatal nasal makes 
the ny in (68) ambiguous in the sense that it could
represent an alveolar nasal plus a palatal glide or a
palatal nasal. Since there is apparently no contrast between 
the two In PM, ny is taken to be a palatal nasal. This 
implies that this palatal nasal is historically derived from 
n plus £ (cf. (42) above).
In (70), the w probably has its source 
simultaneously in the *'k (> *w) (cf. (11)) and the *u (>
*w) .
5.7 PM and PB tones
A comparison of PM tone patterns with PB tone 
patterns shows that PB retained the second tone thus 
representing an older stage. PM, on the other hand, has lost 
it in some cases where V2 had been lost, and retained it in
other cases In spite of the loss of V2.
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Below the PM - PB tone correspondences will be 
presented and discussed.
(71) *L L - *L L correspondences
(A! 98) . *-bfnV 9 'dirt* (150) *-bindD/o 9
(A232) *-b5m^ 'python* (159) *-bbma
(72) *L— -— *L-I— carxsj5.paDdgac.aa
(A154) *-seb 7/8 'dry season1 (342) *-cepb
(A263) *-kdj 9/10 'parrot' (1187) *-koco
(etc.)
(73) *L - *L_ii cxrxap.aacte.ac.e.s
(A75) *-bany 9/10 'rib' (56)
(A177) *-dob 9 'earth* (639)
(etc .)
(A215) *-gando 9/.10 'crocodile' (783) *-g3ndo 
(A224) *-gomba 9/10 'porcupine* (895) *-gomb5
★-ban je/e
*-doba 'soil, world*
(A37) *-f e j’" 7/8 'bone'
(etc.)
(75) *H_H - *H H 
(A179) *p'£mbt 'chalk'
(A364) *-tambE 5/6 'shoe*
(76) *H - *H H 
(A 125) *-d'lb 6 'water' 
(A282) *-dog 9 'pepper' 
(AI78) ★-set 3 'sand*
(etc. )
(1511) *-oece
(1477) ★-pemb't 'white clay' 
cf.(l474) *-pemba 
(1659) *~tambe 'sole of foot, 
footprint'
(605) *-dtba 6 
(718) *-d6rjgo 10 
(314) *-ctk! 3
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(77) *H— z— *i±j*— &Qm&aDflQdaQCL&a
(A55) ★-j£m 7/8 'tongue* (572) *-d£ml 11/10
(A218) ★-bod 9/10 'goat* (185) ★-bodt 9/10
C A 130) ★-bfjt} 9 'rain* (225) ★-bTida 9
(A26) ★-an 1/2 'child* ( 1922) ★-yana. (M)★-jana
(A299) ★—u1 6 'palm oi1 1 (1278) ★-ku t a
(etc.)
(78) *±1_L- -*H-L correpondences
(A 118) ★-jfbV 1/2 * thief1 
(A 162) ★-labE 3/4 ’branch1
(2025) ★-yib* (M)*-jtbi 
(M) *-tabe 5,9 
cf.(1636) *-tabe 3/4 
(A355) *-alV 14/6 'canoe'* (1949) *-yat3 (M)*-(j)at3
(A73) ★t ol '* 9 'chest* (1822) ★-todo 9/10
(A31 7) ★-j*5b" 14/6 'fish hook' (640) ★-dobB
(A74) *-b t l  5/6 'breast' (71) *-b t t d l  5/6
(A10) ★-6m'* 5/6 'ten' (1208) ★-komT 5/6
(A47) *-66 5/6 'nose1 (960) *-jodo 5/6
(79) *L_U - *L-L CQmaapLondanGfijs.
(A199) *-Jee 9/10 'path,road1 (940,M) *—jeda
(941, M ) *-jeda
(A175) *-kod'" 7/8 'mountain' (883) ★ -godo 11/10 'hill
(A342) *-slQga 3/4 'thread,string' (359) *-cfnga 3/4 
(A376) ★-gan"’ 9/10 'tale,story* (776) *-fjan3
(80)  z_*L H co rrespondenc es
(A 33 5) ★-ldg 7/8 'basket' (1849) ★-tonga
The examples in (71) indicate that PM had some 
morphemes which had a V2 with L tone.
The *L tone pattern in PM clearly has two origins 
In (72), the L of an earlier *L L pattern has disappeared
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and in (73), the H of an earlier *L H tone pattern has been 
lost. The disappearance of L finds a simple explanation in 
the absorption by the identical tone on the first vowel. The 
loss of the H in (73), on the other hand, has no simple 
explanation, especially since H is retained in comparable 
morphemes in (74). In (74), V2 with H tone was retained in 
the first two examples. In the third example, V2 was lost in 
PM but the H tone was retained.
(75) requires no comment. The PM pattern *H in (76) 
resulted from either the loss of the second H tone or 
coalescence of the two H's in (A178), two equally possible 
hypotheses. In (77), the *H pattern is due to the loss of 
the L tone of the lost V2.
In (78), the *H L pattern is present in the fuller 
forms (the first three examples) as well as in the forms 
where the V2 has dropped. The different behaviour of the 
same original tone pattern in (77) and (78) has, as with
(73) and (74), no obvious explanation. The only hypothesis 
that comes to mind is that it may have to do with the timing 
of the loss of the final vowel* earlier loss of V2 was 
accompanied by loss of tone whereas recent loss of V2 did 
not entail loss of tone. It is not, however, apparent how 
this hypothesis could be tested.
The examples in (79) and (80) are irregular 
correspondences. Both Guthrie and Meeussen have two 
reconstruct ions corresponding to (A199). Guthrie argues for 
the one with L tone (940) as the more oriqlnal form, the one 
wjth the H tone (941) being a secondary development.
However, it aopears to be more natural for a L H pattern to 
become L L rather than the reverse. Secondly, it has been
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observed that the NW area of Bantu is tonally more 
conservative than the eastern area. It would therefore seem 
important to give reconstructions from the NW precedence 
over others. It is, therefore, quite possible that the tone 
reconstruction in the other three examples for PR should be 
revised in the light of the PM material. There appears to be 
additional support for a *L H reconstruction for 'mountain' 
from Proto-Ekoid (PEk) where the same root is reconstructed 
as *-gol (Watters 1981*15) 1211.
In (80) PM clearly has a *H tone whereas PB has 
*L H. It is perhaps the case that (A335) ★-lug is related to 
(A634) *-160 which is the verb used to denote the building 
of baskets and houses and so PM and PB may not be directly 
relatable.
In conclusion it can be said that the PB morphemes 
represent a more conservative state, having retained the 
final vowel with its tone. Tone reconstructions for Pre-PB, 
therefore, will be identical with those of PB except where 
they have to be revised in the light of other evidence.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE
[13 Zoge J on map 5 is due to a revision by Meeussen 
(Bastin 1978*135) who combined some languages from zones D 
and E into a zone J on the basis that they were 
linguistically more similar to each other than to the other 
languages of zones D and E.
[23 The internal classification of the Bantu lanquages and 
their relationship to the Grassfields Bantu languages and 
Ekoid Bantu languages, etc.,. is of course much more complex 
and sometimes controversial, as can be seen by a careful 
comparison of classifications of, for example, Heine (1973), 
Bastin et al. (1979) land Bennett and Sterk (1977).
[33 "Volta-Comoe" is Stewart's term for the better known 
"Akan" (Stewart 1973*1).
[43 "Potou Lagoon" is Stewart's term for Greenberg's 
"Eastern Ivory Coast Lagoon" group (Stewart 1973*1).
[53 Meeussen (1967) and Guthrie (1967-71) left open the 
question how PB *c and *j were pronounced (cf. also footnote 
2 to chapter 2). We do not, of course, know whether they 
were stops or affricates, etc. Palatal stops are generally 
rare and marked. It is therefore possible that *c and *j as 
palatal stops became affricated very early on and developed 
into the many different sounds found today. We will continue 
using the expression ‘"palatal stops" recognizing that they 
may have been, for example, affricates in PB.
[63 Guthrie made a distinction between Common Bantu (CB) 
and Proto-Bantu. Each of his "comparative series" (CS) is 
headed by an asterisked morpheme rerpesenting that CS. He in 
turn discussed whether any such CB morpheme should be 
considered as going back to PB, taking into account the 
geographical spread of its reflexes and the presence of 
synonymous CS. Occasionally, there are two or more formally 
and semantically related ("osculant") C S . In these cases, 
Guthrie discussed their relationship and argued for one of 
the asterisked morphemes as being the PB form from which the 
other(s) have derived by "mutation". As the PB form is in 
most cases identical with a CB form, we do not indicate the 
difference. Some CB forms with limited geographical 
distribution Guthrie would not consider as PB, such as the 
ones labelled ps.
[73 Cf, also (A572) and (A338) where apparently the same 
root Is verb and noun respectively.
[83 Guthrie uses *y and *j whereas Meeussen uses zero and 
★j (1967*33). Guthrie's *y stands for the correspondences 
with mainly zero reflexes and y (and in some contexts g)
(1967-71.I*50) and appears to be only partially equivalent 
to Meeussen's zero consonant. Since *y has at least some 
segmental reflexes, it appears not unreasonable to assume 
that these are traces of the lenis *'j.
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[9] We do not have an explanation for the discrepancy in 
the vowels of (A694) which raises the question whether the. 
PM and PB forms are cognate or not.
CIO] On the other hand, it should -be recognized that it is 
very common to find more consonants at the alveolar point of 
articulation than at other points in many sound systems.
[113 Verb roots in many Bantu languages (and PB but not in 
Manenguba languages) always occur with at least one of a 
range of suffixes, either derivational and/or the ones 
required by different "tenses11. As these are in most cases 
not tightly bound to the root, they are less likely to have 
influenced the preceding consonant.
Cl 23 We exclude the rare prenasalised stops with a 
voiceless C (e.g. m p ) as we have not found any PM - PB 
correspondences.
[133 Unfortunately there is no one definition of 
non-lenis/fortis versus lenis. The distinction has been 
variously described as including "long versus short duration 
of articulation! strong versus weak articulation? greater 
versus lesser muscular tension; etc." (Elugbe 1980*41).
[14] Of special interest would be to study how the 
reconstruction of Proto-Benue-Kwa fort is and lenis nasals 
(cf. chart 5.5 above) can be reconciled with Stewart's 
suggestion that Proto-Volta-Congo had no nasals (cf. 
footnote 14 to chapter 4).
C153 The absence of palatal stops in Gerhardt (1983) may 
be accidental or due to a chosen limitation to non-palatal 
consonants only.
C163 Regarding this sound change, it would be interesting 
to know why it took place or why this change was restricted 
to the velar *g only. If all the voiced stops were 
implosives at some point in the past (cf. Stewart's 
statements in 5.2.2 above), then it would be expected that 
the velar implosive would change to another sound first 
since the velars are the most unstable and least frequently 
encountered of the implosives (Greenberg 1970).
[173 This exception may actually lend support to the 
analysis which considers this prefix to have integrated into 
the stem ( c f .  4.5) .
Cl 83 Meeussen gives PB *i- as class 5 prefix but also 
finds some evidence for reconstructing *di- (1967*97-9). 
Kadima (1969* 135-41 ) advances the hypothesis that the prefix 
is *i- and the forms with d are due to an augment (*de-i-). 
If the PBC reconstruction *11- (De Wolf 1971*31-2) is 
correct then it appears not unreasonable to assume that 
there was a consonant in this prefix in PB.
[-193 Another pair appears to be (All 9) *-garj 'native 
doctor' and (A 121 ) *-agga 'medicine' related by reflexes of 
the lenis/non-lenis stop pair given as (53) in 5.4.3,
2 3 2
[203 This is different from what has taken place in 
a related Bantu language to the east, where VI vowels 
lowered before PB *a as V2 (Janssens 1982*103) and 
occasionally raised before PB *i or *u (1982*105).
[213. The PEk tone reconstructions are tentative so 
have to be treated with caution (cf. Watters 1981*24-'
Basaa, 
were
hey 
).
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CHAPTER SIX 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE MANENOIJBA fANQUAQES
It has been recognized since classification of these 
languages began that the Manenguba languages are related to 
each other and to the surrounding languages. Various types 
of similarities and differences exist which are focussed on 
to establish the degree of relationship that exists between 
languages and groups of languages.
These similarities and differences can be attributed 
to different factors. Languages are similar because they 
have developed from one original ancestor language. This is 
the genetic view or "Stammbaumtheorie". According to this 
view, the differences are attributed to separate and 
divergent development of the daughter languages in respect 
to their phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics. 
However, as languages are in contact with other languages, 
they influence each other. Vocabulary items are frequently 
borrowed, but also phonetic, morphological and syntactic 
features may be incorporated from another language 
increasing the similarity between languages.
Different classifications of the same languages are 
often contradictory for a variety of reasons. Not only may 
the focus be on different aspects of the languages to be 
classified, such as the lexicon, the phonology, morphology
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or syntax, but also, different samples on which the 
classification is based can a.ffect the result. Resides these 
factors, the linguist has a choice between different goals. 
He may be interested in any one or a combination of the 
following classifications* genetic, typological, areal or 
referential (Heine 1980a*296). The last one is a more or 
less arbitrary system of referring to the languages 
classified. The first three may, or may not, coincide and 
can therefore lead to contradictory classifications if they 
are not kept distinct.
In this chapter, we will first review previous 
classifications (6.2) as they touch on both the external and 
the internal classification of the Manenguba languages. In 
6.3, the focus is on the lexicostatistical classification of 
the Manenguba languages with a brief review of previous 
works (which normally only relate one Manenguba language to 
the surrounding languages).. We will then present our own 
lexicostatistica1 analysis which provides an internal 
genetic classification of the Manenguba languages and also 
includes several of the adjacent languages. This then allows 
us to give a definition of which languages are to be 
considered as the Manenguba languages and which are to be 
excluded. In the remaining sections, the implications of 
phonological and morphological changes for the 
classification, as well as lexical and morphological 
isoglosses will be considered.
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6.2 Previous class1fi cat Ions
Koelle (1854) was the first person to classify any 
of the Manenguba languages. In his classification, he 
grouped languages together on the basis of lexical 
similarity ("glossarial affinity'*) (Dalby 1970x150-1) and 
into larger groups on the basis of geographical and 
structural criteria, i.e. the "presence of noun-class 
inflection" (Dalby 1970:150). An extract of his 
classificat ion is presented in chart 6.1.
QbaxJt^ dx.li.-.Ihfi_Manaagiiba^laag.u.aQ.s.s_lCL.{CQ.2LLl&is. 
class!f(cation
West and Central African (etc.)
South African
VIII. Atam
IX. Mokoo languages
IX.A Isuuwu (Su/A.23) r I ]
Diwala (Duala/A. 24)
Oorungu (Rongo/B.11b) 
etc.
Baalu (Ball/Ngaaka)
Bamotn (Bamum) 
etc.
Paapllax (Baba)
Paagham (Bagam)
IX.B Ngotcg (Mbo/A. 15) (MHF?)
Me log (Mbo/A. 15) [ MHE? 1 
Nhaalemooe (Mbo/A.t5) (MWM?]
Baaseke/Seke (Seklyant/B.2I)
X. Kongoo-Ngoola
e tc.
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The three Manenguba languages named NgoteQ, Melog 
and Nhaalemooe Koelle placed In his group IX.B together with 
Baaseke/Seke, a language spoken in Gabon. Group IX.B 
together with Group IX.A formed his IX. Mokoo languages [23. 
Group IX.A included Bantu languages such as Su (A,23), Duala 
(A.24) and Rongo (B.11b), and Grassfields Bantu languages 
such as Bali/Ngaaka, Bamum, Baba and others (cf. Dalby 
1964*87).
In the light of the present day classifications, it 
is surprising that Koelle groups t;he Bantu languages Douala 
and Su with Grassfields Bantu languages rather than with the 
three Manenguba languages and other Bantu languages.
Meinhof was the first person to discuss the 
linguistic situation of Cameroon as it was known towards the 
end of the last century (Meinhof 1895*138-163). His article 
contains a very tentative "Klassifikation der Kamerun- 
dialekte" (33 (1895*157). He made the following three 
groups *
1. Languages with Duala features
2. Languages with Bali features
3. Languages of the Fan group [4]
and lists several other unclassified languages. The 
Manenguba languages are not mentioned, probably because none 
had been recorded in its locality by that time [53.
At the turn of the century, Dorsch studied AKO 
(which he called Hkosi), one of the Manenguba languages. In 
his grammar (Dorsch 1910/11), although not setting out to 
classify the language under study, he related it to the 
Duala language in the following way* "Die Nkgslsprache ist
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... eine Bantusprache, ... nur ein stark entarteter 
Duala-Di alekt ...» [63 (1910/11*242).
In 1919, Johnston, as Koelle had done previously, 
grouped the three languages Ngoteg,-Melon and Nhaalemooe 
together into one group. He further added Balug, Bafo and 
Bakosi and called the group the -"Manenguba languages" 
(1919*630; 1922*150). Within his Manenguba languages, he 
grouped Balug and Bafo with Koelle's Melog as one language. 
Bakosi he grouped with Koelle’s Nhaalemooe while leaving 
Ngoteg to stand alone (cf. chart 6.2). Koelle’s Baaseke he 
rightly excluded from the Manenguba group.
The Grassfields Bantu languages spoken to the north 
of the Manenguba languages were termed "Semi-Bantu" by 
Johnston.
The Bantu languages which are geographically or 
linguistically close to the Manenguba languages appear 
either in his Spanish Guinea - West Cameroons lanouages 
(e.g. Bakundu (A.1 I), Duala (A.24), Bakoko (A.43), etc.) or 
as Fang languages (e.g. Bulu (A.74)). It should be noted 
that Bogkeg (A.14) is grouped with Abo (A.42) rather than 
with the Manenguba languages.
It is strange why Johnston should have grouped 
Melog, Balog and Bafo as dialects of one language since 
there are considerable differences between them. Balug and 
Bafo, for example, have de-/di- as prefix for class 5 nouns 
versus a-(e-?) in Melog, and the prefixes for class 14 are 
fi- and e- respectively. He perhaps equated Koelle's Melog 
with Balug on the basis of the similarity of the two names. 
One suspects that more or less apparent similarity of 
language names was more important than linguistic
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C.har.'t-d^2l_The.^Manennuba languages In J°hnFit.on 1 ^
class!fIcat1 on
North Western Bantu
Spanish Guinea - West Cameroons Languages
Renge Sub-Group
Seke-Bulu (B.21 ) [7 3 
etc.
Lower-Sanaga Sub-Group
Bakoko (A.43b)
Basaa <A.43)
Duala Cameroons Sub-Groups 
Duala (A.24)
Bakwiri (A.22) 
etc.
Rumpi Sub-Group
Balue (A.I 2)
Bakundu (A. 11c) 
etc.
Mongo Sub-Group
Bogkeg (A.34) tBNKl 
Abo (A.42)
Manenguba languages
Balug-Bafo
Melog (A.15) [MHE?3 
Balug (A.13) CBLOJ 
Bafo (A.15a) CLEF 3
Bakosi
Nkosi (A.15b) [A K O 1
Nhaalemooe (A.15) EMWM?]
Bagga gte
Ngoteg (A.15 ) CMHE?3
Fang languages
Yaounde or Euundu (A.72)
Pagwe or Fang (A.75) [7]
Bu 1 u ( A . 74 )
Njiem (A.R4)
Semi-Bantu languages
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similarity, as is shown by his evaluation of the evidence 
leading him to equate the name Ngoteg with Baggagte 
(1922*151) when it is clear that Baggagte is a Grassfields 
Bantu language [9], Bafo he probably grouped with Melog and 
Balug because of its geographic proximity and linguistic 
similarity with the latter which aopears to be correct.
A few years later, a 3ritish colonial administrator, 
Talbot, turned his attention to the Bantu languages of the 
present day South-West Province of Cameroon (1926*98-102). 
His approach is very difficult to interpret. The table of 
languages and dialects (1926*100-101) looks particularly 
confused and full of contradictions and so no attempt will 
be made to interpret his classification in detail. Mbo, for 
example, is said to be a dialect of "Abaw (sometimes 
pronounced Abo) [= almost certainly not Aba A.42. R.H.], or 
Bamileke Grassfields Rantu lanquages. R.H.] ..."
(1926*99).
The "Balling language" is displayed as having the 
following dialects* Balung, Bafaw, Bakossi. Elong and 
Ntnong. Basossi does not appear as a ianquage name, but only 
as a "sub-tribe" of Balung (1926*69). On Talbot’s map 12 
(1926*68), two more names of "sub-tribes" appear north of 
Basossi and west of Mbo which are relevant to our study* 
Nkongwa and Mangen. He stated that from vocabularies "it 
would appear that the language of these peoples is a branch 
of Balung-Bakossi, but is also closely allied to Abaw-Mbo" 
(1926*99). As to the identity of these two groups, taking 
into consideration the geographical description and the 
similarity of languaoe/ethnic name, it aopears that Mangen 
Is to be identified with Myaggo CIO] and Nkongwa with
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NIo q o /Ltkorp. NkDQO (spelled Nkongho In Njang 1972*5 and 
Etame 1981*2) Is also called Nkingkwa or Kingkwa (Williamson 
1971*276, Eyongetah and Brain 1974*25). This would fit in 
well with Richardson's (1957*7) comment that "Ngen is a 
general name for languages of this type" i.e. languages 
spoken in that general area.
Tessmann (1932a*185) makes two sub-groups of the 
Manenguba languages* 1) Bafo, Bakossi and Balong, which, 
together with Balue, receive the following comment* "Prafixe 
noch ziemlich vollstandig" [113 (1932a*185).
2) Mbo. This sub-group apparently 
includes Lckogo [= Mbo-Kongoa3, Mbo of Mbokambo 
[ = Mbo-Kabo], Bareko* Mwaneka, Manenguba, Bakaka, Manehas, 
Balondo, Babong and Bafun (Tessmann 1932b). The Mbo 
languages are characterized with the following comment, 
"Prafixe bereits im Schwinden begriffen" [123 (1932a*185). 
Koelle's three languages are classified as "Stid-Mbo" [133.
These languages are classified with Bakoko (A.43), 
Bulu (A.74) and Balue (A.11), etc., as "Neubantu" [143. 
Bongkeng (written as Bongkenge) (A. 14) is grouped with 
Bakundu and Duala (A.24) as "Altbantu" [153.
Kenyang (appearing as Banjangi) is classified as 
"Benue-Cross fluss-Semibantu" [163 and the Grassfields Bantu 
languages (e.g. Rangwa) as "Nordkamerunqebtrgs- 
Semibantu" [173.
Tessmann's was the most detailed and carefully 
worked out classification of that time. He used different 
colour schemes on his map (1932b) and numbers plus letters 
to identify and group the languages but it is not clear how 
many details of classification should be read into them.
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Qh.ar.t.-^jLH-Iba-Mansnay.b^-J.aagii a qe s-ln-ls^anianals. 
cla ssf fteat ton
BANTU
Hauptbantu
I Fest landbantu
1 Altbantu
2 Duala
8 Bakwirl
9 Wuri, 10 Rongkenge [RNK]
11 Balundu, 12 Nord-Batanga,
13 Bakundu, 14 Ngolo
et c .
2 JOngere Bantu 
A Mittelbantu
etc.
B Neubantu
34 Pangwe, 34a Fang, 34e Bulu,
34h Jaunde, etc.
39 BassS
40 Bakoko
42 Abo
43 Balue
44 Bafo (L E F ]
45 Bakossl [AKO], 46 Ralong [BLO]
47 Mbo, 47a Mbo-Mbo, 47b Mbo-Kongoa
CLEK7J 47c Mbo-Mboche,
47d Mbo-Kabo [MBE?],
47e SOd-MboC MHE, MKA, RFU, etc.]
Semibantu
A Westkamerun-Semibantu
a) Renue-Crossfluss-Semibantu
58b Keaka, 58c Obang, etc.
60 Banjangl [KNY] 
etc .
b) Nordkamerunqebirgs-Semlbantu
68 Bangwa [NGrtl 
87 Rana-Dschang 
etc .
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Meyer (1942) follows Meinhof's (1895) classification 
closely but adds Bafo, Bakosi and Mbo besides other 
languages. Bafo forms a group with Balong. Bakosi and Mbo 
she subsumes with Rakoko, Ewondo, etc., in the Yaunde group 
(Meinhof's Fan-group). This is summarized in chart 6.4. It 
should be noted here that Tessmann's "Neubantu" has been 
split up Into four separate groups. Kenyang is subsumed 
under "Rand-Klassensprachen" Cl 83.
CharX.dd-Iha_HaQQJ2aut^daagiiaa^-Ixu&8.xs.rJ.s,.d a ss.Lflca.ti.on
North West Bantu 
Duala group
Duala (A.24)
Lundu (A.11)
Kweli (Kwirl) (A.22)
Kundu (A.11c ) 
etc.
Long/Fn
Long (Balong) (A.13) CBLO]
Fq . (Bafg) (A. 15a) CLEF]
Bg/Lue
Bg (Bankgn, Abo) (A.42)
Lue (Balue) (A.12)
Basa/Ngumba/Mabea 
Basa (A.43) 
etc.
Yaunde group
Yaunde (Ewondo) (A.72), Bulu (A.74), etc.
Koko (Rakoko) (A.43b)
Kgst (Bakossl) (A.15b) CAKO]
Mbo (Buo) (A.15)
Rand-Kla ssensprachen
Bafia (A.53)
Banend (A.44?)
Ball (Grassfields Bantu)
'Jyang [KNY], An Jang, Ekoi
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Dugast (1949a) is an inventory of ethnic groups 
which only covers the francophone part of the area under 
focus in this study. Most of the groups are listed under the 
Bakundu group except Bongkeng and Mbo which stand apart. 
Included In her Bakundu group are Abo (A.42) and Bakem 
(A.43a) [BKM]« The name Miamilo also appears in the Bakundu 
group, which is equivalent to Bafun IBFIJ1.
In the 1940's, an effort was begun by the 
International African Institute CIAI) to classify the whole 
Bantu area, with the aim of creating some order in the large 
number of contributions and nomenclature of Bantu languages 
in existence at that time. The first study to appear was 
that of Doke (1945) in which he compiled a bibliography on 
the Bantu languages and presented a tentative 
classification. In his "North Western Zone", he groups Nkosi 
[AKO] with Duala, Isubu, Basa and Lundu and in another 
group, he places Fang, Yaunde and Bulu. He defines a group 
of languages as "possessing common salient phonetic and 
grammatical features, and having a high degree of mutual 
understanding, so that members can without real difficulty, 
converse with one another" (Doke 1945*1). The first 
criterion is very vague so that it is not surprising that 
Nkosi is classified with Duala and Basa rather than with 
Fang, etc. Also, the implicit claim that the languages in 
the first group, i.e. Nkosi, Duala, Basa and Lundu, are 
mutually intelligible is definitely not the case.
In 1948, three years after Doke, Guthrie published 
his Cl a ssTfLcat-i on of the Bantu languages. In it, he 
presents a set of criteria to be aoplied to any language to 
determine whether it may be admitted as a Bantu language. He
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then gives a classification of the whole Bantu area. No 
re.ference is made in this classification to any Manenguba 
language. Only Bongkeng, which some writers have included in 
the Manenguba languages and others excluded, is listed in 
brackets after A.42 BO (Bogkeg) (1948*74). This was an error 
which was corrected in Guthrie (1953). BO equals Abo or 
Bagkon (1953*28). The 1948 classification of the A.10 group, 
in which the Manenguba languages are later included, is 
radically revised in 1953.
QLxa£tL-6..i^i„Ihs_Mane.!iaub.a_l.anou.aQRs ..as classified by
Lundu-Mbo Group (A.10)
Lundu cluster (A.11)
(a) Lundu
(c) Bakundu [20]
etc.
Baruc (A. 12)
Balog (A.13) [BLOJ 
Bogkeg (A.14) [BNK]
Mbo clus ter (A.15)
(a) Bafo [LEF3
(b) afCoDsa [AKO] (Mwamenam) [MWM)
(c) nSwasa [NSWJ
(d) eL do [ELU]
(e) nNenCf [ NNE]
(f) Kaa [MKAJ (Mwahet [MHE3, Babog [ BBO] )
(g) Mbo (Baneka tMWKJ, Bareko [MBA],
BalDndD [BLN])
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In 1953, Guthrie published his Bantu languages of 
Western__Equatorial Africa. He presents the following seven 
"dialects" subsumed under the label "Mbo Cluster" [19] 
(Guthrie 1953*15)* Bafo, Akoose (Nkosi), Nswasa (Basosi), 
El'og (Elong), NnenH, Kaa (Bakaka) and Mbo. Balog and Bogkeg 
are coordinate with the Mbo Cluster together with Barue and 
the Lundu cluster, and form together his Lundu-Mbo Group as 
presented in chart 6.5.
In 1956, Jacquot and Richardson published their part 
of the Linsmls.t,ic ..3unv.s.y— tJie-NnnLher-D..-BajitiJ^BQrd3.rl2xid 
(Jacquot and Richardson 1956*9-62). This was the first 
attempt at making a complete inventory of the linguistic 
units of the geographical area under consideration here.
They split off the "Mbo-cl us ter-" from Guthrie's -"Lundu Mbo 
Group" (1956*22) and placed Balug and Bogkeg in their "North 
Mbtne Group" (1956*26). Fifteen "languages and dialects of 
disputed inter-intelligibility" (1956*22) are listed as 
forming the "Mbo Cluster" (cf. chart 6.6).
Of the first three languages, it is said that they 
"show characteristics which tend to situate them on the 
fringe of the MBO area. This is generally true as well as 
linguistically ...-" (1956*23). Aoparently, in order to show 
this less close relationship, Bafo, Balondo and Babogg are 
given the figures 1.17, 1.18 and 1.19 respectively, whereas 
the rest of the languages are subsumed under the figure 
1 .20.
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Q b.art-.d.i.6i.-Iha, Maaaagilaa^JL3iiauaaaa.-a^&lasslf.l.e.rt-Ji^JLacgua£ 
and-Rlabaixl2£U2^1125<U-and„ai£Lhar:<laaD„lL2^Zl 
Mbo cluster
1.17 Bafo CBafaw) CLEF]
1.18 Balondo [BLN 3
1.19 Bab agg [ BBO 3
1.20 (a) Mbo (British Cameroons, Ngtn) [MYE3
(b) Mbo (of Mbouroukou) CMBE3
(c) Mbo (of Dschang) [MBN?3
(d) Mbo (Bareko) [MBA] :
(e) Baneka [MWK3
(f) Kaa (Bakaka) [MKA]
(g) Mwahet (Manehas) [MHE3
(h) aKaoss (Muamenam) [MWM3
(i) afCDDse (Bakosi, Nkosi) [AKO]
(j) nSwase (Basosi) [NSW]
(k) eL3g (Elong) [EHJ]
(1) nNentf (Ninong) [ NNE ]
North Mbcnc group (Basa) [213
1.21 (a) Balug (S. Balong) [BL03
(b) Bagkeg [BNK3
(c) Bakoko
(d) Bagkon (Abo)
etc.
Richardson (1957) "contains the linguistic evidence 
for the classification of the languages" (1957*3) dealt with 
in the first volume of the Northern Bantu Borderland Survey. 
The classification of the Manenguba languages is unchanged, 
only a few changes in the "spelling" of the languages were
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made. Balug and Bogkeg do not appear in (1957), apparently 
because the related and geographically adjacent groups like 
the Lundu Group and the Mbcne Group are not dealt with.
Richardson (1957) includes, in brackets, the 
reference numbers from Guthrie (1953) (e.g. A.15, etc.) and 
extends that classification to the languages not listed by 
Guthrie, or only listed as ethnic names. Richardson (1957) 
thus in effect contains two classifications* the one 
presented in chart 6.6 above and another based on Guthrie 
(1953) and expanded as in chart 6.7 (cf. chart 6.5 above).
Qhar.L-^jLli^ Xba-Maiiaiiguba-laQauaa2j5^aa^£LlcL55.Lf.La.d
bY_lilc±iaiids.Qn.- ( 1 93.1 )_baaacLon_Guthr i e... (1.953 >
Mbo Cluster A.15 (a) Bafo (Bafaw) [LEF3
(b) aKoose (Muamenam) [MWM] 
aKoosa (Bakosi, Nkosi) CAKO]
(c) nSwase (Basost) [NSW]
(d) ’ eLog (Elong) [ELU3
(e) nNenOf (Ninong) [NNE]
(f) Kaa (Bakaka) [MKA]
MwahEt (Manehas) [MHE3 
Babog^ [BB03
(g) Mbo (British Cameroons, Ngen) [MYE3 
Mbo (of Mbouroukou) [MBE3
Mbo (of Dschang) [MBN?3 
Mbo (Bareko) [MBA]
Baneka [MWK3 
Balondo [BLN]
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Whereas in the classification in chart 6.6, Bafaw, 
Balondo and Babogg stand apart, in the classification in 
chart 6.7 Bafaw is coordinate with Basosi, Elung, etc.
Babong is associated closely with Bakaka and Manehas, and 
Balondo with the various Mbo varieties and Baneka. This is 
contradictory, but can probably be explained if one assumes 
that in the Guthrie based classification Babogg and Balpndo 
were labelled as A.I 5f and A.15g respectively on 
geographical grounds.
Bryan (1959) revised the classification of Guthrie 
(1953) by splitting his Lundu-Mbo Group into two groups* the 
Lundu Group and the Mbo Group. Balog and Bonkeg are found in 
the Mbo Group but it should be noted that these two 
languages also appear in her Duala and Basa groups 
(1959*6,10). The languages which were not listed in Guthrie 
(1953) are subsumed under Bafo, Mbo, Kaa and aKoose as 
presented in chart 6.8.
Comparing the classifications of Richardson (1957) 
(chart 6.7) and Bryan (chart 6.8), the following may be 
noted. Bryan includes Balong and Bongkeng in the Mbo Group, 
though with some reservation, whereas they are excluded 
altogether from the Mbo Cluster by Richardson. He places 
Babong with Bakaka (A.!5f) and Balondo with Mbo (A.!5g), 
whereas Bryan puts both Babong and Balondo with Bafo (A.15a) 
similar to Jacquot and Richardson (1956) (cf. chart 6.6). 
Richardson puts Mwamenam with Akoose (A.15b), Bryan puts it 
with Rakaka (A.15f).
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Chart 6.8* The Manenguba languages 
Bryan (1959)
Mbo Group
A*13 Balog (also in Duala and Basa groups)[BLO]
A-14 Bankeg (also In Duala and Basa groups)[BNK3
A.15 Mbo (a) Bafo Bafo CLEF3
8abog CBB0 3 
Balondo CBLNJ
(b) afCoose Bakosi CAK03
(c) nSwase Basosi [NSW3
(d) eLoo Elong [ELU3 ■
(e) nNenCT Ninong CNNE3
(f) Kaa Bakaka CMKA3
Manehas (Mwahet) CMHE3 
Mwamenam [MWM3
(g) Mbo British Cameroons CMYE3
Mbouroukou [MBE3 
Dschang [MBNV3 
Bareko CMRA3 
Baneka [MWK3
Jacquot (1960), in general outline, aopears to 
follow Jacquot and Richardson (1956) and Richardson (1957) 
with the following exceptions* He includes, though with some 
reservations, Balong and Bongkeng in his "groupe mbo". The 
number of languages is reduced by subsuming more than one 
language/dialect under Mbo, Bakaka and Bakossi respectively. 
He also abandoned the use of ohonetic symbols and diacritic 
marks which were used in previous publications in the 
transcription of the different names.
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In 1971, Guthrie said (1967-71.I*30) that Ralog 
(A.13) and Bogkeg (A.14) are "similar to A. 11" (Londo/Lundu) 
and placed them beside the Mbo cluster in the Lundu-Balong 
Group (A.10), formerly the Lundu-Mbo group.
Ch.arJL_6.^ £» ..GuLhnlBJLs -JLL2XU. _ Luiidu^Balaaq J2ciqlip^ 1A*_1Q3.
Lundu-Balong Group A. 10
A. 1 1 Londo (Lundu)
A. 12 Baru c
A. 13 Ba log IBLO ]
A. 14 Bogkeg [ BNKI
A. 15 Mbo cluster
This is essentially a repetition of his (1953) 
cl assification (cf. chart 6.5) but it should be noted that 
by considering Balog and Boggkeg as coordinate with Londo 
and the Mbo cluster, his classification of these two 
languages conflicts with the classifications of Jacquot, 
Richardson and Bryan, who place them either within the Mbo 
cluster or into the Duala or Basa Groups.
In the mid 1970‘s, Voeltz made a study of the 
languages of the South-West Province. He produced a map and 
made a classification of these languages (Voeltz n.d.) the 
relevant part of which is reproduced in chart 6. 10.
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.AlQl-^afiLllLZLl5-Gla s? t f  Icat-laiD-flf „laaaimaas-Jxi_lLb^ 
SN-Provinee
Ekoid Obang (Ejagham)
etc.
Manyu Anyang
Kenyang [KNY3 
Kttwit (KIT3 
etc.
(A.IO) Oroko Bakundu
Balue 
Balundu 
Mbonge 
et c.
________  Bafaw CLEF!
Baiong [BLO]
Ba i
Ngoe Mbo
Basosi CNSWJ 
Bakosi CAKOJ 
Mbo 2
(A.20) Duala Bakweri
etc.
It appears that Voeltz marked the absence of a 
suitable term by a horizontal line. Voeltz's classification 
departs from previous' ones in that the languages of group 
A.IO are divided into three groups rather than two. He has 
an Oroko group [22] (corresponding to the Lundu group), an 
Ngoe group [23J (corresponding to the Mbo group or our
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Manenguba group) and an .unnamed group which includes Bafaw, 
Balong and Bai.
Kohler (1975), who proposed "a revised referential 
classification" (Heine 1980a*299), did not add anything to 
the classification but merely repeats, though not in every 
detail, Guthrie's classification of 1953 with the sole 
exception of adding Abo in brackets after Mbo (Kohler 
1975*220). Abo (A.42) is usually classified as belonging to 
the Basa Group (Guthrie 1953*28, Jacquot and Richardson 
1956*27, Bryan 1959*11).
Fivaz and Scott (1977) combine Guthrie's (1971) 
overall classification with that of Richardson (1957) but 
make no hierarchical distinction within the Mbocluster.
Bastin (1978*136) repeats Bryan's grouping but omits 
Babong, Balondo, Mwamenam and Mbo of Mbouroukou and of 
Dschang. Instead of using the term "Mbo Cluster", she heads 
this group of languages by the. label "15 bafo".
Nk d q d, or Kinkwa (LEK), is not mentioned in most 
treatments of the languages of this area. When it is 
mentioned, it is either grouped with the Manenguba languages 
(Tessmann 1932a*185, Breton n.d., Etame 1981, Ngoula n.d.) 
or grouped with Kenyang (KNY) (Williamson 1971*278, Dalby 
1977*34). Williamson calls Kinkwa and Kenyang -"Mamfe Bantu" 
but adds that this "is a cover term for a number of 
unclassified languages spoken in the area around Mamfe ..." 
(1971*266).
6.2.2 Summary
The above survey of classifications, both external 
and internal, of the Manenguba languages left the impression
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that there are several areas where there is no general 
agreement. No doubt the differences can be attributed to 
differences in approach, to different assumptions and aims 
as well as to the nature of the data used. As it appears 
that both typological and geographical criteria have been 
used, it is clear that conflicting classifications do 
result. Perhaps we should also ask whether we read into the 
presentation of languages accompanied by numerical labels 
more than the authors intended to express.
Our general conclusions from the above survey of 
classifications of the Manenguba languages may be grouped 
into three categories* external classification, internal 
classification and inclusion in versus exclusion from the 
Manenguba languages of individual languages.
In the efforts of the people connected with the IAI, 
the Manenguba languages were either left to stand as a 
separate group within the geographical grouping of zone A 
languages (Bryan 1959), or placed within the 
Lundu-Mbo/Lundu-Ralong group. No obvious attempt was made to 
relate the groups at a higher level. Before that, Johnston 
(1919 and 1922) gave the Manenguba languages independent 
status beside the Fang languages (A.70) and a group 
comprising the Basaa (A.40), Duala (A.20) and Lundu (A.IO) 
languages. Tessmann (1932a) grouped the Manenguba languages 
with Fang languages (A.70) and Basaa languages (A.40) as 
"Neubantu” and Bakundu languages (A.10) with Duala languages 
(A.20). In Meyer (1942), the Manenguba languages are found 
in the Yaunde group (A.70) with Duala (A.20) (including 
Lundu (A.IO)) and Basaa (A.40) forming seoarate groups.
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Balong and Bongkeng are languages which are 
sometimes included and sometimes excluded from the Manenguba 
languages by the I AT team. In Bryan (1959), they appear 
simultaneously in three different groups. Johnston (1922) 
included Balong but excluded Bongkeng. Similarly, Tessmann 
(1932a). Meyer (1942) excluded Balong and Bafaw and did not 
make a definitive statement on Bongkeng.
As to internal classifications, Balong and Bongkeng, 
when included, are placed at the oeriphery. Bafaw, Balondo 
and Babong appear as the most peripheral languages in 
Jacquot and Richardson (1956) but not in Richardson (1957) 
within Guthrie's scheme, nor in Bryan (1959). Charts 6.7 and 
6.8 suggest that the different Mbo languages are more 
closely related to each other than, for example, Akoose and 
Nnenu are, which is, as will be seen later, not the case.
6.3.1 Introduction
In the previously presented classifications, a 
variety of criteria were used to arrive at the different 
groupings and sub-groupings* lexical, grammatical, phonetic, 
geographical, etc., with varying results. The aim was often 
to present the mass of languages in an orderly fashion 
rather than to arrive at an hypothesis as to the historical 
relationship between the languages classified. Typological, 
geographical and referential classifications have certain 
merits but do not necessarily express genetic relationships. 
Feeling that no significant progress had been made towards a 
genetic classification of the Bantu languages, people like
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Heine turned to the lexicostatistical method to achieve an 
explicitly genetic classification. Coupez (1956) and v
Meeussen (1956) were early studies on Bantu languages using 
lexicostatistics but it was Heine (1973) and Henrici (1973) 
who covered the whole Bantu area, presenting a completely 
new classification of the Bantu languages.
Their results were significant for several reasons. 
Firstly, the two studies carried out independently came to 
essentially the same conclusions. Secondly, their results 
contradicted Guthrie (1962b and 1967-71) who had proposed 
that Proto-Bantu was spoken at the geographical centre of 
the present Bantu area and that the migrations of the Bantu 
speaking people started from there. The lexicostatistical 
classifications, however, imply that the Bantu expansion 
must have started in the north-west of the Bantu area, i.e. 
somewhere around the present day Nigeria-Cameroon border 
(Heine 1973*182-3, Heine et al. 1977). This latter 
hypothesis also appears to be confirmed by the evidence of 
archaeology (Oliver 1979). Thirdly, the results of the 
lexicostatistica1 approach fit in with Greenberg's (1963) 
Niger-Congo hypothesis whereas Guthrie's does not.
Three lexicostatistical studies relevant to the 
classification of the Manenguba languages have been found 
and will be presented below. Since Henrici (1973) only 
includes the two Cameroon languages Duala (A.24) and Bulu 
(A.74) and therefore sheds no light on the internal or 
external classification of the Manenguba languages, his 
study will not be included in the discussion below.
Heine (1973) proposed a genetic classification of 
the Bantu languages including Tiv (Non-Bantu Bantoid) and
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the Ekoi branch. He has eleven branches (later reduced to 
eight (Heine et al. 1977*60) and it is the fourth branch, 
the Duala-Ewondo branch, later renamed as the Sanaga branch 
(1977*60-6 1) which includes the Manenguba languages 
(cf. chart 6.11).
Ql_t±La_Smaaa^bLaa£Lb_lLi2.1cm-.19Z3„aM_127ii
Sanaga branch (1977)/Duala-Ewondo branch (1973) 30-53%
1 Balong-Koose (!973)/Bajlong group (1977) 75%
Balong (A.13) [BLO]
Koose (A.15b) CAKO]
2 Ewondo group 82-84%
Ewondo (A.72)
Bu.lu (A.74)
Fang (A.75)
3 Duala group 60-76%
Duala (A.24)
Su (A.23)
Bomboko (A.21)
Rakundu (A.11c )
Batanga (A.I Id)
4 Benga group 70%
Benga (A.34)
Banoo (A.32a)
Bapuku (A.32b)
5 Kele (B. 22)
6 Ngoro (A.6 I )
7 Mvumbu (A.81)
8 Mbene (A.43a)
9 Seklyanl (B.21)
10 Lundu (A. II)
11 NJem (A.84) (1977)
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Percentages of cognates shared between the groups of 
the Sanaga branch vary from 30% to 53%. Cognate figures 
between languages within the groups vary from 60% in the 
Duala group to 84% in the Ewondo group. Unfortunately, no 
more details are given and so it is not possible to know 
which groups are more closely related to each other within 
the Sanaga branch. However, two points can be made. One, 
Balong appears as the language most closely related to 
AkDDse which may be said to represent the Manenguba 
languages. Two, Lundu;(A.11) forms a separate group, whereas 
Bakundu (A.11c) and Batanga (A.11b), which in the earlier 
classifications are in the Lundu group, are here found in 
the Duala group.
Gerhardt (1980a) made a lexicostatistical 
classification of languages from Guthrie's zone A olus 
selected languages from the rest of the Bantu area. He also 
included languages from the following groups* 
non-Bantu-Bantoid, Nigerian Bantu, Mamfe Bantu and 
Grassfields Bantu. He used Swadesh's 100 word list. The 
group average calculation yielded the classification in 
chart 6.12 for the zone A languages.
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i_Lexicostatist teal c lass if ication of ?one_A
: 1 98Qa* 344)
• Nkundu (A.11a)
- Nkosi (A. 15b) [AKO]
- Xwiri (A.22)
- Duala (A.24)
- No ho (A.32)
- Nkon (A.42)
- Basa II (A.43)
* Basa I (A. 43)
Yaunde (A.72)
- Bulu (A.74)
- Pang (A. 75)
In this classification, the Base (A.40) and the 
Ewondo (A.70) groups appear clearly separate from each other 
and from the rest. Nkundu appears as the closest relative of 
Nkosi with 54% shared basic vocabulary. Nkosi and Nkundu are 
in -turn closely related to the Duala group.
The most recent lexicostatistica1 classification of 
the Bantu languages is Bastin et al. (1983). The section of 
the classificatory tree most relevant to our discussion is 
reproduced in chart 6.13.
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licamo.n-af~ZQQa.-A
languages (Baa 11 n q t a 1,. 1.983* 1 86)
i--- 1-- 1-- 1--H
o 8 8 6 3 8
A50 B A F I A ............................
A51 F A  1 .....................................
A51 M A J A ..................  _
A51 FA  2 .....................................
A53 R O P E ............................. ......
A54 D J A N T I .......................... .....
A24 D U A L A .............................
A26 P O N G O .............................. 3
A27 L IM B  A ............................... __
A32 T A N G A ................................
A32 N O H O .................................._
• A I5  M B O ...............................  _
A43 K O K O ............................. ......
A43 B A S A .................................. _
A70 N D O N G O ..........................
A71 E T O N ..................................3
A72 E W O N D O .....................
A75 N T U M - F A N G  .
A74 B U L U .............................
A75 F A N G .............................
A93 K A K O ............................
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In this classification, the languages of groups A.40 
and A.70 appear as close relatives as in Gerhardt (1980).
A.15 Mbo, which is the only representative from the 
Manenguba group, appears as a relative of the A.20 and A.30 
languages. This is superficially what we find in Gerhardt*s 
classification. However, there are two points which need to 
be raised. One, having been curious to know the precise 
identity of this A. 15 Mbo language, i.e.. which village or 
geographical area the speaker represented, we found that the 
list in fact represents Abo/Rankon A.42 [231. This is the 
same language as Nkon (A.42) in chart 6.12 where it is found 
to be related to Basaa (A.43). This leads to our second 
point that in the matrix of cognate percentages (Bastin et 
al. 1983*192), the highest figure for A.15 Mbo (- A.42 
Abo/Bankon) is shared with A.43 Basa (55%). This anpears to 
confirm Gerhardt*s grouping of this language with Basa.
Havinj looked at three existing lexicostatistical
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classifications with a view to gaining an insight into how 
the Manenguba languages are (genetically) related to the 
surrounding languages, we have found there are still many 
open questions. Heine’s publications do not contain enough 
explicit information to allow detailed interpretation of the 
relationships. Bastin et al. (1983) we found, after all, not 
to contain any Manenguba languages, nor any other group A.IO 
language. This leaves us with Gerhardt’s classification in 
which the only representative of the Manenguba languages is 
first related to another language of group A.IO and next to 
the Duala group.
of all the zone A languages which would position more 
precisely the Manenguba languages has not yet been achieved 
but will hopefully one day become available.
6.3.2.1 General comments
In this section, our results of a sub-classification 
of the Manenguba languages using the lexicostatistical 
method will be presented. To begin with, some general 
comments about the method will be made.
as "glottochronology", may be described as follows. Lists of 
100 or 200 words are collected from the languages which are 
to be classified. For any two languages, the number of 
putative cognates shared between them is determined and 
converted into a percentage figure. The matrix of
Clearly, a detailed lexicostatistical classification
6.3.2
The lexicostatistical method, also sometimes known
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percentages of shared cognates resulting from a comparison 
of each list with every other list provides the basis for 
working out tree diagrams. Such tree diagrams express the 
degree of lexical relatedness of the languages concerned and 
are also taken to express the genetic relationships holding 
between the different languages.
Underlying this method are a number of assumptions*
1. Languages change over time lexically, phonologically, 
semantically, etc.
2. Vocabulary items are gradually replaced by new ones.
3. The replacement of basic vocabulary (words for body 
parts, pronouns, universal activities like eating, etc.) 
takes place at a regular rate.
4. The replacement rate is the same in all languages.
On the basis of these assumptions, therefore, by 
calculating the shared vocabulary, it is said to be possible 
to determine the genetic relationship of different 
languages, the relative time depth at which languages split 
off from other languages, and, taking the assumptions to 
their logical conclusion, the absolute time depth as well.
Many have been the objections to this tool which, at 
first sight, promised to bring certainty into this area of 
language history. For example, what is a basic vocabulary 
item? The original word list was gradually reduced because 
certain items were not found to be “basic" in some parts of 
the world. The claims that the rate of replacement is 
constant and the same in all languages have also come under 
attack and it has never been possible to prove them. 
Consequently, linguists have become more cautious in their 
claims for the method. To use it as a tool to determine
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absolute time depth (glottochronology) has practically been 
abandoned, whereas, as a tool to establish relative time 
depth, i.e. the putative genetic relationships, it is still 
being used extensively.
Another problem facing anyone using the method is 
how to recognize loanwords which must be excluded to achieve 
consistent results. Recent loans, or loans from more 
distantly related languages, may be relatively easy to 
detect, but the further in the past the borrowing took 
place, or if the borrowing was from a closely related 
language, the more difficult it is to detect.
There are other difficulties. When comparing the 
classifications made by different researchers, there are 
sometimes differences which cannot be reconciled. These may 
be due to the fact that a subjective element inevitably 
enters into the evaluation of any two items as cognate or 
not cognate, especially when sound correspondences and sound 
changes have not been worked out. The use of the 100 versus 
200 word list, which is not always made explicit, may make a 
considerable difference.
The reliability of the source used (the informant or 
published material) or difficulties involved in the 
elicitation process may also negatively affect the results.
Differences in classifications may also be due to 
the different methods of drawing up the tree diagrams. The 
nearest neighbour versus furthest neighbour classifications 
as described by Henrici (1973), although they are based on 
the same matrix of percentages, may display considerable 
differences. The group average classification is a kind of 
compromise between the two extremes.
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Occasionally, the language identification is not 
sufficiently specific as to which dialect/village represents 
the language as a whole. Where considerable differences 
exist within a language, it would seem important to identify 
the source precisely so as to allow a proper interpretation 
of apparent discrepancies.
With a host of such problems facing this method, one 
may ask if it is possible to achieve any satisfactory 
results. Being aware of the problems is surely the first 
step towards avoiding some of the pitfalls. It also helps us 
to realize that results are not final but have to be revised 
as new facts emerge and earlier decisions prove to have been 
erroneous.
6.3.2.2 Description of our lexicostatistical study
For our study, a Swadesh first and second 100 word 
list was used. The following items were not elicited* 
•yellow' and 'green*, because colour term systems in this 
area consist of the three terms 'white', 'black1 and 'red*. 
'Freeze', 'ice* and 'snow' do not exist in the lexicon of 
the languages, reflecting the natural environment. 'Not' is 
mostly a bound morpheme, the form of which is difficult to 
establish because of fusion with its verbal environment. 
'Leg/foot' and 'arm/hand' are one concept each, covered by 
one word only and so two, rather than four, items were used. 
With such adjustments made, the first 100 word list was 
reduced to 97 items and the second 100 word list to 92.
Twenty-six languages (cf. map 7) were included with 
two purposes in mind. The first aim was to sub-classify the 
Manenguba languages which for some time have been considered
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closely related. The second aim was to find the relationship 
of the languages whose relationships to the Manenguba 
languages were not clear from earlier work (e.g. Balong 
(BLO) and Bongkeng (BNK>). Bakem (BKM) and Kitchui (KIT)
1253 with Kenyang (KNY> were included to show that they are 
not Manenguba languages. Ngwe (NGW) was included in order to 
see what relationship exists between it and Lckorp/Kinkwa 
(LEK), which is also called "Upper Mbo", but whose 
linguistic affiliation has been unclear.
All lists were collected by me except the oneifor 
Kenyang (KNY), which was provided by J. Tyhurst, and the 
ones for Kitchui (KIT) and Ngwe (NGW) by R. Thwing and 
P.. Dancy respectively. These last two lists consisted of 100 
words only.
On the basis of the word lists, a table was made 
indicating for each gloss which putative cognate type was 
present in the various languages. This was fed into a 
computer for the purpose of counting the cognates shared 
between pairs of languages and calculating the percentage 
figures. The results are presented in two matrices. The 
first (chart 6.14) contains the percentage figures based on 
the first 100 word list, the second (chart 6.15) is based on 
both the first and second 100 word lists.
The figures In charts 6.14 and 6.15 are the 
percentages of cognates shared by the languages whose 
abbreviations appear at the top and to the right of any 
particular figure.
The figures for NGW and KIT are Identical in both 
charts because the second 100 words were not available. The 
figures for the other languages are generally lower in chart
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Chart 6.14: Percentages of shared cognates (100 word list)
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Chart 6,15: Percentages of shared cognates (200 word list)-
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6*15. This is clearly due to the larger sample used. In 
fact, the corresponding figures differ in many cases by up 
to 13 percentage points. This came as a complete surprise. 
Some discrepancy was expected, but not such a large one. The 
explanation seems to be that the items contained in the 
first 100 word list are more basic than the ones in the 
second list, or that the second 100 word list contains some 
non-basic or less basic items. It certainly brings home the 
fact that studies based on different size samples may vary 
considerably in their cognate rates.
What is perhaps more significant is the fact that 
the classifications based on the two charts are broadly the 
same, as will be seen from the tree diagrams presented in 
charts 6.16 and 6.17.
The figures in charts 6.14 and 6.15 are generally 
arranged in such a way that the more distantly related 
languages are placed towards the left-hand side.
Lines have been drawn in charts 6.14 and 6.15 to 
separate off the languages/dialects which are closely 
associated with each other.
6.3 .2 .3  Q in:-Ia^iaiS -LaLls.tlcal.£la.sal£lcatLQ n
In charts 6.16 and 6.17, our lexicostatistical 
classifications are presented. The trees were drawn by using 
the group average classification as described by Henrici 
(1973),
From these classifications, it is clear that NGW and 
KNY-KXT are the most distantly related languages, the last 
two being dialects of one language. BKM, which belongs to 
the Basaa group, is also shown to be only marginally 
related.
18
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Chart 6.16: Lexicostatistical classification (100 word list)
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Chart 6.17: Lexicostatistical classification (200 word list)
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Both classifications agree in that there are two 
closely related clusters, MKA-BFU (MKA-MBA in chart 6.17) 
and AKO-M’BE. The first will be called the "Eastern cluster" 
and the second the "Western cluster". They are linked by 
77.87% in chart 6.16 and 71.02% in chart 6.17 and together 
will.be called the -"Central group".
MYE and NSW are closely related to each other 
(93%/84%) and will be called the "North Western group". 
Together they form a branch coordinate with the Central 
group linked by 73.67%/65.64%. MBM and MBN share 75%/68% and 
will be called the "North Eastern group". They are the next 
branch linked to the previous groupings by 70.53%/62.16%.
LEF and BLO share 69%/62% and are linked by 57.72%/52.70%.
LEK and BKM are branches linked by 50.75%/40.52% and
34,04%/31.55% respectively.
The two classifications conflict in that BNK .
branches off above LEK with 44.86% in chart 6.16 and below
LEK with 42.75% in chart 6.17. There are also discrepancies 
in the Eastern cluster. Whereas in chart 6.16 MBA appears 
more in the centre of the cluster because of high scores 
with MWK and RLN-BBO, in chart 6.17 it appears on the edge 
of it, i.e. it is most distantly related. MKA, on the other 
hand, appears in a peripheral position in chart 6.16 but 
more central in chart 6.17.
These discrepancies in the Eastern cluster are not 
totally surprising since, as the percentage figures 
indicate, we are dealing with a dialect continuum. Perhaps 
the most obvious cases are MBA and BFLJ which are 
geographic a 1 ly at the extreme ends of the Eastern cluster. 
MBA and BFU have the lowest figure of shared cognates within
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the Eastern cluster being also geographically the furthest 
apart. This appears clearest in chart 6.15 where the two 
members on the geographical extremities share 68% only but 
where there is a chain of figures above 80% between 
immediate neighbours (cf. map 7).
The Eastern and Western clusters are geographieslly 
separated by the Kupe-*Manenguba mountain ridge (cf. map 2), 
which formed the basis for the political division into 
French and British Cameroons after World War One, now 
reflected in the francophone/anglophone areas (cf. map 6). 
The case of MWM is significant in this connection showing 
two things. One, that the mountain range is not an absolute 
boundary, MWM being situated on the ridge. Two, 
linguistically MWM clearly belongs to the Western cluster 
although politically it is included in the francophone 
Littoral Province to the east. It demonstrates that it is 
the geographical distribution of these speech communities 
rather than the recent political division which is 
responsible for the linguistic differences between the 
Eastern and Western clusters.
M8E, also on the francophone side, is Included in 
the Western cluster because of some high scores with 
languages from that cluster, although it also shares some 
high figures with languages from the Eastern cluster. Chart
6.17 in particular shows that it is the most distant member 
of the Western cluster (cf. also 6.4.4),
The languages popularly referred to as "Mbo" are the 
following* LEK, MYE, MBN, MBM and MBE, and occasionally the 
languages of the Eastern cluster. The most surprising fact 
brought to light by this study is that there are very large
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differences, i.e. low rates of shared cognates, between 
these languages* If 80% is taken as the cut-off point 
between language and dialect on the results of the 100 word 
list and 70% for the 200 word list, then LEK, MBM, MBN and 
MYE-NSW are each separate languages. This also illustrates 
well the fact that the use of names can be confusing and can 
create a false impression. In this case, the term "Mbo" 
hides the fact that the different groups referred to display 
great linguistic variety. On the other hand, when 
considering the Eastern cluster, each cultural unit has its 
own name and in the majority of cases, its own "chef 
superieur" (paramount chief), whereas linguistically they 
are so closely related that they have to be considered 
dialects of one language, even though there is no common 
name. This close relationship has led to attempts by 
speakers of the Eastern cluster to create a name for their 
common language. One such proposed name was "Mine^" (from 
'I say*), which has, however, not found popular acceptance.
Two more points need to be dealt with* the 
affiliation of BNK and the question of which languages to 
Include or exclude from the Manenguba languages. In other 
words, can a unit called "Manenguba group" be identified? In 
fact, neither question, it seems, can be answered completely 
satisfactorily at this point. Only if the Duala, Basaa and 
Oroko groups were included In the overall classification 
would it be possible to make a definitive statement.
It may be recalled that Bryan (1959) expressed that 
BNK may belong to her Basa, Duala or Mbo group (cf. chart 
6.8). Judging from charts 6.16 and 6.17, it appears that RNK 
is closer to the Manenguba group than to the Basa group of
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which BKM (A.43a) is a representative. The choice appears 
therefore to be between the Djala or Manenguba group, or as 
an entity being coordinate with both. This is as far as the 
question can be resolved.
The question of what constitutes the Manenguba group 
may be answered in the following way. Perhaps the best way 
of viewing the situation is in terms of onion-like 
layers [261. The core of the Manenguba cluster is 
constituted by the Eastern and Western clusters. The next 
layer i:s MYE-NSW followed by M8M-M8N. Then there is a large 
gap of 12.81% points in chart 6.16 and 9.46% points in chart
6.17 to the next layer of LEF-BLO. After'another gap comes 
LEK in chart 6.16 and BNK in chart 6.17. Because the order 
of these two is reversed in the two classifications, neither 
should be given precedence. Either both are included or 
excluded together. Since it is expected (taking Gerhardt 
1980*344 into account) that the Duala group would fit in the 
tree somewhere around 45% in chart 6.16 and 40% in chart 
6.17, it is best to leave judgement until a study which 
includes that language group is available. In order to 
determine the case of the LEF-BLO layer, it would be 
necessary to consider languages like Mbonge and Bakundu of 
the Oroko group. The classification of Voeltz (n.d.) places 
LGF and BLO as a separate group on a par with Oroko (which 
includes Bakundu and Mbonge) and Ngoe (his name for the 
Manenguba group, cf. chart 6.10). It is not known what the 
basis of his classification is. Expecting Voeltz's work to 
be reliable, this excludes LEF-BLO from the Manenguba group, 
leaving the languages from MBM to MBE. Interestingly, it is 
between this group and LEF-BLO that there is the largest gap
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as indicated above. For the purposes of the rest of this 
study, therefore, the languages comprising MBM to MBE are 
considered as the Manenguba group.
Chart 6.tB» The Manenguba group according to our 
lex1costatls11cal c1 ass 1fi cat1on 
North Eastern group
MBM (Mbo of Mboebo)
MBN (Mbo of Ngwatta)
North Western group
MYE (Myegga)
NSW (Nswase)
Central group.
Eastern cluster
MKA (Mkaa?, Bakaka)
BLN (Belon, Balondo)
RBO (Babong)
MWK (Mwaneka)
MNG (Manenguba)
MHE (Mwahed)
BFU (Bafun)
MBA (Mba?, Bareko)
Western cluster
AKO (Akoose)
NNE (Nnenog)
MWM (Mwamenam)
ELLJ (Elug)
NOE (Ngemenge)
MBE (Mbo of Ekanang)
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To conclude this section, we may sum up as follows. 
The lexicostatistica1 analysis has provided an internal 
classification of the Manenguba group which may be 
characterized as consisting of an eastern and western 
cluster and two less closely related groups, MYE-NSW and 
MBM-MBN. It has been clearly established that RLN (Ralondo) 
and RBO (Babong) are firmly part of the Eastern cluster (cf. 
with chart 6.6). BLO (Belong) is certainly not in the Base 
(Mbcne) group (cf. with chart 6.6) and RNK (Bonkeng)
probably not either. BLO and LEE (Bafaw) are related to each 
other (cf. with chart 6 . 4 )  and, if Voeltz is correct, form a 
group parallel to the Manenguba group. LEK is clearly not 
closely related to NGW (Bangwa) (cf. Eyongetah and Brain 
1974*25) [27] nor to Mamfe Bantu (cf. Williamson 1971 *270 
and Voeltz's Manyu in chart 6.10) but almost certainly part 
of A.10 or A.20.
6.4 Lexicost atistica 1 classification and shared
LanaEaklona
In the remaining sections, we will consider the 
implications of sound changes and of morphological and 
lexical isoglosses for the internal classification of the 
Manenguba languages. Instead of taking the larger number of 
twenty languages used for the lexicostatistical study, the 
fourteen languages T28] used in chapters two to four and 
appendix I will form the basis for the following discussion. 
As a consequence, what follows may or may not be true for 
the languages represented only in the lexicostatistical 
study.
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6.4.1 Sound changes and c 1 ass.1 fication
One innovation shared by all 14 languages is the 
neutralization of the voicing distinction in morpheme final 
C2 position (cf. (1) in chapter 3). However, this innovation 
is much wider in scope and includes, for example, 8asaa 
(Janssens 1982), Ewondo (Abega n.d. ) as well as the Ekoid 
languages (Crabb 1965, Watters 1978) and Kenyang (Tyhurst 
1984).
There is no phonological innovation which confirms 
Manenguba as defined here (i.e. the 14 languages minus LEE
and LEK). There is, however, a very clear phonological
innovation which defines Manenguba minus the North Eastern 
group (MBM-MBN) and which confirms the 1exicostatistical 
results, namely, sound change (27) f > h. The NE group
(MBM-MBN) shares (6) j > y. The NW group is marked by (4) b
> bft and (42) 1 > n. There appear to be no sound changes 
shared by the Central group combining the Western and 
Eastern clusters.
The Eastern cluster is defined by (55) ny > *0. The 
Eastern cluster minus MWK is marked by (14) j > s and
(30) h > 0/ y. The Eastern cluster is also set off from
the other languages by the absence of vowel changes, the 
exceptions being MHE and to a lesser extent MWK. MHE, MKA
and BLN are also the ones which retained ] /n+__ (cf. sound
change (5 )).
For the Western cluster as defined lexico­
stat istica 11y , there appears to be no clearcut shared
phonological innovation. The vowel change (66) e > z /  .1
comes closest to such a feature. However, it is not totally 
true for M8E (where it has not always taken place) and it
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also includes MHE which is part of the Eastern cluster.
ELU-NNE-AKO share (69a), (82), (106) and (108) and
the retention of h / y (cf. (30) and (32)), but it should
be noted that (82) is also attested in LEF, (106) in MBM and 
LEK and (108) in MBM.
ELU and NNE share (63). NNE and AKO share (7), (65), 
(68), (77) and (92a). (7) is clearly of recent origin, (65) 
is also attested in MYE, and (68) in iMBM. There are three 
vowel changes, (71f), (89a) and (121). which include NNE,
AKO (in the case of (121) also ELU) from the Western cluster 
and MHE from the Eastern cluster (cf. also with (66) 
mentioned above).
Sound changes limited to individual lanouages which 
are especially striking are *C2 > C+son3 for MWK (cf, (13) 
with (9), (10), and (12)); (39) *1 > y for BBO? *o, u > a
/ g for NNE (cf. (85) and (95)). Outside the Manenguba
languages, LEK has two interesting changes, (49) *m > n and 
0 > g (cf-. (127)).
The sound changes and retentions so far discussed 
are displayed in map 8 as isoglosses of features shared 
between the different languages. From an inspection of 
chapter 3, it is clear that there are other sound changes 
not dealt with here. They have not been included because 
they do not display any regular geographical pattern.
With all these sound changes, it is difficult to 
know which ones were innovations at earlier stages and 
inherited by the present day languages, and which ones have 
spread from one language to geographically adjacent ones due 
to intensive social contact. Still others, especially the 
very context dependent ones, may have arisen In more than 
one place independently.
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Map 8i Isoglosses of shared sound changes
MYE LEK
MBN
MBE MBM
ELU
NNE
MWK
AKO
BLNMKA
MHE
BBO
LEF
Numbers in brackets refer to sound changes in chapter 3.
1 <27) 8 (7) (65) (68) (77) (92a)
2 <6) 9 (71f) (89a) (121)
3 (4) (42) 10 (9) (10) (12) -(13)
4 (55) 11 (39)
5 (14) (30) 12 (85) (95)
6 (69a) (82) (106) (108) 13 (49) (127)
7 (63)
In this section, we will focus on certain morpho­
logical changes, especially as they affected the noun class 
concord system.
The reduction of noun prefixes before consonant 
initial stems in classes 4, 5, 7, 8, and 14 may prove to be 
a set of related innovations defining PM as a genetic unit 
(cf. charts 4.8-9, 4.11-12 and 4.15 as well as 5.13).
Class 8 (and possibly 14) is especially significant because 
of what appears to be metathesis of *bi- > PM *eb- with the 
subsequent reduction of b > 9 and 0 > 0, as well as lowering 
of the vowel to [1 hi 3 in some languages.
In light of the fact that prefix reduction has taken 
place in many Bantu languages, especially in the prefixes 
with a nasal, it is not possible to be absolutely certain 
that each of these reductions can be used to define the 
Manenguba group. However, the changes in classes 8 and 14 
are the least likely to have spontaneously repeated them­
selves elsewhere and therefore aopear to.be an innovation 
which defines the Manenguba group confirming the 
lexicostatistical grouping. It should be noted that LEF and 
LEK have retained full CV-shapes of the noun prefixes, 
except in classes 1, 3 (and 7?).
Within Manenguba, .MBM-MBN share the reduction of the 
class 6 *me- prefix to h- which confirms the lexico­
stat i st i ca lly established North Eastern group.
There are three innovations which are attested in 
all the Manenguba languages except in part or the whole of 
the Eastern cluster. One, the bilabial nasal prefix for 
classes I, 3 and 4 has become homorpanic with the following
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consonant in all languages except MKA, BLN and RBO. Two, the 
oral vowel in the possessive pronoun prefix of classes 3 and 
4 has become a nasal in all the languages except in MHE,
MKA, BLN and RBO (cf. chart 4.7-8). Three, the labial 
consonant of the possessive pronoun stem for 3rd person 
singular was dropped in all Manenguba languages except in
the Eastern cluster (cf. chart 4.2). In MWK, this b has 
become w t which sets MWK apart from the Eastern cluster 
(cf. (9) in chapter 3). The above three changes show that 
the Eastern cluster consists of the most conservative 
languages. The first of the three could easily have arisen 
independently in several places since it is a very common, 
natural change. The second change could also have taken 
place independently due to analogy with the noun prefixes 
and because of the nasal environment.
The loss of final b in the third case is a develop­
ment which does not parallel the development of final b in 
every other case (cf. chart 2.4).
The following languages have adopted the class 5 
concord for nouns of class 14 (and 19)* MHE, MWK, MKA and 
BLN as well as MBE and MBN. This probably reflects a merger 
of nouns in gender 14/6 with the nouns in gender 5/6 as far 
as singular concord is concerned due to the fact that they 
have identical plurals. It also cuts across our classific­
ation, but this merger could possibly have occurred in more 
than one place independently.
In class 8, the glottal stop has been dropped in 
MRN, MYE, MBE, ELU and MWK (? > 0) providing an isogloss 
which cuts across the classification presented above. (We do 
not have the relevant information on MBM.) Loss of glottal
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stops could of course take place independently but it should 
be noted that these languages are geographically adjacent.
The most noticeable isogloss is the one provided by 
the class 2 and 6 prefixes which are d- both for the nouns 
and the concord. (MBN has some nouns in these classes with 
an o- prefix but the o vowel has not been introduced into 
the concord system as it has in the other languages.) This 
isogloss also cuts right across the lexicostatistica1 
class!fication and includes MWK from the Eastern cluster,
ELU and MBE from the Western cluster'and MYE representing 
the Worth Western group. It aopears, therefore, that it has 
to be interpreted as a wave phenomenon spreading from one 
language to its neighbour rather than being inherited from a 
common ancestor language.
ELU stands out in that the class R and 14 prefixes 
have been completely lost pre-consonantally. It has also 
introduced nasals into the concord elements of classes 8 
and 14,
In map 9, the shared morphological changes are 
indicated in the form of isoglosses. It clearly shows that 
LEK and LEE are excluded from the Manenguba group. Several 
isoglosses separate ELU and MBE from the Western cluster and 
MWK from the Eastern cluster.
As has been seen above, the Eastern cluster is 
conservative in many respects. This is also true with 
respect to morpheme structure. On inspection of cognate noun 
roots which are CVCV in some languages and CVC in others, 
the picture in chart 6.19 emerges. Those noun roots which 
have either lost or retained V2 in all lannuaies have been 
excluded from the count.
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Map 9: Isoglosses of shared morphological changes
MYE LEK
MEN
MBMMBE
ELU
NNE
MWK
AKO
BLNMKA
MHE
BBO
LEF
PM *&b- (cl.8) 
h- (cl.6) 
rti- f r\-, r)-
*bi-
*m£-
*fh-
*V > &
*b > 0, CVCV > CVC
(cl.14) concord > (cl.5) concord
*bi- > 0- (cl.8) N concord (cl.8,14)
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Chart d.19> Retention VRr.qu<=; loss of V2
retentions IQ5S.OS n a ta a tio E is la sa e js
CVCV c v c c v c v CVC
MBM 1 7 MHE 9 10
MBN 1 9 MWK 14 8
MYE 1 10 MKA 18 1
MBE 4 1 1 BLN 1 9 3
ELU 2 12 BB0 18 2
NNE 2 15 LEF 1 10
AKO 3 14 LEK 0 8
The above results clearly show that the languages of the 
Eastern cluster (MHE-BBO) have predominantly retained the • 
full form whereas the others have predominantly drooped V2. 
MHE and MWK take up an intermediary position.
6 . 4 . 3  g lass. L t ia a L if lP
In the lexicostatistical study, 100 or 200 basic 
vocabulary items are used to the exclusion of more special­
ized cultural items. While working with the comparative word 
list, we noticed certain recurrent patterns of lexical items 
being limited to the same languages providing identical or 
similar isoglosses. From the results of a count of such 
isoglosses, the following picture emerged. About 140 items 
are shared by all 14 languages used in aooendix 1. No item 
was found to be shared by all except LEK but there are three 
items which anpear to be unique to and provide an isogloss 
for the Manenguba languages. They are (A293) *-tam 
'plantain', (A352) *-bog 'mortar* and (A529) *-sanv 
'urinate'. Whether any of these ’»d 11 be found to be unique
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to Manenguba, thus providing further suoport for defining it 
as a genetic unit would depend on whether these items also 
exist in other languages or not. Item (A353) *-fob 
'language* provides an isogloss for the Central group. This 
item appears to be derived from a PR item for 'to speak*
(cf. (A606)). MBM and MBN (the North Eastern group) share 14 
items uniquely. Manenguba minus MBM-MBN has five isoglosses, 
the Central group also five, the Eastern cluster has twelve 
plus an additional fifteen which exclude MHE. There is no 
isogloss for the Western cluster which includes MBE.
However, ELU-NNE-AKO share fifteen items and NNE-AKO share 
fourteen. The last two groupings share five items each with 
MHE.
LEK is the most isolated language with 60 lexical 
items shared with no other language. LEF is next with 40 
items not shared by any others. Thirteen items are unique to 
MBM, eleven to MYE and six to MBN. MRM-MBN share ten items 
with LEK. This is an unexoectedly high figure considering 
the relationship established lexicostatistica1ly and is 
probably to be explained in terms of a contact situation.
As can be seen from an inspection of aopendix 1, 
other isoglosses are provided by other items which make the 
situation portrayed in map 10 still more complex.
The picture that emerges from the lexical isoglosses 
is as follows. In broad terms, the lexicostatistical study 
is confirmed, which is not totally unexpected. LEK and LEF 
are the most distantly related languages. There are four 
groups' one in the north-west, one in the north-east, one in 
the west and one in the east. MBE is clearly the most 
peripheral member of the Western cluster. MHE takes up an
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Map 10: Isoglosses of shared lexical items
MBN
MBE MBM
ELU
NNE
MWK
AKO
BLNMKA
MHE
BBO
LEF
Numbers indicate the number of lexical items unique to 
the languages encircled.
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intermediate position between east and west, MBM and MRN, 
although forming a cluster, are not closely related*
6,4.4 Conclus1 on
Phonological, morphological and lexical isoglosses 
overall confirm our groupings arrived at lexicostat!stic- 
ally. In the Western cluster, AKO and NNE are the most 
closely related followed by ELU. However, it appears that 
MBE, which is 1exicost atistically included in the same 
cluster, should be excluded from that cluster since it does 
not share any isogloss exclusively with AKO-NNE-ELIJ.
The Eastern cluster also appears to be confirmed by 
phonological, morphological and lexical isoglosses, 
MKA-BLN-BBO being the most closely related. Morphologically, 
MHE is closely associated with the above three, but MWK is 
peripheral to the Eastern cluster. The lexical isoglosses, 
however, give the opposite picture with MWK included in the 
cluster but MHE excluded by at least some isoglosses. 
Phonological isoglosses place both MWK and MHE on the 
periphery.
The position of MHE in relation to the Eastern and 
Western clusters is ambiguous taking into account 
phonological and lexical isoglosses only. This perhaps 
indicates a long-standing pattern of social contact (e.g. 
intermarriage) between people who speak MHE and AKO.
There are isoglosses of each kind to confirm MBM-MBN 
(the NE group) as a sub-group. MYE (the NW group) is also
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isolated’but shares phonological, morphological and lexical 
isoglosses with its neighbours. Although there are no 
phonological isoglosses to delineate our Manenguba group as 
a whole, it is confirmed by morphological and lexical 
i soglosses.
In light of the above comments, the classification 
in chart 6.18 may be revised to give chart 6.20. The only 
major revision consists of MBE being detached from the 
Western cluster and placed separately as coordinate with 
both the Eastern and the Western clusters. The languages in 
brackets are the ones not included in the discussion in 
sections 6.4.1 to 6.4.3.
C ^ri-< l.._ 2 0 2 _ R a v l5 ^_ su t> cJ^^£ la a L U 2 B ^-tiia -^ iia Q a ,Jka-arQim
North Eastern group
MBM 
MBN '
North Western group
MYE, (NSW)
Central group
MBE
Eastern cluster
MWK, (MBA)
MKA, (MNG)
BLN
BBO
MHE, (BFU)
Western cluster
AKO, (MWM)
NNE
ELU, (NOE)
28 8
Our revised subclassification of the Manenguba group 
is geographically presented in map 11.
Map 11; Subclassification of the Manenguba languages
LEK
MBE
BKM
LEF
BNK
BLO
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER SIX
Cl 3 Names, as well as the reference numbers for Bantu 
languages given in brackets, are taken from Dalby's 
"Provisional identification of languages in the Polyglotta 
Africana" (1964*87). The reference numbers for Bantu 
languages here and elsewhere were first introduced by 
Guthrie (1948) and revised in Guthrie (1953) and have found 
widespread acceptance.
Abbreviations in square brackets are the ones used 
in this study, cf. map 7 and section 1.4.3.
[23 For the term "Mokoo", see footnote 14 to chapter 1.
[33 "Classification of the Cameroon dialects"
[4 3 The nasal in the term Fan appears to be velar 
(cf. chart 6.2). As velar nasals were indicated in: that 
period by a dot over the nasal (n), the spelling w:ith an 
alveolar nasal may be due to an omission of the dot.
Bali is an Eastern Grassfields language. Duala and Fang are 
Bantu languages. Fang having more reduced noun roots and 
prefixes.
[53 The first visit of an outsider to the south-western 
part of the Manenguba area probably took place when 
Zintgraff made his exploratory trips in 1^86-7, first to 
Kumba (LEF area), and then to Nyasoso (AKO area) (Zintgraff 
1895*30-32). He later passed through Nguti (MYE area). 
Autenrieth appears to have been the first to have settled in 
the area (at Nyasoso) in 1895 (Gutekunst 1913*4-6). The 
first language material on LEF and AKO became available in 
print in 19.10/11 (Bufe 1910/11, Dorsch 1910/11).
[63 "The Nkasi language is ... a Bantu language, ... only 
a very distorted dialect of Duala ..."
[73 The reference numbers for Bantu languages are our 
addition.
[83 The presence of a p and f in these two alternative 
names immediately suqgests a correlation of the type 
discussed in 5.4.
[93 Cf. also footnote 16 to chapter 1. Johnston’s work has 
not been taken seriously for a long time partly due to the 
glaring errors he made. For a recent reappraisal of his 
'work, see Coupez (1977).
[103 Both Mangen and Myogga appear to be derived from an
earlier form such as mwan + ggtn ’son of r^gen*. Cf, Jacquot 
and Richardson (1956*25) for tne term Ngcn.
[113 "Prefixes still nearly complete"
[12] "Prefixes already in tne process of disappearing".
[133 "Southern Mbo"
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[14] "New Bantu"
[153 "Old Bantu"
[163 "Renue-Cross-River-Semi-Bantu"
[173 "North Cameroon mountains-Semi-Bantu"
[183 "Peripheral class lanquages"
[ 193 This is the first occurrence of the term "Mbo
Cluster" in the literature (cf. 1.4.3.2).
[203 Cedillas and subscript dots in the original have been 
omitted from these names as they do not add anything of 
significance here. The stem initial consonant rather than 
the initial letter is capitalized in those glossonyms where 
Guthrie had split off the prefix and placed it after the 
name, e.g. Koose, a-j-. The names of ethnic groups said by 
Guthrie to be speaking the same language are given in 
brackets.
[213 The North Mbenc group was not treated in Richardson 
(1957).
[223 The term Oroko appears to be replacing the term Lundu 
for the western part of group A. 10. The term has been used 
by Ngoula (n.d.), Etame (1981), Breton (n.d.) and Kuperus 
(1982).
[233 The term Ngoe is also used by Breton (n.d.) for the 
eastern part of the group A.10 but is not popularly used.
Cf. the discussion in 1.4.3.2.
[243 The Musee Royal de l ’Afrique Centrale kindly sent us 
a copy of the word list used to represent Mbo A. 15. The list 
is headed A.15g Mbo. However, at the bottom of the list, we 
find the following* LANGUE TRADUITE* 'oq . On inspection of 
the list, we found that it must have been taken from 
Spellenberg (1922)
Kamerun. The error of identification must have occurred 
because of the convention of leaving off the prefix*
Abo/Ab£> > bo/bjg > mbo > mbo.
[253 Bakem (BKM) occasionally has been included in Mbo 
(Champaud 1973, Ngoula n.d., Breton n.d.), possibly because 
it is in the same administrative division. Dugast (1949a*31) 
linked it with Abo. Jacquot and Richardson (1956) also 
placed it in the Basaa group.
Kitchui (KIT), also referred to as Upper Belong is 
culturally linked with Balong. For this reason, it is 
included in the Mbo group by Ngoula (n.d.). Linguistically, 
it is clearly related to Kenyang. This is allegedly due to 
the adoption of Kenyang in favour of their own language at 
some time in the recent past.
[263 Cf. Heine et al. (1977*67 footnote 3) who referred to 
a similar situation in Bantu as a whole as "Bantu Zwiebel"
[= Bantu onion 3.
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[273 Eyongetah and Brain (1974*25), apparently referring 
to LEK, make the following statement* "Kingkwa is a language 
spoken in the Bamileke-Mbo borderlands and provides a 
remarkable example of a fusion of a Bantu-Mbo and a 
semi-Bantu (Bangwa-Bamileke) language." The nature and truth 
of the claim made in this statement would need further 
investigation. From our study made so far, however, we would 
be rather more cautious. It would also be necessary to 
clarify precisely which speech community the authors have in 
mind, whether it is the same or a different one from the one 
represented in this study.
[28 3 Included in the numbers 20 and 14 are LEF and LEK 
because they figure in all our charts in chapters 2 to 4 and 
in appendix 1, but it should be noted that they are excluded 
from our definition of the Manenguba languages.
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APPENDIX ONE
COMPARATIVE WORD L ISTS
This appendix contains the data on which the 
comparative study is based. There are 709 glosses which were 
used to elicit the words in the different languages. The 
glosses are numbered and arranged into broadly the following 
categories* (1)-(13) numerals, (14)— (423) nouns, (424)-(4R3) 
qualities, (484)-(489) pronouns, (490)-(523) relational 
concepts, (524)-(709) verbs. For ease of reference, an 
alphabetical listing of the English glosses is given in 
appendix 2.
At the top of each item is given the number with the 
gloss in English and below it the gloss in French. Bantu 
reconstructions from Guthrie (1967-71) are indicated by CB 
(Common Bantu), the number in brackets referring to 
GuthrieJs Comparative Series (numbers preceded by ps refer 
to Guthrie*s "partial series"). On the line labelled M,
Bantu reconstructions from Meeussen (1967) and (1969) are 
given. Occasionslly, reconstructions for Proto Eastern 
Grassfields from Hyman (1979) are included and identified as 
PEG. PGB refers to Proto Grassfields Bantu (from unspecified 
sources), PEk to Proto-Ekoid (Natters 1978 and 1981) and PBC 
to Proto-Benue-Congo (De Wolf 1971). Dla, indicates items 
from Duala.
PM stands for Proto-Manenjuba and is used to label 
our own reconstruction of roots on the basis of the data
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presented below it. The status of each reconstruction 
varies, some clearly representing Proto-Manenguba and in 
some cases being reflexes of Proto-Bantu, Proto-Benue-Congo 
or Proto-Niger-Congo. The status of others is less clear. 
Some may'be retentions from an earlier stage or may be an 
innovation or borrowing since PM. However, it is difficult 
to be- certain at this stage. The less well supported 
reconstructions are included to facilitate comparison with 
reconstructions from other groups and sub-groups in this 
general linguistic area.
MBM to LEK refer to the languages chosen for-this 
study (for the abbreviations of the languages names see 
map 7). Where more than one cognate type exists under one 
gloss, an attempt has been made to arrange the tokens of 
each cognate type into columns. Where too many different 
cognate types appear, this has, of course, not been 
possible.
A broad phonetic transcription has been used except 
in AKO and MWK where the data is phonemicised. Variations in 
the pronunciation recorded are placed in brackets, the 
alternatives being separated by a slash (/).
Where we have a plural form for nouns, this is 
indicated after the singular form separated by a comma. 
Usually, the prefix only is given but where necessary, the 
whole plural form is added. Identical singular and plural 
are indicated by ’id.'. The numerals 1 - 1 9  indicate the 
noun class qender to which the root belonjs. A hyphen 
preceding PM roots shows that a class prefix is required. No 
hyphen with roots of classes 9 and 10 indicates that these 
roots have a 0- prefix, cf. 4.5.
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Tone is usually indicated, but where we lack the 
information, it has been left unmarked. In reconstructions 
of PM, sometimes it has not been possible to reconstruct the 
quality of a vowel. In such cases, E stands for a front 
vowel, 0 for a back vowel and V for any vowel.
There is a set of notes at the end of this appendix 
containing a variety of comments on some of the items. Where 
there is such a note, this is indicated by an asterisk after 
the English gloss. These notes are not meant to be 
exhaustive, but to clarify a few points especially for the 
person not familiar with these languages. It is obvious that 
much more could be said than space allows.
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( 1 ) one ( 2) two ( 3) three *
un deux trois
CB (1570) *-p-^5g5 (1314) *-m5 (22) *-bade (1689) *-tSt3
M *-p5k5 <NN) PEG* *m5k'' *mcJk" ★-bSdS PEG* * < t ) b e i '  *-tSt3 PEG* *tSc
PM *"p'5g 9 *^-b3 ★"-ISSn
MBM -f5? -b7> - i s s
MBN p5? -bS -issi
MYE pS’ -hS? -B S - m
MBE p5? -hS? -bl ( c /e ) - i t t
ELU pS? -h5’ -b^ -1 §§n
NNE ~h5? - B e - 1 «
AKO P'Sg* -h’Sg1 - B e -lf»3n
MHE *p5? -h5? -be (t/a) -l^Sn
MrtK p5? -K5? -Ba -1 aan
MKA p5? -h5? -B d -Ilian
BLN p5? -h5? -B 3 -lei an
RBO p 5 k 1 9 -h5k • 7 nW5k' 1 * 3 -ba 
if5k* 5,14
-yaan
LEF •pS? -fS’ -bt -1 aan
LEK f 5k • -f5g* -bya -laga
( 4) four * ( 5) five ( 6) six
quatre cinq six
CB (1353) *-nf (1662) *-tticin3 PEG* ★"tSn (1815) *-t66bS 3
M *-naf PEG* *-kOa *-t3£n5s (t/c,o/o) *-t65ba 3 PEG* *t6p6
PM *^-ntfn *"-taan *-t6Sb 3
MBM -nytf -t EE n-twS'Sb*
I ,
MBN -nil (n/ny) -tfian n-cwoSb1
MYE -nil - ta n-tltfs?
MBE -nf - taa n-ty#
ELU -nttn -t aan n-ttrd
NNE -n I t -tfia n-tuu
AKO -nitn -taan n-toob1
MHE -nlln - tSan n-ty#£b1
MrtK -ni fn - t§an n-too
MKA -niTn - t§an n-toob1
BLN -nJfn - tSan nl-toob*
BBO -ntf -taan iil-t66b1
LEF -ni in -t&an n-ty6 (o/tS)
LEK -nyii -t5a n-tdgt
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( 7) seven *
sept
CB (269) *-c&rabo/3 
M PEG* *salfiba"
PM ★sS&nb*!"'
MBM stSmb'b 
MBN saamba 
MYE saS'mbfia 
MBE syaS'mbaa 
ELU samba 
NNE saamba 
AKO sa§mb"c 
MHE saamba 
MWK saamba 
MKA saS'mb^
BLN saSmbS 
BBO saS'mb^i 
LEF saSmbc 
LEK sagSmbyS
( 8) eight
huit 
PEG* * m m §  
**~&mbt 3 
*w3elm 
waam 
yd am 
jtia 
waam 
waam 
warn 
waam 
waam 
w£3m 
w£im 
w£3m 
w^ am 
warn 
ztigS
( 9) nine
neuf
(219) *-bi)3 5 PEG* bilk
*-bt)j3 (-bQka, -bog^?) 5
*-bOg^ 5
a-bo?
a-bd?
a-boo?
a-bu?
a-bok
£-beg'
a-b<3g'
c-bSg1 (o/u) 
a-bu? 
c-bt7g 1 
E-bug1
f-bClk (k/g')
1 e-bO 
1 t-bok
( 10) ten ( 11) twenty * ( 12) hundred *
dix vingt cent
CB (1 208 ) *-lc6mf 5/6
M *-komt 5 PEG*
PM *-om> 5 '6m ^ b3 6 *-b6g5 7 *-b6k£l 9 {
MBM dOom mumb£
MBN jdom mtidrabS
MYE du5 odu6 ob^ e s Sq mb5ki
MBE dy8m mdb2 e-boo
ELU dftm mdm'Sb^ mbokel
NNE
/ \
duum mfidm"&b2 mbwok?1
AKO dy3m m66b2 m bw’Sk'fcl
MHE dygfm m6'6mb2 (c/a) 2-b6o/2-b6?o
MWK dySm ni(56BS e-Boo
MKA dy&m mom&£ 2-Bo? * o
BLN dy3m momBI t“b6?d
BBO dy3m mumbS l-bft^o
LEF dy3m m8m6bt mbfik'i
LEK dtjgO mddmby3
- k M  3)
?}-kM ' 
h- k W
i-k'S
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( 13) thousand ( 14) family
mi lie fami H e
CB
M
PM *-k5lE 7 <*-b&Q 7) *-bysl *-tt5mb£ (*-tod *-kGl)
MBM §-b£g a-tst
MBN S-BSg S-» f5?
MYE nzS? ni­ j
MBE 5-lc3Utl
ELU e-k3l1» mby 3
NNE R-ka1a mbSa
AKO .e-k5le tCimbe Sbftm a n d a b •
MHE £-k?flc? (l£/le) nlby 3
MWK S-k8l ekolt mbySi 3-ktfl
MKA c-ko'ro mbyS 2-tG•mb8
BLN £-kSli (1/r) 2 ktil
BBO N k 6 l l i-t(5mblf mt-
LEF e-kole ttimbS
LEK rJ-k’S^ph^ -nytndli?,i m>-
( 15) marriage ( 16) my father
mariage mon p§re
CB (17) *bada (1686) *-taatS
M *-taat3 (la) PEG*
PM *-w5ggE 14 (*-ltfg 7) *taa la
MBM e-w‘6gg6 e-lok tec
MBN e-ld? tete $
MYE e-w5g'ge e-187 (awe)
MBE a-woggct to
ELU e-w'Sgga * 0- e Jens ali
NNE a ’-Wtj ggt
AKO e?-w5gge, me- (§18g • intercourse *) sSg 9 s8S (<— s§g
MHE £ ?-w8 gga taa/tM/t la
MWK a-w5gg8 ?7~b§la t
MKA c-w5 gg"5 t aS
BLN c-w5gg3 t a&
BBO f-W5ggt t a3
LEF wowS
LEK i-lflk mb55zt?
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( 17) his father * 
son p§re 
CB <303*334) *-ct» *-cf
M *-tct (2027) *-yfct la/2
PM *-s £ q  9 a^-slSrj-V la
MBM awf t£2
MBN s^arj
MYE (£w6) sll
MBE awf sir)
ELU awf sll
NNE slr}/s3
AKO sSq 9 sail (♦^-sSq + 1) la
MHE sH/sSlrj
MWK silo
MKA s i ' gl
RLN s S qS
BBO s I qI
LEF
** f
sWS
LEK si ql 1 bw5
( 19) my mother 
ma mSre
CB (1282) *maaml 1 a/2
M *-masml (la) PEG* +ml/nl
PM *ncc
MBM hne
MBN no
MYE lye a
MBE net!
ELU eje nyag
NNE
AKO nyaQ 9 nySS (*—nySg + 1)
MHE n$/ne§
MWK n 11
MKA net
BLN n! c
BBO
LEF
LEK d 5 £ z c
{ IB) your father 
ton pere 
(360) *-c5 (2029) *-ytc5 1 a/2
*-fc5 la
★s 'Sq 9 la
awoo tc c
5^ 5
s55
s5g
s5"5
s'So
s6 q 9 s56 (♦^ ■s S q + e) la
s 5 5 / s 5 5 q
s ‘5'5q
s5* rj'S
s S q 'S
s5rj5
5^ 3
s 5 o"5 (nyt)
( 20) his mother 
sa mere
(1389) *-nyaog6/5 ts/2 'mother' 
PEG* *m'l/n?i 
*nyao 9 *nyS0"^ la 
finy ti 
finyaa
(aw6) Finyal 
eyai} awf yag 
awf nyaS 
ny SI
nysto 9 nyal (*~nyag + I)
nyal
yalf]
nySgl
nyar>l
nySgS
n y M
nyaglbwS
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
( 21) your mother 
ta mere 
(1395) *-ny.3k3 
*-ny3k3 (la)
★ny^rj 9 *ny3o~V la
finyS’S •
nny53
rSny5‘5
Sy 5tj
ny35
ny oo
nyog 9 ny36 («-hy5t} + e) ta
ny3"5
y35q
ny 3q5
ny 3rj5
ny3ij5
ny55
ny3rj5 (nyt)
( 23) brother * 
frere
( 22) mother's brother * 
oncle maternel
*-lSS 1/2
n-1 $
rV-lt’e Cne) 
i - l t  ( t/fl)
i - l f
rV-lS§, be- 
fV-1a I , be- 
r W S a , be­
n-1 §1, o- 
i3-lla f b3- 
i3-laa , bf- 
n 5 -y l l *  bf-
m a ln y a q  fnmSS 
rnd-yao 6w t m tf-ySq mbo6
( 24) sister * 
soeur 
(987) *-k3dt
manna , BannS
manySq, banySq ‘ 
mTmySg, bftfinySq 
mltySq/ml-ySg, bi­
ro Syf/m'oyf* bllyf 
mw a nn £
mwannSd', BannSd' 
mwannee mwanySq
mwantSS 
mwanySq, banySq 
mwanySg mwantS
mwanne mwanySq, ban bl nySq
mSanySq* bSmbSlnySS 
mTjySg, bSbenySo
Sy'Sm qg3l, 3y£m qg3l 'my sister(s)' 
manyarj mwaad', banyag bwlad' 
mdnyag* bOdnySq my c-ye, bet- myc-tS 
mfySq mwal, beySq bSI m'le-yaQ, bel- 
mlyf, bllyf
mwarin? mw^d*
mwanned1 S mwSId'* 
bannSd' be beb^sd'
mwanySg mwSa? 
mwannH mw&a 
mwanySq mwSId' 
mwanySg mwSad' mwanne 
Sjem k a t ' * "IjSm k a t ' 
mSanySg m w M ^ n ,  bSmbSanySa b! balSn 
mdySg, bSblnySq
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM 
MBN 
MYE 
MBE 
ELU 
NNE 
AKO 
MHE 
MWK 
MKA 
BLN 
BBO 
LEF 
LEK -
( 25) twin
Jumeau, jumelle 
(1 407) *-pScS 
*-p£ica 5 
*-f«J 1/2 
m-f£t
nl-ftyg', S- 
iV-hf?, o-
o - h p
o-htd'
Q - h f
g-h tcf', be- 
r}-hty? (y’/s) 
rVhty ?, o- 
nl-h?is3 
at-hay?
1
w i l - f t ? ,  m S -  
I f - f t ? ,  r f t -
( 27) daughter * 
f 1 lie
( 26) son * 
fils
(1922) *-y5na 'child* 
*-j3nS 'child'
*-Sn 1/2
my-an, b- nd"emsSt 
S-l'Sg^, Id. 
mya, Id, 
mySn, bSn 
m^ 5, ban 
mwan mdnjQ 
mwan, ban 
mwln, ban 
mwan mwanj6m, ban 
mwan, ban 
mwan, ban 
mwan, ban
mwan a mom^n, ban b$ bSmSn 
mwJSgil
( 28) grandfather * 
grand-pSre
(*-g3n 9)
my£ mwat, mdam bad 
0g 5n
myamya
mtl mwaa?
V ^
m3, ban 
mwan c mwad 
mwan S mwSSd' 
mwan e mwaa? 
mwan mwal
ogon
mwanc mwaad', ban bS'baad' 
mwanS mwaat', ban b6 baat* 
mwan a mwalSn, ban b5 b.SlSn 
mw$gfl
... + *mb^
s S q tee 
a'Sa mbS’S
sbo mb ha a t a5 alba a
(s3mba) tamba
s53mba 
saa mba
- m ,  be- tt£ mb a a
s5q rtibM
tSa mb^S 
-tamb£'£, ba
sSrja mbaa
(s^ rja mb3S) tSS mbamb^
saa ntfna ('father old 
mbo6 mbyS
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( 29) grandmother * ( 30) husband ( 31 ) wife *
grand-mere meri, Spoux 6pouse
CB (697) *-d8m'fc J/2 (986) *^k8dl 1/2
M *-d5m* I PEG* *-d5(m)' *-kSdl PEG* *g(w)f
PGB* *lom"
PM ... + *mb§S *-J8m 1/2 *-3Sd 1/2
MBM fi’ny^tjni 3-zw6m (wj/o), bfc- mw3d', §b£d'
MBN ny8mbaa rl-z5m f o-y5m mwSSd*, §bw33d'
MYH ly£mb£3 ny8a mba5 rl-Jwam, o- flimyijUi?, o b M 9
MBE n cfgmba rV- j8m mwa^ ?
ELU nytSmba n-jft, 3- m w a , oba
NNE ntE mba 3-jO, be- niwaS?, bebaS?
AKO -n c 5, be- n“c£ mb88 in- j om , be- m w 3 8 d 1
MHE nyorj b^a in-j 6m mwafid 1 (d1/?)
MflK net mba8 n-J6m , o- mw 88
MKA -n a mb8a t bV- 3-j6mt be- m w-aad', br-Sad*
BLN ny8g^ mb88 nl- j 6m , b£- m w S a d 1. b3ad'
BBO net m b8mb8 iTi— jom. bt- m w8a t 1, b8a t '
LEF ritlna n- J 5m , be- m w8l8n, b818n
LEK 6w c in by a 3-z6, bc- mwfl?, b3g8?
( 32) body * ( 33) skin *
corps peau
CB (2178) *- (n)yoto (ps 269) *-j5t3 (1095) *-k5ba (874) *-gob3 PGB*
M *-j6to 9 PEG* *n5d *-g abl *-k5ba 11 PEG* *gob"
PM *-81 9 *-g3b 9 *-kob 7 *-g3b 9
MBM flny fn rjg3b nyfn
MBN ny tn 00 3 b '
MYE 0gw53 nywen 0g w53 nywtn
MBE yal 3k6'yal e-k8'yal
ELU
W*
nyu ogo?
NNE nyal e-kob1 og3b'
AKO yal Og ob'
MHE yal ( a/o) c-kob*
MNK yol Ogow 3-kow (ekow gg6w)
MKA yol c-kob'
BLN ggob1 ggobeyol a-k8b ' a-kokol
BBO y88 Ogtlb' i'-kokoo
LEF nyf)5 f}kun ny35 ogo
LEK i^k^gtnyt ogrt?
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( 34) flesh * 
chair
( 35) blood 
sang
CB (416) *-c3nt 3/4 *meat, flesh* (824) *-gld8 6
M *-gldS 6 PEG*
PM *-s3n 3 *-3m 9 *-bQb" 9 *-kll 6
MBM > nyilm ft-ttl (t/k)
MBN nyam i5-kll
MYE nyam 3-kll
MBE y3m mbu o-k 11
ELU mbob^9 o-kTt
NNE ft-s&n me-kll
AKO n-son ny3m me-kll
MHE n-s&n me-kll
MWK mbilw yam mbOw o-k 11
.MKA n1-s3n ("nyam) m3-kll
BLN irt-son nyam (Jl-sfma9 me-kll
BBO nl-son ml-ktt
LEF nyam ma-kll
LEK nya me-khl
( 36) vein
veine
( 37) bone 
os
CB (349) *-cfc6 3/4 (1511) *-pec£ (1273) *-k6pS
M *-ktipa 5 PEG* *grtp *k6e(n)"
PM * - s i r 3/4 *-f§J" 7/8
MBM n-s 3d* e-sld, n-
MBN n-s3yg • (ey/i) e-feyg* (ey/e/e), §-
MYE n-sIf9 e-ht9 , 3-
MBE n-s f 7 e-hle9 , a-
ELU n-sek e-h^k, 0-
NNE n-s tg r e-hlg *, h-
AKO n-std1 3-htd*
MHE n-s Id* e-hey9 (y9/s)
MWK ri-s f9 e-hey9, 3-
MKA nf-s fy 9 1-hey9 (y9/s). I9-
BLN ifi-sfy 9 (ly’/d'/s) 1-hey9, e9-
RBO nt-sf t * 1-het, t-fet
LEF n-sI(9), mt- fc-ft9 , bl-
LEK n-sl9 . m l- e-fc9 , bc-
PNC* *-gia 
*d6m'‘
( 38) head
t«te
<1800) *^to 3/4 
(1808) *-t6i 3/4 
*-t61 3 PEG* ’*t6”
* - 1 6  3 /4
ft-dti
ri-dO (d/.j)
1-1 w a  
n~l t 
1-16 
X-n 
ft-16 
ft-13 
n-16 
fl-18 
rfl-lo 
rft-y o
n-16, ml- 
fi-dOgO, me-
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( 39) face
visage
CB (391) *-c5 14/6 (347) *-ct6 14/6 
M *-tl5 14 PEG* *sl"
PM *-s6 14/6 (*-b§g 5/6 V?)
MBM S-bw^(n)
MBN S-blg
MYE ' 3-blg dytblg
MBE 3-sy#1, o-
ELU 3-b6g, o-
NNE a-st (e/a), me-
AKO e 9- s b , me-
MHE e-sifJ
MWK a-so, o-
MKA e9-so, me-
BLN ?9-s6t ml- (i/e)
BBO f-so, mf- 
LEF wo-sfJ, ma- 
LEK be-sfigO
( 41) brain * 
cerveau
CB (169) *-bbng5 14 (2133) *-ybng5
M *-j3ng5 14 (-bongo) PEG* *b5g *f
PM *b3gg3/-3gg3 14
MBM e-bog 
MBN bbg 
MYE bog 
MBE 3-b5g 
ELU 65 
NNE bog 
AKO bog 
MHE b5g
MWK 3“ b3gg'5 a-b5g 
MKA b3gg5 
BLN b3gg5 
BBO bogg5 
LEF 1 3g (?)
LEK b5g
( 40) facial markings 
"oalafre"
*-b£nytf ? (*-d«6 7) ★-b3if 9/10
ndTi"5
e-pfsE
mbhag
a-be9, b- 
Blnl9
a9-beg“e, me- 
e-bSn
J-bSn, e9- 
NBSn
mbag
(ndtid 'cicatrice') 
mbag
mbag t popo
nd66
irlbag
n-102
( 42) forehead 
front
14 (163) ★-bbmb’5 3/4
5m" *-bombo 3 'bridge of the nose' 
*-bS6 *-b3mb6 3
e-bwendij 1
e-b5g
dyebtg = face 
mb5m 
mb6g 
m b6g 
mb 3m 
mb'bm 
3-bo6 (mbbmb'o) 
mboo mbom
mbomb'5 
mbbd mb3mb5
wosd wO ftl6 
dees OgQ
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK
( 43) hair (on head) * 
cheveux 
(ps 113) (*-clcl)
★-jOldS 11 PGB* *nOg
7/8 ★nyilg/-Oo 9 
nytig 
nytig 
riyoQ 
you
nyog
ny^ ij
§-std», §9-
2-si9 (i9/s)
yOg
S-sIy9
e—sly9 (y9/d* ) nyOg 
nydg 
nyGg
nybg (5 nddgd)
( 45) beard * 
barbe
(519) *ded0 10 (930) *-JedO
*-d£dO PEG* *d(w)e" PGB* *del" 
*-JJd 9
nyOg nzed'
nz td1 
nza9
n z£9 (z/z) 
nzeb1 
nzbb
nzeeb* (b'/d1) 
nzc 9 (9/ d ') 
nz£l yug nz?l 
n Jed'
njtd' estsS njld* 
nz £t 
nIS 
n za 6
( 44) grey/white hair
cheveux gris/blanes
(*-s5gV 3 *nyOb/d 9)
pobe nyClg 
gk Snyfl 
pdbe?6 nybg 
3pOp6n * 16 
ifiblnyog
n y O b '
nyOb* (b'/d*) 
nlpfjb1 (u/oO 
nsogf 
iTlsSge c
iflsSgtt . bstst? pOpSe
nyilg 1 ptlpali 
nyu e pdwSa
1-pdke9 ny3g
( 46) hair (on body) 
poll
. PEG* *nOg 
*nyQg/-Gg 9 7
nyd o 
nyOg
nyog (o/u) 
yog (o/u) 
nyog
kandl
e s f d '
nyog ko3 (d'un bSbS) 
yOg yug rjgow
bsly 9
nyOg e-sld'
nytig
nyOg
ny3g
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( 47) nose * 
nez
CB (960) *-j6dd 5/6 (2151) *y6do
M *-( J)6d5 5 PEG* *d(o )t" PGB*
PM *-65 (*-51?) 5/6
MBM e-dll*
MBN dfia (d/j)
MYE dw'b (w/w)
MRE -dygS, o- 
ELU dO 
NNE dtji'l 
AKO d-tiO, m- 
MHE du
MWK d y - o d , my- 
MKA dy8, mod 
BLN dy-6, m- 
BBO dy3 
LEF dT3t 
LEK cul
( 49) ear
orei lie
CB (1801) *-t6 t *-t&5 5/6 (1809)
(1813)
M *-t6t 15 PEG* *t6gV 
PM *-too ( * - t 6 t ? ) 7/6
MBM e-tlt, n-
MBN e-tOo (t/c), o-/d-
MYE (w/w)t o-
MRE e-t» (ef/yeS), d-
ELU e-tO, o-
NNE e-tfr?, me-
^KO e-tOO, me-
MHE c-tTnl, m t-
MWK e-tod, o-
MKA c-tod, me-
BLN c-too, ml- (1/a)
BBO f-tod, mf- 
LEF c-trtf, ma- 
LEK 1 c-tsfl?, mc-
( 48) nostril 
narine
*L(o)tN *-pogodo 9
*-pwen (*-pw^d *-p6g ?) 
p5g« 'dlt 
p6 ' jCia 
po6 dw'S 9, 10 
mptn 1 d6 
ep 5 dO, pondO 
n i p 6 dtjF?
nlpwtd* fi dtK) 
rftpwtd' fi di!t nlpyfcd*
nlpon. dyoo
nlpo fi dyd, mpd ifi m8 
iripwen dyd, nlpyen m8 nlpo7 m8 
nlpen dy8, nlpen moo 
nlpao fi dtif 
S-f5g6 cHI
( 50) eye 
oel 1
*-t'6t (2030) *-y!cd 5/6
*-t61
*-Jlcb 5 PEG* *dlt"
*-lJ 5/6 
d-Dd *, m-
d-iyg1, m- (eyq'/eg'/e? ) 
d-T?, ba'ml? 
d-T?, m- 
d-ak, m- 
d - e g1 , m- 
d-Td», ni­
di?, me? (dls, mis) 
d-T?, m-
d-I? (1?/ey ? ) s m- 
d-Ty?« m- 
d-Tt, m- 
d-I?, m- 
d-t?, m—
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
C 51 ) eyelash * 
cl 1
*-popo 7/8 *-t3g 7/8
e-pSp6 cfkH 
S-p0p3 deyg*
nyftg ‘a b V m i  fttitV 
ftpSfpg 'mT?
to?
a-tog1
e ’-popa 
£-popo, I?-
e-to ? d t ?, a-
£-popo, c?
s-popo 'eyelid* c-t3? 
nyftr) o mtt
E-baba
ny3o i dt?
C 54) U p  *
1 evre
*- j-cgtd 7/8
mbtmsSl 
e-bS ns<3?, Id.
mbfic riswSn 9/10 
mbansal
e-bfre nsfi, 8- 
e-btb', ft?- 
e-b8b', e?~
Xjyt, Eby? 
mb?m nson
2-jt£d', £-
£-jt£tt, cbycctt (/ebytd1) 
f-jtoft. fbytgft 
c-bSba c nso
Z-kogc nsU, ba-
( 52) tear(from eye) * 
larme 
(368) *-e5dt 5/6
*-( 1- )codl 5 
*-"s3d 5/6 
dirag'
Jya?
d l ^ V  mlV? 
ml's6? S'sSS? 
d-'Sga, m- 
■ mS-s'id'
3-s3d •, m£- 
t-s"5d», mt- 
a-s M , 5- 
c-s'W', m£- 
c-s'bd • , mi- 
mt-s'bt 
ma-st§
nyft? dtf
( 5 3 )  mouth 
bouche
PEG* *cox 
*-s3l 3 
ft-sM 
ft-s3? 
ft-sw£n 
ft-s'Sl 
ft-sQ 
ft-s M  
ft-sM 
ft-s^l
ft-sSn (n/1) 
nl-sftl
fl-sol ("/~) 
n )-so d  (oo/oe) 
ft-so
ft-sti. me-
( 55) tongue * 
langue 
(572) 11/10
*-demi 11 PEG* *dlm’ 
*-jtm 7/8 
ft-y'Sm 
e-y cm 
e - j ail, ft- 
e-j"&nt o- 
e-Jt i , 0- 
S-jtm
e-cem, §?- 
2-jtm, £?- 
e-jtm, a- 
?-j cm» c7- 
e-Jtm
T-jfm, ib1- 
?-yam, bi-
*- U?, b V
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M
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MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
C 56) tooth 
dent
(ps 131) *-c5gg3 
PEG* *sZ>rf 
*-sor]T' 5/6 
ft-silg - (a/a), ft- 
ft-sftg, o- 
ft-sOg, 5- 
a-sog, o- 
ft-sftg, o-
1-s3g* m§- 
ft-sog, me-
2-sog» rne- 
ft-sog» 6-
2-sog, mt!-
2-sog, mt- (i/e)
l-sllo, mi-
1e-sog, ma- 
lVsog, mV-
( 58) voice 
voix
*-f5b 7/8
nztt (nztltt) 
e-f5w? 
e-hw6?, o- 
e-h5?t a- 
e-h'5?, 0- 
e-hSb, a?- 
e-h"5b1
2-hb? (o?/ob‘) 
e-h5w, a- dy b d , moo 
dyfi
c-h5b1, e?-
t8n
03 5 o 1 e 
n-d§1s?, ma-
( 57) saliva 
sa 1 i ve
(1B57) *-td-/*-tG8d- 'spit' PBC* *-tati 
*-td-(ed-) 'spit' V**-t?it 6 PEG* *t(w)S' 
★-ltd" 6
n - H b '
o-l£3?
a-lt?
a-1eed', me- 
me-leed* (ee/e)
m 2- ltd* 
me-ltd* 
mf-ytt'
2- kw2n
m 2-lt?
( 59) chin * 
menton
(520) *-d2dQ 7/8 
*-d£d0 7 'chin' 
*-Jld 9 *-tj 7/8 
nzcd'
w 2?
nz o? 
n zy 2? 
nzeb'
njeg» 
c td*
j-ay?, by-
n z2l 
n jcd' 
njed' 
nz et
wold
z w 2?
( 60) neck * 
cou
(1086) *-ktng3 also 'nape* 
*-ktng5 9 PEG* *t5g 
*-klg 9 * - b M  5
d-bw3l (1/n)
kag
kig
kbg
fy-k'Sg
ft-keg
ktg (k/c)
ktg
ktg*
ktg
ktg
ol-bwDn 3/4
m - b M
2- b M
I’- b M  (c/e) 
l-b5b 
lfi-bb? 
12-b33» ift-
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M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
RLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
( 61) nape * 
ntjque
*-b31 5
mb "ad 3bw3l (1/n) 
3-b3l 
mbfit IITj*
a-b3l, o- 
mbSgabSl 
a-b3l
a-b3l, me-
2?b3l 
3-651 . 
mbOs 2b5l 
mb'G 'sebSl 
mbtlst 653 
mbt seleb3? 
mbt I2b33
( 64) armpit
ai sselle 
(1942) *-y§pa
pSTpag'
p#pa ?
oagl?
p3g
p3m
p§lb3g1
kftlbftg' (/kalebag') 
pjaka 
p£k6 
p5k9 
p?5k£ 
p?5k5
p5p5 
l2-k3ga?» mo-
( 62) throat ( 6 3 )  shoulder
gorge Spaule
(1113) *-k3d3 (84) *-b2g3 (1466) *-p2g3
PEG* *f5g (1862) fr-ttrtldl
(*-b^g/-bag?) 
kig kftmb’&g'
rUSgk’&g mbS?, id.
gko'kog gg3gt?
6k3gte m b M k ’S
gg5 gg51n mb2?
ntegk3g e-kwel, a-
ftkag 3-kSgfl, e?-
gg33l 2-k2mbtlt 2?-
ggSggbl m b2 Sk3£
ktg 2- k2mb?l mb£ig'
gg3g5l 2-k2mb2i, 2?-
gg 3 g51 kl g t-b2by£k
003m 2-tO, bl-
nldg'ktg mbbk
( 65) arm * 
bras
*-gado 9 'arm, hand' PEG**k5C 
*-k«S 7/6 
e-k“et ft-
e-kt c (cc/sal, o- 
e-k5o, o- 
e-ks, o- 
m b y2kb 
e-kA^, m2-
e - k S S ,  iTie-
2-k aa, mc-
e-kS3, 3-
2-k5'3, m 2-
2-kci'5t m 2- 
1-kSS, mt-
ft-kw2n, mi­
le- ktS, m 2-
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( 66 ) elbow * 
coude
CB (1130) *-k'5kdda 
M *-kokoda 9 
PM *-b5rj 5/6
MBM £-b6g*ka, rab^b'Srj'ka
MBN tOSkS’a
MYE &-b 1>' k$3
MBE S-b'So'k*, 3-
ELU S-kSlSka, 3-
NNE gg3n §k$3, ggVi i mf»k5S
AKO gg3gll SkSci, 0g3g£l £kSS
MHE '^-b'ag, m V
MWK a-bSg SkSS, o-b5g oka§
MKA J-b5o, m£-
BLN ^?-b"5g» mV- -mb5g, ml-
BBO l-b‘5b‘Sg, ml-
LEF dll dt kwl
LEK d3g t ltktS
( 68) hand 
main
CB (973) *-k§c3 (1893) *-y3d3 7/8
M *-ka 5 PEG* *b5^ (920) *-j4d3
PM *-kSH 7/6 
MBM mbffd • k^
MBN e-ka, g- 
MYE e-kS'a, o- 
MBE e-ka, 6- 
ELII e-ka» 6- 
NNE S-kSS, me- 
AKO e-kSS, m§- 
MHE t-kS5 
MWK e-kaa, o- 
MKA t-kS'S, mc- 
BLN e-kS'a, ma- 
B30 .{‘-kaa
LEF t-kc, ma- 
LEK 1 c-kf a , ma-
( 67) wrist
polgnet
* - k 5 1 V  5 /6
S-kwSk'S, rj- 
kwt SkS'S 
3-w36' kS a, o- (*- 3-w o g ) 
akol5'k$, o-
a-k55, me- 
3-k al e , me-
£-k5l5, m£- 'forearm* e-nlgne, m§ 
3k5lS SkS5
g a S M  3g'
^?-k5f5g* d$ k"53, m3-k at og' m'SkSS 
l-b5b5g, ■ ml-
1 t-nogc ltkt'S
'finger,(hand)* 
1 finger1
31 0
CB
( 69) palm (of hand) * 
paume 
(1500) *-p$
M *-pe, -pi 11
PM *-bSny 9/10 (14/6)
MBM mbl'l* ka
MBN m-bt ek3t', 3-
MYE mbfitikSS
MBE mbSS* kt
ELU mbt’f ' kt
NNE mbfg ek3§
AKO mbtn ek?i5, mbtn S mSkSIs
MHE c?-b46 dtk33, mfc-b'&S mtkaS
MWK mb££ ek£5
MKA £-b£6 re ka£, mi-ba5 mtk'aa
BLN ??-bSS di kS3, m H S S  mtk^S
BBO mbSa ka^, mbSfa m§k33
LEF mbtn Jl kt
LEK §-b^S*kyS, bS-
CB
( 71) fingernail 
ongle
(1 B94) *-(n)yld-§ (919) *-j3cfa
M *-J1ida 11 PEG*klb"
PM *-35n 9/10
MBM ny cgka
MBN nyan
MYE nyan
MBE y an
ELU nyan
NNE nyan
AKO nyan
MHE nyan
MWK y a3n
MKA nyan
BLN nyan
BBO nyan
LEF nyan
LEK ny£
( 7 0 )  finger * 
doigt 
(1372) *-nd* 3/4 
*-not 3
3/4, -mylfc 14/6
mwan k$,.id, 
ifTmcq kS, id* 
flm'M mya, baa mya
mw'S'kt, b^S'mw^'kt S-mw'e'ko, o- 
m£ci m w i , bS5 mi 
-P-mwll, me- 
e?-mli, me-
2?-mw{*a, mi-myee mw-Sfs, my- 
mw-7i, my- 
mue, mie 
mwit, myii
mwt ml k33, myii ml mtk^S 
wf)-mwi, mS-
stlkyS, stmmt'kyS
( 72) back * 
dos
(139) *-bl'c§ 9, (223) *-btic§ 9 'back,rear1 
*-boj~, 'bog- 'return* PEG* *Jlm 
*-bGj 9/10
mbad* 
mbeyg' 
mbftl? 
mb! ? 
mbtk 
mbw^ g * 
mbld*
mbwey7 (/mbtis)
mbl ?
mbGy?
mbGy? (y?/d!)
mbGt
mbl ?
mbl?
3 11
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MNK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
{ 73) chest
pot trine 
(1822) *^t6d3 9/10 
* - t<Sdo 9
*t5l' 9 *-t5g 7
tfidl (1/n)
3-t5?
i}kok#
tol
e-t5?
e-t5?
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MNK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
ttl
t*M
tsi
t&l l-fSg*
t81
too (/t8y )
Od'&QgS 
la-kl?, mV-
( 76) lung * 
poll in on
PEG* *bi"
*-fOf3 ? *-p3b 5/6
3-f of d ncfam 
3-f0f3 rWSm
3-hw3bl?, o-
A-b£, o- t-l'&n 
o-p3 115 
3-kOb, m>-
6-l5m
V h o l  (o/6)
3-paw 6 15m, o- 
l-holohoto
U-p3b ifil5m, ml- nUSm
1-ftho 
l-ftifO, bf-
( 74) breast * 
sein 
(71) *bftdl 5/6 
★-bttdl 5 PEG* *ben’ 
*-btl 5/6 
3-b# (e/li), nt- 
a-byt (c/a), nl- 
3-6#, o- 
3-bt, 6- 
3-blf, o- 
a-btt, me- 
3-blt, me- 
l?-b& (e/ee), ma- 
a-btI, o- 
c’- b e11, ma- 
c?-btl, me- 
t-btl* mf- 
1e-b#, ma- 
ll-bll?, m-
( 75) rib 
c6te 
(56) *-banj5/c 
*-banJ5 11 
*-b3ny 9/10 
mbt 
mbly 
mbftlr) 
mbe 7 
mblltj 
mblrj 
mbln 
mb33 
mb3S 
mb 3a 
mbaa 
mb33 
mbln 
mbe
( 77) breath *
haleine, .souffle 
(1468) 'to breathe1
*-p6mo 9 
*-pdb^ 7 *pSmEr 
3-yln
e-pO?
e-pu?
peml
p3m3
3-k6b»
l^-heebl
e-pftb' 
t-hti, 1-fu 
l-fl p3ml
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( 78) heart ( 79) abdomen, stomach
coeur ventre, estomac
CB (1738) *-tSma (229) *-btlm3 5/6
M *-t'Srnl 3 PEG* *tlm'' *-bilmd 5 PEG**bt3m'* PBC**-bumu
PM *-l6m 3/4 *-bOm 5/6 7 •stomach*
MBM n-cfam . a-bflm, m-
MBN n-d“am a-bam, id.
MYE 1-1 501 a-bClm, o-
MBE 1- 1'em a-bOm, o- e-bel
ELU e-pOm t  U S m a-bOm, d-
NNE N l S m a-btlm, me-
AKO B-lem a-bOm, me-
MHE n-lcrn 2’-bdm, m 2- d-bfl
MWK R-16m d-bOm, o-
MKA ft-1 era 2-bOm, ma-
BLN ft-lera 2-bQm, ma-
BBO ft-yem f-bOm, m2- t-btt
LEF n-l'am, ml- lf-bdm, ma-
LEK ep }SSz 6k 12-bdn, m-
( 80) intestines * ( 81) liver ( 82) kidney *
Intes.t ins foie rein
CB (442) *-da 6 PEG**f5" (1739) *tSm3 (1549) *-ptg5
M *-da 6,11,14 ‘entrails1 PEG* *b2N *-plg3 9
PM *-22 3/4 *-baa (/-bald?) 5/6 *plg 9/10 *-jGd 7/8
MBM M i a-ba, ft- d-yljSt .
MBN ffimya (a/e) 3-bS, ft- e-zDO
MYE Ifimya a-ba, 6- p # ’
MBE ftmyd a-ba, o- p w # ’
ELU m2 a-ba, o- p*ag»
NNE • n r r a-bda, me- p’Sg*
AKO mtt a-b§a , me- p'Sg*
MHE mye 2-baa, mc- p t g • (g*/’ )
MWK m w - H , my- a-Baa, o- p i’
MKA fnw-u, my- 2’-bad. ma- p i g »
BLN mw-22, my- 3’- b ^ »  mS- p i g1 ft-kdg1
BBO mw~22, my- 2-bay3, mt- tb-
LEF n-ya, mf- 1 t-b2, ma- p 5 ’
LEK my 2 ’ le-by3’, m- p i  k
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( 83) navel
nombri1 
(1098) *-k‘5bft 5/6 
PEG* *t3o" 
*-f5o 5/6 
d-fSo 
3-f5o, id . 
d-tlg, 5- .
d-tlg 
a-t D. o- 
d-tftg
3-f6o, m§- 
2-fDQ 
a - t l g ,  o -  
2-t^ g, mt- 
e-tdo* me-
l-tdg, mt- 
wO-tdg 
1e-tlg, mV-
( 85) anus * 
anus
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
nzdndn
nzdnnln
po mbdftnt 
po abu 
p8bl 
pwd abG 
mbon 2bftft (<mbdn § abftft) 
dnyabftft
ep5n ftndm 
2p5n 1'bftft 
ep5n lb00
mbondd m ’bftft
pdkS c ltbl 
e-f5g5nyf, ba
( 84) buttocks * 
fesses 
(1650) *-t3k3 5/6 
*-tak b PEG* *stft'
*-s6s5 5/6 *-l§mb£ 5/6
d-n^ n
3-lSnnl, n- 
d-13nni ifibfiftnl, 3- 
e-ju
3-s Os ft, 3- 
d-sftsft 
3-sftsft, me- 
m2-s«Jsi5 m2-13mb3
a-l3mb?5, o- d-ndm 
c’-lSm'bci, m a- 
me-soso me-lamba 
f-sSsft, ml-
df-lamba, ma- 
-l^dnyt, m e-
( 86) faeces, excrement * 
excrement 
(135) *-bl 6,13 
PEG* *bfd"
*-bftO (/-bOl?) 5/6 
a-bftft 
a-bftft, nl- 
d-bftft, 6-
a-bu
o-bwl 
a-bft, ma- 
a-bftft, me- 
£’-bftft, ma-
a-bftft, o- 
mbft'ft (/mabft'ft) 
md-bftft 
t-bftft, mt- 
lf-bt, ma- 
mfgl, id.
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( 87) wind (per anum) ( RB) urine ( 89) vagina
pat urine vagin
CB (432) *-c0dt 3 (390) *-co 6 (2100) *-y3
M *-co 6 PEG* *cftC *-go (-nyo) 5,9
PM *-sOd 3 *-s3ny 6 *-ntg 7 (*-k5g 7)
MBM n-sed' nzSsS e-n£g>
MBN n-s ill • ft-sig e-nftg‘ (g*/’ )
MYE n-sd’ fi-s?g S-n5’
MBE n-sft o-s e pen
ELU n-s id' fi-st a - k V
NNE fi-sid ' me-scg e-k eg1
AKO n-sOd' m§-sin e-k"5g*
MHE rf-srt’ ( V g » ) me-sy § e- bw 6m
MWK n-sif’ o-sfift 3-nt’
MKA nl—sCtcf' i-nt
BLN m-si)d' mi-sftS i-nc’
RBO ft-stit mf-sftft e-sli
LEF n-s ft ma-nla c-zOo
LEK -n-sui m1i’ e-n'sk
( 90) penis * ( 91) testicle
CB
p§nis 
PSCNC* *-T-K/G-g-
testlcule
M *-bombo 'abdomen (beneath navel)1
PM *-jog" 3 *-b3rj 3 *-bfn 9/10, 5/6
MBM e-yog 1 mbelmbVi
MBN fi-yo? m b 3 g k M 3-bin
MYE ft-Jo’ n-J o’
MBE h-j o'? mben
ELU ndtit incfe n-Jti
NNE n-jwftg * a-bcn, me-
AKO n-J 'ig ’ a-b5m rribtn
MHE fi- Jog 1 c’-ben (e/i), ma-
MWK fi-Jo’ mbfn a-bin, o-
MKA ft-jog < mbarj menyag
BLN ft-Jo’ m&nyarja
BBO ft-jftk mbSmbfn
LEF n-j o le-bfn, ma-
LEK e-zok mbag Ifibfn
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( 92) thigh 
cuisse 
CB (1339) *-n3ma 7/8 
M
PM 7/8 V? *-n3m 5/6
MBM S-nim
MBN e-nam, o-
MYE 3-p5nam, S- 
MBE 3-ndm, o-
ELU e-pa, 9- 
NNE e-pwag 
AKO e-pag, me-
MHE 2-pag 2-nam epen
MWK a-nam eko
MKA 2-n3m, c’-
BLN 2-nam, m2-
BBO f-nam, fm-
LEF 2-pag, bi-
LEK 12-na, m 2-
( 94) leg *
Jambe
CB (884) *-gddo 3/4 PEG* *kd' 'pied* 
M *-godo 15 PEG* *ftn ' jambe,tibia 
PM *-koo 7/6 
MBM 3-kO, ft- 
MBN e-pftg
MYE 3-kw^, 3- 
MBE e-k3, o- 
ELU e-kO, d- 
NNE 3-kGG, me- 
AKO e-kOft, me- 
MHE a-koo, ma- 
MWK kameko (calf muscle)
MKA 2-kod, mo- 
BLN e-kdd, me- 
BBO i-kod, mf- 
LEF 2-kwe, ma- 
LEK 1 2-kh3, ma-
( 93) hip
hanche 
(2132) *-<n)y5gga 
PEG* *df g'
★-JOG 7/8
dO o <*-
e-tdtOg, id.
a-sGO’ , o- 
a-lciba, o- 
o-b/ eju 
ft-kag' 
a-It n depag 
S-tSija, ms- e-toggo
e-jOfi
2-Ju’, 2’-
e-ju e-toggd dt koo, mf- 
f-t6go, mt-
2-b5s3, bi- 
12-sdgana, ma -
( 95) knee * 
genou
(170) *-b5ng5/8 5/6
(
*-b5g 5/6
a-b5g (abookO)
I
a-b5g, 3biB'b5o 
3-b5g, 3-
ft-b’ogttkST, o- 
a-b6, o- 
a-bdb6, me- 
a-bdb6g, me- 
2’-b5g, ma- 
d-b^g (eko) , o- 
2-b5g, ma-
a ’-b5g da koo, ma-b"5o ma koo 
f-bSb'Sg, mi- 
lf-b5g, ma-
d-og, m-
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M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
( 96) heel 
talon 
(1761) *— tlndl 
★-tlndl 5
★-tlndl 5/6 *tln 9/10 
m btiraki)
k8n eki) 
mbBl (e)kwa
kah ekd 
ttn Skt) 
t In
a-tln tin 
ttn
d-tlndl (eko), o- 
2’-t1n*d1, ml- 
e-tlndt, mi-
1-ttndt, ml- 
plndSkwd
e-Jll I2k3y bl-Jll mSkfc
( 99) sole (of foot) 
plante
★-bSny 9/10 (14/6) 
mbit ekd 
mbtt ki) 
mbfit kwa 
mbee kd 
mbtl kOf 
mbtrj ekflft 
mbtn ekiiO 
a ,-baa, ma­
mba 3 eko 
2’-ba3 re koo
bdS d'S kdo, rnft— 
mbad kdo 
mbtn Jt ekwe
2-bt2 k&, b V
( 97) foot 
pled
PEG* ★kd'
★-koo 7/6 
e-kft, ft- 
3-kd, o— / ft— 
e-kwa, d- 
e-kef
d-bt, d- 
d-btg, md-
e-kOft, me- 
V k d d  
e-ko, o- 
2-k2>3, mV- 
d-k oo, me-
1-kdd, mi-
2-kwe, ma-
(100) person *
une personne, 
(179B) *-nto 1/2
( 98) toe ★ 
orteil
cf. (70)
mwd gkft 
ftmt gkf), id. 
ftm&S. my^ , bSS my^ 
d-mv*§k&, o-mwSkd 
baa mi 
I’-mwift, ma­
il’-mil (bSkftO), m§-
e ’-mwdd, ml-inyee raw 
my
mwel (3ko) 
mw-ec mSkdo, my- 
mw-te mljkdS, my- 
mw-22 mtkdd, my- 
ma-mwl m5 tkw§
st ek3, st mdkel
indlvidu
★-nto 1 PEG* ★md(ri)’*
★md-d 1, *b3-d 2 (mBBnyog, bStmyog ?)
moonyCfg, baanydg 
mo l ’, bal’ mftftnydg 
mo7, ba’ m&dnyog, baSnyog 
rndoydg, bdayog 
mo’ , ba’ mdonyog, baanydg 
mo’ , ba’ (’/ d 1) 
mod', bad' mdonyog, baanyog 
mol, ba’ (a/a* ’/d'/l) 
m o l , bftl 
mod', bUd• 
m o d ', Bad' 
mot, bdt 
m d’ , ba’ 
md’ , 6d’
3 1 7
(101) name * (102) man *
nom honvne
CB (831) *-gtna 5/6 (2368) *-ylna (697) *-dom£ 1/2
M *-Jt"na 5 PEG* *dfn PBC* *-zlna PEG* ★"bag *d6(m)' 'marl*
PM *-ln 5/6
MBM dfn manZwbm
MBN d-eo. m- monzom, b V o m  (a/a)
MYE d-frj, m- mtinjom (o/wj), 5bG*j6m
MBE d-f n. m- mwanj5m, obanjbm
ELU d-9Q ( a/c), m- mwenj6, obedju
NNE d-f o. m- monju, baaju
AKO d-fn. m- m d d >, b a d •
MHE d-fn. m- mwanjom, b 1 nm
MWK d-fn. m- mwanjbm, balJ6m/dbalj6m
MKA d-fn. m- mwamjSm, bardj6m mod', bad'
BLN d-fn. m- mwlinjom, baajom
BBO d-fn, m- mw§mj6m, bdrej6m mot, bat
LEF d-fn. m- mo-m§n, bo-
LEK d-f?, m- -nz6g59, ba-
Cl 03) male 
m^ le
(I 04) bachelor
celibatalre
(105) woman 
femme
CB (697) *-d5me 1/2 (986) *-fci5dr (1/2)
M *-dom£ 1 *~k§dt 1 PEG**g(w)
PM *-j6m 1/2 A-k’bl 3/2 *-3Sd 1/2
MBM r)— k 31 md9 mwad*
MBN Piz5m d-kftkw^, id. mwal’ , dbwal9 (l9/d'
MYE mOnJom (o/wo), obfj^jbm d-kpo9 , o- my^ji9 .
MBE mwanJSm d-kal mo9 mwfta9 , obfta9
ELU mwenj6 G-k M , o- mwa (a/t)« dBa
NNE monjd, b^ciJG G-kftl m w a9 C V d ' ) ,  bfcbM9
AKO mwinjdm, b^eijSm ftjSm, ba­ dkdl liimwe^ j^id,, bebaUd4
MHE ft-Jom, be- dkdl m w aS?, be£ mw-Ji&l,
MWK ft- Jom d - k M  ("mol) mwftli, baa
MKA i?!-jo'JSi nl-kdl (Hi mod* ), b V mwSdd*, badd*
BLN mwanjSm, bSSjom rii-kM ("mod') m w ^ S d *, b£3d'
BBO mwimjom G-k3d fi mot mw-ftat, b-
LEF m5-m$n, bo- ft-lftm 3 momSn mw-ftl3n, b-
LEK -nzogo9 , b V d-kwd, b V m'&oS, bSgS
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(I 06> female (107) widow (108) barren woman *
femelle veuve femme sterile
CB (986) *-k£df (894) *-g3mba
M *-k£dt *-g3mb3 9 ‘sterile fei
PM *-3Sd 1/2 *-ktiJ 1/2 *-k3m 7/8
MBM rj-kwel mwad* $-k£n mwad*
MBN mwal? (l*?/d‘) r3-kw§y? m w a P ,  o- e-k'S mwad1
MYE mwag9 r)-kp§, o- kpSko?
MBE mw^g? g-kwf mwSS7 Skfl mwiig, 3k0 b^S
ELU rj-kok, o- ek’a mwa9 » k a b a3
NNE mw^S? (?/d*), b^bSa? g-kwgd1, be- e-ko^> mwad
AKO m w a S d1 kCfd * , be- e-k^tn (g ,mwa§d* ), e?-
MHE m w M l t^-kwey’ (/rj-kds), ba- l-kl5mt J7-
MWK mwaS rJ-kOy f £k3m (" mwaS)
MKA m w a S d * rj-kdy ? ^— k75m (t mwg^d* )
BLN mw-a£d‘, b- m-kdsa mwaad1 £-k"3m (" mwaSd*), e ?-
RBO mw-aSt, b- f-kds3, fb- 1-kTm {' mwg£t), 1b-
LEF mw-3l3n, b- iy-kwt 7-kOmba t mwgl$n
LEK m^gg 3-kT?, ba- fr-kln m^gg, be-
(109) child
enfant
( N O )  boy * 
garcon
CB (1922) *-y a na 1/2
M * - jgna 1 PEG* *mo(n), *b5(n) PEG* *som * jeune homrne ‘
PM *-§n 1/2
MBM my-an (a/c), b-
MBN nw-an (w/y) , b- myg mdnzdm, b£n beydm
MYE mya* ban myS mOnjwgtn el'Sijf, a-
MBE my-3n , b- (/Sban) mt (e )mwanJl>m, b’£(g )b£nj"an
ELU mo, ban
✓ s
ma mwenju, b3n“a dbeju
NNE mw-an, b- mwcndem, bend£m
AKO mw-an, b- mwanlmw7nj6m, ban bg b^SjSm
MHE mw-an , b- mwan? mw3nj6m
MWK mw-an, b- mwan mwSnJdm
MKA mw-an, b- mwan7 mw^mjom, ban ba b^r^Jgm
BLN mw-an, b- mwanc mwSnJdm
RBO mw-an, b- mw^na mw^mjom, ban be barljgin
LEF mw-an, b- mwan 3 indmw^n
LEK mwg, 8g mw£nd$a nzogb, baSndaS b'Szbgo
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(II!) girl * (112) old man *
Jeune fille vlei H a r d
CB (1384)
M PEG* *g5n'1 *-n»Jnil 'old* PEG* *dQn ' (gtre)
v l e ux1
PM *-g3n 9 *-jOn 3/2
MBM ' nzdmbd', ySnbSd*
MBM Qg3n mwad' n-zdm3d', o-zdbad1
MYE my& mya et&ggwg n-Jtintl m 3 9 , B-Jtlntt B£9
MBE .ti"T <^ > f be(e) Ba?9 n-jun mo9 , S-junebb9
ELU m3 mwa, blin3ba9 3-jtn mo9 , n-j In b?9
MME mwg m w a9 n-jln mo9 , be-
AKO mwanl nlmw^Sd* qg3n § ifimwaSd1 ri-jOn it? m o d 1. b§-Ji)n b§ bSd'
MHE mwan I mwa? 9 n-jCln Ifi mo9 (9/d»), be-
MrfK mwan mw£a 3-JQn ("mol)
MKA mwan c mwi^d1,'ban b'SbaSd' Qg3n al-Jt5n ifi mod', b V
BLN mwan c mw§?d al-jQn ("mod), b V
BBO mwgn? mw&lit, ban b l ' 3-jOn mot, bl-jOn bl bbt
LEF mwan £ mw£lgn h-ttnl
LEK mw§nd«T& baanda’s bag?9 n-z^(n) m(J9 , bl-zi b?9
(113) cnlef * (114) friend
chef ami(e)
CB (1265) *kGmB 9/10 PEG* *ftn'
M *-kGmO 1 ‘rich person, ruler' PEG* *s6n"'
PM (*kto' 9/I0) *-f 3n 3/2 *-s6n 1/2
MBM -mfbn, b V n-s3n
MBN nl-f 3n, a- n-son, a-
MYE r^-hw&n, o- n-swt, o-
MBE kfg -mwg, o-
ELU k* W-£, b -
NNE k'Sg n-s6n, be-
AKO k'&g n-son, be-
MHE ktg (k/c) n-sT&n (s/s), be-
MNK ktg fy-hbn ("mBl) n-sSn, o-
MKA k&o rft-h^ n -mw?rl§, bV-
BLN kto (i/e) rft-sdn, be- mw?rte
8BO ktg nl-son, bt-
LEF ft-fbn, ba- 3-son, ba-
LEK ni-fb, bb- 3-sfi, b V
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(115) stranger, guest * 
etranger, invite 
CB (805) *-glnl 1/2 
M *-g!ni 1 PEG* ★gin'
PM *-k!n 1/2 
MBM 3-kin 'mbd*, t^-kcn bSd*
MBN fc-ki mb'?, 3-ke b39 
MYE r>kb m39 , 3-ka B39 
MBE 3-kbn, o- 
ELU i}-ke, o- 
NNE r}-k3n, be- 
AK0 r^-ken, be- 
MHE rj-kln, be- 
MHK Q-ken, o- 
MKA 3-kin, bc- 
BLN iil-kln, be- 
BB0 fli-kln, bt- 
LEF 3-kbn, ba- 
LEK 1)-kee m39 , bV-keg B^9
(117) slave
esclave 
CB (1517) *— peka 1/2 
M PEG* *bdk"
PM *-tag" 1/2 *-bega 1/2 *-la 
MBM -nlam, ba-
MBN n-lam, id.
MYE n-tgg, o- 
MBE ri-tgij, o- 
ELU n - t § , o- 
NNE n-tgg, be- 
AKO n-tgg, be- 
MHE n-t9g, be-
MWK irt-bs ga n-jS?!], b-
MKA fi-bega, ba-
BLN nl-bega
RBO frl— berja, bf- ifi-j55i'j, bf-
LEF n-t?ij, ba-
LEK -sale, bc-
(116) "white man" * 
"le blanc"
zoga m3d'
3-k??l?, o- </3->
3-k?' la, o- 
3-kS'la, o-
3-k?l£S, 3- 
3-kS?lI, ba- 
3-k?ale, be- 
3“k'S?lI, be- 
3~ka?la, o- 
nt-k§Srt, ba- 
irt-k'Sare, be- 
ii1-k??lt, bf- 
mO-k?la, ba-
ri-dak, be-lak
( 118) thief * 
voleur 
(2025) *ylbt 1/2 
*-Jtbi I PEG* *c5o" 
*-J55q *-jlb3 1/2
-nz'ab, bc- 
3-Z?b«, o- 
ft-.lll9, o- 
3-jl, o-
3-J*eb», o- 
n-J?b', be-
3 - j t b ', b3-
3-Jtb*, be- 
n-jlw9, o- 
mor^jl'bs, b§re'jTb4 
m3r\jlb3, barSjlbi 
mol3jlb', brid'btJtb*
3-jt, ba-
3-zt9 , be-
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MrtK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MNK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(119) (native) doctor
medectn (indigene)
(786) *-q’3ng3 1/2, 9/10
*-qang3 1,9 PEG* 'medecine'
*-gag 9 *-9og3 14 *-b51v
m3d mbwol 
m3 ebdd
mdd ggSg ni36 bye
mo gg3g
m6o gg3, b33 gg3 
mo3 gg^o
ggag 9/10 mod e mb^l 'seer'
moL mb3l mol mb81
mol bw3gga ogag 'voyant'
mor3bwaoga
mdrlbwggga I-k6qg?
i-k6gg?, lb'-
m39 a wOddgg^ 
mO-sal?bdgd, ba?-"
(121) medicine *
remade, medicament
(787) *-gagga 14 (2019) *-yetg 3/4
PEG* * f9d" 'medicament'
*-3gg3 14/4 *-3l 14/6 (*-bolv )
bte
■bye a, byeoftd 
bye
bw-agga, my-
bw-Il, m- 
bw-Il, m- 
bw-Il, m-
bw-Il (mb31 = action)
bw-arjga, m- 
bw-aqg3, my- mb$I 
bw-aqg3 mb81
bw-3qg3, my-
bw-a, mw-a 
s-a 1abdgo, py-
(120) wizard, sorcerer 
sorcier
*-lem 1/2
m3 okGO
i-llm, a- 
n-l3m, <3- 
i-lam, o- 
£-le, o- 
M e m ,  b$- 
rf-lem , be­
n-1 Im (c/e), bS- 
n-lem, o- 
(il-lem, be- 
n)-l§m, bL-
iit-yem, bf- mol 3 bff 
n-lem, ba-
rt-d3ga, ba­
il 22) God *
Dieu
(1917) *-(n)yambt (925) ★-jamb'e 9/10 
(955) *-job£ 5 'sun*
(*-ny3mt) *-6b 5/6
3ny a 
n 'ny?am 
oriySS* btrnyaa 
m?y3mS dy&9
d3 
duu9 
dy-ob 
dy-Bb' 
dyow 5,6 
dy-ob', m- 
dy-ob* 
dy-ob', m- 
dy-o
n-dem, me-
3 22
(123) ancestor * (124) age-group *
anctl tre gens du m8me 8ge
CB ( 11 94 ) *-kodd
M *-J§mb6 9 (-£)
PM *-nyamt 1 a/2 *-k“5l' 3 • 9
MBM k’Sn'p'S
MBN ndrfidn za as (dk-51’) bajbo
MYE dbSsJsb 5'bf SmSdw'S rJ-gfiOsb, %o- kwO? ndyD 9,10
MBE y amS, o- i}-k3(l). o-
ELU mdobwo, bt’cbwo (!-l«0) k5d*
NNE baas £ (!-11q) kbd*
AKO mba§ -nyam£, be- k3d*
MHE mol a b5l? -nyam£, be- be taa kbl
M4K mol bwdb ?3-k31 nydgdn 'mUma g'Sner
MKA sadomba'a, b£- -nydmSa, be- «i— k"51
BLN bar£ kwdgd k5lobad'
BBO taa kwdod, bl-tdd bf kwdod k53
LEF baa 'nyak'o kb 'age* e-ydg, bl-
LEK bdS rijSm^n bdSdyoo dyag £w£?
(125) water * (126) river (127) deep water *
eau f leuve eau profonde
CB (605) *-dtbS 6 (ps 491) *-yg njd 'lake' (603) *-dTba 'pool' 5/6
M PEG* *kT" *-diba 5 'depth, pool'
PM *-dtb 6 *-dfb 7/8 *-dlb 9 *-t*Q 7
MBM n - d § b1 9-dSb• ndbb'
MBN a-deb* (a-/n - ) e-deb* , i d . e-tbo
MYE <3-dti? e-dl9 , a- ndt? ii-t bo
MBE o-dO e-dl (mOnjo) nd f e-t bo
ELU o - dob1 e-dab *, 0- ndbb e-tyb, 0-
NNE me-dcb• e-d£b», a?- nd£b'
AKO me-ndtb1 e-dlb1, e ?- ndtb*
MHE me-dfb * e-dlb1, £?- ndtb1
MWK o-dTw? e-dlw, a- ndtw
MKA me-dlb1 £ '>—d i b1 , me- mfin ja ndfb'
BLN me-dib1 c-dlb1, e?- ndtb'
BBO mf-ndtb' f-dlb*, fb'- J-b'Gtj, id.
LEF ma-de ? ma-d£ mwanja d-dt
LEK mo-di ? -jUSk, ma- e-tlo, bb-
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(128) lake * (129) sea * (130) rain
lac mer pluie
CB (ps 491 ) *-y£nj3 ‘lake1 (225) *~bdd3 9
M Dla* mdnjel *-bdd3 9 PEG
PM *-dlb 7/8 *-btld 9
MBM e-s'Sb* e-dSbfi1 bee mbd
MBN 3-bd?P <""/"?) e-dtm 1 be mbdd
MYE e-d , 3- ns6 S'dl*? mbfidd
MBE e-dl, 3- §dt mbi> mdnj^ mbdd
ELU e-d^b', 0- e-d'sb^qkwa mbdf
NNE e-d£b ', Sdibtqkwc mbdd
AKO 9 - d J b », 3?- edtbeqkwl tnbdd
MHE ^-d Jb» edfb % mbSS rndnj^ mbdd
MWK e-dtw. e-djw mb&a mdn ja mbu
MKA *-dtb», c?~ mdnja mbd
BLN § - d J b \  8“>- £dfb lfib$3 mdnja mbd
BBO J-dlb ', t b •- jTdfb t mbaa mdnj£ mbd
LEF mboo mb6o mbd
LEK s3l£ watS mblgl
(131) stagnant water (132) dew (133) cloud
esu stagnante, morte rosee nuage
CB (1290) *-m£
M *-mS 3*7, II PEG* *mdk" PEG* *bHk
PM *-s3ny 6, (7/8) (*-myS{ir/-n)wI(ir?) *-b3g 9
MBM Pi-s t'mbti mbak 3-lwaad1
MBN n-sL1qS rilmy "El mb d7 1 eb3?
MYE ft-stq(Z), 3- mbfiS1? mbR3’
MBE e-se, 3- my £ mbD?
ELU e-s £ my e1 mb3?
NNE me-sycq my a mbfifP
AKO m§-s£n nlmw e mbag 9,10
MHE m3-sy£ me mbdd mmy £ ( £/a ) mbaq* (g•/?)
MWK e-tyeq gdtw mmwa mba? (mbd)
MKA m s-s£1A my a m b a g1
8LN m e -sa1 § mmy a m b £ g ‘
BBO t-sd£, fb'- by'5g5“5 mbak
LEF ma-stt b§-k>kt 1 f-bci q
LEK ma-see my£? J-bak
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(134) fog, mist ★ 
brouillard,
CB
M
PM * - b d g ■9 
MBM 3-lw3Sd'
MBN m b 3 ’ (m/e)
MYE mbfiS*
MBE m b d ’
ELU mba’
NNE mbfia’
AKO mbSg'
MHE mbag'
MWK m b a ’
MKA mbag'
BLN mb£g 
RBO mb3k
LEF U - b S q
LEK t-bak
(137) lightning ★ 
eclair 
CB (922) *-j3crl 9 
M
PM *-mwaQ ★-mw£d(/-£ld?)
MBM emwamwaq 
MBN si’
MYE myamyaq
MBE m b ^ m S  ft ' dy#
ELU
NNE fJmwe’mwe’
AKO ^mwedmwed1
MHE §’-mw?mw?tc
MWK mwSlmwcl
MKA mw2llmw2t?
BLN mwefrymvaqc (mwamwatil) 
BBO imwcmwcl?
LEF
LEK eqw^qwag
(135) smoke 
brume ftim$e
mb£g' mtld 
mb^ld’ 
ftmtidl 
mflld’ 
mbdra’ 
mot^d’ 
fnwIntOd' 3 
m'etdl’ (a/e, l’/d') 
mCita 3 
matOtdg1 
mutdg' m'V-tdd* 
mut tt 
n-tdtCl
(138) sky 
clel
*-j6ba 5 'sun'
*-ob 5 (★-bob’' 5)
ndbondoo 
d 8 1 ’ (lVb') 
dd£ meg 
dygf
dtiu’
dyob' abobe ft dyob' 
dyob'
a bow
7bob (fjgOm)
dy5b* 
dd’
(136) thunder * 
tonnerre
PEG*
*-gSd^ 9 + cfyob ★•^Tny 9 
ndfclS
qklsQka mbOO 
mbRTjQ ktfma’ 
qkuma n fdyt}
093.0
09 to 
09 In 
0g91 dyeJb 
qgSll dyow 
Ogarfcdyob'
mbSmcig, (fi dy3b*
Og^di ciyob'
OglnyS e dyob* 
s£l
mwa
mw& dyob'
mw3£i
amwen
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BRO
LEF
LEK
(139) wind 
vent
(1493) * -p !p 3  (9/10) ‘cold, wind1 (1606) *-p35p5 
*-p*tp3 9 'wind, cold' PEG**fofoad 
fr-pilb' 7 5)
3-k3d'
(140) storm * 
orage
*-gOd 9 *-kild 7 
e-kod1
e-krtkCl?
a-heb, o-
CB
CR
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
e-pab' 
e-pu? 
e-pOb'
e-pdb' peme 
s - p d b1 
e-pu9 
e-pdb' 
e-pOb' 
f-ptib
QgOogO
13-fwS?
(141) sun * 
soleil
(1791 ) *-t1>ndoa 'star' (1983) *-nytnytdl 'star' 
(ps 492) *-yanylS 'day, daylight' PEG* *nrtm 
*-ny3ny'' 7 (*-s'&S 5)
ggiH
ogti?
dOa
e-nyf 
e-ny^Q 
3-nylij 
e-y ee 
e-nyi 
e-nyeg
e-nyea
a-sea 
e-s aa 
e-nyaa ("" /
etonde?
eton dyow
N n y a 3
dulO 
dl dilgi) ?
S-kdkiP
3-k3kod' , 0-
3-kwokw3d'
e-kOkdd'
ggOl
ggOl
ggtid
rjgfll J-kdd' 
nt—kCJ t 
i-kfil 
J-k35
(142) sunshine
clart§ du soleil
(ps 492) *-iyahy§ 'day, 
day1ight1
★-nySny’’* 7 (*-sl5S 5)
sy 3k0
'burns feet'
S-nyfcg 'sun
is shining* 
ehOn tl
3nyl " pegi! 
enyeg e-pcg?? 
eny £n
fyHS (y/ny)
2nya3
i-se*e
t-see dl nyaa 
dull) dl fya 
2-sSgtglnc f
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(143) moon * 
lune
(855/6) *-g3ndc/5 (1965) *-ytdl 3/4
*-gSnd£/3 9 PEG* *go(a)
*-g3n 9
0g3n 
0g 3n 
ggwfin 
09 3n
09 5 
09 3 n 
0g3n
09 3 n
3-1 lrjic/o-1 et q
gg3n 
0g3n
mf-y Bpg’e mwedl 
09 3n
mddzjklmln
(145) star *
£toile 
(1983) *-nytnyBdl 9/10 
PEG* ★sag'"
*-ttny I a/2 *ny£lE 
nyen (n/1) 
nytl, nyel'5g 
nyall?
m£-yal (e/e), 
ny elt
be-
-tlntfnB, be- 
-teete, be- 
t BBtB
-tcBteB, ba- 
-tBetcB, bf- 
-tBteB, bf- 
tltl?
nyfgkB?, id.
(1 44) month * 
mols
(855/6) *-gVidB/3 
PEG* *o6(a)
*-gSn 9/10
09 3n 
0g3n 
ogwiSn 
0g 3n
09 3 
09 3n 
09 3n 
ggSn 
09 3n
09 3n
09 3n 
09 3n 
gg 5n 
09 3
(147) night 
no It
(437) *-cdko (1751) *tlko (879) 
★-god's 'evening' 
PEG* *tOk
*sd *-pOn 7 *-k33 3
Pl-kM
i>kQi) e-fdndS? 
f)-kw$
>5“k3 
iJ-kO 
fy-kiM 
kChd 
$-kd 
<5-k3o 
rj-k oo 
iil-k3o 
tii-kod
wrl-dOO, ma-
d-kd
(146) day 
Jour 
(434) *-cdg0 
(ps 533) *-ylny£ 
*-tny/-dny 14
su mwBte
mboot a
big sti 
be- sd mmSte
e-pSn, 9- 
e-pSn (t bwel) 
bln sd 3-pCln 
bu sti 
bu? sti 
bu sd 
bu sd 
bdl sd
bwln wi)-ddf), ma-
s# sflmbok
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(148) darkness * (149) morning ★
CB
obscurltS matin
M *-pi-
PM ★-ftnttn ? *-bw£ 9 *-sQsO? 3
MBM e-flnl nsftsil (/sCJsu)
MBN S-s(lnd5 (s/s) n lame e-poSokO
MYE e-hint nzHsD
MBE e-hlnttn ndOsG
ELU e-hlntl nsflstl
NNE e-h'cnta mtxlmbwfc
AKO e-hlnttn mbw£mbw£ ep5g 1 ea
MHE t?-hl ntcn mbwfcnbwi' (t/a)
MWK e-hln tl mbwa
MKA e’-hlnten mbwa
BLN e^-hlnttn mbwa
BBO f-fftlk mbwS, ^jSsf'bfJi
LEF c-fln ja imlsO
LEK c-swt rjktncf S  S  \  -S.Vep Dg cpok
(I 50) noon * (151) evening *
midi soir
CR (879) *-god3
M 01a> kesi *-gSd33ba 3 *-godo
PM (*mwetE?) *~goktf1 9 *-kSk3 3
MBM fisOmadwDb* Qgflkf)
MBN k3sf r5kfiki)ti
MYE irimct Z. rjkOkwa
MBE k<3sf ^kokS
ELU mwetf rjkrtkil
NNE ' m 5t"£ rjgefktl
AKO k^d' ggO kt1
MHE mOt c ggokol
MWK k3st 3gok61 ^kok8
MKA k 3s£ Qgok5l
BLN k 5s 1 rjg o k61
BBO k"5st 0gdko6(oAi) irlkoko
LEF llstn ‘afternoon* 13k we
LEK ndBgSmOi ij-g rJksSr
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK
(152) year * 
an
(217) *-bd (3/4) (1904) *-ySk3 3/4
*-(J)Sk3 3 PEG* ★gok''-1 a nnlie '
*-s§b 7/8 *-*bd 3/4 (*-S 3/4)
£-syib‘
e-s cb, a-
e-sa7 , a-
*s '■'-s. >
e~se, a- 
e-se’ , 0-
mw-c* my- 
mwj
nt-bdO 
it!— b(J 3 
nS—b(j
ril-tKi 3,4 
ni-bO 
ni-bd 
t-s3, bs-
(154) dry season
saison s3che 
(342) *-cep3 (7/8)
PEG* *dom 
*— seb 7/8
(153) rainy season
saison des plules
*-kSg/-ktig 3 5 7/8
^-kog1
S-kd? ( V g  •)
S-k6?
^-ku?
<5-k6k 
3-k5g1 
■5-k8g1
rj-kdg1 (o/u, g*/?) 
rj-kd? e - j o  ( 7 , 8 )  
e-J5 
e-.f5
N j S ,  fb ,-
e-yD'3
t~s#gj5
(155) fire (156) charcoal
feu charbon
(1987) *-ye3 (980) *-kHdi5 6
PEG* *mdt" *-kad§ 5
*-kSi]ittd 5/6 *-kSS 5/6 ? 
dyomte mftfj S-kct mC)
e-stb1 (t/a) yilmpS’s rnhd 3-kSS 'mijti
e-sa-3 mT)d ^-koo'mTrtf
e-s e mOd 3— k aa rod, o—
R-se7 mDd ak61 (a-k66l"a md, 6-)
e-seb* mild a-kl1, me-
e-seb * mhd 3 ^-klktl, me-
9-seb' mftd e-kaale7 , raV
e-sew, a- mOd 3 5-kS'Sgkt
c-seb* mOd i’-k^ot'fd' , (na­
ff-seb' mOd 2-k3r)tl, mf- rjk&gkt
t-seb', tb'- mhd t-kagktt, mf-
e-ydm mOT lt-kdka, m£-
zilrtnte mi1® ma-k§g§mi^
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MRE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(157) ashes * 
cendre 
(216) *-bG (3),5 
*-bd 5 ‘earth, dust' PEG* *bd" 
★mbumbO
mbob'e nlfOg
mbddm 
mbtiml ? 
mbdmbtr
mbOmw^d• 
mbfrtimbTi 
mbdmbO 
mbOmbd 
mbOmbO 
mbOmbti 
mb0mb5 
mbOmbO 
mbOmbQ
mph#
(160) tree *
arbre
(1729) *-te (3/4) 
(2019) *-yet$ 3/4 
*-tS 3 PEG* arts'*
*-£l/-el" 14/6
y-tn, m-
id.
j£n, m^n 
b w-el, m-al 
bw-cl, m- 
bw-Zl, m- 
bw-Zl, m- 
bw-Zl, m- 
bw-el, m- 
b w -el, m- 
b w -el, m- 
bw— r r , m- 
bw-I, mw-
I-lgl?,
(156) forest 
forSt
*-ftny 5/6
3-sl
nl-ptm
ndw3m
3-h£3, o-
3-h'en, o- 
^-hlo
d-hln, me- 
Z-h"£t, me-
S-htt
e^-hc 11 , me- 
Z’-ht *t 
t-ftf, mt-hcc 
lt-ffn, ma- 
nl-pln
(159) "bush" 
brousse
*-ftny 5/6 *-kltE? 7/8
e-k5r^/§-kr'e
e-klt$, S- 
9-klta, a-
£-h£n 
a-hl o
a - h l n , IB8-
e - h c c , mZ- 
a-hl't
mZ-
Z’ht't
t-brtta, tb *- 
nddkd 
e - k P ,  bo—
(161 ) leaf
feui lie
(1928) *-yanf (1019) *-k3yS (1021) *-kayl 
*-Janl 5 PEG* *f?o'
*-SS 7/8 *-pan 7/8 
jyeS, id.
f'yt (c/e) e-pan
jy-e, by- epS'Jya
J-c, bw-e e-pan, a-
a-pa-Jt, o-
ky-aa, by- 
cy-aS, by- 
Jy-a, by- 
j-aS. by- 
j-aS, by- 
Jy-ati , by- 
j-aS, by- 
t-yt, bt- 
s-a, py-
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(162) branch (163) palm frond
branch© feu ill© de
CB (1636) *-tabS 3/4 (502) *-da ggl. 3/4
M *-t5be 5,9 ’branch, twig i
PM *~g3ny 9/10 *-lSbE 3/4 *petg 9/1 0 *-3g 5/6
MBM pSg y2n dy-ag dll, m-
MBN pag JaQ
MYE dy-3g, m-
MBE l-la (bwSi) (a/c) dy-ag (dii), m-
ELU ggt dy-a, m-5
NNE gg£g ggilt
AKO gg^n ektk3g1
MHE ggiifl (aa/a> dy-ag (dy/J)
MWK R-lciw dy-ag (dll)
MKA gga?£ (bwal) dy-ag VI dl *1 ), m-
BLN ggali (bwel) dy-ag CS dll), m-
BBO gga£ iS-yabl t-kf?k3, l b •-
LEF h-19?, m l - t-k3 1 1lln
LEK p§g, id. d-Sg, m-
(164) bamboo (165) root
bambou racine
CB
M
(502) *-daggf 3/4 (54+) *-banJg (11/10) (7B8) *-gagg3 
’midrib of palm-frond'
*-dangi 3 PEG* ★derf' PEG* *g^o"
PM ★bany 9/10 *-d$g" ★-kSg"* 3/4
MBM ndeg fy-kag
MBN nd3g r^-kag
MYE e-sag, a- r^-kSg
MBE mw-al, my-cl fy-k3g
ELU ^k5la iy-kS
NNE mbfitg r}-k3g
AKO mb In r5~k3g
MHE mbaa t5~k3g
MWK mbog r}-kag
MKA mb£a fJl-kag
BLN mba§ rft-kag
BBO mbaa nl-kSg
LEF mbcn iykagga, ml-
LEK nd’eg, id. t^ -k'Sg, m V
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(166) bark * 
ecorce 
PEG* *kobx 
*-koba 5 *-poco II ‘bark,husk' 
*-kob 7 *-k3g/-k0g 7
5-kok6b'
6-kob' e~koo9
mbRt J^n
e-k&, 6- 
gg£ S-kok
e-k6g1 e-kw'bm 
e-kog1, e9-
i-kob* <l-/d- )
e-kti? (bwel)
B-past 'bwel,' e9 - 
e-ba6 bwel 
f-kokod, fb'-
mblslbwe
e-kogo
(167) log
bOche
(ps 232) *-g36g6 3/4
*-kOg 3/4 *-k3gT 3/4
e-sOg ytn
3kUt5 a
e-so Jen
6kQ (Ifi 'bwel) 
mba
3-sSg e hCIn
gk 3g' 
gktig' (g'/’ ) 
rjkO'?
gk5g1
gku? (ifi bwel)
m-k3k lfi bwee
6-kiJ ifi'bwe, mf- 
e-laa ztgl ?
(168) seed
semence 
(211) *-b6t6 9/10 
*-b6t5
*-bilm 9/10 *-b6l 9
rggwel by£m 
mb o l 1 mbwf1 
mbfiOm mbRw5n 
mba 1
mbyt
mb'f'f (bem)
mbffm, id.
a 9-w^n mbote 
niBol
mbol mbol6ko 
mbol
1-wbn 
Og an’b9 
mbOgfj, id.
(169) camwood
bois de cam
PEk* *-k5l 
* f y v- 6 ?  19
sdo
Tils
hfl
htf
yS
y  66 
y  66 
y  66
f n
S *1
P8Q
pa
(170) fruit * 
fruit 
(228) *-bi'lm£i
*~pOiTi§ 7/8
e-p6m yen
6- p 6 ltg 
e-pdm, a-
mb u m  (mel)
9-p O m
e-pOm, a 9~ 
e-pOm, e 9- 
J-pOm, e9- 
e-ptim
2-pUmti, e9- 
l-ptlm, e9- 
f-pUma, id.
6- p O m , bf-
ndUgr] zfgl?
3 3 2
0 7 1  ) flower * (172) thorn
fleur Spine
CB (320) *-ctndt 0  99
M Dla* mbSnjl PEG* *JSg'
PM *-J5 5/6 *-jtny 9
MBM ' mby'S'bytn a-yuo, n-
MBN nz'CQ
MYE mpambya my5gkl myagkT a-Jife, o-
MBE mbonji z3 9, 10 a-s3gken.
ELU mbSrij c 3-jDS, o-
NNE mbw’frize 5-jwe, me-
AKO mborija 9/JO S-C9, me- (nztn)
MHE mbonze (z/J) mbyt/t e9-J a, me-
MWK mbdnzi1 5-jb9 , o- (nztt)
MKA mbori je me-
BLN mbdnjit mbygbag' £9-J5, mr-
RBO mbonzf mi-
LEF mbOnjt 1i-yb9 , ma-
LEK f lawa nzS, id.
0  73) gra ss 0  74) elephant grass *
herbe(s) roseau
CB (1928) *-ySnf 'leaf, grass'
M *-kDka '(short) grass'
PM *-stkn^ 7/8 *-kSgE 7/6 *-sog 7
MBM Jy5S e-s fig
MBN byt (c/a) e-s og
MYE kbt3p£9
MBE e-s(lm. 5- e-kagsilg, o- (o-/a-)
ELU 5-sum, 0- e-kaasOg, o-
NNE 5-sOm, e-sfsag, me-
AKO e-sflm , S’- r}k*akSb e-sfsog, me-
MHE e-sOm (5-sDg, e9- ) e-sis$g (e/t), me-
MWK e-sum, a- e-kaag, 6-
MKA £ - s um , £?- c-kag£, me-
BLN e-sum, e9- £9-kag£, mf-
BBO }-5l)lT)t 1b'- f-karj5, mT-
LEF E-s Dm, br- kaasOm
LEK ebbgrj, id. rtda zdg
3 3 3
(175) mountain (176 ) va lley (177) earth
montagne vallee terra
CB (883) *-gddd 11/10 'hill* (639) *-d5b3
M PEG* *k1>g *col line* PEG* *st
PM *-kocT 7/8 *-bSg 3/4 *-d3b 9
MBM e-kw'id * lamst nd3b'
MBN e-kol9 mbSg nd3b
MYE § - k w V  (e/e)* 1- mpw"5 ndwiSs’c
MBE 5-k3* a- mbSg ndd?
ELU S-k&d* 0- mb£da nd3?
NNE rribfrS’ ggw3? n d 5 3 b '
AKO e-kone mb 3 3d • iilbwUg nd 33b1
MHE £-k3d' (d'/l?)* mbwal5 nd3b'
MrtK e-kol, S- edy^mbJl 'plaine* nd3w
MKA E-kod', Zi~ mb3g nd3b'
BLN e-kod *, e*?- mb3g nlhoyS nd3b*
BBO 1-kdt, t b ‘~ mvOg, id. nd3b»
LEF wO-kO* m3- nl-b'ag. mi- nd3?
LEK i-lSfi’ , b% - fi-p 3 * m3- nd3?
(178) sand (179) chalk
sable craie
CB (314) *-cckY 3 (288) *-cagga 3 (1474) *-p’emba (1477) *-pemb’e
M *-cckc 3 *-canga 3 *-csngo 6
PM *-stt 3 *nySgl= ? *p"embt
MBM ny 21 p em
MBN nyTHS ny3g
MYE ny^gl? c3k
MBE n-sey3g p t ^ b e  (c/a)
ELU n-sl pSmb’S
NNE n-sll pSmbt
AKO n-sll p^mbS
MHE n-s ee (ee/e) ptmbl
MrfK n-s ce p cm bl
MKA nl— s t • ■£ (ft-/i-> p £inb£
BLN e’- s t 1t p cmbl
BBO f?)” S tt ptmbl
LEF fySggtf? 1 t-wtndt, ma-
LEK ny3ga? c5k
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(180) dust * (1 81 ) mud
poussiSre boue
CB (215/6) *-bd 5 'soli, ashes' (1797) *-■t5p£
M PEG* *bob" *b5b" *-t opc 9 'bog, morass, etc*'
PM *-bObli 7 *-btil 7 *-fOrf *-l3bV 7
MBM mfrtg fi-tetSb*
MBN mftirj $-1 *5b&g • e-ttbSg
MYE mbfifii) e-1wab^
MBE mbd 1 S' 1-5’
ELU mb"&l e 1&6b'
NNE e-bOml e-133b'
AKO e-bOmbS e-133b'
MHE e-bObO : e-tltam (e-/c-)
MWK §-bfibCr e-tltaw mb5t3
MKA 1-bObtS robot 3g'
BLN d-bObO i- tamba n-t 5p3
BBO i-bObO f-ta tab' rrl—13y 3b'
LEF nl-pBpundV n-13?
LEK nd3?
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(182) village 
vt11age
(192) *-boga (9/10) (ps 483) *- 
*-b6ga 7 'village, etc*' PEG* 
*-b6g 9 *-£fd 5/6 *-k3g 3/4 *■
mbok
yS d t  5/6 
*dSk'
■1 3q 5/6
(183) home
chez lul/soi
*-b6g 9/10
mb75g1
nlmya, id. 
mw?, my? 
rilrow? 'quarter* 
dy-ad, m-
fllmwS (w/y) 
ntmyats
m b o 5
mwe
dy &d ■
dy-ad, m- 3“ korj
rJ-kSo
?Jk3r)
ril-koQ 
ij-kt, mi­
ni b W o g ' 9/10
a-l3g
c-l3g,
£’-13q
mt-
(c’-/?-), me- mb o ?
mbok
S' wftm
nda?
mb6k
335
(184) country ★ (185) house
pays maison, cas
CB (ps 144) *-dSb3
M PEG* *d(e)SCb)'‘
PM *- 1 3q  5/6 * -bog 9 *-dSb 9/10
MBM ndombok ndab*
MBN mb ^ g1 ndtiSb *
MYE mbftt’ ndE?
MBE e — 1 35 , a- ndS 5
ELU 3-1O, O- nd5
NNE a-l6ij, ms- ndS?
AKO a-lorj mbw5g1 9 ndSb*
MHE c’-lSi], mc- ndSb*
MWK a-1 3q ndSw
MKA £-1dq, m c- -ndSb*, ma-
BLN £ 7 — 13 rj, mt- ndcib1
BBO f-y3rj, mf- ndSb1 m b d k1
LEF 2-kUmbot mf- -ndS7 , ma-
LEK mb6k ridS9, id.
(186) shade of palm leaves (187) latrine
hu tte toi1ettes
CB
M
PM *-bem 7/8 *-t3m 3/4 (*-g3Q3 1
MBM 6-bam n-twbm
MBN e-bam 6-t6m njSb^g*
MYE 6-bam, a- i - j ^ ,  a-
MBE e-bam Ogun e-yd9 , 3'
ELU e-be, 0- n-ti5
NNE e-bem n-t 6m
AKO e-bem» e ?- ndrtm 9/10 n-t 6m
MHE e-bem (e/t) 6-t6to
MNK nddm 6-t5m ggabg
MKA 2-b6s1j 1 nd^b 0'jt6o6 Sntig*
BLN E-bem, £?- s'5m'3
BBO f-bem, fb'-zr^- s5m*3
LEF lf-bdm, ma- dOS
LEK a-bU5, ba- 6-td» m V
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(188) wall (189) fence
mur clBture, barriers
CB (896) *gdmbd
M
PM *-1c3 q" 5/6 *-kSg 3 *-k5f5
MBM 3-kaandab* 3-tt
MBN a-kahdsb', o- l-kBo, 3-
MYE B-ka1n d & ? , 3- d-kfiU'a, Id •
MBE d-karj'ndS? i5-kS?
ELU a~ka, o-
NNE at3at rnB- a?-k t, ms-
AKO d-std8, c §?-kt, me-
MHE c-kag, me- B-k5g*, me- (k5t5)
MWK a-kao("ndaw), o- ^-ka ’
MKA B^-k^g, mB- B-pfma, c?- k"5t5, Id.
BLN (B^-kao, mB-) B- Jco, Z>- fll-kS’ (k5t"5)
BBO f-Jto, lb*- k5t5
LEF irl-bcl ncfa? , mf- w0-k35
LEK t5-kdgenda , ma­ B-kyB, bd-
(190) door * ll 91 ) entrance , doorway * (192) roof
porte entree tolt
CB (552) *-dea gg5
M
PM *-kdb3 7/8, 7/6 *-sol 3 *-nytr)E *-nyOgti ? 3
MBM n-sand^b* Sb&gtB ndw3m dSb*
MBN d-sond&Sb ndom
MYE ei-kwb *ncdi?, 3- ns(5 1 nd5? ndO'nd^9 8 top of
MBE e-k6*nd£9* a- ns’S'nda’ h-nu*nda?
ELU ekd, 0- nsd n-nt
NNE e-kob*, a'?- n-sQ 1 rV-ndg
AKO e-kdb*, e ?- iBmwB h-n^Q
MHE s-kobS, me- nssl ndSb * d-ny53
MWK e-kowa, a- e-yltg d-nftfj
MKA B-k6bci, me- n J££ 1passage* nl-nyfoG
BLN c5-kdba, mB- e-nyfrje nyug' (“/")
BBO t-kobak8, mt- f-nytof, tnt- nl-yOO
LEF c-kd? » bt- (1/e) nsd fida? d-lG'nd#?
LEK n-snndS nsundS ft-dGgdndS?, mV-
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(193) bed 
lit
CB (564) *-dede 14/6
M PEG* *konH"
PM *-ndg 5/6
MB M a-ndg; n-
MBN d-ndg, o-
MYE d-ndg, 5- U~tli
MBE d-n3g, 5- ndydg
ELU ndd
NNE a-n3g, me-
AKO a-n3g, me-
MHE £-n3g, me-
MWK a-n3g, o-
MKA £-n3g, mt-
BLN E7-n3g, mt-
BBO t-n3g, mi-
LEF wtl-tf,
LEK 1 E-gok 
(195) fireplace < 
piSrre du
CB
M
PM ★-sdj" 5/6
MBM
MBN a-s w§y7
MYE a-s (id 7 , o-
MBE a-s 0 7 , o-
ELU a-s£k, o-
NNE a-stg, me-
AKO a - sOd1, me-
MHE 2-s8y7, ma-
MWK a-s8y, o-
MKA
BLN d-sdy7, me-
BBO l-s8t, me-
LEF malc ma mSstil
LEK l£-swT, m£-
(194) hearth, fireplace * 
Stre, foyer
*dG 5
a-t5mdif 
dtSnzrtti, o-
a-sOO 7, o-
a-rfg'dff, o-
gkondti
du
-du, me-
d0<5
du
du t-bon^'dd
du
du
lt-stil7 , ma- nsag *dti 
ts3»mTjTj, mV*
(196) soot 
sule 
(141) *-bt d 3
★mClogO -3 *-moQ 3
frt-moQ
dd#?mbye 
o- K661 m'(i(j
nT—moQ
d-t d 
mog'
mOggO
mOggO
mOggO
mtiggti
pttO (mba) 
md-findO 
whg3 nt
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(197) rubbish heap *
ordures, "poubelle"
CB (918) *-Jdd5 5/6 
M *-jada 5
PM *-pOd*' 5/6 *rii53m 6 *dyN'-3? 5
MBM fii-pad'
MBN JyS
MYE dy*
MBE d-pu7
ELU dy>
NNE d-pdd'
AKO mldm 6
MHE V p d l 7 , m>-
MWK a-pfil, o- fn5dm(pul) dydTSCpdl) 
MKA cpud'
BLN e-pud'
BBO m5dm
LEF ndOmbag
LEK d-ddgal6k, m~5-
(t 99) path, road
chemln, route, sentler 
CB (940) *-jeda (9/10) (941 ) *-jeda
M *-jdda/d PEG* *Jt" 'route'
PM *-jdS 9/10
MBM nzd bdg^
MBN nzy £ ■ (c/a)
MYE nzy^
MBE nzee (z/z)
ELU nzt 
NNE nzll 
AKO n z H
MHE njil (/nz(y)ee)
MWK nzee 
MKA nje3 
BLN njee 
BBO -nzde, mi-
LEF d-p£g, ml- rfh-bokd, mt-
LEK nsl
(198) di r t , dirty 
saletS, sale 
(150) * - b l n d V d  9 
★-btndd 
*-bJndV 9
ffl-p^d*
mbTndd
0- p O7 ffimdg
mblndl
mbSnd^
mb£ndc (c/a)
mbtnd§ 9
mbtndl
mb'tndl
mbtndl
mblndl
mblndO
mblndO mbSg
nddtl
(200) boundary
limlte, frontldre 
(566) *-dddd 3/4 
*-dddo (-a) frontier* 
*-Jd§ 3
nz£n£
d-j
n-Jy^
d-Jd7
n-Jtr 
d-jy £
d-jn
d-jde (ee/ye) 
n-Jdd 
nl-j ee 
nl-jSS 
(fl-jde 
n-jt, mt- 
nze
3 3 9
(201 ) stone (202) iron (203) farm, plantation
plerre far ferme, champ, planta
CB (1642) *-frSdE (BOO) *-gEd3 7 (260) *-c3k?5 'thicket, bush
M 5 PEG* *g3k" PEG*
PM *-l$S 5/6 *-kEE 7/8 *-j3g 9 *-l3rf* 3
MBM 3-1*6, ' ft- a-t 1 nz3t3 3-bw<5n
MBN 3-1 6, ft- 3-klt nzftk'S 3-kEg
MYE 3—156, o- e-ky "h, 3- nzft9
MBE 3-1 3, O- e-k f, 3- n z a 9
ELU 3-rs, d- e-kt, 0- nza9
NNE 3-183, me- e-kll nzdg1
AKO 3-l8a, me- e-kli nz3g'
MHE S-l'SEt me- E-k§(3>, E9- rS-lbg f£m
MWK a-lSS, d- a-k t nza9 n-log
MKA c-18'ci, ma- E-kEE, t>- njag' iE-15g
BLN E-laa t me- 3-k EE, E9- nj3g' nl-loo
BBO t-y83, mf- 1-kEE, *b»- nz3k' t-ktrt, 1b'-
LEF df-li, ma- E-ke9 , bl- ndhktj
LEK -IfS, mE- E-kyE9 , b V m'Sg ta e
(204) burnt off area (205) animal
terrain br(118 animal
CB (1507) *-p‘S3 (1909) *-y3m3 9/10 *-ny3m3
M *-(ny)3ma, *-(J)3m3 9 PEG* *n3nT
PM *-fySo 5, 3 *-3m 9/10 *-lEm 7/8 'domestic animal
MBM k3g' ny 3m
MBN ny3m ■
MYE n-s6g ny3m
MBE e-y8i} n-s§g ny 3m
ELU ft-hyS nya
NNE e-y&g (y/hy) ny 3m e-lem, 39- 'domestic animals'
AKO e-hy&g ft-hy8g 3 ny 3m a-lem, e9 -
MHE E-ySg ny 3m e-Itm, E9- 'domestic animals'
MWK n-sag y am
MKA E-ygg nyam
BLN hom df yagE nyam
BBO f-ySg tkrfgkT t 1 nyam
LEF nyam
LEK nya
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(206) animal trail ★ (207) bat (208) lion
piste chauve-sourls 1 ion
CB (570) *-d9fnS 3/4 (532) *-dcma
M *-cftma (-dema) 3
PM *-p3ny 7/8 *-Jtm 3/4 *-g!l3 9/10
MBM nzSnySm btfgSnyam n-zlJm 13yon
MBN e-fa nyam n-jtm OglnySm
MYE m-po? n-jSm ogll
MBE e-pae (yam) ri-Jam g g t U m
ELU a-pl, 3- n-Je ogt
NNE £~plo» a’- n-jfm ogtt
AKO e-pln» $*>- n-j§m 0 9 II
MHE c - p M  ^ nyam n-Jtm Og 11 ? ( c/a )
MNK e-pS3 n-j cm UgflS
MKA £-pna " ny3m tTi-jtm Ggtia
BLN e-pfia ny3m ni-jtm ogtli
BBO my5g ny&m fi-jlm ogly$
LEF 2-fSg, b 1- ri-ylm. mf- n Jib
LEK n-sl-? (nya), m^- n-za la-fS9 gkl nySt id.
(209) leopard (210) elephant *
leopard elephant
CB (R34) *-gb (9/10) (B66) *-g&c (B62) *-g3yl (951 ) *-j5ga 9/10
M 9 PEG* *-j3gO 9 PEG* *s*n'
PM *-g5 9/10 (*^J5 3/4?) *-j3g 9/10
MBM ogo nzok
MBN ggwa nzog*
MYE i)gw33 nzo’
MBE rjgs ebogga nzo?
ELU Ogwa nzti?
NNE Ogl edtXjQge n zw5g1
AKO Ogo (o/a) ebwe e ogo nzy3g1
MHE og3 nzog • (g*/5>
MWK og3 nz o ’
MKA ug3 IT1-J5 n jog*
BLN nj5 njd? (J/z)
BBO nzt n z o k 1
LEF ggwl nj3?
LEK Ok 3 nzok. id.
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(211) elephant tusk * (212) "bush dog"
dSfense d*$l$phant "chatigle".
CB "chien de la brousse"
M
PM *-s3o^ 5/6 +*-j3g 9/10 *-s3b‘‘ 7/8
MBM a-sutj nzok £-s3b*
MRN a-sS6 nzdg* e-s5b*
MYE f5q nz39 §-sw39
MBE 3-sorj nzd9 , o- e-so9, a-
ELU a-sorj nztf9, o- e-sw3d «, 0-
NNE a-sag a nzw’3g* e-sab *« 3 9-
AKO Ssoo nzySg-*, e 9- &-s3b' , e 9-
MHE a-so5 nzdg*, m^-soQ nz<5g* e-s3b' . c9-
MWK a-soo nzo9, o- e-s 5w, a-
MKA L ’- s o q  fijog', m?-sog ma njog* c-s5b', £9-
BLN c-soQcnjo e-s 5b, e 9-
BBO f-sorj a nzok', mt-sog ml nzok ' r-s5b* , rb*-
LEF rna-sBi] ma njo9 2-s3
LEK 1 e-sot] nzok e-s"59 • ba-
(213) "bush cow" (214) monkey
buffle singe
CB (1947) *-y§te *-ny5te (927) *-j$t<? 9/10 (1058) *-kSm3 9/10 •(!
M *-jate *-hyat3 9 'buffalo* PEG* *b3rp *-k£ma 9 PEG* *k&n&
PM *-5d 9/10 *k£m 9/10
MBM nyad' k am ;
MBN nyal k ’am
MYE nya9 k am
MBE y a 9 k am
ELU ny 3d' k§
NNE n y a d 1 kem
AKO nyad' kern
MHE nyad' kyem (ky/c)
MWK yal k§m
MKA nyad* kern
BLN nysfd* ('■/“) kem
BBO nyad* kem
LEF nya 9 kSm
LEK ^k’SfySnt, id. k t
monkey'
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(215) crocodile. a 11Igator (216) hippopotamus *
crocodile. caiman, alligator hippopotame
CB (783) *-gdnd6 (908) *-gilbS 9/10
M *-gand6 9 *-gfib6 9 (-0)
PM *-g3nd6 9/10 *-ic3mbE 3/4 ★-gObtj 9/10
MBM ' nzdgedab1
MBN ggandfi rizoydab*
MYE og2n *}kw3mb!n nzoo cfl3
MBE ggandsf nzd edf
ELU Ogam nzoo d S b 1
NNE oglim nzw3 madab*
AKO Og3n nzydgddlte
MHE QgSnd# fpkrSmbfc rjgObti
MWK Ogando ggtibtf
MKA Qgclndo (i5-k3mb3 ogObO
BLN OgSndo nl-kombt ogflbd
BBO OgSndti r^-kombl OgObd
LEF 0g3n fy-kOmbS n.]3 made3
LEK ISketci nzogoJQ^k
(217) cow (218) goat (219) horse *
vache chtlvre cheval
CB (185) *-b6df 9/10
M PEG* ★nSk"' *-b6dt 9 PEG* *b(jp PEG* *der-f
PM *nyak£/-e5k£ 9/1 0 *-bSd 9/10
MBM f 3q mb5d' h"5se nyagkSla
MBN mbol3
MYE nyc53 mbftw-!)3 nySgkS * 1
MBE kHw mb# y£3
ELU ny d 3 m b#3 h5s
NNE nya3 mb#3 h5sa
AKO nydg* m b 6 d ' hSse
MHE ny^g1 mb6d> (d'/l3) w5sf
MWK nya3 (ny/y) mb6l h5sf
MKA nyika k§w m b 5 d r w5s3
BLN hySka Jak^d* (d'/s) m b 6 d 1 h"5sf (i/e)
BBO nyaka mb6d' w 5sf, Id.
LEF ny a 3 mb6l nya rntikS]
LEK nyak mbd 3 111
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CB
M
(220) antelope * 
antilope
PM *-bfn" 9/10 *k*b 9/10 *•
MBM (mben') ebwenzt
MBN kab1
MYE mbfil'n kS*
MBE KB?
ELU m b ’&n
NNE kSb*
AKO mbfn k5b* 3?-stl
MHE kSb*
MWK mbtn kaw
MKA k3b» ggSiog
BLN ggSlog
BBO ggOyog
LEF mbin ka?
LEK ka?
(222) (bush) rat
rat (J,rat palmiste1
CB (1597) *-pSkd (9/10)
M *-p"&ko •mouse, rat1 PEG* 
• rat
PM *ko6 9/10
MBM kGny^m kGG
MBN kGnyam
MYE kp eny a
MBE k#y 3m
ELU pG
NNE kGG
AKO ktjG
MHE kOG (/kuti)
MWK ko6
MKA k oo
BLN koo
BBO koS
LEF kwg^
LEK k4
(221> mouse 
souris
*-p5kc5 9 'mouse, rat* 
*sala la/2 *p6 ?
s frt kO 
sSkS
saSko ptiS
s£l3 <pw#>
“ sSS pt), 5-sSS p5> pG
-s&lj, be- pa
.-sSlf, be- salp£^ p6
' s35 p#iJ p5
sal£} salap6d sapoo p5? 
-s§la, ba- 
-salE, bt- 
-saya, bf- 
-s^pwS, ba­
sal ekoo pGgG
C223) pig
pore, cochon 
(887) *-god6 (902) *-goy§ 
*-g0d0bi 9 
*-g36 9/10
k^tnao
rjgfiO 1sanglier* ijkGnya? 
ggw^
t}kfntSr)
r jgO
ggOO
OgGO 
gg 00
ggc56
gg<5&
OO^o
QgOS
Qgw§
-ktinyS, b^-
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(224) porcupin* 
porc-Spi c 
CB (895) *-g3tnb$ 9/10 
M fc-gSmb"?! 9
PM *-g3mb3 9/10
MBM o g w S m '
(225) prong, quill (of porcupine) 
£ptne, piquant
*-«IJ 3/4 *-'8ny<* 3/4
mw3d ogwom
MBN gg3m ifr-bt 0
MYE ggw3m nl-bfcQ
MBE gg'Sm mwtn (gg5m)
ELU qg<5m raw£
NNE ogom mw-Sg, my-
AKO Ogdm mwfcd mwtfcn
MHE Qgotn raw- ti • (d1/s ) , my-
MWK qgom (/rjgotnba) mw-£n ("ogom), ray-
MKA ggombS mw- ty 7 (ggombli), ray-
BLN ggombS rnw-ay ^ (a/e), my-
RBO 03 om raw-ad1, my-
LEF ggom l-sS?, bt-
LEK Og i K i mbw?
CB
(226) pangolin * 
pangol in 
(991) *-k~fk3 9/10 'anteater*
(227) dog * 
chien 
(174) *-b53 (220)
M
PM *ka ★ f y ' - S d )  19
*-bo3 9 PEG* *bl33 
*-bw£, *-by£ 9/10
MBM syee rnbwU, id.
MBN sila mbwa, id.
MYE sy5 mbfiye (c/e)
MBE nfcka gkam mbw£, mbyt
ELU hya tnbwS, mbyc
NNE -hycl, me- mbwl, mbyt
AKO -hyc, me- mbw*c
MHE iy-a, tn- (/-iyc, m-) mbwi;, mbyl (c/a)
MWK ka§ mbwS
MKA ka mbwS, mby3
BLN ka mbwfi, mbyS
BBO ka mbw£, mbyS
LEF wil-y§9 , ma- mbwS
LEK silgwa mbegS, id.
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(228) cat * 
chat
*-bUt 1a/2 *slg 9/10
pU sf 
ptisf
mtfny'tnf9 
mbSla ptisf
rabel'c (pilsf)
-mbtll, ba- 
*-mb^l“£, be-
s I q  (s / s ) 
sf q 
sf rj 
sf g
sfg (s/s)
-agwi, b-
-ptfsf, ba-
(230) lizard 
ISzard 
(187) *-bSd3 9/10 
PEG* *k£p15t 
*-bStV 7/8
e-ktKam 
e-k#ksm 
e-boka
e-b'el
e-p'M ek6b*
ggw^lI
(e-b6te ggOlS ) QgOle -ggo nd£b£, 
e-bbtf, l7- 
e-361 a, 3-
J-ktg, Z7~ 
c-b5t3, I7"
(t-b5tS) mv5k 1 ftltSndS
l-k3mb£k3mb 
be
mbftes^, id.
(229) squirrel 
6cureuil 
(194) +-bdg§/*-bdge
*k3d 9/10 *-bog 9/10
sfgkSndoo
k^tnd33o
mbF\3<?
k5(y3m) m3-nt3ndy3r], b V
k 3d *
kid* r)ktfggf£ (small) 
k3d*
k 3 d ' (d'/l?) nibc5?
mbokol
k3d1 
k3d*
mbSk 
mbo?
saalS
(231 ) snake
serpent 
(2112) *-(n)y"5k£ (952)
* - jaka (-ny"5ka) 9 PEG* 
*-3 9/10 
nyfla 
nyUS 
nytia 
ya
nyda 
nyda 
e- nya 
ny5 
y5 
ny 5 
ny o 
nya 
, ny 3
nog^, id.
-J5ka 9/10 
*n"5( k7 )
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK
(232) python (233) viper, adder
python viper*
(159) *-b3mS (3/4),9/10 (1513) *-p§d£ (9/10)
(234) worm (intestinal) * 
ver
*-b3msi 9 
*-b3mV
m p y l n y e  
f i j O l e  
b5 t>  n y f l a
mb3m
mb3m
mb5m
m b5m  (3/4)
mb3m
m b 5 m ( 3 )
m b 3m 3
m b 3m 3
m b3m
kGm
ptr
(235) crab 
crabe 
(981) *-kSd3 
*-kada 9 PEG* frkanF'
*-£-seJ' 7/6,5/6 *-JaC? 7/8 
e-y c 
e-ya 
j-B9, by-
e-ja9, a- 
. ] - 3 l ,  by- 
d-Tsfg1, in­
dy-ts Id1, m- 
3-s'Sy 1
J— Sii, by- 
t-sed1, m'o- 
E'S^d1 (d*/y'), ml- 
dy-esld1, m- gg Smb'S
-mbtnd'S, b3- 
-k’Smblgt, b^-
*-p£d§
*pt>£ 9/10 *-kahy-' 7/8 *nySg/6g 9/10
pfnye'S nsflnyw^d
pSnyO^ nytfg
e - j b o  n y d g  ( u / o )
p S y e  n y o y
p f f  ( e - k £ ,  0- )  n y 6g
p t f  S - k t g ,  a 9-
p f f  £ - k £ n ,  e 9 -
P ee f i - k M  (aa/ca) ,
p s 6 3 - k 3 3  n  I a m b i
p 6 * $  Nk33, 19-
p S ’ S l - k g ' S ,  I 7-
p e e  l - k 3 3 ,  l b » -
k O n y a  i - k i k ^ g ,  b l -
0 9 ^ 0  3 - s a g S ,  m V -
(236) plncer * 
plnce
*-pwlny, -py?ny? 3/4
f i 5 - p y £
S - p 'o y  3 ,  f i i -  
i r l - p y  2g 
r i ) - p w £ n  n j a  
l i l - p w l n
f t - p w l g ,  f h - p l g  
r h - p w ^ n ,  f t - p y £ n  
l f i - p w $ n d e ,  n l - p y S n d S  
f t - p w § n ,  r i l - p y e n  
m - p w 8n ,  m - p y f l n  
m - p w 8n ,  m - p y 8n  
m - p w a n ,  m - p e n d t i  
m e - p ^ g  m l  m b l n d c l  
1 £ - p w 7  k ^ m b l g i ,  m -
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C237) tortoise (238) chameleon
tortue camSleon
CB (1259/60) *-lctJdo/ti 9/10
M *-kddO 9,7
PM * k O l '  9 / 1 0
MBM ktT e-nyOk od*
MBN plkaS’ -ydokfid*, S-
MYE kptboo jwo(g)kw5, byo(g)kw'J5
MBE p^k3'5 a-jogan, a-
ELU kola -k3slb^, o-
NNE k w 3 1 jaok5d
AKO kOl c-dk8d, by-
MHE kOl dy aak~al
MWK kOl dy-oggolk6w, m-
MKA kOl - jogorSkor^, be
BLN kOl iil-kSkS3 (joggdlS kdl^)
BBO kOy tfikSk^S
LEF kQkwZlS dt-pOndJfc, m3-
LEK -t£khl, ba- zogbkfi?, id.
(239) frog * (240) scorpion *
grenouilie scorpion
CB (1242) *-k(5to
M *-batD ‘frog, toad1
PM *-bon 9/10 *-sfil§? 7/8 *-bem(b)a? 7/8 *-bob 5/6
MBM mbeilebe ktt&;
MBN aby^g
MYE mbfiwon 'toad' ggbakf
MBE 3 - s $ 1 l“a (a/e), 3- 3-bob3 (o/e), o-
ELU mbSn 9,10 eb"5d» gg3ab6mpwfn
NNE mbon 'toad'
AKO mb6n 9,10 esalf* gg33b5b£ mpwfcn
MHE mbon tteSkZ
MWK e-se13 e - b 3 m 3  3 b C P
MKA e-sflla, f - b e m a ,  2 B’ - b S b 1 , m e -
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK mbd ' toad'
" E - s 6 l 3 ,  f!9 -  a - b e m a
t - b e m b 3 t l b -  
- g g d s ' a ,  b 3 -  
z$q$ I3by3g
J 3 3 l  esCr
t - b o b * .  m t -
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C24I) spider * (242) lnsect
arai<gn<se lnsecte
CB (178) *-bdbii 5/6 (1596) *-pok£
M *-bobsde 5
PM *-g3rj 9 + *-bdb (la/2) *-k3ny*' 7/8 *-t3nd?i 7/8
MBM Og^SbO'S
MBN ggSbo7 e-kcg
MYE Ogaabo? md-nwSn. bd-
MBE gg33bo gg£i3
ELU OgaabO £-k£t 0
NNE -QgaabobJ* b^- e-klg, a?-
AKO -Og£iabob£t ba- e-k 2n, e 3- (ifi-p^g* 3/4 mbSg 9/10)
MHE -ggda?b3bl, b§- be- a-kl
MWK ogagbow e-kaa, a-
MKA ggSgtbobt e-tandS, £?-
BLN Ogags’bobt e-f§nd£. e ?-
BBO ndSlaa, bf- f-tand£, fb-
LEF gSggaltbdko E-kak£n
LEK -QgaOgaga, bc-
(243) louse (244) butterfly (245) ant
pou papl lion fourml
CB (446) *-da 9/10
M PEG*d(w)<£
PM *teJ/t£j 9/10 *-podE? 7/8 *-k$d£? 7/8 *-kany" 7/8 (*-k«d'? 5)
MBM d a d4 e-kaako
MBN te? (?/g‘) e-kako? ; a-ktrt?
MYE tf? 6-pSpo’, A- nw3n
MBE tr e-pOpOtc, a- a-ke
ELU tad * e-p$rSpot? £-k£, 0-
NNE t fg * e-p£r~cps t2, a '?- e-k a ->-
AKO tld* e-podepote, e ?- e-k7n, e a-k#d*
MHE tf 0g§apiJpr53 ggam
MWK til £-k3k81, a- pQptiQ
MKA t tyi i-kdkSl, l7~ *-kS*S, ?*?-
RLN ted* (d*/y?) e-kokftl B-k3*A
BBO t fd • -kok?rtk6. bt T-k3d* k£mb5
LEF nye £-ktilakCile c-kakan
LEK tS’ * Id. ?-ki)kt)g6, b?- m>-k3l7
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN'
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(246) soldiei— ant (driver*)
fourml manlant (? )/guerrl<?r e 
(251) *-c3d3ki) 9/10 
*-tidaku 9 
*sl3g/d 9/10 
e-syflg1 
syfi9 
st 39 
si a’ 
sla9 
sySd* 
sy aad' 
sy a39 
sld 
sy3g • 
slei9 
syag1 
st a
s«lt (s/s)
(248) mosquito 
moustique 
(ps 253) *-gtlggt'I
*-kDg 5/6 *-kany" 7/8
mbwt 
nl6 eg
mb y l m 1 by am 
mbw# 
kwala 
e-ktg, a 9- 
ek£h e gkOb 
SkS gkbO
a-kdg, d”
J-kOg 
c9-kOg
t-kOg, mt- rrlkySg
c-kwdsa
e-ktt
(247) termite 
termite 
(392) *-c6§
PEG* *g5k"
* - s f  i / s t g * V s t k £  ? 
kw5r5 
gg59
sa a 9
sye k#'t# 
sit 
sit 
sit 
sy§
sit 9/10 
£-stg' 
st9 sekclfc 
t*stk, mi­
st9
bSgSsdc (s/s)
(249) cockroach * 
cafard
( 1 478) *-plmbfl *-p!ndC? *plggit
*ptny
ptpt
p ^ p t g
pt * pin
oe 'pe
p£pt>0
pepfg
pfptn
ptpee
p  t p t  e
ptpte, be- 
p'fpct 
ptptl 
ptmpcn 
pep c e
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(250) mtllepede (251 ) cricket
mllle-pa ttes grlllon, crl-crl
CB (859) *-g5ng!5d’5 (934)
M *-g5ng bdti (or LLL) 9
PM *~siltQ ?
MBM O g o n e ogwiscmc
MBN (Qg^'bQ) eb3g5'Sn
M YE Bktodwo1?
MBE og^o ogwcst
ELU s cltl
NNE O g o o ? syilt, be-
A!C0 O g o d n hl3l8 s^le, be-
MHE Og'SV? s cl c c, be-
MWK O g S g t n Og5g55 s Eltg
MKA og^oty’ c-s cl"co be-
BLN £9-stlt, bf-
BBO 0g^055t bi­ f-styt, mf-
LEF gg 5k il
LEK ggigg^o^
(252) fly (253) grasshopper
mouc he sauterelie
CB ( B 19) * - g f  9/10 (832) *-gfogf *~goddk
M PEG* *j(u)l
PM *-k5gttd 5/6
M3M a -  ko ok td1 n- s’Snsan
MBN ^-kSgke e-klo <?
MYE a -  k 5 o k ( l ) i r k b & m b y e
MBE a -  k o  g k  f ogfci*
ELU a-ko 3 d ', fl 3
NNE a-kookwSd', me -
AKO *5 1 k b r j k l d ' 3 j - ' k o r j k t d ' , me Ogomct, be-
MHE s - k S S 7 , me- .ogSmkaa
MWK a-kogkf, o- Ogomk aa
MKA l - k ^ g t l d 1 , m c - Og<5m£kaa
BLN gg5gktd1 J’-k^otfd1, ml OgOmek^qS (g or y?)
BBO g g 5 g k  f d 1 1- j Q m H  t
LEF c - k 5 g g t «  be ™ m b ^ l a m b a !
LEK l ^ - k 5 o k J t m c - ogtok I
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(254) wasp (255) bee *
gijflpe abeilie
CB (2156) *-(n)yoke (962) *
M *-j6ke 9
PM *nyOG/OlG? 9/10 *nyOijVd?
MBM nytra
MAN marjgao nzenzam nytl h
MYE (n-Ogg en, b- njecjcg mp&pog nyO?
MBE m agg^m njagjag 3-J3, 3-
ELU mTjgg&a jSgej V) nyOg33
NNE t&t$d * nyog^d
AKO mb6de bod* (glhlfhy’Sgt, be- nybod* (9/10)
MhlE a?b#ke)f ma- nyuu
MNK oglogfo ytlti
MKA bodbiJlfc, be- iftdl?tg nyOfi
BLN nldlr t nyfTCi
BBO hdldtg nyUti
LEF oitny tny 1 mlny t wi)-y5
LEK rnemswc leny f ba-zOgU
(256) honey * (257) snail
miel escargot
CB (2157) *-y 6ke 14 (962) *-j8ke 14 (1109) *-k8d§ 9/10
M *-j8kfi 14 *-k ad a 9
PM *-j5d 14 *k5b 9/10
MBM yt! kSS
MBN e-lySn
MYE M-J kw55
MBE nt5bS j£f
ELU nyOgoo k(5b
NNE g-c03 k55
AKO e ■’-cOO k'S'S
MHE e?- jno k55
MWK a-joo k55
MKA e-Joo k35
BLN e- joo k8"S
BBO f-joo, mf- k55
LEF wO-yJ5 kwi
LEK ba-zdgi) kwb
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(258) bird * (259) hen* fowl
oiseau poule
CB (1374) ★-none (ps 361) *-n3n3 (1257) *-ktiba 9/6
M *-(J)onl (o/a) 9 (-n b nt) PEG* *s S q '' *-k(lb§ PEG* *gGl
PM *-nbn^ 14/6 *k(ib 9/10
MBM n3n, ek£mn3n k6b*
MBN £-nVi* e- k'Sb1
MYE md-nwBn* bd- ktf?
MBE 3-n Vi, o- kti^
ELU iml-nS, b#- k o b »
NNE a?-n^n, me- krtb*
AKO e ’-n3n, me- kCib1
MHE £?-n3n* m5- kOb*
MNK a-nan, o- ktiw
MKA 2-non, mt- ktjb*
BLN c?-n3n, ml- kflb *
BBO i-nVi* ml- kftbs
LEF wO-nVt, ma- ktf
LEK inS-noD, id. k#?
(260) hawk * (261 ) dove * pigeor
Spervi er colombe, pic
CB ( M i l )  *-kDd? (1212) *-kombe (131) *-beoga
M ^-beOg'S 7 + 9
PM *fy~-5d 19 *-bela ? +-b§OgS 9/10
MBM n3n kSr"s
MBN
MYE mtjTj-swD 5, btifj- kfikw3 e-ba 7
MBE s mbamba o
ELU hw'SSb mfidOO
NNE y 55d> kwom bambya
AKO hy3'Sb' m b y H *  be kw 6fjt 1 mba gge e # la a , be-
MHE mby £ kOnbSkCimbg mbSggl
MWK sal mb§l3 mbeggS
MKA y a d 1 nlbelS edtlcS, be- mb^ggS
BLN y ad ' mb e 13 mbegg3
BBO mb§3 mbe ggS
LEF mas 3? (s/s) kOmbe mbeggS fidOlQ
LEK sG3k2P(s/s) mS-gOmk^o'S
-kuba
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(262) partridge 
perdri x
(263) parrot
perroquet
CB (1169) *-kdadc (865) *—goad§ 9/10 (1187) *-kdcc5
M *-koadt 9 *-kdco 9
PM *-gwS3 9/10 *k8j 9/10
MBM ogweS kwcd'
MBN ggwe’e kwdy’ (kw/kp)
MYE k'3Sggbd> kp$’
MBE ggwEt ko’
ELU qgwS'e ny eg 'Sd 1
NNE qgwSS
AKO ggwda 9/10 kild*
MHE -Qawaa■ be- k8y ’
MWK ggwaiS kdy
MKA ogwa k8y’
BLN ggwaS kod' (d'/y’-)
BBO ggwaS kCd1
LEF tSndS’ kwe’
LEK gkhyS kwe’
(264) weavei— bird
"oiseau gendarme", tisserin
CB
M
PM *-gagE 9/10
MBM rjgaa 
MBN rjgaa’
MYE qgd’
MBE qgd9
ELU ijgaal
NNE - Ejgaa , be-
AKO qgage
MHE qqaa
MWK OgSS
MKA Qgd’a, bV-
BLN qgS’d qgakfl
BBO gg^O
LEF ggadk^a
LEK gg&ga
(265) nest * 
nid
PEG* *kan"
*-Om(b£) 5/6
ndab n3n
ndaenen
nd£m(Jnwan
d-tim, m- 
dtim
-dum, m V  
d-um, m- 
dum
d-um, m-
dum
dum
d-0mb3t m-
ndS i wdnbn 
ndS mlnd5
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(266) bird lime
glu pour attraper des
CB
M
PM *-k8ra 3
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE fj-kam
ELU r)-k3m
NNE
AKO i^-kam
MHE ^-kam
MWK r^-kam
MKA <5-kam
BLN
BBO nl-kam
LEF
LEK
(268) wing ★ 
aile
CB (1450) *-pdp3 (6) *-b3ba
M ★-peipS 5 *-baba 5 PEG*
PM *-pab" 5/6 ★-bSb" 9/10
MRM [3-papS n3n
MBN- a-pala ?, i3-
MYE e-pa?, 5-
MBE ii-pa’ . o-
ELU 3-pa?, 6-
NNE a-pab1, mV-
AKO a-pab', me-
MHE mbdb • (9/10)
MWK 3-paw, o-
MKA mbab *
BLN t-pab *, mi-
RBO i-pab. mt-
LEF c-pa?, be-
LEK 1 t-pa ?♦ m-
(267) feather 
* a u x  p l u m e
(24B) *-c£dS 5/6, 11/10 
PEG* ★ fg"
★-tig 7/8, 7/6
e - t 3 g ' ,  d -
e - t  3 ? ,  n - / a -
e - t 3 ? f o -  e - p a  ? ,  a -
a - t 3 ? t o -
a-t 5?, 0-
e - t 3 ? ,  &■>-
e-t3g1, e?- 
e - t S ' ? ,  e ? -  
a - t 3 ? , a -  
£-t 3g1, c- 
e-t3?, i>- 
f - t 3 g \  tb»-
e - s a ? ,  bt-
e-t3k, bc- 
(269) egg 
oeuf
(809) ★-ge (814+) *-gede (817)
* - g e  ( a n d  * - p e d e ? ) PEG* ★bom"
* - k e $ / k t t  5/6
3-ti, id.
a - k y £ , Q -
3 - k y S ,  o -  ( a / c )
a-k$£, o-
3-kt» o-
3-kii, m£-
3-ktI, me-
u n ,  m£-
a - k  § 6 ,  o -
i-ktl, me-
c ? - k t l  (ii/ee )„ m l -
i-kll, mi-
le-ka, m3-
1c-khl, m5-
-geyl
3 5  5
(270) claw (271) cowry (272) horn *
gri ffe caur i corne
CB (42) *-bSmba
M PEG* *bfm' PEG* *d3Q'
PM *-ny3n‘V - £ n  9/1 0 *-b3mbtf 9/10 *-sl»b 5/6 *t"5o
MBM nyan mbe£ ttq
MBN nyan mbSmbt nd~5g
MYE nyan mbFiSm'bt ttq
MBE yan mbafnb^ foq
ELU nyan mbambt 3-s6?, %o-
NNE nyan mbambl 3-seb1, m V-
AKO nyan mb3mb(l 3-seb* , me-
MHE nyan mb3mbe t5q
MWK y aSn mbambt (i/a) t5q
MKA nyan mb3mbt W q
BLN nyan mbambt t5q
RBO ny3n mbambt toq
LEF nyan mbambS W o
LEK nyt 1 e-t#n, mc- nd5q
(273) tall 
queue
CB (898) *-gdnd5/5 
M PEG * *krtn'
PM *-kon' 3/4
MBM f^-kwon 
MBN 3-kon 
MYE q-kw3n 
MBE ^-ksn 
ELU -5-ko 
NNE q-kon 
AKO q-kon 
MHE 3~k6n 
MWK t^-kon 
MKA q-k6n 
BLN ifl-kon 
BBO m-kon 
LEF ^-kon, me- 
LEK 3-kOd, mt-
(274) food *
nourrlture
(*-dyS)
dydm dyt
njftt 
ndya tt "> 
JS'aMyt, bwee'dyt (e/e) 
bendyt 
ndfl me-dyt 
ndyeed1 9/10 
ndy6 ?
jom'dyS 
Jom t'dyS 
Jom e dye
Jom 6 dy3, byom bt dya 
le-dya 
mbindeg-^n tt
(275) meat
vlande 
(1910) *-(n)yam3 (9)
(ny)^m^ (j)§ma 9 PEG* *bcib‘ 
*-iim 9
ny §m (
nySm
ny^im
y3m
nyll
ny 3m
ny3m
ny 3m
y 3m
ny3m
ny3m
ny3m
ny3m
ny 3
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(276) fat, grease (277) fish (278) soup, sauce *
gral sse polsson soupe, potage, sau
CB (427) *—cti *(429) *-cGe/1
M PEG i f(' )5mN *“cfiS PEG* ★sd"' PEG* *jab'' 'legume1
PM *-f5o 5/6 *sti$ 9 / tO *-d3n" 9/tO *-Jatb 9 *-d6g 9
MBM a-f 6g mEnslt a-l5gS
MBN a-f5g -sCi' a nd6g
MYE o-hdg sdt B-no?
MBE a-h5rj sue (s/s) nd5g sdp'fe
ELU a-hS, o- sTj nzab
NNE a-hoo. ms- stiO nd5rj
AKO a-horj, me- stjO nzab*
MHE a-h'Stj nd3n ndog (o/u)
MWK a-h'5rj.
%
o- ndon 9,t 0 ncfog
MKA l-hUr), m e- nd"5n sdp^
BLN £*-h3g. mf- ndon ('/"“) hd6g sdpl
BBO mf-h'SQ nd3n ndog stipl
LEF Ie-f5g , ma- — It'ssue stip§
LEK 1 c- f 5 rj, m e- s wll nza? mbw3?
(279) mt lk (280) sugar cane (281 ) salt
lslt canne a sucre sel
CB (73) *-bttdB 6 (1201 ) *-koogS (3/4) Bog'S (2176) *-goa 4
M *-ogoa *-ongoa 3
PM *-btI 5 *-btdi ? *-k3kS 3 *-kogE 3
_ PEG* *gwan' 
*-kwa 3
MBM mBSe i}-kog e 3-kwe§
MBN mby7 ndab ry*kw^§? ‘ d~kwa
MYE mb3117 g-k 3k "3 9 ^-kpa
MBE mfllkr mbtdt fj-kw'a g-k W3
ELU ml 1 £k fy-kw33m r$-kw£
NNE mt 1 fk a-bt t rj-k 3g7> g-kwE
AKO m i lTg1 a-bl f (fy-kSkS) t}-k3g?? ^-kwc
MHE mil fit rj-kOkt ^-k W E
MWK m n m 5-kok S ^-k wa
MKA m f 1 fg 1 (il-kSkl nt-kwa
BLN nl 1 fg 1 £9- b cI rft-koka nt-kwa
BBO .ill Ilk rrWkoka fl-k wa
LEF mfltkr 1 e-bee shsOm O-kwa
LEK 1 -r}kok, m£- 3“ kwaS
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(282) pepper (283) wild pepper
plment potvra sauvage
CB (718) *-d6ng5 10
M *-don go 9 PEG* *sot
PM *-d6g 9 *fy"-3b 19/13 *-logS
MBM a-loge 3-l6g5 sy?l
MBN a-1369 13 b '
MYE ndSg swd9 (kSV y s)
MBE nd5g 3-ld9 mbdg
ELU ndog ebefcrt
NNE mbom c nd5g hy3b*
AKO ndog hy33b' e9-ly5g§
MHE ndtig
MWK nddg a-jag, o
MKA nd6g E-lo *6
BLN nd6g e-l696
RRO nd5g J-y6g6, ml-
LEF nd5gg£ fy o9
LEK sGs IjQ swd9
(284) onion * 
olgnon
SnySse
cinyos
mbokag
3ny3s
onyds / o'nT'sJ
any 3s a
liny 35*36, me- 
any 3s
a*ny3s a jag gkSSl 
a *ny5s
5ny3s (s/y9 )
HinySs
wil-ka9
(285) yam * 
igname
(286) cocoyam * 
macabo
CB ( t166 ) * - k d f i
M PEG* * j 6 k "  * d £ k PEO* * k d k t f
PM * - l > g * - b 3 £  * - s t K 5 * - s o l ?
MBM a - l a g * a - k d b o  ( l o a n )
MBN a - 1 39 d k a k 3 l 1 > o  ( a / o )
MYE a - y o 9 , d - m y 3  g k M ' l ' a
MBE a -14*0, o - e-p33, a - mbafgg1>
ELU a - 1 a9 , d- m b a d g g S
NNE a-sal, me- mbdagge
AKO m b v / B t  mbwas 3-S0 1 m b d d g g e
MHE a-sel, cnt- mbaijg'S
MWK mbaci a-sGG mbagga
MKA mbaS m-sfiO kwctc9 mbdd m b a  ggS
BLN fc-sdri, mf- (u/o) m b a  gg§ s-kabd / - k a o
BBO mbdei / mbayS,, br- J - k a b o ,  r n t -
LEF t-kwf, bf- l e - k a w ,  ma-
LEK e-lbtj, bc- g k £ g k c l o g
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(287) colocasia * 
taro
PEG* *650" 
*-jrrr/-jtrr 7/8
e-yio 
S-ziHg 
d-Jeg 
e-jag, a- 
e-j cn, 0- 
e-jtn, a9- 
e-cin, i9- 
e-j In
8-JIg, d- 
fc-JTg, c?- 
l-jig, t9— 
t-JtO, ib*-
e-j tn , be-
e-zln, bt- 
(290) bean
haricot 
(I 222) *-kond i (10) 
*-kondt PEG* ★ kon" 
*kon 9/10? 
d-kwon
a-k5n ggasa
kw5n
k~an
k6
kQn
kon
keto
k6n
kon
kon
kon nzdya
ma-kon
mS-kG
(288) maize 
mats 
(294) *-cango 
PEG* ★sdg''
*-bdj 9/10 *-gVny? 9 
mbdji
gktn
mb£9
m b £ 9
m b e 9
g g w a  g  
g g d n
mbcy9
m b e y 9 9,10 
m b a y 9
m b d d 1 ( d ' / y 9 ) 
m b a t  9,10
ggOt
newf
(291 ) rice * 
ri z
(289) fufu
couscous
*-sGb3g 7
S-sdgo
e - 1sGbag' 
a-Sob’S9
S-'sGb69 fOfO
e - 1s G 1b§9
e - 1sGbTig'
e - 1sGbSg'
e- * sCr* bS9
e-sOwS
fOfG
e-'sGbag' fOfG
fOfG mkOmkOm 
i-tGmi'E 
£-b3
(292) cassava 
manioc
*k 3 n  10
ij-kwon •kar’e 
d-kon gkd6l*i9 
kw"5n ^kaa'lo 
k Sn k3 1 ■?> 
k6gk£ IS 
kiln c g k ^ i c  
kon e gkalle 
k#n bekSal? 
k6n okaala 
k6n z hSkaarc 
kon a bekaart 
kon 1 bfkaale 
wGndf 
m a k G ' lak
*-kwdmbd
kdsard 
ij-kdmbUm kdsald 
kdsSva
0~*kwamba 
0“ kwamba, o- 
ma-kwamba
me-kwambc -kasAle£, be- 
mo-kwtmbc ggabo
d-kwamba kasala
?-kwamba, ma-
d-kwamba kas518 ggaabo
f-kwamba, mf-
ma-kwamba
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(293) plantain (294) banana
planta in banane
CB
M PEG* *k2d3g' (*g3oT)
PM *-t3m 5/6,7/8
MBM 3-t 3m* 3- a-b3nS
MBN 3-t 3m a-bdnao
MYE 3-tw3m, 3~ irlbyalS
MBE 3-t 3m, d- ffibdl 2 e-dCJdO
ELU e-t 3, o- rr-s2l2 mby2l2
NNE e-t 3m, a9- n-sala
AKO 3-t3m, e9- n-sdle nySke
MHE a-t3m nySka e -laba ( a/e)
MNK 3-t 3m, o- mb<3l$ edddi)
MKA c-t3m, m2- IT?’-1 3b 2
BLN e-t3m, me- 2-dfldO (/-dOr0)
BBO t-t3m, ml- r-dOrd , rb«-
LEF 1 e-k 3, ma- mbolom
LEK lc-k3nd3o, me- e-tSt}kt, be-
(295) pumpkin (296) melon (297) orange
courge melon orange
CB
M PEG* *b3k^
PM *-b3g 5/6 (cf. 296) *-b3ktf 3 *-sSb£ ! a/2 *-pi
MBM 3-pUmS
MBN e-pomli
MYE a-b39 , o- e-s&9 m(5-nzSle9 ,
MBE i3-b3)9 e-pdma,
ELU mb o 9 e-s6k3 -sabl, o~
NNE mb 3g' - s a b S , be-
AKO 3-b3g', me- e-c3gg3, e 9- e-sak§, e 9- -sabe, be-
MHE e-bSka, me- e-pOmS
MrtK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
1e-b3 9, ma- 
lc-bok, m 2-
ri)-63k!> 
rft-bokd 
nt-bSkl) 
n)-b3kt> 
t-sakS 
nzt k
a-
2-ptfml3, 29- 
'e-pOma, £9- 
T-pOm'S, tb'- 
-m<Js£l(ja, ba-
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(299) (palm) oil
b i l l s  d e  p a l m s '
(!278) * - k G t£ (914) *-gGta 
*-ktita 4 fa t 1 V* ‘o i l1 PEG* *g(id
*-dl 6 *-j3o 9
( m u n )  n z 3 g
m e l  h z 3 t j
m u n
m o l
mol
mol
mol nzoQ
m u l
m u l
mul
mul
mill
le-f 0
m e - k h #
(301) rubbing oil (302) raffia palm
hulle pour se frotter palmier rapbia
(29B) oil palm * 
palmier 
CB (140) *-blda 5/6 
M PEG* *ttn'
PM *-lt 5/6 
MBM d-tl, m- 
MBN jil
MYE mbfitl 9/10
MBE .jit, id*
ELU d-tl, m-
NNE d-I, m-
AKQ d-it, m-
MHE d-it, m-
MWK d-tl, m-
MKA d-tl* m-
BLN d-it* m-
BBO d-lt* m-
LEF 2-lto, bi-
LEK ctt, mempht
(300) palm kernel * 
palmiste
CB
M
PM *-bao" 3/4
MBM nl-bei rj 
MBN nl-Barj 
MYE rft-Bog 
MBE n1-6ao 
ELU n)-6a 
NNE ifl-bwa* nl-ba 
AKO n)-Bag 
MHE ot-Bag
MWK m —Ba q mbtf 9/10
MKA n)-Bag
BLN ift-bag
BBO m-Bwag, rft-Bag
LEF nl-mag, mt-
LEK eswi
PEG*(*j3k ' o i n d r e 1 ) 
* - 5 g  5/6 (9/10?)
n y ^ g  
n z  3 g g 3 3  
e-w'Ski9
n y  d9 
n y o 9 
n y  3 9 
d y - 5 g  1 , in­
d y - 3 9 
d y - o 9 ,  m -  
d y -  Dg • * m- 
d y - d9 
d y - o k , m-
yflmtw'S9 
mekh# n d f n t t
*-tQd 5/6 *s3g3
s3g3
s 3 3 9
mr}-s39 , bO-
S-tH
ggSl 
gg3l e
e-t O d 1, e9- 
e-t Od, ms- 
3 - t O l *  o -  
2-tOd, me- 
2-tOd', mi- 
i-tOt, mi-
mS-kw2n 
s ^ g 3 ,  id.
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(304) “cashew nut" (305) kola nut
"noisette" noix do kola
(303) groundnut 
arachlde
CB
M PEG* *beySg
PM *-g3ndtf 9/10
MBM
MBN btSzi Q
MYE nzyasS
MBE ggSndl
ELU ggSnda
NNE ggSnda
AKO rjgSn
MHE ogBnd^
MWK ggon
MKA Ogand'o
BLN gg and^
BBO 0g3nd5
LEF n’Jfst
LEK mbyag
(306) "plum" *
"prune"
CB
M
PM *-sS 5/6
MBM a-sS
MBN a-sya a
MYE a-sa ( s/ e ), o -
MBE a-sa, o-
ELU l-si (t/a), o-
NNE a-sSS, me-
AKO a-saa, me-
MHE a-st, me-
MWK a-sa
MKA c?-sa, me-
BLN e-sa, mf-
BBO f-sS, mf-
LEF O-sS (O/wO?), mi
LEK be-saga, id.
*kSj 9/10
matSg kSd* 
a kon mwet5"> k“e?
kt ? 
kt’ 
kt’ 
ktd 1 
k!dJ
kty ’ 
kay?
kad' (dVy?)
kat
kt’
kyt9
(307) (palm) wine 
vin de palme
PEG* *dok" 'vln» 
*-tm 6
mfm 
mfm 
mlm 
ml-m 
m em 
m am
mini £-ycn, me-
mlm
mlm
mlm
mlm
mlm
mem 2-13o q 3 
mtn
(116) *-b§dd
PEG* * b ( o ) r  
*-biJS 5/6
a-brr
a-bya 3
£-by£ (e/e), o- 
a-bee, o- 
a-bjf, o- 
a-bwf, mi!-btf 
a-btf, me- 
e-bee, me- 
a-be£
£?-be^, mt- 
a^-Bee, me- 
f-bee* mf- 
1 e-be, me- 
l e - b M
(308) mushroom
champignon
*fy'-5ny 19/13
03 Or >
kOnd^g
swcg
(si)^) kOn'dSg (Sl’Sm) 
hwa
S?-l tm'Sm
hy-£nt 1- 
yw'S'S 
s 3*5 
y 3"5 
y35 
y 55 
fy-In 
sOe
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<309) tobacco * <310) "cotton tree" (31D  tooth stick
tabac "cotonnier" "brosse $ dent"
CB
M PEk* *-kGm
PM *-Gm3 14 *-sl ? 7/8 *-k!k5g 5/6
MBM t3b^ bOm nzSmbS 3-sap3
MRN taa b3m e-sya
MYE t^Sb^ bum k"5t3n £-sy3» a-
MBE t aba k'5t3n e-s??
ELU t aakO ekombt
NNE boom bwel k5tfn a-s £, a?-
AKO taki) (a/aa) buOm e-s I* e ’•>-
MHE t£ak£ -bGma, m3- c-sI, c7-
MWK t3wa bwel k"5ttn nzfnzt 5-kfka
MKA t^sikB bGma E-kTkSg* , m3
BLN taako bGma rjgtsf 3-kfka, me-
BBO tSakd bdma nzLsl
LEF mwen§’ £-s£, bf-
LEK t£b55 b8fn t~sIga, be-
(312) stick <313) walking stick *
bSton, tlge canne
CB (1794) *^tDQga ‘heavy stick* 9/10
M *-tonga 3 ‘stick'
PM *-t"5o 3
MBM n-t5rj
MRN rS-t5g a-kon n-fSrj
MYE mSjBn, bSmln ri-t'Sg
MBE mbe ? n-torj
ELU mb^k bwc 1 n-to
NNE mwabwll n-torj
AKO m b 9 g1 9/10 bw-£lt m- n-t6g
MHE mboQ n-tdrj
MWK n-1 (j rj
MKA mboo nl— tCi rj
BLN pes£ ift— tfjtj
BBO pes6 f-b5og5* mf- ni-tdfj
LEF n~tdm ka f e
LEK zlqt? n-t5r]
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(3)4) trap (315) pit (316) hook
plege fosse, trou croche
CB 0  661) *-tSnib3 (3/4) (110) *-b6d£ (836) ★ - g ^ f
M *-bgd£ 9 'grave, pit* *-gobc 9
PM *-12im 14/6 *-ki3j *-bgS 7/8 *-g3b 9/10
MBM £-lSm, n- ft-k^d e-bg 0g w3b'
MBN r W S m p6? fjg’Sb*
MYE ^-lam, o- p6? ogwd?
MBE ^-1 am, o- 9-be?, a- Ogd?
ELU d-1am. Id. e-bl e-Jok1 Ogw3b*
NNE S ’-lam, m£- e-btt driySgg gg sb*
AKO e?-lSm, me- e-cog * , e‘?- Og3b'
MHE m§- a-b£e, e’- Og3b'
MrtK ^-1Sm, o- e-bee, a- Ogdw
MKA i-lam, m£- £-k3y ?. !*?- £-beg, l?- Og3b'
RLN 2?-l§m, me— e-bg1e , i’- gg3b'
RBO 1-yam, ml- ^-k3d, tb'- r-bgg, rb*- Og3b'
LEF wU-l^m, m3- t-p5n, be- gg3b3
LEK b5-l^£, m 2- e-p5'5, bc- nz£k
(317) fish hook (318) spear (319) sword
hame^on lance epee
CB (640) *-d'5b3 5/6 (857) *-q"3ngg
M *-d"5b3 *-g3ngS 5 PEG* *k3o
PM *-J'5b" 14/6 *-k3Q^ 5/6 *-kwatE 3/4 * - jom
MBM y3b« 3-k3g, h~ (Damp's
MBN a-y3b1 3-k3g
MYE 6- Jw3^ 3-k3g, o- ps sb In
MBE a-J69, o- 3-k3o» o- r}-kwats
ELU J3b' 3-ko, o- r^-kwat's
NNE a-c'Sb' ^-kdg. m V iVkwStt
AKO e?-c3b', me- S-kSo. me- e*“l^b i^-kwgtg
MHE e-jSb', mt- l-kV). me- Q-kwate
MWK a-J3w ^-k5o, o- nzdm p'ga
MKA c — J3b ', mt- S’-kao , m V nljom t-lln.
BLN e-J3b1, mt- S-k30t m V njog
BBO t-J3b», mt- t“k 3q , mi- nzom
LEF wd-y3, ma- £■-IX bt- pt
LEK ll-sak, m 2- 1c-k5o , m V
364
(320) bow (321 > arrow * (322) gun
arc flSche fusil
CR
M
( 1631 ) *-t£
PEG* *g3d"
PM *-k$rf 5/6 *-k&nbtf 3/4 *-g£dV 9
MBM aid 3-k3g rjg£ 1 a
MBN (alod' ) a-k 3g ^-kemba
MYE a-1 am 3k3g S-kSg, o- rj-kOmba
MBE a-pe? , a- a-kbg ^-kamba
ELU e-pl, 0- a-k 3, o- fj-kilmbb
NNE epCls? mbSgSpdst <5-krt.ii b"5
AKO e^-le S-pt (i/li) fj-kilmbt
MHE ■m-pan ban be mekSg g-kombe gg$l
MrtK gg31-mb1>o mb S3 a-k3g ggSl
MKA rfl-ktrtg t’-kog, me- ggSr ^
BLN nl-kcti mbwanzo S-k3gt ggSre (c/i)
RRO fll-Jtt S-16 ggadt (i/e)
LEF £-tOm di-li f^-kGmbS
LEK m#mbe mb£ mefiB
(323) gun-powder (324) cutlass, machete (325) knife *
CB
M
poudre a fusil coup-coup, machette couteau
(1441 ) *-pang3 'bush kni 
P EG * *bt
PM *plndE *p33 9/10 *-l*n 5/6
MBM nzilzfi pit m Smp^a
MBN ptn OS'S mSmpS’a
MYE pin p ^ m 3 - ,p5'&, brt-
MBE ptn*dl PS m e - 'pa, ba-
ELU oende P^
NNE panda pSS mwa'p3S
AKO pf nde pa a mwa'p'S'S n-n 3k e pombe
MHE nzOnzrt pta 3 ? - h f S  S 9 - l " 2 n
MWK n zO n  zrt paS tnwan p3§
MKA ndUsCr pS ■ f c - l £ n ,  ml-
BLN n ji3 sti pa • % e-ltn, ml-
RRO nzGsrt paa T-yBn, ml-
LEF pin dl-lfndl
LEK pin py aa pSga l 3 g
365
(326) axe (327) handle * (328) hoe
hache mane he houe
CB (1521 ) *-piSnl 3/4 (901) *-g5ngi5 (436) *sl1ka
M PEG* * Jam" *-p£nl: 3 PEG* *s5'
PM *-fSn 7/8 *-J«g 3/4 *-fSn 3/4 *-Sg 7/8
MBM e-f6n nzag* n-scn ytig
MBN e-fon n-j5? (fi-fam ytlg
MYE d-hw3n (e/c), a- J-OQ* by-
MBE e-han, a- r\-ja? J-orj* b-
ELU e-h#. 0- J-OQ, b-
NNE e-hon, a?- n-jag * j-ag, 6-
AKO e-hon, e?- n-jag* g- hen c - o q , b-
MHE 2-hon f^-kOlaQ n-Ja? J-u q , by-
MWK e-hf?n, 3- n-j a? r'j-ha n j-og, my-
MKA £-h6n» V>- A-Jag1 j-obalt by-
BLN a-hon, a?- fft-j » j-ow^l (w/b), by-
BBO lit-kCfyaQ irl-ven j-or,t by-
LEF c-f6n , bt- tfi-fen* ml- n-Ja, mf-
LEK e-ftj. bi- nl-fCjtm‘fO, m£- c-s'55, bc-
(329) drum (leather top) (330) wooden drum (331) bell
tambour tam-tam cloche
CB (844) *-g3m3 9/10 (900) *-gdnga
M *-g5ma 9
PM *-g3m 9/10 *-llm 7/8 *-ttg 3 ★-gig 9/10
MBM gg 3m e-lfm ggag ftk^m
MBN 0g3m e-lam og^o
MYE e-srtmbS, a- e-ltm, a- gg§nd£‘kTS? (c/i)
MBE rjg3m e-l’am gg^o
ELU 0g3m e-1 am og^
NNE ogam ri-ty'ag 1 ggtj'&o
AKO Og 3m n-ty'&g 1 og'Sg
MHE rjg3m n-t'ag • og’ao
MNK ggom gg3m mba3 ogto
MKA gg3m iTi-tcg1 og t ’fj
BLN Qg 3m irl-t eg1 ogig
BBO rjgam ft-ttk ogtg
LEF rjg 5m n-t^9 QgSndSkO
LEK ggo? n-t ak gag
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(332) box (333) bag
botte sac
CB (1097+) *-k3bt (1244) *-k6to
M *-koto 5 'bag* PEGt *b(e )S(m)'*
PM *-t"£g 3/4 *-g'3bE 9/10 *-bog *-p£l^ 7/8 *- kwS 7/8 *-kfJt3 3/4
MBM mbVi e-pSn i^-kOtS
MBN S-b5g SkwSg'kwSg e-pal n-cEll
MYE S-bdg e-pin, S-
MBE kb9 a —pS1 e-kwa l-ktita
ELU n-tya e-pal, 0-
NNE n-tyag* e-pal, a 9- $-kw3ta
AKO n-tyag' kSd' a-kw? , 3-ktite
MHE ggSbS e-pal d-kdtc
MWK gg5w (e-l’fmbt) e-paal
MKA rjg3b5 e-lfmbl 9 —pS 1 nl-pi?ta
RUN ggob5 e-kwtm c-pal rft-ktita
R30 ggobl r~kwlm f-pSa, Ib'- nl-ktita.
LEF 2-bor)» bt- c-kwa , bl-
LEK e-kEl£, be- mbagS
(334) parcel (335) basket * (336) basket
paquet panler hotte
CB (ps 337) *-kOmbS 5/6 'load* (1849) *-tongS
M *-tonga 7,5
PM *-bSg 5/6,3/4 *-dm(bS) 5/6 *-1Tjq 7/8 *-sdgo 7/8
MBM a-bSg' , nt- e-lGg §-sdgo
MBN a-bSg' e-1 tig e-so9
MYE a-b69 , o- a-1 tig, S- a-so9 , a-
MBE dy-em, m- e-l6g, a- e-sd9 (o9/oo),' a-
ELU fl-b69 e-log e-sod9
NNE
. X
d-um, m- e-1 ag, S9- e-sw3, a9-
AKO iil-bSg dy-om, m- e-log tambe e-sy3gd, e 9-
MHE dy-om, m- mbdmbd d-shn, 99—
MWK dy-om e-kOl e-lGg e-sod, a-
MKA dy-ombS, m- c -10 1 , c 9- t-sd9o , c-
BLN dy-omba(dy/J-), m- e-lfig, £9~ e-so9d, t9-
BBO dy-omba, m- f-yfig, tb1- f-sogo, tb-
LEF ifl-ba9 , mt- c-dfjg c-soke
LEK ndtlgO 2-dur], bc- n-sa
367
(337) head-bond for carrying b a s k e t - (338) haad-pad
bande pour porter la hotte tortillon, coiissln
CB (1016) *-k£t3
M
PM 6 ★karabtf *-k<tftb£ 5/6 *-b3mS
MBM meti 3-f3d'
MBN rows S-fa?
MYE mtLS kw^m • bS’e
MBE (119*3 k*3'mb^9
ELU mwa k 3mb*S
NNE m55 e-bem'f
AKO m55 S-bc!m£t a?-
MHE m3"5 e-bemt, o? -
MWK m35 H-k3mbo mbdggS
MKA “2-kamba, mi-
BLN rii55 V k S m b S ,  mt-
BBO mo5 T-kSndS, ml-
LEF mOd ll-bem£t mi­
LEK mag5 le-k a? , m2-
(339) thatch (340) mat
chatime* natte natte
CB
M PEG* *b§ntf
PM *-bdo 9/10 *-bthn 7/8 *-bd(gd) ? 5/6
MBM mbiSfJ e-bljm
MBN mbOd
MYE mbfiOa 9/10 e-b5m ggOsd
MBE m b2® mban e-bdm, a-
ELU mbOti e-bom
NNE mbfiOO e-bdm, a?-
AKO mbOO 10 e-bdm
MHE mb 00 9~bdm, 3?-
MWK mb Bo gkwSS (rjgw^S) e-bdm e-bdmbO
MKA gg3nja 2-bod,, m £- e-bd?d, nia-
RLN ggonJS e-bd, me-
BBO mboo jt-bu, mf-
LEF 53*3 QgOsd
LEK m>-z33, id. mbsgS l3k3k'. Id.
-f3d
368
(341) rope * (342) ithreadt string
corde flit ficelle
CB (839) *-gVll 'string' (359) *■-ctng3 3/4 'string*
M *-g3dt 'string' PEG* *kiT *-c tng3 3
PM *-Jc3d" 3/4 *-b3ogtf 7/8 *-slgg3 3/4 *-k3d"
MBM »5-k3d.* i}-k3d'
MBN 3-k31? r}-kM9
MYE ^-kwd? nd^? i^—kw&“?
MBE <3-kD’ 5-k5?
ELU e-bDngCt
NNE t^-kood' e-baggt (a/o)
AKO Q“ kDDd' e-bogge n-stgge
MHE •5—k. 5cf' n-stggc
MWK ^-k5l n-s t gga
MKA rfi— k 5d« nt-sf gga
BLN fh-k 5 d ' e-bdog6 ift-stgga
BBO nt— k 3t nl-stoga raw-asa, my-
LEF >3-k3’ n-s toga, mt- J-fylSlO, bt-
LEK g-k5? , ma- ndt ’
(343) needle (344) nail (345) chairt stool
aiguille clou chaise
C8 (1732) *-te (1692) *-ttbc 'stool*
M
PM *-d3nd^(k^) *t3nV 9/10 *-ttt 5/6 *k5nd£ 9/10 *-b3og5 7/8
MBM ndOg ndtig 3-ttf, n-
MBN tdfrn'b tig a-t It
MYE ndwdnda (kit9 ) mO-mpt9, bil— (a-ttt=bed) k w 3hd e
MBE ndtndf ty£ 3-t 1, o~ k3nd&
ELU nd5ndi) 1on a a-ttf, o- kondt
NNE ndSnde t on £ d-ttt
AKO ndBnde t 3ne a-tlt, me-
MHE ndandokt t 3n e-ttt, me- kdndc
MWK ndondokt t 3n e-&ogg5
MKA nd3nnaka t^n i?-ttt kdndS bSnjt
BLN nd5nd3kf t^n e-bdggS, ??--
BBO ndonddkt t on t-tlt, mt-
LEF nd3nd3ko t 3ne 2-bog
LEK li-sakt me mboo?» Id. e-b6g, b£-
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(346) book * 
livre
*-pab 5/6
(347) calabash 
calebasse 
(253) *-cadT 9/10 'calabash 
bottle'
*-pc5m*' 5/6
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK
5-pSb', i3- 
a-pab'
a-kSatt, a- 
kSld? 
kSla? 
kSldg1 
k31ag *
kSle? (Vd •)
kSast
k£a te
kSfitt ")
kSas t 
kaa te
e-katt, be-
(348) firewood
bols de chauffage, fagot 
(12 18) *-kont (11/10)
*-kont 11,10 PEG* kue(n)'* 
*fy'-6n 19/13 
Id
Itg'mtiT)
sun
s-ee, 1-
1 ag
h y - d n ,  1 -  
h y - d n , 1- 
y - o n ,  1 -  
s - e e ,  1- 
y - o n ,  1 -  
y - o n  
y o n .  I d .  
l f - y u e ,  ma­
l t  It , i d .
a-pw3m» o- 
S-p*sn (a/wa)
d-tw5g * 
a-pom, ma- 
e-pdm, me- 
a-pom, o- 
e-pom, ma- 
e?-pdm, ma- 
t-pom, mf-
gg3b« 
d-sdso3 ggab1
d-sSs3" su'd!
e-sf, 0-
mwds tt
ptd
3“ k<3ma, ba- 
tribal
(349) (cooking) pot 
marmite 
(120) *-begS
*-pega 9 *-bega 9,11 PEG* *c 
*-bee/be^ 9/10
mby e
mby a
mb fiat
mbee
mbe£
mba
mbeS
mbee
mbde
mbe t w t g ' g t
mbe
mbe
mba a
mphtS#
3 70
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK
<350) spoon
cul H e r o  
(ps 473) *-t6go 'ladle*
*-coga 'wooden spoon* PEG* *dokv 'cuiller* 
*t5g 9/10.
(351) key * 
clef
e-k.wt ?
e-kw£?, a-
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
t5g 
to?
to? 
tw5g' 
ty"5g* 
to? 
to? 
t6g *
ts?
t<5k
to?
tok
(352) mortar 
mortier
*-b3g 7/8
e-bog' 
e-boo? 
e-bo? , 3- 
e-bo?, a- 
e-bd?, 0- 
e-bwog', a?- 
e-bw3g', 3?- 
7-bdg *, c?- 
e-bo?♦ a- 
e-bog * nldHmdHmB 
a-bd?, e?- 
t-bok» tb*-
c-kO? 
n-te g tbaa
(353) pestle 
pi Ion
*-b3l3g 9/10
mbal3g 
mb3l3? 
mbfiw3la’& 
mb3l3? 
mb M'S 
m b M S g  * 
mb3l3g* 
m b M 3 ?  (?/g *) 
mb 331 3 
mb3l 3 g1 
mb 31 3? 
mb3y^k 
mb3l3?
7-zJ5k, b7-
* - k n  14/6 *-d!b3n 7/8
S-togtlt ndab 
e-ffhlla
e-kJbf, a- 
a-ke (e/ye), o-
0-kl
a-ktf, ma- 
e?-ktf, m£- 
7-kee, m£-
e-k7 e-dfwan
c-dfban, 7?- 
7-dfban, 7?- 
f-dTban, lb?- 
e-dfban, bT-
-khlf, be-
(354) trough (for making oil) 
huche, bassln, pressolr
*-Sl 14/6 
bw I
byal (y/w) 
byag 
bw-al (w/y) 
bw-al 
bwal 
bw-al 
bw-al, m- 
bw-al, my- (14/4?) 
bw-al, m- 
bw-al, m- 
bw-3ci, m-
nJQmbl 
7-bwa mphl
371
(355) canoe * (356) paddle (357) earring
pirogue pagaille, rama boucle d'oreille
CB (1949) *-y«t3 (14/6) (1014) *-k$pt 9/10
M *-<J)£t3 14
PM *-SlV 14/6 *pSE 9/10 *-b3gg3 9/10 *-b$jV? 7/8
MBM kan6 peS kan6 mbSs^
MBN mb^fjga
MYE byalo d-p3bll, 3- myttOa
MBE b-313, my- -bSSsl, o-
ELU -b3l3, o- mbtogli
NNE ' b31 e mby3gg*&
AKO -b31e, me- paa e bole mb^ggS 9/10 ebtsS
MHE bw-al3, my- pSS mbeggt
MWK b5l 3 pay mbgggg 3b£y
MKA b-313, my- p3y b3l3 mbeggS 7-b3y?, ??-
BLN -bwalo, ml- mb^ggS
BBO bw-ayo, m- pSy t-bSt, Tb'-
LEF bwalo pakt mbSgga
mbyclt, Id.
(358) bracelet (359) ring *
bracelet bague
CB
M
(1497) *-p£t£ 
PEG* *kwSg
PM *-£n 3/4 *-jSjV-j£.T? 9/10
MBM kw^g nz'ed'
MBN 1 3-ctin m3kw3g
MYE (Smyt'ksa Tnmylbaamy?
MBE gkw^g nzt? y3nd3
ELU raw-t, my- gg6k3
NNE 3-b6g n zy £g *
AKO e-bog, e?- nztd'
MHE mw-7n, my- -y Sod'S, ml-
MWK mw-cn, my- lVid5
MKA mw-en, my- y3nd5
BLN mw-?n, my- c?-k5tS, ml- -y3ndS, ml-
RBO mw-2nf my- -yond5, mt-
UEF gg3k3bT njc?
mby£l£
372
(360) comb (361 ) mirror * (362) cloth
peigne mirolr tlssu
CB (259) *-cak- (271) *-can-
M PEG* *d(6 )t"
PM 7 *-b3nj3 7 7/8 *-lnl?/-tnyE *-b3d/-b3tO 5/<
MBM §-sdp> fr-lag 3-b3d*
MBN mbtnJO e-lldgS 3-b3d1
MYE e-pS7 , 3- e-lfggt , 8- 3-b£7 , o-
MBE e-bSrTS, 8- dy-cnt, m- a~ba?, o-
ELU e-s fsytl (s/s) d-e go, m- a-bd7 , d-
NNE s esG dy-t rft, my- a-bad1, m V
AKO slsfi dy-lnl, tn- a-bad1, mS-
MHE s Jst j-cniS, m- ^-b3d*, m$-
MWK e-banza, a- j-ttn, m- 3-B3to
MKA c-banja, c 7- dy-lnt, by- 2-b3to
BLN B-banj8, 27- dy-BnT, by- l7-b3d*, ml-.
BBO f-sannl, fb'- J-cnl, by- l-bdtd, mf-
LEF le-sGsd, ma- E-degge , bf- le-b3, m3-
LEK £-p5ga, bc- c-gSbSsGgTi, bj- cut
(363) hat, cap (364) shoe
chapeau, bonnet soul ter
CB (1659) *-t3mb£ 'sole of foot.
M PEG* *cik'
footprint'
PM *-t8m *-k6ttf 7/8 *-b5tV *t3mbS 9/10 *-t£mbf: 5/6
MBM ri-tarn (n-tSmba) ift-bokS
MBN ri-tam e-bokal
MYE n-tam ggw^kwe
MBE n-t8m mbiltrJ tSmba o-tejmbd
ELU e-k#l9 mbSft^ a-fSrfiba * o-
NNE e-k6t£ tamb 9 mo-tSmba
AKO e-kote mbdte tambe a-t'Smbe, me-
MHE etBke tamba e-t3mb§, me-
MWK e-koto e-tSmbl, o- sfltpas
MKA e-k6to, c7- tamoa £-tSmbl, mt-
BLN 9-koto tamoS E7-t^mbt, mt-
BBO f-koto, f b •- tamba L-t^mbt, mf-
LEF c-poto, be- £-t6mbT» be-
LEK e- sak, b £- c-bok (e-boga makS)
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(365) shirt * (366) br oom
CB
chemise bala 1
M *-gobo 9 'clothing*
PM *-kobV 3/4 *-b'5tE 9/10 *-fy55nV 7/8
MBM P]-kw ee 3-sSg. Id.
MBN r^-kob •
MYE r}-kw6? kptg
MBE mbSfl s'Stl (s/s) e-sw$no, a- kw$
ELU fy-kSb'S e-hwa an
NNE mb5t % e-ya an
AKO r}-kc5b£ mb5t£ 9/10 e-hyaon, q -?- mwccn
MHE sStl e-yTi3n, er}-
MWK mb'Stt e-sy3nf a-kw9
MKA s"5t? C“ y'5on, e ?-
BLN mbStl c-y6on (y/hy) t-kwaa
BBO s'Stl f-y53n, Jb'-
LEF S3tl E-fyJigt bf-
LEK ?rkw5 n-sa g, mc-
(367) ladder (368) bridge
echelie pont
CB (1671) *-tant5 'bridge (ladder) 4 (460) *-dSd’3 5/6 (167!) *-tanf5
M PEG* *d(e)a'“
PM lal/lan 9/10 *-b5ggtf 7/8 *-ny3g 5/6 *-k5g" 3
MBM iVk"Sg' t5-k3g'
MBN H-gb^ a-nyag
MYE S-kw3nnl't6?, 3- a-nyag t gk3 11£ ef-k59 . 6
MBE 131 (/l£n) ^-k5?
ELU lam e-b5i)ga
NNE lan e-boggs
AKO lan e-bogga a-nyag
MHE la 1 e-nyag, me-
MWK laanf e-jalS 51
MKA 1 a 1 2-lalS, m?- rri-k5g'
BLN lal e-la 1 a , mc-
RRO yaa f-boggo, fbJ- p3g
LEF la ortke .
LEK mt-k6k 1 t-ny3g, me-
374
(369) line (of objects) 
ligne (d'objets), 
CB (664) *-d5r>g3 3/4 
M *-d3og5 3 
PM *-j3rj 3 
MBM
MBN ft-jog 
MYE ft-jftg 
MBE n-Jag 
ELU ft-J3 
NNE ft- j oo 
AKO ft-J bon 
MHE n-j3V?
MWK ft-j3g 
MKA itI-JV)
BLN nl-j-fto 
BBO nl-jee 
LEF ft-j3g
LEK Fy-kftoS, m'S-
(37* ) thing * 
chose
* (370) life *
rang^e vie
*-l3ogt 5
a-1 Sg'a'mwtm 
3-dye'mtg 
3-dy a* mto 
ft-dy’a' tnwl*
3-loggia, o-
3-1 dog's
3-loggls
V-logge
3-16ggt
l-lfthgt
e-lohgt fc^bE mw33 
f-ldggt, mt- 
loggt
(372) event, affair, matter 
evenement
CB (2164) ★-yoma (7/8) (771) *-gftmbft 'affair'
M *-(j)6ma 7 PEG* *j6 (m)" *-g3mbd 'thing, matter*
PM *-6m 7/8 *-k3n 5/6 *-3m 5/6
MBM yom (y/J)* byem mam
MBN yom mam
MYE . Jw5m , byam a-kan, o-
MBE jam, bydm (y/w) dy-lm. Ki­
ELU be a-lea, o-
NNE jum. bem a-kan, ma-
AKO com, bwem a-kan, me- dy-am. rn-
MHE jom. byom e-dfm dy-am, m-
MWK jom. byem dy-am. m-
MKA jom. byem nldyo dy-am. m-
BLN Jom, byem 2-h5b, ma-
BBO Jom, byom dy-am. m-
LEF yom. by am n-sam, mf-
LEK Ju, bT ma. Id.
37 5
(373) language * (374 X word *
langage, langue mot
CB
M
PM *-f5b 7/6 ? 3/4 ^ f S b  7/8
MBM ft-1 cl ft-It?
MBN ft-l&l ft-gftm
MYE e-hwa9, 3- 8- h wS?, ft-
MBE e-ht>9 , ft- e-hfS9
ELU e-h'S9 e-y3l^« byftl^
NNE e-hab', m V §-ySlt, ft9-
AKO e-hab 1, me- e-y3l4. §?-
MHE V h ’Sb', m V e-ySl?, byale
MNK e-htw, o- eySlft ft-h5w
MKA c-hab•, li~ 1-yftlS, lb- 'S-bftgS, l->-
BLN t-h ab ' , ml- eb-yftlft 7-h'Sb'
BBO t-htb ', mi- i-y£di. tb«-
LEF n1-by39 , ml- i-yll ft. bi-
LEK ft-dtt9 , m?-
(375) song (376) tale, story
chanson conte, hlstolre
CB (942) *-Jgmb5 (2010) *-■y^mbS (776) *-gftnft
M *-gan5 'tale* (9*11)
PM *-b6ka 5/6 *-jSmb5 7/6 *-gftn" 9/10
MBM bwg£ n-ltt nzonft mftr
MBN n-sftg e-kal9
MYE ftkwbni e-ko 9, a-
MBE N,o-•jemba 6-k<??, a- fitem
ELU ft“ SSi9 e-kid' f^ kftle
NNE gk6gg3 ggftn p'511
AKO gk'Sgge ggftn menT
MHE e- Jcmbt, me- ggftn
MWK a-6oka ggftn myftggo
MKA £ 9-b6k£ ( e 9-/rft-), me- ggan
BLN c-boka, me- mt- jemba ggan
BBO f-boka, mi- ggan myftggo
LEF ft-k5ne» tnf- t-kftnft polft
LEK £“ 2b5 jfj U - k y ? 9, b£-
376
(377) laughter (378) work (379) war
le rlre travail guerre
CB (949) *-j5da (151 ) *-btt$ (1630) *-tS 7/8
M PEG* *fak *-tss 8 PEG* *c3% PB C * bi-ta
PM *-33 13 *-s6n 3 *-b5l6 7/8 * b M « ?  8 *-jOm^ 9
MBM n-s6n b$n
MBN lw3 n-s"5n bl>l
MYE 3-s66l3 n-sv/6n bfn
MBE 133 n-s3o bill (tS/i)
ELU a-sOgSl'b, o- n-s5 b3l
NNE 153 n-s5n b3l
AKO 133 13 n-s6n nzQm
MHE 133 n-s6n : nzOm
MrtK 153 n-s6n e--Bo lo bTl nzOm
MKA 133 ii1-s'5n mjum
BLN 155 rft—s 5n 2--bo lo, c9- mbi'H n jtim (J/ z)
RBO y33 trl-sljn f--bolo bit nzilm
LEF dOt 2-•bo 16, bl- btlS n jilm
LEK r^kh^nf m 2“ twtgf phtt
(380) fight, quarrel (381) sleep (382) dream *
querelle, dispute sommei1 r3ve
CB (633) *-d5 (13) (643) *-d33dt 9/10
(950) *-j33dt 9/10
M PEG* *d5g , *d3g' *-Jode/i PEG* *j2m
PM *-jOm " 9 *-j5 14 *-dSd 9/10
MBM r3-*s6& mSm y« nd33d •
MBN nz3m ri-ta tyg 3 e-y ua nd5d»
MYE nzOm d-toqa ? a-Jue (u/u) ndwfi9
MBE e-h39 , a— a-j a nd6 ?
ELIJ nztim n-t5? J(33 nd5?
NNE nzflm n-sy cl 2 3 - jWs ncfSg'
AKO n-s 2lag e?-c6 (a-nagge) n- lo
MHE 2-pendI, me- e-Ja ndS? (3/d*)
MWK nzilm n-J5w a-J6 nd51
MKA me-h'Sb ifi-prtggTj nd3d'
BLN 25-p£r>, mf- m-pd ij-jO 2?-j6 nd3d*
BBO i3-J3b' T-J6 nd6t
LEF 2-baml, bf- w0-y6 nlO mfi *y6
LEK m 2-lak l2taa be-zog6 nz "tz ndogo
377
(383) (be) well (384) strength
(8tre) en bonne .saftfS force
CB (890) *-god0 9 (ps 249) *-gOdl
M PEG* *t2n (*t#fb) *(3tr«) fort
PM *-gtny8? 9 *-901 19
MBM eboS e-sid*
MBN 3-t£g i
MYE ady^tt 81*5*1 a-tis?
MBE edyt bwSm OgSnS
ECU dyll gg'&nS
NNE adyl ris§? OgfnB g g w M
AKO Sbc bwSm Odine
MHE edyS bwam ggln£ (n/ny)
MWK adyS bwSSm (inf.) OgTftS ggtil
MKA £*>b5g ggob ggtnya OgOl
BLN Jdy3 bwSm oglo^ ogOi
BBO fdya bw£m mbSn
LEF -1 cl rjglny^
LEK ai-lege 'he Is well' Sllkl ' ftyl
(385) pregnancy (386) birth (387) death *
gross e ss e naissance mort
CB (2007) ★-yeml (5/6) ( 1248) *-kti (1255)
M 5 PEG* *g(Ja "
PM *-em 5/6 * - J3d" 7/6 *kwgd 9
MBM dy-^m a -ySd' yOd
MBN jlm a-d8l9 a-y£l e-wo
MYE dy-am o- (n) Jd
MBE dy-§m o- kwel
ELU d - e , m — e-Jy^ kw1*§d'
NNE d-fra, m- e-jyS£ k w l l d1
AKO dy-em, m- §-cy£, e9- k w eed1
MHE d y -em„ m- me- kwse’
MWK dy-em, m- 3-Jamiri kwll
MKA dy-em, m- c-jSSd1 (d/b), m2- kwtl
BLN dy-em, m- £?~jSd' (/aab* ), mi- tcwel
BBO d y -em, m- t-jfit. mi- k>rt£3
LEF w1-t83,a ma- 1e-ya, le-wA» ma­
LEK e-dikl1 nyt a-cSst st?
378
(388) death ceremony * 
fUnSra ilies 
CB (12.48) JctS 'death'
M
PM *-g3ndb 9 *-Ti 7
MBM - ybO
MBN z M
MYE JO
MBE ggand#
ELU ggSndO
NNE Og£nd0
AKO cu
MHE ggando
MWK nfrjfn djd e-kOtd kwtl kwtl
MKA kwtl
BLN 7 ?-kSS kwiSl n3g$n kwel
BBO t-bok, mf- ptmbt
LEF ma-yfsf m5 3wd
LEK s3
(391 ) sickness * 
maladle
CB
M PEG* ★gBn"
PM *-kdlV 3 or 7/8
MBM '5-kwog'
MBN e-wOla ?
MYE e-giTl3?, a -
MBE 3”ki3llen
ELU »5-kol^
NNE i^-kwSU
AKO i^-ktile
MHE 3-kill 2
MWK e-wOla
MKA (Tf-killO
BLN (il-kair
BBO i-wOyaf lb'-
LEF r^— kO ltl
LEK E-kiJkt? 2-gbakt9 (gb/gw)
(389) grave * 
tombeau
*s3g 9/10
s3g 
s 3q 
s 3 q 
s 3rj 
s*3
sSg
s3q 
s3rj 
s3g 
s3q 
s o q  
s 3q
3 - d t m ,  m f -
nddgd ndfn
(390) corpse 
cadavre 
(145) *-blmb£l 3/4 
PEG* *kd'*
*-dtm 3/4 
3 - d  2m 
3 - d 2 m  
3 - d  tm  
3 - d - t m  
3 - d 2 m  
3 - d  2m 
3 - d  tm 
3 - d  tm  
n-d tm  3 
r f ! -d  tm 
fll-dtm 
n i - d l m
iTt-btmb3, m l -
3 - d  t n
(392) (to be) sick * 
(Stre) malade 
(853) *-g5n- 
*-gud- PEG* *g5n" 
*-k01 
-wOB 
-wul 
-gdl 
-kO lien 
-kol / -kwe 
-kw 3l
- k O l S  -wOl
-kill
-hOl
-kdl
-kOl
-wOy
- k i l l
-kh3n
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(393) cough 
toux
(394) fever 
flSvre
CB ( It 00) *-’k3c- ★-k'Sced- (838) *-gl>c- (1492) *-ptpS 9 'cold*
M *-k 5c"Sd- PEG> *k"St 'tousser'
PM ★-k'SjEd? 7/8 *-ftb 5 *-b$dtf 9 *-pOb'
MBM e-kwtd * Og^O nyfn
MBN e-kw<»3? S-lCP e-lGG*nyl
MYE e-kpt S-pil?
MBE S-kSa, 3- e-pu?, a-
ELU e-kwcld a-heb *
NNE e-kwlgf? a-h^b1
AKO a-k"ar??d a-h£b *
MHE «*-k“5sl e-htb1
MWK e-k’Ssl mbal 9
MKA S-k^sld*, ??- mbart
BLN 'T-k'Ssl mbaare
BBO l-k'Ssl, Ib1- mbar (3
LEF £-kw£sl, bl- ^-kOlO
LEK S*-kp£ sdgtl
(395) sore, wound
plaie, blessure
(396) abbess 
abces
(397) boil
furoncle
CB
M
PM *sii 9 *-pOm^ 7/8 *-■51 7/8
MBM sir S-pOm e-y Vi
MBN sit e—pain mbakam y 51
MYE sir a-15?, o- dw-3n
MBE s r ? (s/s) e-pum, a- j-3l. by-
ELU si Jual Jual
NNE si f 3-15g, m V J-31, b-
AKO sir S-pOn r^ kiig c-3l, b-
MHE sir a-pOm, 7?- J-31, my-
MWK a-Ba q e-pum, a- J-31, by-
MKA sir I-pum, c?- J-31, by-
BLN srr £7-bag, ml- J-pfhn, i'>- J-31, by-
BBO s rr t-pilm, tb1- mbSletn J-35, by-
LEF s r £-p(5n, bi­ -y5?, bl-
LEK stgl gg <5k h& z<!Jg5
380
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
<398) pus 
pus
( t 553 ) ★i-pln3 (1 556) *-plny.f! 
*-plda *-plrV£ (*-plny1»)
<399) itch
demangea ison
*-flny 5 
H-Sl
5-flg
6-hln
3-h II, 6-
9-hV)
a-hlg
3-hln * m^-
Q - h t t
5 - h i t
S-hl'l, m£- 
?-hl'1 (i/e), ml- 
1-flT, ml-hll 
1 t-fl?
12-flgl, m2-
(401) scabies 
gale
*-k£o 3
ft-kSo
rVkag
i}-k§
?)-kao
r5“kag
-^kag
ifl-kag
n-slik>
3-sakt
I?“s6ntogob 
t - b t b ' t b » -  
ny5nd£ 
-^khTnt
(400) smallpox 
variola
* - k t l t  3
mtmpdbe
pifbe
kama pilba 
rj-kagkliiltt
k&3mSmt
ek odekot
ekGkGtG
(402) reason 
raison
iy-k el c 
iJl-ktlti 
F?i-k citr 
M-ktit 
mO-ktlt 
m S-k5ltt
(403) honour 
honneur
*-kag 3 *-p£d 7 *~j3m 9 *-d(Sbt 7
e-pSd* ggw6m"S g'SrJgfirc
^-kag nz3m e-gfm
^-kSg nzw3m(o/o) llu5 3k3n 3-nokl
nz 3m e-dOm'Sn
r}-k3 nzwS Jer6k§5 e-dGb 5
i)-kag nz'Sm e-dCba
r)-kaQ nz3m £-ddbe
V k a g  n z 5m a-dub'
D-kag nz"3m e-dGbt
e-pad', 1?- nj3m nl-tlgstn
fl-k3g c-pSd' n J3m c-sOw^n e-dGbl n)-tlke
1-pSt', lb'- nz3m 1-dGbt, tb * -
fy-kag, ml- y-Snd^, m- 2-dObe
e-pa? n-takc e-t ok
381
(404) truth (405) lie (406) shame
CB
veri te mensooge honte 
(380) *-c5nf (9)
M ★-c'Snf 9
PM *-b«lE 9 *-t£m 6 *-pDO 7 *-kw3ig/-kwSkS ? 5 ★-s'Sn'* 14
MBM i^kwiyam e-bog enltc a-kw3g'
MBN na mbtt e-baa a-kp&?
MYE nt rribfiaa n-nan a-kpa'kp47
MBE mbale fi-J a-kw6;?
ELU mb§l 1 B-tn sl-kwS9
NNE mbal? m£-t*Jm a-kwag'
AKO mbS le me-tom 3~kw£ke e?-s8n
MHE mbSle ma-t#m e-sSfn
MWK mb§ll e-pBU a-kwa9 e- s3n
MKA mbalt e-pi)B e-s3n, me-
BLN mbalf 7-poo e-s3n
BBO mbSre t-pilil t-s3n, mf-
LEF mbSlc md-tom wi}-s5n
LEK nd entt c ndaga e-dfk7 ndOgfi
(407) fear (408) anger * (409) place
CB
M
crainte. pebr colere endroi t 
(2164 ) *-y6msi 16 
*-(J)6ma 16 PEG* *dfk"
PM *-b6g 3 *-s7l 7 *p t 1 9 ★f'-om 5 (< PB cl. 16)
MBM e-sen a-w7-nd1m
MBN p#m mbarja a-wa n*dani gom
MYE m-Bo? a-wa a 1 lam hwlxn S-bo?
MBE e-se 1 (a/c) o-lfgga han ep3li?
ELU n)-b6? pal d-lfgga h#
NNE ii1-bw5g1 me-1fggc hom a-bwj'?
AKO rft-bwog* 3 pel m3-lfrjga horn
MHE e-scl me-1fgge e-lfg hom
MWK e-scl o-l f 139 a hom
MKA l-scl me-ltgga c^-lfgan hom
BLN t-st 1 me-l f gga hom
BBO t-sec ptl mf-yfijgS hom
LEF 6 313 pi -kwf le-bo7 , ma-
LEK 1 e-bag e-stke §-tlk, be-
382
(410) hole 
trou
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(411) time * 
temps 
(1527) *-pende
(412)
PEG *
09 £ e syee
03 an
*-p3ncf5 7/8 *-be$ 7/8 *-b3n3 *p6nd1i 9 *-fVCV 3
e-p Vi ' S-bl 
e-p 3n
p6?
e-p on, a- 
e-pVi e-bt 
e-p bn 
e-p 3n 
e-p on do
e-p on do e-bee ill-Bena 3 
*-b<PS, 1?-
7-b^ nS, mt-
t-p3nd“5, lb'- 
2-pVi, bi-
t —p  o o ,  bi-
-^h55 
pi?nd# f^ -heP 
p#nda 
p(?nd"a 
p6nd£
p6nd£ rj-he?
nt-he 9e 
p5nd3 nl-h???? 
ponda
dti
m5nt
m5nS
m3n€ 
m$nt 
moni 
mon’e 
m5nl 
m-onl,
p6ndS
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(413) pr i c e 
prix
*-kOn" 3
r j - k d n
rJ-kC ln
r j - k f l n
-^ktin
r5~k3n
5-kwan
-^kffn
f^ -kUn
g - k u n
n l -kC in
m - k t7 n
r j - k i l n
g - k O n
nsO
(414) debt * 
de tte
*-l(Vn 5/6
e-t^m
e-tam
o-lTrn 
3-1 Tim, o- 
3-1 om 
3-lljm
3-lTim, me- 
■ 7-ltim, me- 
3-1 C m , o- 
c-ltim, m?- 
e-l(im, mi-
dy-cm, m-
wO-dOm, ma-
3-tun, b£-
l£-ka?
(415) market 
marchS
*t3nvPEG* *sem 
*-5n 5/6 
dwSn 
d5n 
dw-an 
dy-on, m- 
dw-a, m- 
dw-3n, in­
dy-3n, m- 
d-3n, m- 
dy-5n 
dy-5n, m- 
dy-on, m- 
dy-on, m-
m3k tti- 
fc-s#ga, b£
money * 
argent
*kSb' 
*-g^b 9
Ogab1 
gg^ b •
gg^b1 
gg£b1.
ggaw
gg ab 1 
my- 
gga? 
gkS?
383
(416) load (417) share (ru) *
fardeau, charge port ton
CB (754/5) *-g3b— ,dtvtde» give away*
M *-g5b- *to divide* distribute *
PM *-tid 3 *“Qn(d)S 3 *-kSb 5/6 *-g3b 9
MBM s3gtISe S-d>g', ft-
MBN fi-cSd* 3-sy5^
MYE n-td9 3-syV>, 6-
MBE n-tyS 09 3 9 S-p£, It—
ELU fi-ted * a-kH7
NNE fi-ted» fi-k&b' ggSb*
AKO n-ted1 3-k3bf me-
MHE n-t c9 ?-k^b* me-
MWK fi-tel mdndS 3 3-k aw ggSw
MKA rft-tcd * mGnS ggl!b»
BLN tnO nd6
BBO m-OndS, my- ggab’1
LEF mfinS le-ka9* ma-
LEK l£-b6k, m £-
(418) poverty * (419) hunger (420) thirst
pauvrete faim sol f
CB (494) *-dand§ (917) *-j3d*
M PEG* ★bog *8tre pauvre' *-j&dit 9 PEG* *Jl
PM *-tdg/-tdk6 5 ★-J33 9 *ptj 9
MBM et-bog nzSe fidam fisytltS
MBN a-ldg 'nzye p t y9 (y 9/g * )
MYE e-sd 9 nzaa nzaa odd
MBE a-td9 nza 9 p e9
ELU a-t5g 1 nzE ptk
NNE a-t5g • nzal otg <
AKO a-tog 1 nzaa ptd*
MHE l-tdkd nzyaa pt y7
MWK rjgSl nzaa pey7
MKA l-tdk'3 nJ§a pty7
BLN c-tdg * gqit (g/h) njaa p l d1 (dJ/y9 )
BBO gg33 nzaa pld*
LEF 1e-ban n ji sem
LEK l2-b6g nsa nsa medf
384
(421) shadow (422) heavy
ombre lourd
CB (609) *-dfdf (631/2) * - d l t V 3  14
M * - d l t V  PEG* *dld
PM *-dll
MBM .e-di&d&eJ -din
MBN e-d^diSg -dll
MYE 1-1S5137 -din
MBE - d M
ELU e-d^Q'ad^Q -del
NNE 3-d3gSd3g1 -dll
AKO e-da's da q , e 7- -del
MHE •v . ■s.i e-dyaa -dll
MWK e-dlgln <t/S) -dll
MKA c-dtr)3n -dll
BLN e-df rj9n -dll
BBO l-dlg?an -djl
LEF c-dtdlm -d l3
LEK dfgfdfgl -dll
(424) correct (.425) black
correc t noir
CB () 555 ) *-plnd-
M PEG* *fen *8tre nolr1
PM *-lam(bV) *-fln
MBM SmbwSm e-f1ne
MBN nnS ^Kpsna n-lam'a nd}g‘
MYE S-l^kt7 lama7
MBE 3 tam£n kalS -ka 1
ELU 3-t cijgaa a lama 7 -h5n a-han
NNE a-tlpgan -ha n
AKO - to ggln -hln
MHE - tttt £1] nlama 7
MWK a-ttmln mbalc lamba 3-lam
MKA mbale lambaa
BLN c 7-t£eb§n nibble I7-lam
BBO t £ E t ct 1-yam, mt-
LEF boman - fin
LEK -b6g -swln e-swT gk
(423) weight 
poids 
(631/2) *-dlt5/5 14
*-dfl 14
3-dint 
S-dll 
3-d In 
S-cTSl
0-d^ l 
37-d*l 
l7-del 
V?-dtl
alSS kll3
t’- d U
l7-dtll kilo
1-dtt kilo 
wd-dl?
(426) white 
blanc
PEG* *fdp »(ltre blanc1 
*-plib/-pQpV
mpob • 
mp o b ' 
pti 'be7 
-pdpa p'fHbaa
-pdbS -pdb'5
-ptfb*
-pdb1
nt-pdpt
pdpSa
£-pT}b‘ pfipaa
f-pdb1, mt- 
-pdb pdakt
-pef epefkt
asSrj
385
(427) red
rouge
(423) big
grand
CB (92) *-bing-
M PEG* *bag
PM *-s8g? *-ny?g/ny^leV *-fag *-k3l *-s"5g
MBM soga e-ftt
MBN risOg' (ft-faga
MYE s 0 5 ’ a-haig
MBE s05 e-hSg
ELU s05 a-haS k&l
NNE -y ag ' -ka 1
AKO -yag 1 -ka 1
MHE nya ka a-hag
MWK soka -s o ’ a-hag a-s5’
MKA nytkcc c-s5g'
BLN £-ny£g' nytkcc c-s a ’
BBO l-ny?k, mf- f-s5k, mi-
LEF -ton tonaktc -k3l
LEK -mok e-t5 gki -f5g nzogtnzok
(429) small 
petit
CB ( 1 044 ) *--ktep 'become
M PEG* *k£p '(§tre) di
PM
MBM e-kab'
MBN mtmptg risal ’
MYE m(] jw3m mOh&a’
MBE mwctll
ELU mo til
NNE mottld'
AKO mwam' pi n
MHE e Jfn
MWK p U i
-v * *
ay3 o
MKA mwaloo
BLN 2-ny5g
BBO 1-yOg, m
LEF c-takSn -k5g
LEK !Ti-pwtt5k -ka a
(430) many
beaucoup 
(224) *-bOd- 'become numerous' 
fr-btid 'be in abundance, numerous' 
*-b00/-b0l? 
e-btirt
gg?kn^  gg3m^ gg£ 
nzOkf ggtg 
a-bOO jit e
a-bal 
a-bOOta
hTfn bwambwam 
ndOn
a-bDt! ndema Jfta
ndema 
c~bOO (ndSma)
f-bOO fbdla
njft;
e-bakwa
386
(431) few (432) all (433) (be) sufficient
peu tout (Stre) assez, suffisant
CB (302) -ncf (891) *-g<5g- 'become sufficient».
M *-nc£ PEG* *kok *$tre suffisant*
PM *-s2ny*'? *-kog ?
MBM £-k eb1 -s'S'S e-btir'a
MBN -sdg Cs/sy) e-kpfcn'b
MYE b(j(j 'bylm -sfisy I)9 S-'ko?
MBE m w t 1tTi “ S^Q £-kc5o
ELU mot ft -sft
NNE mot ftd'
/ /
-1 s uu a-ko6
AKO mwam'ptn -sy a1>n (n/1) -kwogned*
MHE mwcpct£ - • sytn “ kw5gn£d'
MWK mwapftf -syfto (s/s) a-kOd d-kdgre
MKA mwaloo -sy f -ko 96
BLN f ny5o -syS
BBO mwatft mwawc -sc ddl tfttfc
LEF £t>ktn -1 sa1 s~an -k5k
LEK mpwttak -saig&'s ™k6g
(434) (be) satiated (435) plentiful, numerous
(§tre) rassasie, gorge abondant, nombreux
CB (1276) *-ktit- •become satiated* (224) ★-bOd- 'become numerous, plentlf
M PEG* *geud *-btJd- *be in abundance, numerous*
PM *-k6d
MBM -kw"5d
MBN -k6l
MYE -kw’o nzClkf Qgtij
MBE -k al 5-bCite
ELU -k6d*
NNE -kGd' a9-bTjfjte
AKO - k o d » -bUD hlln bwambwam
MHE -k#d*
MWK -k6l? ndema Jfta
MKA -kod*
BLN -kod*
BBO ~kot' a-bDil
LEF -kol 1 a-bu IQ njtta
LEK e-bakwa
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(436) thick 
Spa is
(437) thin 
mince
(439) thin (skinny) 
maigre
PEG* *gbk '(Stre) Spais' 
*ptb
pfb* • 
ptb • 
pfb 7
pdb1 
p a p a b ' 
pfb* 
pfb 
pf w 
pfb 
pfb* 
pfb'
Pf’
(439) wide 
large
S - d f n k S  
f y -k e i fo ^
S*s§£ pfb^  
e jS l a  gkbtjki 
a-hSl'aa 
mot ff d 1 
-htltn ate 
e jtn 
ematt 
mwaloo 
nt-ktmbt
ckbrrf
SkSb
(440) narrow 
etroit
*-ny5Q
si-k'S'So
d-kbrjga
<5-k5og3
a-kSb*
a-ltK5 q etaggtl 
Shaaija 
a-ta gte 
djSnt nyf
e lem
a-y og
7?-ny6
t-nySo
Q-kwS
a-kSrjt
a-k5gt>
(44t ) hard 
dur
*-f3rj *-ko1
S-ftt
irl-faija
mbFw e
a-hagte mb^ta
hd kdl 
- k M  
kel Ste
V-hag 
3-hag 
I9-hag 
79-hag
f-fag, mf-hdg 
-kbl
7-tam3g
dk'lb1
n-lal a nyfigS
nsi’
eyOgte
m'6t It
39-bodnete
ctn ate 
mwcpfle ejtnt 
3h3g
£9-lOg
£-nybg
3-b6bT 
-k"og (v .)
£nSSntcny\
*-woo/-w6d? 
e-wor e
St 3ag 
dnal t 
Idye 1
wfjti
-171
-171
a-wfjG
adye 1 
c 9-w5ro £9-kbbtfd
7-wo1ra 
f-w6lo, fb-
-p6? (cpbte) 
S-lfkt
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(442) difficult (443) sweet * (444) sour
difficile doux, sucrS algre
CB PEG* *dtm 4 (dtre) doux'
M *-noda 'sweet, agreeable'
PM *-dydl *-nylny *-bSny *-kdg
MBM S-w5ft te S-nyto(c) e-btg
MBN n-dyaal e-nytod irJ-btija
MYE a-nalT d-nyto a-ko?
MBE e-dyS ltd d-y t S-b§a
ELU -dy £l ny So bt 5-b£gc
NNE -1 c 1 ate -nytn - k a g '
AKO — 1c1 ate -nytn -kag'
MHE e-wtfete ndOtd id-nyee
MWK a-dye 1 a-y tt d-&§d
MKA c’-dydl £?w6r6 t’-nyefctfd £?-ba'a
BLN e-dyel d-nytt
BBO f-w6l6 , fb4- t-nytl tb'-b'aa, mt-
LEF -k?5m -nnwtn -kptn
LEK el fkt e-lc t£ -kdg
(445) bitter (446) sharp (taste) (447) ripe
amer piquant mOr
CB (3) *-b5b- (684) *-dod-
M *-bSb- PEG* *c£ag
PM *-Jdo *-wdg *-sdg ?
MBM e-wuag4 a - wdg' s - n j n
MBN n-zOa d-wa? n-sQS
MYE a - J O O e~wd'J a—s o?
MBE 3 - J a e-wd? -sD?
ELU JO a-JO a d-s do
NNE -cu -wag' (g'/?) -tan
AKO - Jyo -w I -wdg -yag«
MHE e ’-jhb
X
c-jo a fSn
MWK a - j o d a-baa a-s do a-50 y
MKA c J d d c^-wd Z?-wGfi (ttd)
BLN e- Joo c?-b3d £-wdo
BBO i-J o o t-Jot', ml- t-nyIk
LEF -w a -ton
LEK e-sdkt e-gwll -m5g5 -1 aa
3 8 9
(44B) unripe (449) cooked, soft (450) uncooked, re
vert, pas mOr cult non cult, cr
CB (103) *-b$crt (107) *-bed- (103) *-bScG
M *-b§ce 'raw, fresh, unripe1 *-bec3 'raw, fresh,
PM *-bSJ'9 *-be£ *-b*j' 9?
MBM £-soga k§ ifi'bl mbad*
MBN &-tim mby§ rilbey7
MYE n-jtfS? a-jam mbfitl7
MBE eestiylS -be 6-be a
ELU mb'Sk a Ja mb*Sk
NNE m btg1 a-c£t27 m b t g 1
AKO S-tilm . -bti -bit
MHE mb§y7 • ^be£ mb@y7
MWK l-s6y3 abee a-b'eeya
MKA mbfSy7 ?7-w5l^ e 7-be 1 e mb§y7
BLN i-w'66k'S e-bee e~1 be§ k a
BBO ndondo r-b€S e-beeka
LEF -ton
LEK «j-mbg3ka e-blt mbt7
(451) long (452) short (453) good
long court bon
CB (504) *-dap- 0  274) *-k(jpe
M PEO* *sap PEG* *gOp 1(£tre) court 1 PEG* *bog ('(t*tre)
PM *-jab *-stjg 7 *-b3g
MBM e-yaab1 e-stio a -boo
MBN ri-jabe n-foggS a-sDg mbSga
MYE a-jii7 e-sTjg e- l"5kt7
MBE S-* J$7 e-sog bw§m
ELU JS £-sog mbo
NNE - cab1 e-sag mbog
AKO -cab* e-sog -bog
MHE 9 - jab1 V-stig a-bo5
MWK a-jaw e-sGg a-bog
MKA rrt 1 51 i 7-rS(J 1 1j I?-bog
BLN e- Jab £-sfjg 3-bogc
RBO f - jab 1 S-sGg f-boge
LEF wd-ya 7 il-sOg bw8 m wij-157
LEK mpG(J kT7 e-bSgt)
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(454) bad (455 ) full
mauvais plein, rempll
CB (133) *-bUlgp- 'become b a d ' ( 1R40) *'-t6nd- (695) *-do$d-
M *-beep- 'become bad* PEG* *bep
PM *-b3b
1 (8t re)mauvals'
*-L6d *-16n
MBM e-kw ee fS-' l"Sg'
MBN ffi-bJeb’S ft-151
MYE g-b3apt S-hCintt i-l'S?
MBE S-bSgty'S s » i w
ELU mbSb* -18d
NNE mbeb' -16n
AKO -beb* -Ion
MHE 1-beb1 e-ltf?
MNK 3-b6w a-lbl
MKA cv-beb c W 3 d «
BLN e-b£b e -13d *
BBO T-bebe -y#d'
LEF wO-b§ -1 wen
LEK e - b w ^  e-blke 
(456) new (457) old *
-100
(458) round
neuf, notiveau vieux. anclen rond
CB (1505) *-pea (1384) *-nil nil
M
PM *-k5lV *-b«j' 9
*-nGn- 'be(come) old' (n/d)
PEG* *dln 1 (£tre) vieux' 
*-jOn 3, 7?
MBM $-k55n n-zOn i}-k a d ' yom
MBN nya3l a-zOn mby 11
MYE k w6? rf- Jtln tl Qg Sgll'Sg
MBE k5'k:> mbe - Jtin e-hSlS? (d/u)
ELU kSl5 n-Jen e-h^gSleP
NNE e-k5'5l“& rt-Jin kaa laggS a
AKO e-k5"5lS -cOn ka a la ggc c
MHE mbQy ? e-jOn etaTJlagga
MrtK mb§y n-jdn tSggelecff
MKA mb8y? I ’-Jiln £-tIggelerS
BLN mb§y "> e-jUn e-tegclege
BBO mb§t f-Jtln m-vlg3
LEF c-k5 :Jn"a "c-tubt mftnyaka k cggtl1g
LEK nya’S ba-ze5n a-za'a
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<459) smooth (460) rotten * (461 ) axtinguishec
1 isse pourri eteint
CB (153) *-b 3d- (617) *-dlm-
M PEG* *b£ 'pourrir4 *-dlm- PEG* *bfttf
PM *-b35 *-b5d ★-dim *-b5d
MBM 6 - b o 6 ' ifi-b?& Ifi'b^
MBN rjw53n^ n-ny 3rf& nl-b55l
MYE 1 3g -b53tl a-bwS?
MBE S-y’slyS'? -bstl e-bs
ELU 3-S35 -bu 9 -bwg tsd * ci-d'$m'3d,
NNE morsd e-bSb* a?- -d"Sm
AKO -b55 -dim
MHE e-jfete e-b5“5 e-bo 5tl e-dlm 1
MWK a-b53
MKA daastd^ast £?“b 5 d ' E?-dl »(fi
BLN e-n3m37ii c-b53 ll-bsd1
BBO e-nSg oo e-b545 i-b5t
LEF wO-ggGltig -dim!
LEK -big ifi-blgt
(462) e n d e d *  f i n i s h e d (463) d r y (464) w e t
f i n i ,  t e r m i n i s e c m o t J l l l e ,  h u m i d i
CB (433) ■*— c t i g -  4 c o m e  to an e n d 1 (1564) * - p “3 d -  ' b e c o m e
M PEG* *irItV 4 f i n i r  ( t r . ) 4 
*m e (i t r .)
PM * - m a a * - m 3 d * - k € n y *-f55 *-f5d * - s 3 b ?
MBM a - m a f j *  gwom d y o m  4d s b 1?
MBN i f l m a ls f y - k t o ' S n - t a n s
MYE e ~ 4 ms s klgl n y 5 ' 4 k l l  n y 3 n 3 ?
MBE e - m s ?rkyes1 e-sspl
ELU a - m a ? 3-k>g n y d k o d  - s s b
NNE a ? - m a a -klg -h53 - s s b 1
AKO -maa - m a d  -s5g - k i n - s o b
MHE s - m a a e - c y e e - h " 5 3 -h'5 5 tl
MWK a - m A l 3 - k e e -h " 5  o -1Y51
MKA 2?-m3d E^-ke4 e - h 5  45 -h55 tld
BLN E - m 3 3 E - k  9 8 E - h 5 3
RBO t-mS'S t - k  ee - h 5 3 / - f  3 s
LEF t - m c t-k'tn Jl -  fCi't
LEK e - m y a S & - g G G -flgt e - f i g E k e ’
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(465) clean (466) rich * (467) poor
CB
propre riche pauvre
M PEG* *d3n •(8tre) propre* PEG* *b6g *(fitra)
PM *~ s15q *-f Vi 3 *-glsb 9 *-ttig/-ttik6 5
MBM -si m3 gg~5b* a-ty3g*
MBN -saga m3 og3b' a-l“5g
MYE fcrSkP g-hwa * QgS? 3-sG9
MBE -sat] iJ-hVi ei-td9
ELU “ sSS 3-hw3 a-t5k
NNE - s S q Q-h Vi a-ta g*
AKO -sS q O-hVi a-t<5g*
MHE - sS q fy-hVi e-t(5kd
MWK -s£»g r^-hVi mbw^g a-tO 9 ggct
MKA — 5 c\ t] nl-hVi, b>- c-tfjg1, ms-
BLN - s S q [?l-h3n c-to?
RBO -sS rrl-v Vi 03 a p
LEF -sS Q wfl-dtl le-ban
LEK -sSrj^ mOgkS9 mbSrj
(468) straight (469) crooked (470) near
CR
M
drol t tordu, pas droit prSs* proche 
(37) *-b^mb- 'becomi
PM *-tttb ? *-tytm ? *-bib?
MBM e-tyttm £-n5g£
MBN n-tysna 0-k3le ii1-bSmb^
MYE e-tyam’ml 1 Srjkl lorjkt bcbl
MBE e-tyeman e-nukl bib c a-* ya te
ELU a-tebaa 3-kaa bcbl a-jfta
NNE -tylm -hyam b&nbfcn -jftan
AKO tyem -hy5m blmb7n
MHE slm e-ltggl b§bee
MWK a-tecm! 3-ltgtn 6tb£
MKA e9-t£*1b c-ltO *tb* bccbi?
BLN E — t £ i!ba e-1Iglbl 7-b^nt In
BBO e-tlcbe e-y£g?b£ bc£bl2
LEF stm B-lSgglnt wO-tan
LEK ndlrjf ndfo l-qiqokt mbantc
3 93
(471) far 
loin
(472) sharp
tranchant
CB
M
PM *-jab.. *-tOn' *-kbb *-f61
MBM
MBN e-k2y ab' (it— fo 1 a
MYE e-kStt • jbbt e-hwbn?9
MBE a-jyabt e a-k<5ba9
ELU j^bc S-kbb’S
NNE -cabncd c£b' -k»b*
AKO -cabned* a-tOrt -kb be
MHE e-tOn a-hbl
MWK 3-j3mln e-tOm a-hoi
MKA 2-tOm c9-hefl, ma-
BLN a-j £be e-tClm q - hole
BBO e-jSban e-tOm e-hby
LEE 2-tOm ~ko9
LEK a-k'S Uzakc9 
(473) blunt* dull
e-fOgti
(474) hot
emousse, pas tranchant chaud
CB (ps479) *-ttjfjn~ (1 BBO) *-tbbp- (1502)
M *-ttn) 'blunt* *— tbd-p- 'be b l un t'
PM *-ttin *-fi)n *~fyb
MBM
MBN n-tdnS itl-ftln'S
MYE enlhwbn£ 9 5-htln 2 9
MBE h-tflnt11 a-hOntl
ELU n-tbta -hon£
NNE -ttn -hw 5n
AKO -ttin -hyf
MHE a-tfin -ye
MWK a-tfin 3-hi)0n
MKA 2-tbndu -yS
BLN e-tOn -ya
BBO e-tbne -ya
LEF -ko9 (+neg.) -fya
LEK e-klT e-sw£l
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(475) cold (476) tired
frold fatlguS
CB (1564) *-p5d- PEG**ft *?tp'
M fr-plpS 9 'wind, cold' *-p"5d-
PM *-f55 *-f5d *-k'Sm *~jt2 *-J2d
MBM ■
MBN ft-tSn'S
MYE 6- 'hw5 a-kwS1kw£m
MBE e-yegkf 9- jctl
ELU a-he b' e-kw5 i^ -k’55
NNE -h5 o -kam
AKO -US d -k’Sm
MHE e-hoa c-k'Sm
MWK -h^p e-h5tt Jet
MKA e9- pub ' £9-jcd«
BLN e-h'55ter c n-3tt
BBO S-ptfb' e- jcc
LEF l-fwt l-ff -kSm
LEK e-ffgt r^-kUntt
(477) deaf (478) dumb * (479) blind
sourd m u e t aveugle
CB
M
PM *-dSg 9 *-b6bE 7 *-b'5g 3 ★-dim (3) 9
MBM
MBN m b o g ' n l - b o g  * m “b dey9 (y? /g
MYE
s
mbw6tf 6t0a a-yamp a'ka mbw6tl'ml9
MBE a-g'wtf'ka warn n i - b o 9 ant^ga' w am
ELU a-kolt otO e-bobt 3 b w 6 m £ k
NNE a ’-k'Sl9 m5tTii7 e-bob a ndSm
AKO nd’S g1 e-bob?* ndlm
MHE n d 5 9 mbtbtl ndlm
MWK nda? m-6o9 ndlm
MKA n d5 g' n l-b C ig  • ndlm
BLN ma-woka n i - b 6 9 ndfmS
RBO nd'Sk m -b fJ k ndlm
LEF n)p5g mStfle e-b6bo as£'mln
LEK ns5g w6go ma m-bok eb^-gf k tml 1
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(480) lame person (481 ) spot (482) today
paralytlque tache aujourd'
CB (533) *-dfmS (7/8) (1785/6) *-t5nS/l (518) *-dttd5
M *-d£mS 7 'cripple'
PM *-1 tm 7 *- b6k8 3 *-t5n 5/6 *Jfr£
MBM
MBN e-y 5m bwt ntn
MYE «■-btn'tt? my3oktmy 5gkt 5nlgga
MBE iikwent&lef 5-t 5n , o- J tc
ELU e-le 5-t5n T o- Jf
NNE e-lem 5-t5n jrr
AKO irf-bw5og1 e-p cd1 5-f5n t me- cff
MHE nl-bokj "5-f5n Jf§
MWK m-b5ka (e-ptsf eko) 5-t5n jet
MKA t- Jt' Tn 5-t 5' fi. m 5- 5-bS»fi, £?- Jyc
BLN e-Jem e-bSn Jet
BBO lil-boka ndoo Jy H
LEF le -byS o 1 t-t 3t"5i, m5- wti * ye
LEK k3g5k3g3 £-bf?, bl­ syt
(483) yesterday, tomorrow (484) it me (485) you (sg
hler , demain je, moi tu, toi
CB ( 1 291 ) *-m £ (1303) *-me (109) ) *-k5
M *jana 'yesterday'
PM *-Jan *mE *w I
MBM
MBN y3n nzdsu me w S
MYE ja jc'bo ytnsti mf w'5
MBE Jan Jan me w 5
ELU 3a Ja m c w£
NNE ,3 an Jan me w "b
AKO can can me W £
MHE Jan Jan m c wf
MWK j aan5 J5an5 mf w 2
MKA Jan Jan m 2 W £
BLN Jan Jan m5 WE
BBO J an Jan mf W £
LEF y an yan mf wa
LEK dzanz 5a c-bbk mf w 5
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(486) he, she (487) we (488) you (pi.) (489) they
11, elle nous vous 11s, elles
CB (395) *-cot/*-ctic (152) *-b5
M PEGi *-lt'
PM ★HI'S *sE *nyE *b3
MBM
MBN md si nyl bd
MYE mli si nl &5
MBE mU si yg S'S
ELU m5 s"c ny"c 65
NNE m'S s a nyS be
AKO s£ nyl 6*5
MHE mS s§ nyS 65
MWK nf5 si y§ Bo
MKA m5 s"c nyl: b5
BLN mo si nyt 65
BBO mo st nyt 65
LEF m5 s^ nya Bo
LEK mi n ' sa nyS bw5
(490) and (491 ) with (492) but (493) again
et avec mats encore
CB
M *na 'with, and' *na
PM *nE *nE *bO *b3g *~"pt ?
MBM
MBN bO na bO aza a *pb
MYE nf nf b'b ap5
MBE ne ne b3g 5 *p5
ELU nc 65 Bo tip?
NNE nS n } bag a ‘mpS
AKO ne ne B"S bog (o/a) SmJ p$
MHE ne ne b DQ t • pt
MWK nit nf 63g ap?
MKA na n a b55 b3g t *pt
BLN nf nf b3g 5 'pt
RRO nf nf b3g S'pt
LEF na na nde
LEK 65 5 653 k op's Jeep'S
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(494) because (495) if (496]
parce que si
CB
M
PM *nJE ★dogg?
MBM
MBN ne ybb nd^
MYE nl nzwbm nzS^
MBE ayel ncn nd§
ELU 3nyiJ nl nza
NNE 3 *ny$l> nza ddrjga
AKO 3 'y'Sle nze dogge
MHE 3y3l ntn nz§
MWK a'yol 'pS nzf
MKA ayol nS njf'bS'S dybrjo
BLN n J3
BBO § y 33 h aS nzl
LEF ?b3nj3 c tfi t(3 'ya n JS doggo
LEK Iabw3z1> k’33
(497) other (49B) where? *
autre oil?
CB ( 1499) *-pe
M *-pe 'interr. particle' (pa-
PM *fee ?
MBM
MBN. a-nf'ntl anf'l 3 *sTc
MYE a - w d ' nil h3"S
MBE (bla)13 he
ELU 1-13 h U
NNE 1-13, b'b- hSS
AKO a-mpee hee
MHE mpt anln'fl hit
MWK n-tow he
MKA m-pyt, be- h e ' e
BLN he3
BBO n-tob', be - , e- hee
LEF cpapa e fa
LEK n Jt 31 aa
quelques
(b3' )p6 
o b i 'nl 
ba3p Cw )#
O^ DsO
(bad1) bS-KS7 
(bln bad)
(bal) o-h37 
bah5'g1 
b a (b $ d )
ba(bat) ba gg3nd"5
mbfJk
(499) when?
quand?
ggtnsee
fjhS'S r}h37
ahe3'gh3
nz£gg33
nz3 bdo^
p6nd§ eh33
hzt ggtn nzt pefnda
ejee ponda mee t}he7
nja pond3'a
(sTJtl o )
B. j ab S  p6nd3 
nja ponda 
ndasaa
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(500) how? C5 0 1 ) how many? (502) why?
comment? combien? pourquoi?
CB (752) *-nga (5B6) *-de 03?
M
PM * jSn (all pi* classes)
MBM
MBN yan -' ter) ne yal5
MYE jSn -' t£o Jaa
MBE Je§ liyiU Je?
ELU j? -far) ne Ja
NNE jSn -far) ?*y#le Jan
AKO cSn -t aQ . "§ ,ySle can
MHE nS'n?? -tlq : eyc)l Jtt
MWK jSn naneS n? j£n -ttlQ ayol je?
MKA nS 1 JS -tl *fj 5yol je
BLN -tto a'yole jSe
BBO ySn fyo<3 je6 -tlq ay66 j&e
LEF -ten etfitG'ya
LEK azaa -tlol azaa
(503) who? (504) what? (505) which?
qui? quo! ? lequel? laquelle?
CB (1 926 ) *-ydnl PEG* *k? (1498) *-pe
M PEG* *wa *-ke (pa-1 7* ke-l)
PM *nj? * J§? *-fee ?
MBM
MBN nzct (z/d) X'ytt sa a
MYE nza a JSn - 'ha a
MBE ndc Je€ -he na
ELU nza a Jt nz't J##
NNE nza a Jye -hee
AKO -nz'c'c, be- c ee -hee nzc(mS) ??
MHE nzt J t t -we?
MWK nza je6 -he (e )
MKA njg, be” J? -wee
BLN n J3 jei -bee
BBO nzS Je?
LEF n JS y a
LEK nzS z? a -fa
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(506) hers 
i c l
*f3in
3 1 f an 
h a ' na
asy Vi (sy/s) 
h£nn£ 
h5n 
htn 
htn 
han 
h£in 
hSn 
hSn 
fSn 
fS
(507) there 
1^-bas
*fSntt
h£ nn'TT
h£nl
htnll
htntl
hSnl
h a •nit
ha* ntt
fanl
f%e
3 *wd'nil
wti' n"&
S* J5 hVi
ht
hOnlt
h d * ntt
hdn dlj
wunt
(50B) in, inside
dans, dedans 
(1734) *-t€
★S + — te'
a-t
^ * te 
a-t t 
a-tt 
a-te
5-'tg
t-te
'$'w t t §
(509) (in the) middle
(au) milieu, (an) centre
(510)
a-' te
side
c0te
a-ttntl
t-tent8 
c-te nt8 
T-tet Se
a-nd SgEtt
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
n-tySnty3n 
ttnty a
(a ) ttntee
a t intee 
attntI
ctent 8 
tent8 
1 tentee
(a)tt£nttE
11 eete
an'leed'
SnletS
SwGtet8
*-ktb *-klg ? 3
Q-kaa7
ij-kal)* nytn
a-k ab^
fy-k^
e-pcg'
5-gk^g'
t - ' kcb
3-klw S-'kcw 
t — 1k?b' 
e-kcb 1 
c-» kfb'
£ -n s a o
r}-kak 1
(511 ) at
p£ 16
*S
3
$
s
s
s
a
t
a
i
t
t
a
S
, to.
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBS
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MNK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK
(512) outside (513) above, on
hors, dehors dessus, sur
(192) *-boga 9/10 •village1
*3+[-bSg 71
e -'b 5 ?  e-b6 '-1 
e-bot "S 
S- • bSb'S 
S - ' b  O'? 
e-b3t ^ 
e- • bw og>
’a'bS'?
e-B5'>
dyiit e
S'
t-bBg • 
t-'bo?
t - 1bok^ 
a-bok
(515) downstream 
en aval
*■§•♦■ { - b t o  9 1
a-mbBg
a-mbR3g 3-mbtsS edt? 
a-'mbagte
S-Jfjfi dSb* 
e - 1d o b 1 S3
a-mb^ g
S-mbt!o 
t-'mbSg te 
t-1 mb tg 
f-mbc g
mS-de S-'se 
antzwak
*S+[-mwSny 5?)
(514) underneath
da ssous
(332) *-cS 9
*-C0 9 ‘earth, ground, 
country '
★S-H-s* 571
3-mto a-nytn 
a-'mtg 
a'mwl (i/e)
S-mo g
a - 1 m o q (s/a) 
a - 1 ml n
S-'mll 
a - *mwa^ 
f-1mw8 
t-'mw1iS 
S-mwaa e-se
S-'mfn (i/e) 3-'s§
S-ztgl mln
(516) upstream 
en amont 
(885) *-gddo
*-godb (" ") 5 'sky, above' 
*5+[~kfS6 5]
S-s ^
S-mbfsS 
£-'kwe'st 
S- 'nd"5se
S-kast
£ * se 
t~ • st 
a-se 
t - 1 sS
1 - '  SB
S-kw^  
S-'k6 mwt
3-k fit) 
t-koo 
a - 1 k oo
t -' k 65
1-kBo
S-mtg
S-mblmc edl?
1-lee dtb 
S • d ob1 mljg
ma-de S-'mln 
ndGgGzwSk
mb 11 st
(517) until
jusqu* 3
*(nS)tn
n§taa
t i t gba t f
ktmti
kriafrg
kenn^
kS'Sq
tit
nStl*
nStttnt
n£t
n3t££
nStt
sfjfitSS
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(518) for ★ (519) front * (520) behind *
P°ur devant derrlere, en arriSre de
CB (391) *-c5 'face, front'
M PEG* * b P
PM *3+[-nyol^] *S+[~s5 141 ★S+I-btlJ 9)
MBM
MBN t0 3-swS S-'mbeyg'
MYE S-nyu'5 5-wt) o-'swUn 5 - 'mbfit
MBE a-dGO a-'s8 jt-'mbt
ELU s(i mb'&k
NNE S-'nyels a^-'sa 3- »mb1>g»
AKO a-'yele S?-s6 S-'mbTcH
MHE t-y&fi t-'so t-'mbl?
MWK 3-yol 5-so mb!9 a-'mbt?
MKA t-yolo t-'so t-'mbtiy?
BLN 's# t—robOy?
BBO e-yoo g-'s6 mbOt
LEF a o-s(i a-'mbl?
LEK ba-sdgCi mbl?
(521) left (side) (522) right (side) * (523) end
(c3te) gauche (cfttS) droit fin, bout
CB (1316) *-m5c‘5 (433) *-cdg- 'come
to an end'
M *-Dca 11+3 'lefthand'
PM *-m3j" *-k1ia 7 + *mb1iS *-stig/-sTjk$r 5
MBM
MBN a-mwt? £-k a mbe"a ijktia
MYE 6-kSs my> e-kS'e *mbfi'5"a sokf
MBE S-kS mi’ e-k3 mbe akdkt
ELU a-mwi7 e-kee mbSe a~sok
NNE e-mweg' e-kS mb£S a-sSg*
AKO e-'kee mw S d ' < ti+eka^+Q+mwed' e-'kee mba£ a-sog*
MHE e-’m'Sd' e-kt mbt t-sug*
MWK e-kaa m5y e-kS3 'mba£ a-str? a-sGka (ka/ku)
MKA t - 1 m'Sy *> t-'kaa mb a a e?— sdkti
BLN m3y5 e-«kS6 mbaS e-sti?
BBO £-m5t e-'kaa m'b^S e-sOk'
LEF mw2 c-kc 'mbaa sfikan sO
LEK le~ky8 raw^’ le-ky§ mbyS
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(524 ) be * (525) eat * (526) chew
fitre manger mtfcher
C B . (2) *~ba- (547) *-cfS (550) *-d$-
M *-ba- PEG* *-d5 PEG* *dta
PM *-bS *-d£ *-dyS *-l<S
MBM
MBN -b§ -ta - jti -isa
MYE -b5 -tt -dyti -153
MBE -tt -dyt -ltte
ELU -bS -dt -dye -It
NNE -ba -dyt -15a
AKO -bt -de -dyt -laa
MHE -bt -de -dt -lt£
MWK B5 -tt -dya -13a
MKA -bfi , -dt -dy£ -15*3
BLN -b5 -dt -dyS -1 aa
BBO -b§ -dt -dy£ -yayo
LEF -bS -dt -dy£ -dy3
LEK lii-bSt t -bS dtg3 n-dtg5nt -kfftt
(527) drink (528) swallow (529) urinate
boire avaler uriner
CB ( 1 332) *-m(J- ( 137B) *- nCi— (1306) *-mid- (1294) *-imid-
M *-ny5~ PEGs *n 6 (a ) *■-111 id- PEG* *mt PEG* *ciC
PM *-mwg *-mii *-s3ny
MBM
MBN -mwaa -mya -s ioa
MYE -mya -hti* -s io
MBE -mws -m5 -st
ELU -mws -mi -s c
NNE -mwt -mii -syio
AKO -mwt -mii -s in
MHE -mwt -m ee -syBa
MWK -mwa -mii -s&a
MKA -mw5 -mii -~sb&
BLN -mwS -mii
BBO -mwS -mii
LEF -mwS -mwee 5 -nye rnwanyd
LEK -nCiwg n-ntfwSnt -m it ifi-mcinc -nytne
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(530) defecate (531 ) pass wind (532) spit
dSf^quer peter cracher
CB (1355) *-nt- (431) *-cOd- (1857) *-tQSd-
M *-n2- PEG* *n3,nl *-kiod-
PM *-ny3 *-son *-sdb
MBM
MBN -nya o -5 Oh
MYE -nyS -sti? -pfqkt 3-1 S"V?
MBE -y t -Sli -htil 3-12*7
ELU -ny$ -swSd a- 1aed 1
NNE -ny 9 -SfJu -s3d* me-1 eed'
AKO -ny I -sOu -sob me-leed'
MHE -ny c -sOu -sob' me-18d'
MNK -su 5 3 - jam + 3-12w
MKA -nya J s3u -sob m2-12d
BLN -ny a -sdu -sob m£-12d'
BBO -nya -sQu -J6m ni ml-ytt*
LEF -nyaa l'l'bt -nya hstP -ptnjl 2-kw2n
LEK n§cj£ n-swt nc fu m2-12*7
(533) vomit (534) sweat (n.) (535) breathe
vomi r perspiration respirer
CB (695) *-dok- (1468) *-p2Em- PEG**,
M *-dok- *-pc2m— *-pom-3d-
PM *- Joo *-tSk6 7 *-dVg 7 *-f2m ? *-feeb ?
MBM
MBN -zO^ e-d3? -f#ma
MYE - ju a 3-1 o'? (1/d) -hS*7
MBE “ J« -hhnvn'ante
ELU -JO e-dek -h3mhr£tl
NNE -)w'b e-b£bt Sbwgtt
AKO -c6 e-bSbe -heed
MHE
✓ / 
- Juli h-t3k3 -heeb'at?
MrtK -joo e-toko -hcmt
MKA -jo'o c-tokS -h22b£t§
BLN -joo -h 2 cm
BBO “ joo e-tdk6 -feebO (f/h)
LEF
s
-yue 2-de? -nOq a
LEK -ztigO 2-dfk
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(536) yawn (537) sneeze (538) snore
b§i ller 6terntier ronfler
CB (852) *-g3n-
M PEG* *JEt(V) *-team- *-g3n-
PM *-k£m...? *-nySm *-s3m *-t3g
MBM
MBN -kam3 -sSm -gC ytH .
MYE -k aam 3 -s am - 1 3? 6 - jwa
MBE -wammtnte -s cm -t3? ogo?
ELU -kSmmarlt1 -sSm -s iiDh'&rttf
NNE -k'cimmtte -sSm -t og' 6te
AKO -kaSmed4 -s3m -t3g gq3l3g*
MHE - w 6 q -s£m -t53 ggbmb'Sl
MWK -ySam -s£m 3*t6 kOm gg’3og'5l
MKA -ny3 4lfi -sa *fn - t 3? tte
BLN -ny£m -bay? gg3mb5l
BBO -ny£mbo -Seim gg 3m 5
LEF -k 36 -stmt? 3-13 t3?
LEK - Jett n-jttt saa n-saantt n-t 3g3lf
(539) froth (540) do (541) go
mousser, Scumer faire aller
CB (1614) *-p(id- ‘froth over * (811) *-ge- (794
M *-p!jd3 (-padO, -piWf), -pOdT) 5 PEG* *ge *-ge- *-k(a) PE'
PM *-fOd *-bol *-k2
MBM
MBN ffJ-fola -bo 1 -kaa
MYE o-hw37 -bwon -kya
MBE -ha 1 e-ha -be 1 -ka
ELU e-hod* - b £ -ka
NNE -hod* -bal -ki
AKO -hod' -bill -kl
MHE -ham -b£l -kl
MrfK -hfll -bol -kl
MKA -h t4 Tn -bo 1 -kt
BLN -hfjOd * -bol -kt
BBO — fot (f/h) -boy (/boo) - k 2
LEF Jdka -bwa -ka
LEK la-fUfC? -bOO ifi-bOtc ka >}-kat c
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(542) come * (543) return * (544) enter
venir revenir. retourner ontrer
CB (389) ★-c'Stod
M PEG* *s§ok PEG* *k6n
PM *fyS *-sti ★-ftiG *- ttm *-s1>l *-nylq-
MBM
MBN -s"et nztf# mb*y3 -ktinag -s^l
MYE -so ’ -s'dd -swdn
MBE -sc -sa3 -Jd -hu -t'6to l-i-'mbt3 -y<8r)
ELU -hy I -hya -sd -stJl
NNE -hy t -hyag' -sdd -hdd -s"5l
AKO -hy* -sd -hdu — tt'rti 3 — 'mbtd* -sSl
MHE -y e -hdd -ttm 'mbtd -s^l
MWK -sya (sy/s) -pa ttm a-mbt 3 -ylig
MKA -y a -sd -ttm -nyt gt
BLN -ya -ttm mbdy3 -nyl gl
RBO yak -fdd -ttm 1 mbtft -nytgg
LEF pa9 -tfm -kwelg 3
LEK pa -ttm t-'mbt3 n-s£g5nt
(545) arrive (546) go out * (547) climb* go up
arriver sortlr monter, grlmper
CB (1 550 ) *-pt k-
M *-ptk- PEG* *k5k
PM *-pa *-kon-V *- j£g-v
MBM
MBN -P'S ^ 1 -bgt> -kwtnt
MYE -p’s -bt3 -ndg
MBE -bt3 -k tn
ELU -pa pw ee -11» £-kd
NNE “Pt -beJg * -jy^ a-j aka
AKO -p£ -btd' -c’age
MHE “ P*t * -bwt3 (3/s) -kont
MWK -wGu -bt3 -htm -kdon
MKA -pa -btiy? (y3/s ) -kono
BLN -pa -bdy3 (y3/s ) -kone
BBO -pa -bdt (t/s) konl
LEF -pa -nye3 polo
LEK m-patc S(? r}-kw cn c a- kw tt
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(548) go down (549) see * (550) hear
descendre Yoir entendn
CB (308) *eEdSd (1969) *-ycn- (2152) *-yog-
M PEG* *f§k PEG* * jEn PEG* *j5k
PM *-sOd *-t5g *-hy3n *-w6g
MBM
MBN -sOle (s/s) -tog -gene -g“GTjl 3
MYE -sCP -tog -wo*?
MBE -sOl -t3g -w o ’
ELU -sd -nyl -wo’
NNE -sEd -nytn -w“s'7
AKO -sy$ge -nyen -nVi -w&g1
MHE -sOl -nbn - WO 7
MWK -sill -tog -w o 7
MKA -sud -t3g -w o 7
BLN -sod' -tog —wo 7
BBO -sDt -tog -wok 1
LEF -su? -mln W O 7
LEK g-goglmc -gog d i^-gl anti rpga'a O-gokt gok
(551 ) smell, stink (552) touch (553) taste
sentir mauvais , puer toucher goQter
CB (742) *-dOmb-
M *-dumb - PEG* *dOm 1sentir* PEG* *kwag PEG* * J6kCe
PM *-jOm *-sy3n *— wSg-ElEn ?
MBM
MBN -nyima (i/e) -nytn£ -k^tt -g 001 >
MYE -woo 1 1 -baa'? -wool t
MBE - jOm -s Vitsn -wo7 0-s"M
ELU -wo e-lod* -stgka -w6la
NNE - jOm -w'V? -syEn -wS’l cn
AKO -cOm -stit cn -wogl cn
MHE $-w59 d"3 Eb£b* -syan -wzfdl e"7
MWK jOm -s tni -wooli
MKA - jOm -syan - w 6 ?5 lE-sol
BLN -cOm -syan -w65lcn
BBO - jOm -sy an -w6g£yEn
LEF -JOm -wolan
LEK n-z$nt c 5-z-f i- fy-kbt! -k^tt O-gokE
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(554) resemble (555) drop (556) ptc!c up *
ressembler latsser tomber ramasser, relever
CB
M
PM *-w^g-an ? *-kob(-an) *-fSny (-o J)
(1773) *-t55d 
* - b ‘5 j  * - t € d
MBM
MBN -wliSl'S -f§r}3 -bSy^
MYE -wOanf -y&Slt -by?
MBE -w5run -komtn -h«(si) -bt (si)
ELU -waga -h5o^d -t2d*
NNE -waan -hdn -tad'
AKO “wSgtn htined * -ted'
MHE -wtfan -huu o -bSd*
MWK -wSgin hosi -b5y
MKA -wS-^n -kdb -koban -hooy 9 -b5y9
BLN -kob -hoo -tt5y9
RBO -wSgan e-hooy -b5s 3
LEF -kobSn pum man
LEK r^-kOt t a-kflu n-swtntt n)-bw2inc
(557) turn around (558) rub
CB
M
(se) tourner 
(589) *-dloog- (Itr.)
PEG*
frotter
*c§k *j5k 'olndre'
PM *-nyab-V *-fy5m-V *-w5g- ed *-w"Sg
MBM
MBN -ktind^
MYE -ySbt -w?>kf
MBE -ya(pl) -tni
ELU “da ij c (l/t) -wagad i
NNE -hySJma —w a9
AKO -kilned -kOne -W5ged -w 5g1
MHE -y'Sml -s Id
MWK -ySw w59
MKA -y'Sm i -kwad'
BLN -ny Sba -slge
RBO -kOmbt t -w"5k
LEF wt s£ tOtfi
LEK r}-g"5M t n-dlntt dfntc
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(559) send (560) scratch (561) shave
envoyer gra tter (se) raser
CB (1831) *-t6m- (1134) *-kSmb-
M *-t6m- PEG* *tom *-k5mb- PEG* *jBt
PM *-r6m *-w5n *-kig
MBM
MBN -15ma -g5m> -k3g9
MYE -lw'an -wuSm -jOgki
MBE -1 am -w6m -kSggcn
ELU -18 -w3m -k ^
NNE -18m -w5m OgV) SkiTS
AKO -lorn -w5m -kSg -k'San
MHE -18m -w6m -s te
MNK -lom -w5m -keg
MKA -16m -W5m -st* t
BLN -16m -w om
RBO -y6m -w5mnl -w 5mnl
LEF 10m ny3nd6 fOlS B-j>
LEK n-lGntt 1 fjfi r5-g5ntt g6 n-swint swT
(562) fight (563) hit, strike
lutter, se battre frapper
CB (ps 48) *-bom - ■•hit, kill '
M PEG* *cw3n 'frapper, couper'
PM *-wan *-b3m *-tOm
MBM
MBN -wana (w/gb) -d8b^
MYE -wane nzOm -kftl -dOn
MBE -wan -wanntn
ELU -wa -tom
NNE -wan nzilm -tilm
AKO -w£n -b3m - ttfm
MHE -wan -b3m
MNK -wan -Bom -dUn
MKA -wan -bom
BLN -wan -b3m -lw6
BBO -kagnl nzflm -bom
LEF -wan la-?
LEK ^-gwentt bwt ^-k8nt ke? n -t8nte t8n
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(564) catch
attraper
(565) chase
poursulvre, chasser
(566) shoot (gun)
tirer (fusil )
CB PEG* *tdm
M PEG* *chasser* ★-turn- *throw, shoot*
PM *-kdb *-n3rj ★-nan *-bwdm *-ldm
MBM
MBN -k#b^ -nogd -ndne -l#ma
MYE -kw5? -nan -1dm
MBE -kef -n3g -bwdm (ef/e)
ELU -k# -na -bw%n
NNE -kdb* -nan -bwtm
AKO -kdb' -nan -bwem .
MHE -kffb* -n3g -bwfSm
MWK -k6w -n 3q - bw gm
MKA -k6b' -n3g -bwgm
BLN -kdb* -n3g -bw6m
RBO -kdb* -n3g -bwdm ggdle
LEF kd? nan wa ogd
LEK i^-kdtl kd ft--nftntt ns n-l^ntc L8n
(567) stab (568) pierce (569) bite
poignarder percer mordre
CB (382) *-c3gg- 1 prod » (1814) *-tob- (1860) *-t ddb- (696) *-dom-
M PEG* ★sab 'poignarder1 * - tub- *pierce through* PEG* *dom
PM * - s 3q *-tdb *-Icwag-Vl V ?
MBM
MBN - tSfba -kpaa 1^
MYE -s 3rj -kpftdlt
MBE -s 3g -td? -kwali
ELU sd s d  (imp) -kwal (a/Do)
NNE — S O Q -kwaal a-kwaglan
AKO - S O Q -tdb* -kwagcl
MHE ~S  DU -kjaal
MWK - tdw -kwftlI
MKA -tdb -kwa(7 )al
BLN -s 3f] -tdb -kwfta1
BBO S DQ -tdb' -kwag aa
LEF kwake
LEK n-s3ukc sdg ?)-k3gcl'c k3gclt
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(570) set a trap (571) kill (572) die
dresser ur> plage tuer mourlr
CB (1698) *-ttg (ps 429) *-tdmb- (1249) *-kd-
M PEG* ★gtrl *-kd- PEG* *kd(a>
PM *—fil *— l$m.». *—woo *—wti
MBM
MBN -lama -gd^ -w^a (a/a)
—waMYE 3-ldm -gO^
MBE -ha ftlam -wti
ELU -ha olam -wd
-Wt
-wa
NNE -h£d* S">lam -wdd -wt
- W £AKO — hTl meldm —wuu
MHE -hli —wdu “ W £
-waMWK -hf? 31dm -woo
MKA - h i *1 3la*ifi -wd'd -wt
BLN -naba 8lam/£k3y? -wod -wd
RBO —ydmne e-kdt -wdd -wa
LEF fd wd'ldm bold wa
LEK n-lddntt ldd ft-kffrft kd r}-kwant kwa
(573) flow (leak) (574) float (575) pull
couler (fuir) flotter tirer
CS (749) *-dOt-
M *-dut- PEG* * s T)q
PM *-ny3m *-sob ★-nfm V? *-dOl
MBM
MBN -fda -181^ -nama
MYE -bt 7 -la ,j -ddn
MBE -y3m -sd asea5 - b H l e n  -nam (a/a)
ELU -ht -bala -nfm
NNE -ny am -bal -dal
AKO -ny5m -<7111
MHE -bwld' -ydma cd14 -dill
MWK moan -Janln -dOl
MKA -sob* -p?btl?n -ddl
BLN -s55 -dtge -dOl
BBO -sobe e-jftyab' -dily
LEF t'nyS? yap -nam
LEK m-ftgtnt n-cInc
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(576) carry on the back (577) carry on the head 
porter an dos porter stir la tSte
CB
M
PM *-p^m *-s?b *-nyany
MBM
MBN -mini) -d
MYE -in 00 -yin
MBE -mdn -yS 1-10
ELU -mon c -p8m
NNE -m'ono -p£m
AKO -mine -p£m
MHE -mtina -s'te mbtd - s c b '
MWK -mGun sew
MKA -ny&S 3mb0y? -nyaa t m*lb
BLN -nya3 -nyaa
BBO -s£b e•mbOt -scb e m'yo
LEF p"eni 3 •robt? pom a n 1lo
LEK ffi-bySnf by£ irl-bSgSlt
(579) put, lay down (580) put straight, arrange
mettr e, poser arranger
CB
M *-p§ Jgive'
PM *-mwa (*-fa) *-tll *-nab(-V) *-lad(-V)
MBM
MBN -13t>i
MYE -sGtl (s£) -tTS -napf
MBE -mwt' s§ -13te (a/a)
ELU - ba n a 1 se -tli
NNE -mwe -til
AKO -bane a *se -tli
MHE -mwe -nab e
MWK -mwa ci 1 se naw
MKA -bt*t -mwa -nab a
BLN -mwa -lad *
BBO h3 -bo pa n
LEF sOs r? fS tambrt
LEK napk esl ci
(578) lift
soulever
*-ny3ny
-f*t>
- y i n
-yS
-ny?
-ny In 
-ny en
-ny&| (/ta)
-yaa 
-nya a 
-nyaa
stb
wen
0-jyBnt? jyc
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(581) lie down (582) sleep (583) dream *
(se) coucher dormlr rUver
CB (633) *-d5 (13) (672) *-dt“3t-
M PEG* *n3rj 's'allonger * PEG * *dt *-d53t- PEG* ( * U m  «r3ve
PM *-kGn *-n3r)-V (+ n . ) *-t3o (+ n
MBM
MRN -nagt -kGnt -naggt n d t d '
MYE -nS6 1s a -kOO 'Jut a too ndwt?
MBE -nag 's^ -kGn nd"5 pe 'me
ELU' -naa 'se -kt>n -naS lie
NNE -n£a -kwtn -naa ndt9
AKp -naa a'se ^-kOn -naa nlo
MHE -naa st -10m ntd5 ndSd'
MWK -naao -ktin -naag ncT5l
MKA -naQ c -hoc -nagt 'dtd'
BLN -naoa -hoo atoga ndod*
BBO n a oTj c' s a -yGm a-nagG ndtt
LEF nal e9 'si nSl e9
N S ly
nna le
LEK n-nag cnlsi nao as! i)-g£gant g£ga ^-gaantt nzct ndogo
(584) rest (585) be tired (586) open
se reposer litre fatigue ouvrlr
CB
M PEG* *ftCV PEG* *c5k
PM * - ktm .., ★-ktra *— j c c *-dtb-V * - fOg-V ?
MBM
MBN -f5ta -karna -fOOt
MYE -kw0 a-kw6kw6m -hoo9
MBE -htmpa -Je -hO
ELU -kltti -k a -hog c
NNE -k tmt ? -k am -d tba
AKO -ktme fite -ktm -dtbe
MHE -korne -ktme -djba
MWK -ktmpl -J it -hOu
MKA -wOm iy9 -Jtt -hG?u
BLN -worn 19 -J?t -ho9 o
BBO (adl) e-kombt -Jtt d fbO
LEF k omb? -kam d u 9
LEK n-zwctcnyl zwcte'nyl r^-kStnt c tsl nl-figl-nt flgt
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(587 ) close (588) cover * (589) pray
fermer couvrl r priei
CB (60I/2) *-dtb- (9 J 2) *-g(in-
M PEG* *dlk *Jtk *-kun- (k/g) *-bdmb- *-■kut-
PM *-d tb *-kwej/-koJ? ★-k(5m*e. *-bflm-V *-ktJt-■Vn *-kSn-V
MBM
MBN -diSbl -kombS -5 on a
MYE -pin -ktimmt -dtfg
MBE -dt -kw£ -ktimmen -kSn
ELU -dlb -ktimmo -kan c
NNE -d1b* -kwltSn -kanc
AKO -dtb* -kild' -ktit cn -kane
MHE -kwld1 -ktimt en -kane
MWK -kwey -bGum -kaSni
MKA -kwey? -htg * -kanc
BLN -kwey"? -ktimb cn -k£an
BBO dlb< bGmt kaSne
LEF ko? ktitt kane
LEK n-dtt c ni-b ont e bint c n-sogctc
(590) beg (59! ) read (592) write
mendter lire ecrire
CB (653) *-d5mb- 'ask for* (1672) *-taOg-
M PEG* *d5n *-tang- PEG* *t'3g PEG* *gwak
PM *-J'Sm *-1S q *-ttl
MBM
MRN -w £ rj 1 (-g5ko) -lSge
MYE - Jwbm -16 q - tyon
MBE -1 ap on (a/^) -lSggi -to 1 (e/e)
ELU - jw5 -IS - to 1
NNE -Jem -1SS -tdl
AKO -cSm -caij “ IS Q -tel
MHE -nya q -IS o -tfl
MWK - j5m -lSo -tfl
MKA - j 0 1 (fl -lSrj -tel
BLN e ■>-Jlmb'S - I S q -tfl
BBO n)s5 t3cnl -ySo -tf i
LEF -yom IS Q tt?
LEK ml-sogete sbgctc n-ltlc Ifl c n-lltl 1 11 c
4 1 4
(593) kindle (594) fan (595) burn
allumer ^venter brOler
CB ( 1 4B9 ) *-p£ £p- (1502) *-pe- ♦ become b u rnt 9
M *-pe- 1 burn 9 PEG* *t5n
PM *-Jod . .. ? *-p£b *-fy6Q-Ej *-fySq
MRM
MBN -jaia -p 5ba 7 -tamaQ
MYE “ Jw5 -p7>5 -s6okt
MBE -jai -p5b (a/e) -s6al 1
ELU -s5 -p f b 9 -hySrjed
NNE -s 56 -p§b -hypoed
AKO -cod* -peb’ -hy6ad9 -hy£o
MHE -J3 - p e b 9 -y6a
MWK -Joti -bon -he ew “ S&QS 1
MKA -Jotid* -peb9 -ygrjed9
BLN - jote -htfm -yfirjl
BBO J oosld 1 -p eb1 -yligid9
LEF yo p(JpQ w5k6 ?
LEK nyokl n)-p5tt pbtc nl-b^ntt b#n
(596) roast (over fire) (597) fry (598) cook
r8tir (an feu) gr i H e r cuire
CB ( 1 009) *-k§r)g- (IB7!) *-tOmb- (1009) *-kSog- (486) *-d6mb'
M *-ttimb- 9cook. roast9 *-dSmb- PEG*-
PM *-tOm *-ny6Q *-ny6Q *- jSm
MBM
MBN -nytgg5 -time - JSm3
MYE -tClm -g6g - Jfim
MBE -tOm -yfiQ -Jam
ELU -tOm -nyS -J8
NNE — t Dm -ny aS -Jam
AKO -tOm -ycig (y/ny) -cam
MHE -tOm -nyag -Jam
MWK -ySg ~Y& 0 -Jam
MKA -ttim -nyS 9f) -J6 9Tn
BLN -yS 0 -tOm -jam
BBO -tOm menya gga - J6m
LEF bum wSg ktim
LEK iil-beln tl bon 5-k^o^nt n-c enl ce
4 1 5
<599) boll, bubble up (600) pound (in mortar)
boulllir piler (dans un mortler)
CB (1 778) *~t5k- *-t5kot (1802) *-t6
M *-t3k^t-/— kdkdt- ‘be hot, perspire, boll'1 *-tt>
PM *-t5g *-bSb *-tl *-k5g.
MBM
MBN -fdla -fanda -ttd
MYE - Jwom -dya o
MBE -ha 1 -hdnti/-hal -tt
ELU -to? -bt b ‘ - tr
NNE -woga -hdd‘ -kdg ‘
AKO -t o g 1 -tSged -woge -kog 1
MHE - 15 -dtfn
MWK -ba w - w Tjl) -wdnsl -dun
MKA -toy’ -b3b ‘ -1 wa
BLN -to? -1
BBO - t“5g * - t(3u
LEF t3kl ko?
LEK
(60) )
baft z5lt
grind (602) grate 
Hcraser r?lper
n-ctgt ct
CR (344) *-cf- (350) *-c td- (344) *-ct- (350) *— ctd- ‘grind1
M *-ct- PEG* *g3k ‘moudre1
PM *-k5g *-s 11
MBM
MBN -kod -f on5 -cG^
MYE -k3? -s It
MBE -k3? -h5n
ELU -k3? -s t
NNE -k3g‘ -s 11
AKO -k 3g• -st 1
MHE -k3? -s ti
MWK -k5? w5m
MKA -k 3g‘ -porno
BLN -k3? -w5m
BBO -k 5k1 -st i
LEF k o? tit tri
LEK fy- k ok t kok ^-kdkt k5k
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(603) play (604) stng
Jouer chanter
CB (2009) *-yemb- ’sing, dance*
M *-cek- ’play (instr.), beat (drum) *-Jamb- *-toog- PEG* *Jbb *jtm
PM * - Jog *-J«m *-1S tj *-kSo
MBM
MBN -JO* , -s53
MYE abwVi a-Jd? -kw6n
MBE -jo - JSm
ELU -jo? -J8
NNE -Jw3? -kSn
AKO -cog' -kSn
MHE -jo? -Jim -1 oi]
MWK -jo? -Jem -15 g
MKA -jog' -je'Tn -lSg
BLN -Jo? -l'Sij
BBO - jok -yStj
LEF bwe ma-yo kSn
LEK n-z3g bnt mc-z'ik n- z 3 ti z3?
(605) say (606) talk, speak
dire parler
CB (1727) *^ -te (770) *-g3mb- 'speak' (1582) *-p5p- (770) *-gamb-
M *-gamb- 'speak' *-gamb- *-pop-e- PEG* *g£m
PM
MBM
*-fSb *-fSb
MBN -game -f oka
MYE -yam -yam
MBE -ho? -13rj
ELU -hS? - Jw3
NNE -hSb' -h5b'
AKO -hSb' -hSb' -ka1
MHE -hSb' -kal
MWK -how -h ow
MKA -h ob' -hSb*
BLN -!Y5b« -hSb'
BBO -fSb* -fSb (f/h)
LEF P^O by 3
LEK ri-lctt 1 £? so go n’t
4 1 7
(607) listen (60B) meet (609) call (summon)
ecouter rencontrer appeler
CB
M PEG* ★bom *-Jet- 'call*
PM ★-w6g-ElEn ? ★-bora ★-tSn ★-JSI-V
MBM
MBN -gdle -borne -kf rya
MYE -w o 5 woo If -bw 3m -k CQ
MBE -w6? -be ip -ye
ELU -v6la -bom -J3?
NNE -wS? -bom -JwV> ~Jtlc
AKO -woglcn -bom -tan -ctie
MHE - w 6 ? -tdon -J3
MWK -wd'* -w5l -yS
MKA -wdg1 -bom -b3g
BLN -woolcn -bom -ben -dy3m
RBO w 5g on -bdm beget
LEF woldn tdnd beg
LEK g-goke gok ^-ko one k35nt kyt kycnc
(6)0) tell (611) ask (question) (612) answer
raconter poser (une question ) repondre
CB (773) *-gan- 'tell a tal Q ^
M *-gan- PEG* *s6g
PM ★-ldg-V *-f5b *-sfl (-Vn) ★-kwiny-tEn ?
MBM
MBN -f 3k S -s £ t "5 -zeke
MYE -h3k t -s tn -kpegkf -jfkf
MBE -13g -sullen (e/c) n-Jfken
ELU -Ida -s tla -kwerjka
NNE -1 aa -sy egc? -kwentan
AKO -lea -kal -s?red -kw^ntcn
MHE -hbb -s flan -kwet c
MWK -1 dag -s f 1 -kw£ sii
MKA -hfSb' -t e 13 -s t lan -kweeten
BLN -hob * -s f 1 - kwee ten
BBO -f bb* -sfine -kweetenl
LEF p3 0 k 3ndc ptisd
LEK 1 dga n-sftc site d-kwagkt (kw/kp)
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CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
RBO
LEF
LEK
(613) thank
remerc ier
*-s6m
-sddl'e f^-kSg 
-yam 
-s am -yamrncn 
-ty#ka
-sdgncn
-som 
-s5m 
-s#m 
-som 
-som 
-s6m 
-som
sakln
e-ldka
(616) try
essayer
*-k£g
-k & 
-kcka
-k 3g 
-ky iId 
-ke9 
-keg' 
-ke? 
-kek' 
k >kg?
-gOCile
-mwam
-hy^tdn
n-taSlc
(614) Insult
insuIter
*-stg
-s5g3
-s^gkl
-s3g
-se 3
-sye
-syeg
-seg
- s*c q
-nytgc 
-s"cg -nycge 
-yod'
101
n-z5ntt 7.5
(617) like, love 
aimer
(623) *-digg- 'desire'
*-dfg
- d  3 g a  ■
-deJg 
-de o 
-de g 
-dag 
-de g 
-dfg 
-df g 
-df g 
-df g 
-df g
neg
r j - k S g k t  k e g k t
(615) suffer
souffrlr
*-t3g
-w3
-kSgkf
-t3a?
-td?
-t aa^
-tag
-ta?
-wtjOm
-tag'
-ta?
-tlk 
t a’
^-gogkt e-sdgant
(613) hate
haTr, dgtester
*-ffn *-ben
-gdl 3 
-w6?
-h en 
-h3n
-k3e
-k3e
-hfnd c
-ben 
-htn -ben 
-hfn
-bena
kwc
rft-baantt ba
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(619) wish, want (620) look for (621 ) gather firewood
vouloir chercher ramasser le bois de feu
CB (623) *-dIgg- 'desire' (1735) *-teab-
M PEG* *k3g *-tt-Sb- 'cut, fetch firewood*
PM *-f§j *-dtg *-f3j *-l3d *-ldb
MBM
MBN -f Ey3 -fEyS -labe
MYE -he7 -hE? —Vh sOn
MBE - d V | -hE? -hE?
ELU -hE? -n3 -Id?
NNE - h E q 1 -d3g - heg1 -13d' lHn
AKO -hEd' -hEd' -lad' -ldb' 'split firewood'
MHE -hey? (Shtst) -hty? -ldb'
MWK -hEy -ldw -bogtn
MKA -dfg -kweettn -hay? —ldbc y6n
BLN -dfg -h3y? (y'/s) hay? yon
RBO -fSd' (d*/s) -f3d' (d'/s) -ydfnnl yon
LEF -sa? sa? la?
LEK f i l - f E t t  3 - f E ?  n l - f Ef c  a fE? n - l S t  c I t
(622) refuse (623) hide
refuser cacher
CB (396) *-cdEk (394)*-coam 'bee. hidden*
M PEG* *dtm
PM *-bdg *-s53 *s3b *-s3m... *-k3g-V
MBM
MBN -Jfn3 -k3g3
MYE -kSgf -sw3mmf
MBE -bag -k3g
ELU -ba? -s 3ba
NNE -bag -koo
AKO -bdg -s33m -koo
MHE - b a g  - s o d ?
MWK -bag -s3o
MKA -ba'g s5'5
BLN -bag
BBO -bag -s3ob'
LEF -bag s3m5n
LEK n-dent dent n~sOg3ne s'3ga
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(624) help (625) fall
alder tomber
CB (863) *-gd-
M PEG* *glm *k5Cl *-gd- PEG* *gOa
PM *-fcb *-wSg-gVn *-kw3
MBM
MBN -kop3 -kwa a (kw/kp)
MYE -kw3pf -ht rj
MBE -hepen -kwt
ELU -hee -kwa
NNE -heb -hebe -kwE
AKO -worsen -kwE
MHE -woggan -kwE
MWK -wQggln -kwa
MKA - joggw^n -kwa
BLN e?-j6ggwtn -kwa
RRO -wSggan -kwa
LEF w6njgn kOn
LEK ^-kDtt kfltt n)-f'(j£nt£
(626) stand up (627) think
se mettre debout, se lever penser
CB (2006) *-yem- (1692+) *-ttdsm— 'stand' (772) *—gan- 
M *-tirn 'stand*
PM *-tytm *-tc~eb *-k3n-tVn ? *-di)ti ? *-lgg-tcn
MBM
MBN -tycna —
MYE -tyammf -kanti
MBE -tygmmcn a'mwen -lagkcn
ELU ~t£ba -kanta
NNE -tytm -kantan -del
AKO -tyeem -wemten
MHE -tyemt Pi-ngtcn
MWK -tlEmfn i mwaa -dtitt
MKA tccbt mw3 -dfltu -13gtcn
BLN -tetbe —-1 Fit i
BBO — tccb g'mwS^ —yggtcn
LEF tyt *mtn (a/c ) kane?
LEK n-tenc tent m-m3tc m 3t t
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(628 ) know (629) forget (6 3 0) wor k
savotr, connattre oublier trava:
CB (2001 ) *-yf ]eb (93B) *—jeeb- (247) *-c3d-
M PEG* PEG* *fak
PM *-bwee ? *-jelb-tEn ? *-p33-«?En *-bol (+n.)
MBM
MBN -bt t -bota -bola 3-s an
MYE -bit -bwott -bw Vi ft-stn
MBE -bt - Japen -b3l 3-son
ELU -bf I - Japa ~bel n-stn
NNE -bit - jatan -B31 n-stn
AKO -bt 1 -eaten -b 21 n-s5n
MHE -bwf I - p  33s 9 -b#l n-stn
MWK -bf i -p3s I n -bol
MKA -bwg - p 3  o s e n -bol
BLN -bwee - p 3 o s c n -bol ebolo
BBO -by6o - p 5 3 s e n rft-boonl h-str
LEF bf ya stn -bw’a
LEK nl-phfnf phf fi-zatt za tt nl-botf m 3t 0 g  t
(631 ) dig (632) cut
creuser couper , decotiper
CB (1752) *-tfm- (1754) *-tfmb- (304) *-cec- (1029) *-k2d'
M *-tfm- Jdig, plant, fix vertically 
into, stand1
PEG* *kEk (1028) *-kec-
PM *-llm * - f O g *-stl
MRM
MBN -s 03 -sale
MYE -s o? -sSn
MBE -s O'7 -stl
ELU -1 am -sytl
NNE -lam -sytl
AKO - l f m -stl -kwcl
MHE -llm -st 1
MWK -hOw -s el
MKA - h o g -stl
BLN -hO"7 -stl
BBO -fflk -sic
LEF sa 9 ltn
LEK f\~zHkt zBk n- laSntt
422
(633) tear (634) build (6 35 ) sw 1 m
dSchlrer construire, fabrlquer nager
CB (IR47/8) *-t6og- 'sew, build'
M *-t6ng- 'plait, sew, build'
PM *-sal *-fab ★-ISO *-ny3l
MBM
MBN -s$ 13 -logo -ny3 o
MYE -s£n — ItjQ -lfig
MBE -s e la (s/s) -ySpi -lDO -wa?
ELU -sal -16g. -ny3l
NNE -s£l -1^0 -nyal
AKO -sal -log -nyal
MHE -h3b * -ldg -w^o
MWK -h3w -loo -k£ ny"5y
MKA -hab -loo -kl dy^OG^
BLN -hab -loo dy5k"&
BBO -fSb* (f/h) -yog k*tnl dy5kc
LEF nya"? -loo -la dy5ke
LEK ij-khanc kh3 rS-logkc loo n-nySgkt ny5o
(636) sew (637) weave
coudre t1sser
CB (37B) *—c3n— (1865) *—trim— (1847/8) *—t?$OQ— 'sew, build*
M *-t(im- 'sew* PEG* ★tOm 'coudre, tirar sur' PEG* *b5k
PM *-bag-V * -jQm *-10m *-16q *-tdb-V
MBM
MBN -l&m3 -log3
MYE -JOm -lorn- 'reparer' -ltjg -tOm
MBE -ba q -1 00 -tdo
ELU -baa -16o
NNE -baa -1 00
AKO -baa -lUm 'patch, sew' -16o
MHE -1 3n -tOba
MWK -ba&o -loo
MKA -baQc -loo -m£g'
BLN - banc -loo
BBO -y3nd3 -tdbe
LEF Jum iD3?
LEK n-lSgtct l6o
423
(638) plait, braid (639) forge (640) cut down, fell
tresser forger couper, abattre
CB (1524) *-pend- (1861) *-t(1d- (1703) *-tfm-
M *-tOd- (1029) *-kid- 'cut1
PM *-pen *-m8n *-lti * - k w U
MBM
MBN -mana -kaga -ltiS -kw1>la
MYE -man -dOn -kpan
MBE -pan rS-1# (a/e) -lu -kwtl
ELU -pen -lu -kwil
NNE -pen -in -kwil
AKO -pen n-15 -ltiu -kwil
MHE -pen -ltila -kwil
MWK -ttiuw -sil
MKA -pen -1 w8 -kwil
BLN -pen -kwil
BBO -pen fl-yo —kwi
LEF m35 ltn
LEK rS-lamfc rt-J'itt ri-cwtnt cwt 3-kw5nt kw3
(641) plane off (642) hoe (643) weed
raboter, aplanir houer sarcler,‘d£sherber
CB (1134) *-k'5mb- 'scrape' (263) *-cakod-
M
PM
*-komb- (L 'plane..'
H 'scratch* 'sweep') 
*-w'5m *-sog
PEk* *-kod 
*-ttm *-fub
MBM
MBN -gtmt -ctit -sin -tt'mt -kwtlt
MYE -kpS’a “ kpOQ -gilb
MBE -w5m -sd? -hO?
ELU -w3m -sok -h5ba
NNE -w5m -s 5g' -hOba
AKO -wtm -sob -wObe
MHE -w5m -ttm
MWK -wtm -kOm -huu
MKA -wtm -hu -b31 c
BLN -wt>ra -ttm
BBO -w5m - f 0g (f/h) — fQb -bayo
LEF kwao kwag ttm
LEK i^-gSontt g5t n-sakt i^-khTnt khfn
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(644) sow, plant (645) draw water (646) tap (palm wine)
seiner, planter pulsar "vignerH
CB (1217) *-kon- •plant*
M *-kon 'plant (seeds)1
PM *-w5n * - b w $ l  * -d O l *-iio
MBM
MBN -g5nS -bytl'S -1 Sg3
MYE -w3n -bwSn -dOn -1 5g
MBE -w5n ( s/ d ) -bwM (c/a) -1 Sg
ELU -hon -dSl -IS
NNE -yOn -dSl -lwa( g )
AKO -wSn -bwtll -bwSg -1 Sg
MHE -w6n -bw cl ;-l Sg
MWK -w6n -bwel -leg
MKA -w8n -111 -bwel -1 £g
BLN -w6n -bwel -1 eg
BBO -w6n -bwee ~ y *o
LEF w6n pam 1 sg
LEK i^ -g'CMntt gtW nl-bag'an"e bagt) n-lSgkt l“ag
(647) fish (64B) wipe (649) wash (pots)
ptlcher essuyer laver (vaisselle)
CB (63B) *-dob-
M *-d"5b- 'angle, catch fish'
PM *-k6b *-16g *-J"5b *-slg-V *-pln-V *—wob-V
MBM
MBN -1(55 -cO^ -gwaba !
MYE -loo ’ -s6d9 -gOa’’
MBE -k6’(b6) -s'Sg (a/e) -weHy a)
ELU -k# -pen c -h 3d
NNE -Iw'5"5 -o ana -yQba
AKO -iy5g -pine -wo be
MHE - J5b -sli -wobc
MWK -k6w nd5n -st ig -wow
MKA -J3b -st gc -woba
BLN - J5b1 -slge -wobc
RBO -J5b -sOgu -wo Bo
LEF 1 0 ’ t f l  to wo’
LEK n-lokc lok r i-s S te ^-gwttnc gwll
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(650) wash, rinse (bottle) (651) wash, bathe
laver, rincer (so) laver, so batgner
CB (410) *-cok- (435) *-ct)k- (2107) *-y5g-
M *-cok- PEG* *sr5g 'laver' *-j’Sg- *-kokod- *. .wash away 1
PM *-sOg *-w’5g
MBM
MBN -sake -g~5 5
MYE -sfigkf -wS?
MBE -su (s/s) -w5?
ELU -sog ate
NNE -s 3g' -w5g’
AKO -sog ate -wlig1
MHE -siP -w5?
MrtK —saa 1 i
MKA -sa(’)sli
BLN “ SfP -w59
BBO -stfg -W5g
LEF sa 10 ? w5?
LEK n-sokc sok ^-gwifnt gwil
(652) comb (653) teach (654) learn
peigner ense igner apprendre
CB (259) *-cSk- (271) *-c^n- ( 1994) *-yeg“
M *-Jeg-
PM *-saj-V *-ny€g-Ed *-J6k~V *-ny£g-Ed *-j6k-
MBM
MBN -k0m“5 -g'Ska -g'Ska
MYE -p 6? -yokf -y5o ?
MBE -blsi -Joki -18 — J<5k i
ELU -st £ -hySg£d -nySg td*
NNE -sy ^ g £ -ywad -YwS
AKO -sede -yaged -yage
MHE -slse -nyte -Joke
MWK -sty -joki -ySe -J5ki
MKA -say"? -nyT?Td' -nyT’id1
BLN -s&y (y/s) -ny£9e -nyS^e
BBO -s^so -y£b -nySgu
LEF -s as(i lOftJ 1 w6k6
LEK fft-pSgSnt p£g5 ly-gtkt glkt ^-gtkc gfk
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(655) cry* weep * (656) fear
pleurer craindrr
CB (561 ) *-d<3d- 'cry* wa 11 *
M PEG* *d£n PEG* *bbp
PM *-jtr *-bSQ
MBM
MBN -zya? “ bb Q9
MYE -Jtt a-tf mbo?
MBE -ben -bbrj
ELU -jt -bS
NNE -jri -bS q
AKO -ctl -b3r)
MHE -Jfi -bb q
MWK -jtl -w5? escl
MKA “ jtl -bar}
BLN “ Jtl -w6? $sil
BBO -Jtl -sic
LEF m bat}
LEK n-sfnt stt rft-b&qkt bSt}
(6 58) Isugh (659) gather, collec
r Ire recuel 11 lr* ra
CB (948) *-j3d- (1227) *-kogg- 'gathe
M PEGi *g(w)e
PM *-w53 *-l3d *^-pbd *-Jem
MBM
MBN -gOe -Jims
MYE asoola? -latt a-kOgkt
MBE -Wfl -jam
ELU -w^ -lad
NNE -wO o -lad'
AKO -w 3d - l a d 1 -p3d *
MHE - w 3 d
MWK - w 3 d
MKA - w  3d -pad1
BLN - w 3 d -pSd *
BBO - w 3 d -p^dJ -Jem
LEF w cl e? la?
LEK 0~khw3nt khw3b
(657) frighten 
effrayer 
(348) *-ctc-
*-s tj 
-sy 3
3-w3i}kl mbb?
-st (s/s) 
s
-bbSd
-sfd' -bSad (<bbr}-ed)
-sty?
-st?
-sty?
-sty?
-std'
-woosi e-sil
be ,mb6? 
nl-bbt}kt bSqkt
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(660) possess, have (661) squeeze out, press (662) suck
poss^der, avotr presser, exprimer sucer
CB
M
(2129) *-y Bog- ’add to* (1313) *-mtnI- 
*-min-
*-mfny- (1 908) *-y3m- 
(1331) *-mongonT
PM *-w5rj *-mtny *-bgn *-mwSq *-s"5j
MBM
MBN -g“5od -blSnda -mwggs
MYE -wfig -mTo -myt>o
MBE -w"5o -m I -mwSo
ELU -w6? -f5l -mw£
NNE -woo -tBl mSo
AKO -woo -mtn St«? -rowSg
MHE -w'So -mti -s6y 7
MrtK -w'5o -mf I
e>>0tn1
MKA - fJn"S -mT t -mwg o ~mw a
BLN -w6o -ban -mwS
BBO -w*5o -b3n -s6d’
LEF w5o nyT? mwao
LEK fJ-g5okt g"3o ^-g'SSntc g£ nl-mySokt mySg
(663) take (away) 
prendre, ammener
(664) remove * 
enlever
(665) undress
se dgshabil'
CB ( t 774 ) *-f55d- (1586) *-pod- ’strip off*
M
PM *-tdd *-kob *-fdd *-fdd (+ n . )
MBM
MBN -tol "S -fglB -bgk^
MYE -hd? -hd? -hd
MBE -k6 -hd? (?/l) -hd fj-kg
ELU -K3d 1 -h3d« -sod1
NNE -kow -w"5d -had an -wSd*
AKO -kobcn -hUd* -hdd’ bwem S’y'&l
MHE -t&d1 ( d V l ) -hdd* -hdl mb'atS
MrtK -hdl -hdl
MKA -t5d'(d’/l=>) -hdd1 -hdd mb"5te
BLN -kob -hdd* -hdd
BBO -t6d» ~fdd -fdd mb"5ti
LEF nog fd? fd? mBbS?
LEK rrl-p3g 5mt pBg'S iif-f$tt rt irl-f^tt cwl
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(666) give (667) lick (6 6 B ) sell
donner l§cher vendre
CB (1404) *-pa- PEG* *d3d (414) *-c6mb- »b<
M
PM
*-pa- PEG* f’a 
*-b"i
*-meang- ’(lick* 
taste)1
*-nySg-V
*-com-
*-s6ra
'purchase-
MBM
MBN -b5o -nySrja -somS
MYE -be -nybd -swtm
MBE -be (c/a) -ySg -s am
ELU -ba -nySei -s5
NNE -bwa (w/y) -nySa -som
AKO -be -nySa -som
MHE -be -nySa -som
MWK -be -ySag -som
MKA -b£ -nySge -som
BLN -be -nySge - s o m .
BBO -be -nyfnid' -som
LEF ba’ nySggG nySfd som
LEK nl-bakt bak n- t ctnt h-nyigSn'e ny3g3 ft-stifijnt e sTjfj
(669) buy (670) pay (671 ) count * (672)
acheter payer compter
CB (490) *-dand- ( 1673) *-ta gg- (2020)
M PEG* *jon PEG* *t§ o *-Jtb-
PM * - Jan *-sSb-V *-l"Sg *-t5g * - jib
MBM
MBN -Jan -jSn ^  -lags -zs ba
MYE -Jan -s3pt -log -jt?
MBE - Jan -s aa -tog -j l ’
ELU -Ja -saba -t3 - jSb'
NNE - jan -sabe -too -Jtb
AKO -can -sabe -tog -clb'
MHE -Jan -sabe -t5g -Jib*
MWK ~ jan -saaw -t5g - Jtw
MKA -jan -s^iba -t5g -Jtb
BLN -jan -sabe -to g -Jib'
BBO -Jan -sabu -ya Q -Jib
LEF yan sao 13 g Jf’
LEK n-zaante zaa fi-s ok t sbk n-lSgk t g n-zltt
voler
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(673) choose 
cholslr
(674) sit down 
s 1asseoir
(675 ) give birth 
enfanter, accoucher
CB (ps 398) *-p33n- (ps 174) *-dfad- (136) A-btSd- *bear child*
M PEG* *c6i PEG* *bl
PM
MBM
*-p3j *-b3n *-dy3 (♦*S1 sis) ★-JSS
MBN -bVicte -dyl -gta
MYE -pw5n -dye 1 S3 -dy'S -Jy«
MBE -b3n -dyc 's£ (£/a ) -Jt
ELU -pw£ -dye *sS - Jys
NNE -pw£g 1 -dye 'st -Jyaa
AKO -pwid * -dy?e S'sfc -cySa
MHE -p3y^ -dy a - JySa
MWK -B3n -dy3 as e - JSa
MKA ~p3y° -dy aa ' se -JS'S
BLN -p3y’ -dyaa se -JSS
BBO -p 3d' -dy aa - jSa
LEF pWE5 sCtm an yt
LEK n-saanc1se cast n-sSnt sS
CB
M
(676) grow
pousser, 
grandir
(677) live 
vivre
(678) throw *
Jeter, lancer 
PEG* *mak *gwSk 
*-tum- 'throw, shoot'
PM
MBM
*-kog *-pfm *-10m *-bw$m
MBN -ktfa -dye m t p ; -pfm^ -18m*
MYE -ko? -dy ^ “ pfm -yBolf
MBE - ko9 adyt S'mw^n lopgt -p5m -ISm (a/o)
ELU - k d 9 -dye mV| -psm -lorn
NNE -kw5? -dt -pam
AKO -kwog ' -be 3-lbpgli -pfm -lorn bwem
MHE -ko? l-l3ogf -pfm -Him
MWK -kd? 3bS SdyS -pfm -bwem
MKA - k o a 1 -ba £-ldpg! -pfm -Itfm -bw^'ifi
BLN -1S1 -bS e-logge -pfm -lflm
BBO -k6k* B-yBp;jt -yum -bwem -ptld'
LEF k5? b'S 16'pge sfia ?
LEK ^-kSkl k5k n-cant ca ^-gapant gap£
JS b*
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(679) follow * (680) dance (681) jump
suivre denser sauter
CB (147) *-bln
M PEG* *bl PEG* *bln ★neSg
PM *-nBg *-fld *-niSn *-s£g *~flb *ny$d
MRM
MBN -nogs -s'Sa’ -f"§ba’ -nytl’i
MYE -hi’ -s6’ -ha ’
MBE -n3g 1 a *mw^n
ELU -had - he bS’mSg
NNE -ha d 1 - nan -sSa -h§b*
AKO -hid* -sSg* -heb*
MHE -n3 g -sS? -ny c ’
MWK -n5g -sS ’ -y«?l
MKA -n3g -sSg1 -nyld*
BLN -n3g -s3’ -ny£d*
BBO -bfiubtn -sSg* -ny£d*
LEF nan sS5 pytm
LEK n-swltl swl n-s3kt s§k n-ny at e nyo’
(682) fly (683) wait (684) stay
voler attendre rester
CB (580) *-dend- (ps !74) *-dlad- *sit, dwell*
M
PM *-pdm-V *-s?ny *-dya
MBM
MBN -1aala -s lg5 -b^le
MYE — p 00 -pilmpl -s £g -dy ^
MBE -pom (o/u) -si
ELU -pilm a -s Sg -dy c
NNE -pQma -slg -dll
AKO -pdme -sin -dy tt
MHE -pOme -sit -dya
MWK -pdum -see -11?
MKA -pOma -see -dya
BLN -pOme -sit -dya
RBO -pilmbu -set -dyaa
LEF -fClmu seg dye
LEK m-p«5nc p&nt n-sllnte set fi-cant ca
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(685) finish (686) begin
f inir commencer
CB ( 1 281 ) *—mad— (13) *-bHd-
M ★-mad- (d/n) PEG* *m'ltV (tr.) PEG* *Jc
PM
*m£ (itr.)
*-m3d *-botE(d)
MBM
MBN -mlilo -s^ba
MYE -m3? -bo?
MBE -m3? -botl (o/u) -bati
ELU -m3? -botcd
NNE -m3d' -bfifte
AKO -m a d 1 -bdoted -bSdi
MHE -mad -bote
MWK -m3l -botl
MKA -mad -bote
BLN -mad -boote
BBO -m3 -bootl
LEF -ma ? -boote?
LEK n)-myan"c mya n-s^tt si
(688) fill (689) add
rempllr ajonter
CB
M PEG* *dVCV ‘remplir (un trou) ' PEG* *kok(C)e
PM *-16e-Ed ? *16n-Ed *-bSd *-kok-V
MBM
MBN -15ka -kok S
MYE -I5tf -ba3?
MBE -16tt -ha (a/o)
ELU -1# r t d ' -bad*
NNE -l#ned -bSd*
AKO -loned * -bSd*
MHE -lost ? -bSd'
MWK -loti -bSl
MKA -lottd -bSd*
BLN -lotid * -bad*
BBO -yosld -bSd*
LEF lu an b3n
LEK lfitfnt? kok"c
(687) marry
s o  m a r i e r
(11) *-bad- 
PEG* *dam 
*-w'5o
J
-g~5<yr\'b
-w5q
-w’So
-wo
-woo
— W O Q
-woo mwea?
-w5o niw^ a
-woo
-wSo3
-w"5o mwaad1 
w a
(ft-bQtf d*Jk bO
augmenter *
4 3 2
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
(690) show
montrer
★-ltiin-Ed *-l«b-Ed
-lDmpt
ISbt?
-Ifiuli
-l^ e
“ lTjmod*
-IGmed'
-lTjml
CB
M
PM
MBM
MBN
MYE
MBE
ELU
NNE
AKO
MHE
MWK
MKA
BLN
BBO
LEF
LEK
-lep i 
-lSbid•
-ldmid'
-yQml d
lOffj
dlntl:
(692) dry in the. sun
sScher au solell 
( 1 924 ) *-y^nek 
*-.)cinek
*-ny3*n-V *-k£ny *-k$J
-kt oga 
-kt rjkt
-y§n
-ny^nc
-kto
-ny^ne -kfn
-nySnc
-ySan
-bam 
-kSy? 
-kSed1
(691 ) dry up * 
sScher 
(972) *-k£c-
PEG* (*j6m '(se) sScher1) 
*-k$J ^ k S n y  *-lSn
-kloa
-kto
“kyesi
•kaQad
kt n jg 
rj-gttnt gtt
-lfsn
-l$n
-len
■k eesl 
•keey ?
•key?
•keed'
ktn je
ry-g'Fffihtt
(693) rot
pourrtr 
(153) *-b3d- 
*-b3d- PEG* *b 
*”b33
-ny3ga
-bw53 
-bws 
-bwa 
-b3 a 
-B3 o 
-bi) d 
-b3 3 
~b3 d 
- b3 3
-bo 3
yo?
rii-btJgant
(694) warm oneself 
se chauffer 
(2136) *-y"5t-
*-k<d-V *-wSl
-kffl*
-k^ l 
-ktr £
-b£pf
-wSl 
-wa 1 
-wal
-keel
“W^ lt
-w&l
-waa
> wt>? mwl 
r^-kh^nf kh1>
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(695) surpass (696) tie, bind
surpasser, excSder H e r
CB (1832) *-t3mb- 'swell* (785) *-gagg- (1685)
M PEG* *c(e)£ »d3passer' *-t(1ng-
PM *-t6m * - k 3 g  *-l«5d
MBM
MBN -cw'Sn'S -k'&ga -gOga
MYE -tw5m -w5n
MBE -tarn -f5g
ELU ~t% (eJ/fl) -k3
NNE -tgm -k3g
AKO -tom -dag -k£g -tad
MHE - t#m(cen) -kSg
MWK -toms i -kSg -lSl
MKA -tom -k3g 13d
BLN -tomp cn -lad
BBO -tom -k3g
LEF tom td'?
LEK fr-gake n-j2tc jc
(697) stop up, cork (698) sweep
boucher balayer
CB (602) *-dfb- 'stop up' (1540) *-plid- (-pl'Sd-
M *-dtb- *-pia(n)g- PEG* *jVt
PM * - JOO * - k 5 j *-fy55
MBM
MBN -zOa -kol 3
MYE -JO? -sw o( t l )
MBE -Ju -syS(te)
ELU -JO -hw a
NNE -jOu -hw a
AKO -cOu -h^55
MHE -kwed' -dlb -yu55
MWK -JOu -5 5d
MKA -Juu -k5l -y5o
BLN -koy ’ —y 5' 5
BBO -k'So -y5o
LEF k3? fyile?
LEK O-swtnt swT n-swtnc swt
- t a t -
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(699) blow (of wind) *
souffler
CB (1489) *-pl£p- *blow, fan*
M PEG* *ctk 'agiter (vent)'
PM *-ftb-V *■-fOm-V
MBM
MBN -fftb'S
MYE £-pO 7 S—h$ba7
MBE ^-pO? e-tUrne?
ELU e-pob e-tOme
NNE e-ptlb e-hep£
AKO peme e-tomc5
MHE -htimc
MWK -he £W
MKA -hOma
BLN e-pub1
BBO e-ptlb a-n1 tom
LEF -tfim
LEK i^-gSganc
(701) rain (702) shine *
pleuvoIr bri ller.
CB (650) *-d5k- (1479) ★-pen-/*
M PEG* *cT5 -pcny- • shi ne 1
PM *-p3ny
MBM
MBN -yO^ -m tija
MYE -Jw3 -togkf
MBE -js -bf
ELU “ jOa -pc
NNE - jwt -kfg
AKO *co -pen
MHE - j"9 -pea
MWK -J 3
MKA - j 5 -panyc
BLN -J5 -t Cl]
BBO -J5
LEF wag
LEK n-sogSnc n- tf tc
(700) blow (of mouth) 
souffler 
(1613) *-ptfd- PEG* *f5»d *ffb 
*-ptmb- ‘blow up fire* *-p??p- 
*-ftb-V *-fGm-V *-ptb
-f«ba
-hi*?
-p i
-Jud'
-heb c 
-his be
-htim £
-htlme
-h6m
-ftim
ftjQl
-p2w
1tghtning)*
nl-flitt fH?
(703) divide 
divi ser 
(754/5) *— gnb- 
*-gab- PEG* *gab 
*-kab
-kaba 
-kabf 
-k 3 
-k3?
-kab'
-k£b
-kab
-k3w
-kab
-kSb*
-klib* 
k a ■>
i)~katc k a 9
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(704) spl 11 (705) break (706) bend.
fendre ca ss er pi ler
CB (182) *-bod-
M (227) *-b(Jg- ♦break. snap •
PM *-s3l *-bo6 *-nlg
MBM
MBN -sale -bti^
MYE -sSntT -s3n -n^9 -kttpt
MBE -Sell -b«f -nil
ELU -s3l -b’S'? -n^k
NNE -s£l -b5o - n i g 1
AKO -lSb -boo -bog* -nag
MHE -s3l -bliti -n f 9
MWK -s3l -Boo -n f 9
MKA -sal -bo*?* -nfg*
BLN -sal -b5o -kSdJ
BBO -saa -b6o - n t k 1
LEF sa9 bw^ 9 nf9
LEK r}-kh£nt khS irl-phfne ph^ r3-g5kt g5k
(707) abstain (708) look at (709) push
s'absten lr regarder pousser
CB (822) *-gtd- (1758) *-tTnd-
M *-gJd-
PM *-kt* *ktn *-b^Q *-n3n *-tln(-Ed/-VJ
MBM
MBN -b£g -1 egga -ttn^
MYE -ktn -sfmmf -tit
MBE -15g -ten
ELU -kT -nSg -n3 -ten c
NNE -kfi -non -t ene9
AKO -kfi -kfn -n3n -tlned
MHE -kin -n3n
MWK -n3n
Mk a -k T t -b3g -n3n -tine
BLN ~kfi -n3n -tin
BBO -kTnda -tog -tin
LEF b3g tatfi9 ma 9
LEK O-khinc khl n n-155nt z 135 n-nyItc ny?
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FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX ONE
The following explanatory notes to appendix 1 are 
not meant to be exhaustive but to draw attention to certain 
facts, to give some explanations and clarify points which 
would otherwise remain obscure to a reader unfamiliar with 
these languages.
The number of the individual footnotes refers to the 
corresponding number of the item in appendix 1.
[3] 02 is t in PB but n in PM. The n may be due to 
analogical change with (A5) 'five1 which has a nasal in the 
same position.
[4] The final n in PM msy be due to analogy with numeral 
'five' which has n as C2.
[7] The complex tonal structure of this item suggests that 
it probably goes back to a compound form (cf. -sa/-saa 
'three' in Ekoid).
[113 The numeral 'twenty' appears to be an associative NP 
(AssNP) consisting of the plural form of 'ten' plus 'two'.
[123 *-bokEl may reflect a compound consistino of *bbgo 
plus *-kol. The item *-khl is probably related to *-k:>d 
'rope, string', cf. CA341) and (A342). BCCW points to a 
possible meaning "string (of cowries?)".
[173 The long V in MWK here and elsewhere frequently
reflects the following metathesis rule CVC-V -> C W C  where 
the second V completely assimilates to the first V.
The vowel "suffix" is clearly related to class la 
and may be an old derivational suffix (cf. also Hedinger 
(1980:5)).
[ 223 This root provides an isogloss for PM and is
potentially a PM innovation.
[233 These items aopear to be morphologically comolex
consisting of mwan 'child' plus another morpheme or word.
[243 Most of the items in (A24) consist of (A23) plus
'woman/female' (cf. (AI05/6)).
[263 Cf. (A 1 09) 'child'.
[273 Consists of 'child' plus 'woman/female'
(cf. (A 105/6 )).
[283 The items in (A28) consist of 'father' plus "big",
'important' (cf. (A16) to (A13) and (A522)).
[293 The items in (A29) consist of 'mother' plus "big",
•important* (cf. (A19) to (A21) and (A5 22)).
[313 Cf. (A105/6). This item is a clear case of a
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reanalysed prefix plus stem becoming the stem to which the 
class prefix is added (cf. MKA b-aad and NNE be-baa^/MYE 
o-baa?).
[321 For *-gob, cf. (A33) 'skin'. Some languages have an 
AssNP consisting of 'body' plus 'skin', e.g, MYE, BLN.
[33] The two PM roots must go back to one original form, 
with the earlier *g having split into PM *g and *k 
(cf. chart 5.12).
[341 Cf. (A205) 'animal* and (A275) 'meat*.
[41 3 b-og(gt>) appears to have been reanalysed as the stem
in iMBE and MWK.
[43] Without external evidence, it is not possible to 
choose between *nyi)g and
As to class membership, the above root belongs to 
either class 9 or class 10 or to both. Not having tested it 
for co-occurrence with class 9 or 10 concord, we cannot be
sure whether it is a mass noun in gender 9 or 10 or a count
noun belonging to gender 9/10.
[453 The presence of final b is limited to the Western 
cluster and its origin is obscure.
[47] The presence of final i In LEF and LEK and ii in MBM
makes it possible that the PM vowel was *oi (cf. also PEG).
[51] For *-tbg, cf. (A267) 'feather*.
[52J The presence of a high tone on the prefix is unusual 
One possible explanation appears to be that the H L pattern 
shifted leftwards for whatever reason.
[54] It is not clear whether MBM, MYE, A BE and MWK are 
derived from PM *-b£b^. The compound forms are AssNP's and
consist of 'lip' plus 'mouth' (cf. (A53)). The items in MHE
MKA, etc., appear to be V-initial stems with class 7/S 
prefixes and further prefixed oy the class 7 prefix for 
C-initial stems.
[55] The PM - P8 correspondence *e - *e has as yet no 
explanat ion.
[59] It is not clear whether the two PM reconstructions 
are cognate (cf. also (A45) 'beard').
[60] The items in NNE and AKO appear to have shifted from
class 9 to class 3, and in MYE and ELU from class 5 to
class 3. For *-bal, cf. (A61).
[611 The compound forms are AssNP's consisting of 'back* 
plus 'neck' (cf. (A72)).
[651 Cf. (A68).
[66 1 Cf. (A95). The compound forms are AssNP's consisting
of 'elbow/knee' plus 'arm*.
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[693 Cf. (A99). The compound forms are AssNP's consisting 
of 'palm/sole* plus 'hand*. In MHE, MKA and BLN, the root 
has changed noun gender to gender 14/6.
[70] NNE, AKO and MHE have reanalysed the noun in gender 
3/4 as a stem in gender 14/6 (cf. also LEF).
[723 The root in AKO probably underwent the following 
development from PM* *-buj- > buyj > buyd > bwid > bid.
[74] MHE, MKA and BLN roots appear to have changed to 
gender 14/6.
[76] The presence of two f's in the first PM item suggests 
an earlier reduplication.
The second noun in the AssNP's is (A78) 'heart1.
C 77 J The BBO entry is either not cognate with *-pub"
(cf. (A139)), or is an example of the type of lexical 
relationship highlighted in 5.4.
[80] PM *-££ may be cognate with PB *-da.
[32] For *-juCi, cf. (A93) 'hip'.
[34] *-sos6 is probably a reduolicated form.
[85] For MWK, etc., cf. (A410) 'hole1 and (A86). BBO
mbando may provide a b - p alternation (cf. 5.4.3).
[90] PM *-jog^ may be cognate with PSCNC.
[94] Cf. (A97).
[95] NNE, AKO and BBO are aoparently partial 
reduplications of the root.
[98] The compound forms are AssNP's consisting of 
•finger/toe1 plus 'foot/leg' (cf. (A70)).
[100] This is the only item where an earlier (Pre-PM) form 
of the prefixes has survived (cf. chart 5.13). The compound 
form appears to consist of 'person' plus *nyoQ, with *nyog 
not having been encountered elsewhere.
[101] The presence of rj in MBM, MYE, ELU and NNE is 
without explanation at present. It should be noted that 
these lanquages have q as reflex of *ny. However, the reflex 
of *ny in the Eastern cluster is *0.
[102] These items aopear to be compounds of (A109) 'child* 
plus (A30/103) 'husband/male'.
[108] The PM - PB correspondence *a - *o has no 
explanation yet.
[110] These items are AssNP's of (A109) 'child' plus 
(A 102) 'man' (cf. note [102]).
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[111] These items are AssNP's of (A109) 'child' plus 
(A !05) 'woman'. PM *-gbn is cognate with PEG.
[112] These items are AssNP's consisting of *-jOn 'old' 
plus (A100) 'person'. It should be noted that this root is a 
clear example of gender 3/2, exceptions being MYE and ELU.
[113] kfg is clearly of recent origin and a loan from 
English 'king' which probably came via Duala or Pidgin 
English.
[115] Several entries are AssNP's consisting of 'stranger' 
plus 'person'.
[116] -kaalE is of recent origin and spread inland from 
the coast via other languages.
[118] The AssNP's in MKA, etc., consist of 'person' plus 
'thief'. Note that here *mod is pre-posed whereas in earlier 
AssNP's it was post-posed.
The -a may be the suffix found in gender la/2.
C121] For *-el, cf. (A160) 'tree'.
[122] PM *-ob is almost certainly cognate with PB *-joba 5 
' sun'.
[122/123] The *m - *mb correspondence in PM *-nyamt - PB 
*-jamb! is best explained in the following way* *ny^-jamb£ 9 
> nyambc 9 > nyam'' 9 > nysm"+t la. This noun in class 9 
first lost Cl, then the final V and consequently the mb 
became m (cf. 3.2.3). The final V in PM is attributed to the
vowel associated with class la nouns (cf. note [17] above).
C123J There are clearly two distinct concepts reoresented 
here* the forefathers versus the departed who are believed 
to still live.
[124] The *p - *o is an exception to the PM - PB vowel 
correspondences.
[125] In MYE, MBE and ELU, *i > u,o /o+C . This change
appears to be limited to this item.
[127/128] The tone of *-dxb here is low compared with *-dib 
in (A125) and (A126). It is not clear what the ultimate 
answer to this tone discrepancy will be. The H/L distinction 
must be an old one going far behind PM,
[129] There are two AssNP’s here* ’river/lake' plus 'big' 
and 'river/lake' plus 'salt'.
[133/134] No distinction appears to be made between the 
two concepts 'cloud' and 'fog'.
[136] For *-gadV, cf. (A322) 'gun'. MHE, etc., consist of 
'gun' plus 'sky/God' (cf. (A138) and (A 122 )).
[1373 Nearly every entry is a reduplicated form. The rules 
which gave rise to these forms are not understood.
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[140] The two separate PM reconstructions aopear to be due 
to the split of Pre-PR *g into PM *g and *k (cf. note r 33 3 
above). In ELU, NNE and AKO and also in MYE the root was 
reduplicated.
[141] *-nyany" 7 may possibly go back to a class 9 root 
and have to be segmented as *ny "-any''.
[143/144] Moon and month are clearly related.
[145] *-teny appears to have given rise to several 
reduplicated stems.
[148] The stem *-finttn appears to be polymorphemic 
consisting of (A425) 'black' plus a suffix -ten.
[149] Several languages appear to have reduplicated forms 
including MBM (cf. LEF).
[150] The [kosil entries look suspiciously like loans from 
Du a 1 a.
[151] All tne items here appear to be tracable to an 
original form *gol or *god via reduplication and the rule 
*g > *k (cf. note [33]).
[152] NNE and AKO may be reconstructed as *-a and could be
related to the PB forms *-(j)aka/*-yaka.
For *-seb, cf. (A154) 'dry season'.
[157] mbumbu is probably a complete reduplication of m-bu.
[160] *-el may have the following derivation* Pre-PB *-te
> e-te (cl.?) > -ele (14/6) > -el".
[163] An alternative reconstruction would be *-ag"
(cf. CB). On the basis of our data alone it is not possible
to make a choice between the two.
[166] For *-kdb, cf. (A33).
[170] The relationship of b in MBE (and CB) and p
elsewhere suggests a similar phenomenon as the one discussed 
in 5.4.3.
[17U The mbonji entries aopear to be borrowings from 
Duala.
[174] MBE, etc., appears to be a compound noun consisting 
of the two PM roots. NNE, etc., are possibly full 
reduplications of e-sop.
[180] *-bhbG appears to be a reduplicated form (cf. CB 
*-bG and also (A157)).
[184.3 *-1 dq provides a lexical isogioss for the Central
group minus ELU (cf. 6.4.3).
[190/191] The AssNP's consist of (A53) 'mouth' plus (A 185)
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'house 1.
[194] *du, if related to mild 'fire' (A155), may be
segmented as d"™G or d^-G.
[1973 *dy"-a may b.e cognate with PB *-jada.
[2063 The entries in MBN^and LEF have a root initial f. If
these are cognate with *-pany, then they provide an 
additional example of the relationships presented in 5.4.2.
[210] The PM - PB correspondenee *o - *d is perhaps due to 
the raising of *3 before PM* > *0 /j_Cu*
[21M These items are AssNP's composed of (A56) 'tooth'
plus 'elephant'.
[2163 The AssNP's are composed of 'elephant' plus 
•river/water',
[219] hase is a loan from English (via Pigdin English?). 
The AssNP's are composed of (A217) 'cow' plus (A 116) "white 
man".
[2203 The different items refer to different species.
[2263 It is not clear whether the CB and PM
reconstructions are related.
[227] Cf. footnote 13 to chapter 4.
[228] pusi appears to be a loan from English.
[234] Cf. (A242), (A245) and (A248). ★ -kany"’" appears to
refer to a general concept.
[2363 The reconstruction of this item raises a similar 
problem to (A101) 'name'* If the final V was *ny, why did it 
not become 0 in the Eastern cluster?
[2393 The different items aoparently refer to different 
species.
[240] AKO and ELU appear to be compounds based on (A241) 
'spider' plus (A236) 'pincer1.
[241] The first part of these compound forms appears to be 
cognate with (A 1IV) *-gag.
[244] Most of the entries here are reduplicated forms.
[249] The entries here may all be due to the reduplication 
of *p£ny.
[2553 There is an unexplained discrepancy in the vowel 
quality between PM and PR (cf. also PM in (A256)).
[2563 PM and PB appear to be cognate. However, PM has a L 
tone where PB is H.
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[258] mu- in MYE and ELU is not a class prefix but rather 
a lexical morpheme, perhaps with the meaning small(?).
[260] For the b versus d in ELU and AKO, see note [45].
[265] The AssNP's consist of 'house' plus 'bird'.
[268] For the *p - *b relationship, see note [170],
[272] For *d - *t in PM, see 5.4.3.
[274] MWK, etc., appear to consist of (A371) 'thing' plus 
(A525) 'eat*.
[278] For *-dor), cf. (A282) 'pepper*, stipe is a loan from 
either English or German.
[284] The entries appear to be loans but it is not clear 
from which language.
[285] The items here represent different species.
[286] This is a staple crop introduced in tne very recent 
past.
[287] The Western cluster as well as LEF and LEK have 
final n, the other languages have g which does not fit in 
with the normal sound correspondences. This irregularity may 
indicate that this item is of recent origin.
[291] Each Manenguba item is composed of (A290) 'bean' 
plus C A 116) "white man".
[298] If PM *-1i is cognate with CB *-bida, then this item 
provides the following PM - P3 correspondence in Cl* 0 - *b, 
(cf. 5.3 .1 ) .
[300] NNE and BBO items with w may belong to the class of 
items discussed in 4.4.5 which introduced a glide into the 
stem. However, it should be noted that there is no y in the 
plural.
[306] This cognate set suggests that the PM vowel was 
short and lengthened in MBN, NNE and AKO.
[309] This is a loan word.
[3133 The Eastern cluster suggests that PM should be *u 
whereas the other languages and PB suggest PM *o. Ne have no 
explanation for this irregularity.
[321 ] Cf. (A3 18) 'spear' .
[325] The compound forms consist of 'small' plus (A324)
'cut la ss'.
[327] *-jag is potentially a PM innovation.
[335] There is both a tone and vowel discrepancy between
PM and PB (cf. 5.7).
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[3411 NNE and AKO have apparently lengthened the V.
[346] Most of the entries are of recent origin.
[351] ELU, etc., appear to be loans from the English 
'key*. However, MWK and the vowel correspondences suggest 
that these entries are related to (A202) 'iron*.
[355] ELU, AKO and BLN are cases of re segmentstion where 
the singular prefix is reanalysed as the root initial 
consonant.
[359] The initial y suggests that -yancTS is a loan word 
(from Dual a ?).
[3613 The items here are possibly loans. The nasal in C2 
position creates a similar problem as in < A 101) and (A236). 
*ny > :0 in the Eastern cluster may not have applied because 
the item was borrowed after this rule became inoperative or 
because the nasal is intervocalic rather than final.
[.3653 *b5tE may be a loan, and s5ti is clearly a loan from 
English.
[369] The n in AKO is possibly due to a suffix.
[370] The first four items consist of 'remain/stay' plus 
•above' (cf. (A684) and (A513)).
[3713 The change o > e in the plural is clearly due to the 
y-glide of the prefix.
[373] *“TagV may be cognate with the verb (A591) *-lag 'to 
read'.
[374] *-yala is clearly a loan word (cf. the initial y).
[3823 The majority of the entries have a high tone
reflected in the PM reconstruction. However, CB 
reconstructions have L.
[3873 *kwed orobably consists of the verb root 'die*
(A572) plus a certain suffix.
[388] PM *-ft is almost certainly cognate with PB *-ku.
[389] The falling tones in ELU, etc., may be low falling 
tones which were transcribed as high falling ones.
[391/3923 In these related items reflexes of both PM *k 
and *w are apparently present (cf. 5.4.2).
[408] -ligga is possibly a loan from Dual a. Note that
*i > e / g has not applied.
[411] Aponda could be a loan word from Duala.
[4121 men! is clearly a loan from English.
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[4(4] If MBM and MBN are cognate with the rest, then there
is another t - 1 alternation here (cf. 5.4.2).
[417] Cf. note [33] for the *k - *g relationship.
[418] Cf. also (A467).
[443] The reflexes of *-nytny provide a lexical isogloss
for Manenguba.
[450] Cf. (A 448).
[457] The presence of *j in PM makes it possible that PB
should be *d rather than *n.
[460] There are two related PM reconstructions here, one 
with a *d, the other without. Similar pairs are found among
the verbs. A possible hypothesis is that an earlier *d was
lost in some morphophonemic environment but retained in 
others #
[466] MBM, MBN and LEK. have an AssNP consisting of (A100)
'person* plus (A412) 'money*.
[478] It is not clear whether PM should be *-bog or *-bug.
[498] The vowels here do not match the regular sound
correspondences.
(5181 Cf. (A32 ) 'body'
[519] Cf. (A39) 'face'
[520] Cf. (A72) 'back'
[522] Every entry here consists of (A65/68) 'hand/arm'
plus "big".
[524] The change *d > t in four languages has no parallel 
elsewhere.
[525] From (A525) to (A709), we frequently included two
forms of the verb in LEK. The unprefixed form is the 
imperative, the form with the nasal prefix the infinitive.
[54 2] The two distinct forms in MBE, ELU and NNE are the
perfective and the imperfective respectively.
[543] The different PM items express different 
speaker/hearer relations and may be glossed as 'go back', 
'come back' and 'go back* respectively.
[544] The PM suffix here and in later items is a 
derivational suffix (an "extension" in Bantu terminology).
[546J In MHE, MKA, BLN and BBO, the s is the alternant
occurring before a following vowel.
[549] The reconstruction of the vowel in *-nyen i. s not
certain.
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[5563 For *-tod, cf. (A663).
[5833 There are two verb-noun expressions here* one,
(A58I) 'lie down' plus (A38) 'head'; two, (A382) 'dream(v.)' 
or (A549) 'see' plus 'dream(n.)'*
[5883 Another possible segmentation of *-ktJt-Vn is
*-kGd-tVn.
[655] Judging from the PB reconstruction, the vowel in PM
appears to have been raised from *e to *i for unknown
reasons.
[664] If PM and PB are cognate, then there is a *H - *L
di screpancy.
[671] For *~lao, cf. (A591) 'read'.
[6783 The three different PM items refer to different but
related concepts* 'throw away', 'throw' and 'shoot'.
[679] Cf. (A565).
[6911 Cf. (A463).
[699] MBE, etc., consisc of 'wind' plus 'pass by*.
[702] MKA apparently requires the reconstruction of the PM 
form as *a while the apparently cognate PB reconstruction 
has *£.
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Abbreviations after some words are given to 
distinguish the difference in English usage between noun 
(n.), verb (v.) and adjective (adj.). Words in inverted 
commas (e.g. "bush") indicate non-standard usages. The 
numbers refer to the comoarative word lists in appendix 1.
abszess 396 
abdomen 79 
above 513 
abstain 707 
add 689 
adder 233 
affair 372 
again 493 
age-group 124 
all 432 
alligator 215 
ancestor 123 
and 490 
anger 408 
animal 205 
animal trail 
answer 612 
ant 245 
ant* soldier- 
antelope 220 
anus 85 
arm 65 
armpit 64 
arrange 580 
arrive 545 
arrow 321 
ash(es) 157
ask 6 1 1 
at 511 
axe 326
206
dri ver-
R
104bachelor 
back 72 
bad 454 
bag 333 
bamboo 164 
banana 294 
bark 166 
barren woman 
basket 335 
basket (on back) 
bat 207 
bathe 651
08
336
be 524 
bean 290 
beard 45. 
because 494 
bed 193 
bee 255 
beg 590 
begin 686 
behind 520 
bell 331 
bend 706 
big 428 
bind 696 
bird 258 
bird lime 266 
birth 386
birth* give __ 675
bite 569 
bitter 445 
246 black 425 
blind 479 
blood 35
blow (of mouth) 700
blow (of wind) 699
blunt 473
body 32
boil (n.) 397
boi1 (v . ) 599
bone 37
book 346
boundary 200
bow (weapon) 320
box 332
boy 1 1 0
bracelet 358
braid (v.) 638
brain 41
branch 162
break <v.) 705
breast 74
breath 77
breathe 535
bridge 368
broom 366
brother 23
bubble up 599
447
buffalo 213 
build 634 
burn (v.) 595
burnt off area 204 
"bush" 159 
"bush cow" 213
"bush dog" 212
"bush rat" 222
but 492 
outterfly 244 
buttocks 84 
buy 669
C
calabash 347 
call 609 
camwood 16 9  
canoe 355 
cap 363
carry (on the back) 576
carry (on the head) 5 77
"cashew nut" 304
cassava 292
cat 228
catch 564
chair 345
chalk 179
chameleon 238
charcoal 156
chase 565
chest 73
chew 526
chief 113
child 109
chin 59
choose 673
claw 270
clean (adj.) 465
climb (v .) 547
close (v.) 587
cloth 362
cloud 133
cockroach 249
cocoyam 286
colocasia 287
cold 475
collect 659
comb (n.) 360
comb (v.) 652
come 542
cook (v.) 598
cooking pot 349
cooked: to be __ 449
cork (v .) 697
corn 288 
corpse 390 
correct (adj.) 424
"cotton tree" 310
cough (n.) 393 
count (v.) 671 
country 184 
cover (v.) 588
cow 2J 7 
cowrie 271 
crab 235 
cricket 251 
crocodile 215 
crooked 469 
cry (v. j 655
cut (v#) 632
cut down 640
cutlass 324
D
dance (v.) 680
darkness 148
daughter 27
day 146
deaf 477
death 387
death ceremony 388
debt 414
deep water 127
defecate 530
dew 132
die 572
difficult 442
dig 631
dirt 198
dirty 164
divide 703
do 540
doctor* native __ 119
dog 227
door 190
doorway 191
dove 261
downstream 515
draw water 645
dream (n.) 382
dream (v.) 583
drink (v.) 527
drop (v.) 555
drum (leather top) 329
drum* wooden __ 330
dry (adj.) 463 
dry in the sun 692 
dry season 154 
dry up 691 
dull 473 
dumb 478 
dust 180
E
ear 49 
earring 357
44 8
earth 1 77 
eat 525 
egg 269 
eight 8 
elbow 66 
elephant 210 
elephant grass 174 
elephant tusk 211 
end 523 
ended 462 
enter 544 
entrance 191 
evening 151 
event 372 
excrement 86 
extinguished 461 
eye 50 
eyelash 51
face 39 
facial markings 
faeces 86 
fall (v.) 625
family 14 
fan (v.) 594
far 471 
farm 203 
fat (n.) 276
father* his __
father * my __
father* your _  
fear (n.) 407 
fear (v„) 656 
feather 267 
fell 640 
female 106 
fence 189 
fever 394 
few 431 
fight (n.) 
fight (v.) 
fill 688 
finger 70 
f i ngerna il 
finish 685 
finished 462 
fire 155 
fireplace 
fireplace 
firewood 
fish (n.) 
fish (v.) 
fish hook 
f i ve 5 
flesh 34 
float 574 
flow 573 
flower 17
40
17
16
8
380
562
71
194 
stone 
348 
2 77 
647 
317
95
fly <n.) 252 
fly (v.) 682 
fog i 34 
fold (v.) 706
follow 679 
food 274 
foot 97 
for 518 
forehead 42 
forest 158 
forge (v.) 639
forget 629 
four 4 
fowl 259 
frlend 1 1 4 
frighten 657 
frog 239 
front 519 
froth (v.) 539
fruit 170 
fry 597 
fufu 289 
full 455
gather 659 
gather firewood 621 
girl 111 
give 666 
give birth 675 
go 541 
go down 548 
go out 546 
go up 547 
goat 218 
God 1 22 
good 453 
grandfather 28 
grandmother 29 
grass 173 
grasshopper 253 
grate (v.) 602
grave 389 
grease (n.) 276
grind 601 
groundnut 303 
grow 676 
guest 115 
gun 322 
gunpowder 323
H
hair (grey/white) 
hair (on body) 46 
hair (on head) 43 
hand 68 
handle 327 
hard 44 1
44
4 4 9
hat 363 
hate (v.) 618
have 660 
hawk 260 
he 486 
head 38 
head-band 337 
head-pad 338 
hear 550 
heart 78 
hearth 194 
heavy 4 22 
heel 96 
help 624 
hen 259 
here 506 
hide 623 
hip 93
hippopotamus 216 
hit 563 
hoe (n.) 328 
hoe (v.) 642 
hole 410 
home 183 
honey 256 
honour 40 3 
hook 316 
horn 272 
horse 219 
hot 474 
house 185 
how? 500 
how many? 501 
hundred 12 
hunger 419 
husband 30
I
I 484 
if 495
ill* to be __ 392
in 508 
insect 242 
inside 508 
insult (v. ) 614
intestines 80 
iron 202 
itch 399
J
jump 681 
K
key 351 
kidney 82 
kill 571 
kindle 593
knee 95 
knife 325 
know 628 
kola nut 305
L
ladder 367 
lake 128 
lame person 480 
language 373 
latrine 187 
laugh 658 
laughter 377 
lay down 579 
leaf 161 
leak 573 
learn 654 
left (side) 521 
leg 94 
leopard 209 
lick 667 
lie (n.) 405
lie down 581 
life 370 
lift 578 
lightning 137 
like (v.) 617
lime* bird __ 266
line (of objects) 
lion 208 
lip 54 
listen 607 
live 677 
liver 81 
lizard 230 
load 416 
log 167 
look at 708 
look for 620 
long 451 
love (v.) 617
louse 243 
lung 76
M
machete 324 
maize 2 88 
male 103 
man 102 
many 430 
market 415 
marriage 15 
marry 687 
mat 340 
matter 372 
me 484 
meat 275 
medicine 121
369
450
meet 608 
melon 296 
middle 509 
milk 279 
mi 11ep ede 250 
mirror 361 
mist 134 
money 412 
monkey 214 
month 144 
moon 143 
morning 149 
mortar 352 
mosquito 248 
mother* his 20
mother* my __ 19
mother* your 21 
mother^ brother 22 
mountain 175 
mouse 221 
mouth 53 
mud 181 
mushroom 308
N
nail 344 
name 101 
nape 61 
narrow 440 
navel 83 
near 470 
neck 60 
needle 343 
nest 265 
new 456 
night 147 
nine 9 
noon 150 
nose 47 
nostril 48 
numerous 435
0
oil palm 298
oil* palm __ 299
old 457 
old ma n 112 
on 513 
one I 
onion 284 
open 586 
orange 297 
other 497 
outside 512
P
palm frond 163 
palm kernel 300 
palm (of hand) 69 
palm oil 299
palm* oil __ 298
palm wine 307 
pangolin 226 
parcel 334 
parrot 263 
partridge 262 
pass wind 531 
path 199 
pay 670 
penis 90 
pepper 282
pepper* wild __ 283
person 100 
pestle 353 
pick up 556 
pierce 568 
pig 223 
pigeon 26 1 
pincer 236 
pit 315 
place 409 
plait (v.) 638
plane off 641 
pi ant (v•) 644
plantain 293 
plantation 203 
play 603 
plentiful 435 
"plum" 306 
poor 467 
porcupine 224 
possess 660
pot* cooking __ 349
pound (in mortar) 600
poverty 4 18
pray 589
pregnancy 385
press 661
price 413
prong 225
pull 575
pumpkin 295
pus 398
push 709
put 579
put straight 580 
python 232
Q
quarrel (n.) 380
quill of porcupine 225
R
paddle (n.) 356 rain (n .) 130
451
rain (v.) 701
rainy season 153 
raphia palm 302
rat* bush __ 222
raw 450 
read 591 
reason 402 
red 427 
refuse 622 
remove 664 
resemble 554 
rest (v•) 584
return 543 
rib 75 
rice 291 
rich 466 
right (side) 522 
ring 359
ripse (bottle) 650 
ripe 447 
river 126 
road 199
roast (over fire) 596
roof 192
root 165
rope 341
rot 693
rotten 460
round 458
rub 55 8
rubbing oil 301
rubbish heap 197
S
saliva 57 
salt 28 1 
sand 178
satiated* to be _ 434
sauce 278 
say 605 : 
scabies 401 
scorpion 240 
scratch 560 
sea 129 
see 549 
seed 168 
sell 668 
send 559 
set a trap 570 
seven 7 
sew 636
shade of palm leaves 186
shadow 421
shame 406
share (n.) 417
sharp 472
sharp (taste) 446
shave 561
she 486
shine 702 
shirt 365 
shoe .364 
shoot (gun) 566 
short 452 
shoulder 63 
show 690
sick* to be   392
sickness 391 
side 510 
sing 604 
sister 24 
sit down 674 
six 6 
skin 33 
skinny 438 
sky 138 
slave 1 I 7 
sleep (n.) 381
sieep (v*) 582
small 429 
smallpox 400 
smell (v.) 551
smoke 135 
smooth 459 
snail 257 
snake 231 
sneeze 537 
snore 538 
soft 449 
soldier-ant 246 
sole (of foot) 99 
some 496 
son 26 
song 375 
soot 196 
sorcerer 120 
sore (n.) 395
soup 278 
sour 444 
sow 6 44 
speak 606 
spear 318 
spider 241 
spit 532 
spittle 57 
split 704 
spoon 350 
spot 481 
squeeze out 661 
squirrel 229 
stab 567
stagnant water 131 
stand up 626 
star 145 
stay 684 
steal 672 
stick (n.) 312
stick* walking __ 313
stink (v.) 55 1
452
stomach 79 
stone 201 
stool 345 
stop up 697 
storm 140 
story 115 
straight 468 
stranger 1 15 
strength 384 
strike 563 
string 342 
suck 662 
suffer 615
sufficient* to be __ 433
sugar-cane 280 
summon 609 
sun 141 
sunshine 142 
surpass 695 
swallow 528 
sweat (v.) 534
sweep 698 
sweet 443 
swim 635 
sword 319
T
tail 273 
take (away) 663 
tale 376 
talk 606
tap (palm wine) 646
taste (v.) 553
teach 653
tear (from eye) 52
tear (v. ) 633
tell 610
ten 10
termite 247
testicle 91
thank 613
thatch 339
there 507
they 489
thick 436
thief 118
thigh 92
thin 437
thin (skinny) 438 
thing 371 
think 627 
thirst 420 
thorn 172 
thousand 13 
thread 342 
three 3 
throat 62 
throw 678 
thunder 136
tie 696 
time 411 
tired 476
tired* to be __ 585
to 511 
tobacco 309 
today 482 
toe 98 
tomorrow 483 
tongue 55 
tooth 56 
tooth stick 311 
tortoise 237 
touch 552
trail (of animal) 206 
trap 314
trap* set a __ 570
tree 160
trough (for making oil) 354 
truth 404 
try 616
turn around 557 
tusk of elephant 211 
twenty 11 
twin 25 
two 2
U
uncooked 450 
underneath 514 
undress 665 
unripe 448 
until 517 
upstream 516 
urinate 529 
urine 88
V
vagina 89 
valley 176 
vein 36 
vi llage 182 
viper 233 
voice 58 
vomit (v.) 533
Yi
wait 683
walking stick 313 
wa 11 1 88
want 619 
war 379
warm oneself 694
wa s h 651
wash (pots ) 649
wash, rinse bottle 650
wasp 254
453
water 125
water* stagnant _ 131
we 487 
weave 637 
weaverbircf 264 
weed (v,) 643
weep 655 
weight 423
we 11 * to' be __ 383
wet 464
what? 504
when? 499
where? 498
which? 505
white 426
"white man" 116
who? 503
why? 502
wide 439
widow 107
wife 31
wind (n.) 139
wind (per anum) 87
wind* to pass __ 531
wine* palm    307
wing 268 
wipe 648 
wish 619 
with 491 
wizard 120 
woman 105
woman* barren __
word 374 
work (n.) 378 
work (v.) 630 
worm 234 
wound (n.) 395
wrist 67 
write 592
Y
yam 285 
yawn 536 
year 152 
yesterday 483 
you (pi) 488 
you (sg) 485
108
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APPENDIX THREE
^ED-LLSI-,£RQM-KILHAM_11828)» _-,tSPECTMENS OF AFRICAN 
LAilGLIAGES^ ..SEQiCE£l-JLM .ThtE COLONY OF SIERRA LFONpi
The following items come from the language labelled 
idokQ. The words are reproduced as in the original except 
that hyphens apparently separating the words into syllables 
have been omitted and vowels with a macron have been 
replaced by a double vowel, e.g. a -> aa..
(Numbers in brackets are added to facilitate comparison with 
the material in appendix t.)
(1) one Ahoh
(2) two Ubba
(3) three Ala
(4) four Enni
(5) fi ve Utta
(6) six Nto
(7) seven Samba
(8) eight Tua
(9) ni ne Ubbu
(10) ten Di ium
(141 ) sun An ia
(143) moon Ngol
(145) star Tete
(102) man Maan ju
(105) woman Maut
(109) child Manuma
(16-18) father At a
(19-21 ) mother Eni
(185) house Ndaap
(190) door Akooba
(155) fire Mu
(125) wa ter Midiip
(291 ) ri ce Koun
(299) oi 1 Mool
(281 ) salt Kuun
(279) milk Be
(269) egg Nkeeku
(282) pepper Do
(348) wood Loon
<201 ) stone Ala
(203 ) farm Nzak
(258 ) bi rd Non
(277) f i sh Sui
(259) fowl Kuup
(217) cow Ni iaka
(223) pig Ngo
(352) bowl Abo
(332) box Lunbi
(351 ) key Diba
(68) hand Aka
(78) heart Leem
(38) head Lo
(97) foot Ako
(50) eye Dis
(49) ear Niu
(53) mouth Nsool
(549) see I toua
(550) hear Ngus
(606) speak Ngamu
(541 ) go Keik
(542) come I ak
(684) stay Teip
(674) sit Dias i
(626) stand Fitisi
(581 ) lie down Nauns i
(525) eat Di ak
(527) drink Mua
(381 ) si eep Ojoh
(649,651) wash Uohma
(541 ) walk Keik
(598) cook Jam
(666) give Bami
(564) take Koma
(383) we 11 Ima ju
(392 ) sick Ahula
(429) li ttle Maambehi
(453) good Ba
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APPENDIX FOUR
tMD^LI.SIS,EBGM^.ClAaKE i;miaU-»5BEmEM5-.QE 
MGIEa_QE^CUimmEG_AE)„GUSIQMS_IlLAEaLaAjl
All the lists are said to have been collected by 
Clarke except number 135 which is attributed to Merrick. The 
numerals 1 to 10 taken from Ktlham and given as list 172 are 
not repeated here. (Numbers in brackets refer to 
appendix 1)•
No. Clarke4 s
of Language One Two Thr ee Four Five
List name ( i ) (2) (3) (4) (5)
168 Moko Poh Iba Ittaan Inin Ittaan
175 Kikke I huk Eba 1 Ng in Ettan Etto
257 Mwanjo Ehoh Eba Bilah ' Nni Ot an
265 Maneboki Ehoh Biba Alalu Bineu Bi tan
285 Barihoh Ehoh Eba Allan A nnin Attaan
305 Bakumkum Ahoh Eba Elalu Enin Ettan
307 Lumlum Po Eba E11 a u Enin I tan
308 1Ndiang Poh Biba Bilali Bi net Bi tat
327 Lorn lorn Ehoh Eba Elau I nn i i n Ettaan
Li st Six Seven Eight Nine Ten
No. (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
168 Moko •Ntoop Samba Warn a Abu Duom
175 Kikke 4 Nt o Saamba Waam Abbu Doom
257 Mwanjo * Ntoh Saamba Uah Aboh Do
265 Maneboki •Ntoba Samba Warn Abu Ebom
285 Barihoh 1 Nt oo Saamba Dwam Abu Dium
305 Bakumkum 1 Ntoba Samba Guam Abu a Di up
307 Lumlum 1 Nt o Samba Warn Ehu Di om
308 * Ndiang • Ntob Samba Warn Obbu Di urn
327 Lomlom • Nto Samba Nam Bo Jom
No. Clarke1s
of Language Man Woman Father
Li st name (102) (105) (16 -1 8)
76 Moko Mand iyom Mama it Tati
81 •Mwanjo Amwe 11isa Molomwa I jemsa
83 •Ndiang •Mwan joh •Mwat Ata
84 Abunggen Mari ngho Morimwa Atta
135 Bakumkum Mwandum •Mwa Yen sang
162 Lomlom 'Mwanjom •Mwa Owl msang
163 Bakumkum •Mwanjom • Mw a Tate
174 Koss e Mun jo Mwaat 1Mwgnyo
238 Bakumkum Ma n j o •Mwa Ta
294 FSakumkum Man jo Motuta Ta
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No.
of Mother Fire Water Sun
List (19-21) (155) (125) (141 )
76 Moko Netti Mu Middip Obassi
81 1Mwanjo Yemya Mu Odio Esia
83 1 Ndiang Neh Moh Middt Eseh
84 Abunggen Anne Mu Odlp Sianga
135 Bakumkum Yenyang Mu Ooi Ebombom, Iyei
162 Lomlom Awemiyang Mo Odi iy
163 Bakumkum Ewamyang Mo Ed ip Eya
174 Kosse *Ne Mu Madi p Dinyan
238 Bakumkum Ne Mo Ed ip Diou
294 Bakumkum Ne Mu Ed ip I sah
No.
of Moon Star Fowl
List (143) ( 145) (259)
76 Moko Ingan — Kup
81 * Mwan jo Milenga 1 Nge Ku
83 1Ndiang •Ngon Tete Kuh
84 Abunggen Olenge 1 Ngonit ye Kuh
135 Bakumkum Nigonti, Mwai Iyel Ku
162 Lomlom 4Ngon Song Kup
163 Bakumkum 4 N jou 4 Ngingg i Kup
174 Kosse *Ngan — Kup
238 Bakumkum *Ngong ' Nge Kuo
294 Bakumkum *Ngon *Nginge Ku*
&ok.Q (word list from page 37) Bariho (word list from page 55)
(160) Tree Atu (50) Eye Di
(355) Canoe Tbang (56) Teeth Osong
(185) House Uf ok (38) Head *Nlo
(348) Wood Lon (347) Calabash Apom
(201 ) Stone Ala (348) Wood Sie
(258) Bird Enin (130) Rain •Mbu
(277) Fish Sui (218) Goat 'Mbo
(291 ) Rice K'oun (325) Kni f e Map a
(299) Palm Oil Mol (318) Spear Adjung
(345) Seat Abunga (288) Corn 1 Mp a i
(281 ) Sal t Kun (303) Ground Nut Otong ojung
(279) Milk Be (282) Pepper *Ndo
(269) Egg 1Nkekup (362) Clothes Aba
(217) Cow Einah (68) Hand Eka
(208) Lion Sunsuna (79) Bel ly Abum
(109) Child Manunma (542) I come Sia mye
(203) Farm ' Nzak (147) Night 4Nko
(299) Palm Oil Mul
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APPENDIX FIVE
mRUUJLSISJEBi^KQELLL “ E Q l ^ Q L O m ,  AEEJLaMA'1
Most, of the words and phrases In the Polvglotfa 
Af ricana■from the three relevant lists are reproduced here 
with the exception of the numerals Eleven* to 'nineteen1 
and a few other compound items not directly relevant to the 
information in appendix 1.
Koelle's transcription has been modified for the 
purposes of this study as follows* n* -> rj, s -> s, d^ -> 
dj, hi -> x, £ -> g, e -> £, o -> a and a -> aa, i* ~ > T. 
Accents have been omitted. (Numbers in brackets refer to 
appendix I.
Ngi3t...£,Q ftslQig or Utmalemoox
Malomm £ si i e
( 1) one poog tjhak + mooe rjh o
( 2) two eba be baa mba
( 3) three el aan b e 1 aa n n 1 e
( 4) four eniin ben ii n nnii
( 5) five et aan bet aa n nt e
( 6) six ntoo nt oob nt oo
( 7) seven saamba saamba s i a am p f a +
( 8) e ight
si aampa
woaam wuaam wuaam
( 9) nine aboog aboog a boo
( 10) ten dioom d ii om diiom
( 1 1 ) twenty moomba moomba maamuba + 
m oom ub a
( 16) father 
my father
taa t a a
ewemt aa
tet ee
( 18) your father ewogt aa
( 19) mot her 
my mother
ne nee
e w e mn e e
n ii a
( 21 ) your mother ewogn e e
( 26) son ewe muaan moaan
( ew e-moaan)
mooan 
(awoo e mooan)
( ewog-moaan ) ( awo o mooan).
( 27) daughter ewe muaanu 
moaad
moaan moaat mooan mooat
( 28) grandfather taampa taampaa tetee mp££a
( 29) grandmother ne empa n e empaa niia mpeea
( 33) skin ggoob ekop + 
e e k ok oo p
rjgob
( 35) blood mekiie mek ii mekeei
( 36) vein gka od ns i ik nse i
( 37) bone ehei g ehe i eeheei
( 38) head nlo nlo lo
( 39) face esyo £ so eso
( 42) forehead mbo am mboo esobmo
( 43) hair nyug nyug nyug
( 47) nose diio diio d oo
( 49) ear eto £ too etuu, metuu
( 50) eye di + diis deek deei x, meeix
( 53) mouth nsi d ol nsD ol nseaar
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( 55) tongue cgeaam egi £ £m eg i e Em
( 56) tooth tsyog es oog asog, fnesog
( 60) neck mbuse boaal £bo ol aboaal
( 62 throat klieg kig gkaag
( 63) shoulder mbs e Ekaa ck emb e eI ekoon, mekaan
( 65) arm — ekaa ek£E, mekEE
( 66) elbow cbog rekaa bog-dekaa —
( 69) inner hand mbaaeka mpaa-eka mbaa ik e
( 70) finger moccmekaa moo e emui bekE, 
memi imeke
( 71 ) nail of 
finger and
gnyaan 
toe
ny aan nyaane mek£
( 73) chest tool tool t e1 + tal
( 74) female breast EtbEE EbE £ abii, mebii
( 75) rib mbaa mpaaa mpaa i
( 79) abdomen ebum eboom+ ebunm abuum, mobuuin
( 83) navel etog EtDOg mtii, mil
( 92) thigh anaa mekuuo ekoompaa + 
pipeen-ekoo
C 94) leg akuoo e koo ekuu, mekuu
( 95) knee Ebog rekuuo Ebasg dekoo aabuba, mobub
( 96) heel bogrembaaekoo mbuuseko at in.eeku, 
meti nmeku
( 98) toe mo emekuuo moo E-mekoo emui beku, 
memii meku
C 99) foot-sole mbaaekoo mpaa-ekoo + 
buumb-ekoo
mbaaiku
(102) man mangiiom + 
moaamgioom
mooagg i iom mooa gg ioom, 
baregi oom
(105) woman moaad moaat mooat, bEbEEa
(109) chi Id moaan moaan mooan
(110) boy moandscm mooan deem + 
mooan
mooagg i oom
mooan
mooa gg ioom, 
baanbareg i oom
(111) girl moaanu moaad mooan moaat mooan mooat, 
baam b£ bEEat
(113) king ggiuunmood mooagg i iom- 
-paa ‘chief, 
old man 1
te t e c 
• father1
(114) friend nson + nsinon nsoon ndji e £n
(1 15) stranger gke en gk e nm d o t + 
gk sn
gkEEnemot + 
gkEEn, bekEEn
(116) white man gkaalE + 
gkaara
gkaal a gkaa1 a, 
be gkaala
(117) male slave mbtra n lam ntaag, betaag
(119) doctor abeeme puood ggaamp a ol ?
(120) greegree £ 1 £ £m med jam 1em (witch)
(121 ) medicine Egiiag+biia b iiag gii£ + djiiE
(122) God monyaama nyamaa ny aama
(125) water medi b med ih mire
(130) rain mboo mpu mpuu
(132) dew Epoob mpak miia + mpa
(135) smoke m£tud met uu t + 
met oot
m ooa tu
(138) heaven(sky) — nyamaa d iiob
(141 ) sun Enyaa e torrf i i ob enyal
(143) moon(?fu 11) ggaan ggon ggooan
( 146) day moot e m ooti boi-s aale
(147) n ight gkoo gkno ehintE +
boihTTrT
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(153) rainy season Oku Edjo gkoou
(154) dry season £56 E eb csep esEcb
(155) fire mtJ muu mu
(156) charcoal epos a kagaleet akaanle, me-
(158) forest ehT Eh E £ —
(160) tree buel + boccl buucl+hiDon booa 1
(161 ) leaf giaa giia + gitag giia, biia
(165) root Okaa o Okao~buecl Okam-booa1
(169) camwood yoo i iyo hi i
(178) sand nsee £ nsc ns ii
(182) town
(village)
mboog + 
gkoomboog
mpoouk mpoo
(185) house ndaab ndaab ndab
(190) door Ekoowa k oowa o ekoowndab
(191 ) doorway nsii ol-ndaab ns Dndaab nsal ndab
(193) bed £no dq cno oo ano, meno
(201 ) stone £laa cl aa ale, mele
(202) iron Ek££ ekee ekee i
(203) farm nd jaa n s a k nsa
(205) animal nyaam nyam nyaam
(207) bat Ogiiam rjg i i c m 09 i i cm
(208) 1 ion Egii e ’ nsok —
(209) leopard 09 3 ogoo
(210) elephant nd jou ns du nsoo
(211) ivory gioo +
£soontso
Esoog-n sou asoo-nso
(214) monkey ki £cm k e cm k e cm
(215) alligator — Ogando Ogooampa
(217) cow nyaaka nyaak +nyaka nya
(218) goat toon-mbot too n-mpoot toonpot
(222) rat salpoo sal poo salpoo
(223) pig 09 oo Ogoo 03 uu
( 2 2 1 ) dog mbooa mpuua mpooa
(228) cat sig sio —
(230) 1izard Eboota Oguulo Okoggo
large red- eboota 
headed lizard
Oguulo Oguulo + 
e boo to
(231 ) serpent ny d ny d ny o
(238) chameleon Og oma d g i3£- kuro dj ioogkot
(239) frog mbo on makaa —
toad — mpoon mpoon
(241 ) spider ggaahogo Og aambowo Ogaaboowa
(244) butterfly Oguuag-oguaag coot opoo epooripoto
(248) mosquito ndoonumba Ok£la0 Okoa^yH
(254) wasp mbo onubo on OQidigio Ogiib-lDTI
(255) bee cgii d £k lio cd j i uu
(256) honey cgii o £k iio cd ji uu
(258) bird e no Dn EdnDDH Enoon,menoon
(259) fowl(hen) kub kuup kub
(261 ) pigeon QgoDl + 
paas ekoko
kooi + kooidj —
(263) parrot kooi — k ooi
(269) egg £k ii e
(cki i-kub)
ckti akii, mekii
(275) mea t nyaam nyam nyaam
(2 77) fish nda do nd d an nto Dn
(278) soup, sauce ndog 1 soup* e 1 EEm diicn + edii
(279) milk mcdi-mbc + 
cho ag
Eb £ £ abii
(281 ) sal t gkooa gkuua gkooa
4 6 0
(282) pepper ndog ndog ndog
(285) yam kuaad kot ok koto
(288) mai ze gguoo ggtju ggooT
(290) bean koon koon koon
(291 ) rice koon — —
(292) cassava gkaa g-nul — —
(298) palm-tree dii dee di, bi + mi
(299) palm oil mol m oo 1 mool
(303) groundnut metowo meto awe me to owe
(310) cotton tree pe em ckaag b uum
(313) walking stick nt oog ntug + mpoog nt og
(318) spear Ekoog sk og akog, mekog
(319) sword,sabre paa p aa P £
(320) bow mbuua — —
(321 ) arrow moaa gguum — —
(322) gun gkoomba gkomba gkoompa
(323) gun-powder nd juuntsu nsuunsu nsoonso
(325) kni fe paa + Elttn chaa alsn, melEEn
(326) axe ohoon ohoon ehoon
(328) hoe giiog gioog dj ioog+gi oog
(329) drum ggoom ggam nt ee o
(340) mat ntagmuuno Ebuue —
(341 ) rope gko od gk o ot gk ot
(342) thread,string gko on mbaad sogoot —
(343) needle ndondo oki ehioon - —
(345) bench,chair etee e t i i atii, metii
(347) calabash epoom Epoom apoom, mepoom
(348) firewood iyoon + loon es i idemu hi ion
(349) c oo k i ng p ot mbe mbee mpe
(350) spoon toog took 'wooden* t oo
(355) canoe buaa 1 boaal a --
(358) armlet or 
bracelet
mueen EEbato .+ 
Ebaa ta
mu e £n, mii £n
(362) waist-cloth — Ebaat abaa t
(363) hat, cap taamba + nduum + ndoom +
ndoom Eteka at e Eke i
(364) shoe, sandal ggoo mekuuo — ggoo moku
+ ggoo mokuuo
(365) shirt Ebaat + esuu — abaal mekE
(379) war ndjuum ns uun nsom
(382) dream ndo od ntoot ntoond ot
(383) we 11 adeealti aa daeltee —
(392) s ick awul aagulaak gkuulog
(393) I cough Ek osit gkost ia+gk osee me koi
(399) i tch gkaa g gkag gkaag
(400) sma llpox kaaomaam kaamama kaanyaam
(415) market du aa n di o on di o on
(425) bla ck al aam a lamak+Elame ahina
(426) whi te mpuupa+aapup apoowa apuwa
(428) great, aaduno + ehaa ah‘31e,chage nyoo djiiom
large ampa great 
man)
+ a so oe
(429) little,sma11 es aad a ha cT5 esoo^ 
+ esaat
mo oni 
dj iiom
(453) good eb ofl a b oge abog
(454) bad ccbogaka + 
e sbogaa
a bogoo3 
(nag.)
bagoo o
(456) new(young) mpee sa m p e e i —
(457) old Edjyoono + 
ndJyoon
aadjuni + 
amaadyun
nd jun
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(463) dry aaki ie a kiie akeeT
(464>: wet medib awaa mediib 
+ a hDD
ahoo
(466) rich awog<5 bit cm a wTfciom awTSbii em
(467) poor cwoq  aagiiom moaane nyamaa ewooagi iom
+ ewog + awog-aagiiom
aadjoom
(468) straight agiaawe + 
adjaawe
a teewe atee emi
(469) crooked(bent) ggoob a koreewe awo ogguru
(474) hot awo omu aa domuu + 
ahoon i ia
(475) cold aha o a hoo + 
ahoot ee
aho o
(482) today gee e gee e gee
(483) yesterday, suuoba gi aan gi aan
tomorrow geaan sooba suuba
(525) I eat rice ndeere koon ndeere ndi e ere
(yam) k otook kot o
(527) I drink mmoe ere mmueere mm o or e
water medib mediib mire
(535) I breathe gkoomi ntooete+ntoook —
(537) I sneeze nsi aame nsaami nsaame
(538) I snore maa to ggomool nto oggale
(541 ) I go aa k e nsuaak + nsuu nsu
(542) I come mpe ere mp e er i nhu
(543) (I return) — nsuaak + nsuu nsu / nhu
(545) (I arrive) mpe ere mp e er i —
(549) I s ee ntoo nt oge ntog
(550) I hear ggu oo + gw oo gg uue gg uuo
(564) I catch a fish gkowe ndo.on gkowe ndoon gkoowe ntoon
(571 ) I kill a fowl gguuo koob gguu kuub gkooale kub
(572) I die ggueere gguueri gguuari
(581 ) I lie down mnaa ge nnaae nnaareese
(582) I sleep nnageese nlume —
(583) I dream ndo od nto ot ntoondot
(588) I cover a pot mbuume mbe gkumbane mpi gkumteene pe
(589) I pray to nleeat e ggi ia ge ggia^f
God(beg God) rigama nyama nyama
(590) I beg ggio ome ggi Dame + 
ijg i aame
ggi'Sa
(598) I cook meat ggi aame ggi aame ggi aame
nyaam nyam nyaam
(603) I p lay maa giio ggiooe —
(606) I speak ghaa we gh owe ghawe
(609) I call a 
slave
gkene mbeega ggeele laam ggioo ntaag
(617) I love thee ndegoowe nd 1 ge we ndiio wo
(625) I fall gku e er e gkuueri gkuuari
(626) I rise nd j egase nteewe + 
nsa ge e ze
ns i i orees e
(632) I cut a tree nseaale gkuuale gkooale
boe e 1 h i o on booal
(636) I sew a 
shi rt
ndsogo esuu n 1 oge (I sew) nlogo •
(I sew)
(651 ) I bathe,wash 
mys el f
gguuo + g^oo gguaae ggoo
(655) I weep ggiie mboon o+mbnone ggita+me giia
(658) I laugh gg uu a gwuu o gguua
(663) I take ntoore ntoore ntoore
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(666) I give thee mbeoowe mbee we mboo wo
(668) I sell nsiooma nsoome nsoome
(669) I buy ggiaane + ggiaane ggi aane
ndjaane
(674) I sit down ndiia + me ndiiag + ndii ese
diia ndi aasT
(680) I dance nsaaa nsaae n saa
(691 ) dry aak i i e a kii e akeeT
(705) I break a mbuuo boeel mbee hioon mboo booalete
stick (mboowate I bre
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APPENDIX SIX
APHTCA1. COMMENTS ON KQELLE *S INFORMANTS 
(from Koelle 1854*13)
1. N ’gfitenr.—From Mpako, of Charlotte, born in the town of
N‘g6tem, after which also the country is named, where 
he grew up and married, and had a  child four years old 
when he was kidnapped by the B6rrkenr people. He 
has been th irty  years in Sierra Leone, with only two 
countrymen. ■
Remarks.—N'gotexr is west of B6giorr, east of 
Eh&la, t. e. Cam eroon; also near ^N-koad, Ek&irate,
Monrg61ob, MAnsog, N?61te, Bdxrkenr.
2. M61on or M61omm6sIe.—From  Ntuwa, or John Thomas,
of Freetown, born in the village of Humua, where ho 
was sold on account of a murder, in about his twenty- 
eighth year, and brought down to the K&laba country, 
a journey of one month. He has been in Sierra Leone 
twenty years, with three countrymen remaining. • He 
was rather dull, and I could not get any plural forms 
from him ; perhaps the Ns6, Mom, M61onr, and some 
other language, originally possessing plural forms have 
now lost them.
Remarks.—MSloir is situate west of B6nrkeir, east 
of 'N 'ka and N'halemSe.
3. N’halemoe.—FromEdfa, or Thomas Renner, of Bathurst,
born in the village of Baningar, where he also grew up, 
had seven wives, and a' child about ten years of age when 
he was sold by his countrymen out of jealousy of his 
ability and influence, and brought to the sea by way of 
Cameroon. He has been in Sierra Leone between th irty  
and forty years, with only two countrymen remain­
ing ; one of whom, Eb6are, assisted him in the words 
I- asked for. Thomas Renner knew far less than 
Ebfiare, or William Renner, who was born in the 
village Kate, half-a-day‘s journey from M6asiba, the 
N ’haleraoe capital, and where he had a child of about 
twelve years of age when he was sold by his relatives to 
K6ase or N’k6ase, whence he was a t once carried to 
Baluir and Dihhla. He has been in Sierra Leone up­
wards of thirty  years.
Remarks.—Baningar lies in the NdjAmpanr district, 
about a day's journey from Mfiasiba, the N’halemSe 
capital. On his way to the sea, Edfa saw the 
countries N’kose, Bal6ngue, E?(iwe, Ehfila, i. e. Came- 
roons, He thinks this to be a journey of about 
three months. N ’halemoe is situated west of'N 'koat, 
with the same language ; east of Mdanehat, also with the 
same language.
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